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Preface

Constructal Law, Design in Nature, and Complexity

This book is about the Constructal Law of design in nature and the state of the field

that is growing around this law of physics. It explores the unifying power of the

Constructal Law and its applications in all the domains of design generation and

evolution, from biology and geophysics to globalization, engineering,

sustainability, and security. This growing activity covers the board, from physics

and biology to social organization and technology evolution.

The Constructal Law has generated a worldwide movement toward design as

science, i.e., design as a physics phenomenon as captured in 1996 by the

Constructal Law: “For a finite-size flow system to persist in time (to live), its

configuration must evolve in such a way that it provides easier access to the

imposed (global) currents that flow through it.”

Life is movement and the persistent morphing of the configuration of this

movement. The Constructal Law identifies (a) life, design and evolution (changes

in configuration) as a physics phenomenon and (b) captures the time direction of

design generation and evolution. Reviews of this growing field are available in

refs. 1–7.

To place the Constructal Law and its field in the greater framework of scientific

inquiry, it is timely to review what we mean by design in nature and by other words

that refer to design in nature: complexity, networks, diversity, chance, turbulence,

etc. These words are old and numerous because the fascination with the surround-

ings has inspired human curiosity and creativity throughout history. Science is only

the latest and most powerful mental construct that came out of this natural human

tendency to understand and use the surroundings in order to move more easily,

farther, and more persistently in time through the surroundings.

Design has two meanings in English. The first is the noun, which means shape,

structure, configuration, pattern, drawing, figure, rhythm, motif, architecture, and
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many more words that represent the mental viewing of an image—black lines on a

background of a different color. Design in nature is about this. Science began with

images: geometry (the science of figures) and mechanics (the science of

contrivances made out of moving figures). We think, we create, and we speak in

terms of images. Design in nature is about this, the images. The very fact that these

images have names—river basin, lung, snowflake—means that we all know what

they are individually even though they all look like trees.

The second meaning is the verb “to design,” which is about the human activity of

creating images and contrivances that are useful. This verb refers strictly to what

people do on a design project, for example in engineering, where along with the

verb “to design” comes “the designer” as one or many. This second meaning is not

the object of this book or of any other application of the Constructal Law. Design in

nature is not about “to design” and “the designer.”

The Constructal Law is about predicting the design (the flow configuration) and

its evolution in time. The Constructal Law is about why geometry happens.

Constructal theory is the view that the Constructal Law is correct and reliable in

a predictive sense. The use of constructal theory to discover flow configurations that

offer greater access is constructal design.

Constructal theory and design are predictive, not descriptive. This is the big

difference between the Constructal Law and other views of design in nature.

Previous attempts to explain design in nature are based on empiricism: observing

first and explaining after. They are backward looking, descriptive, and at best

explanatory. They are not predictive theories even though some are called theories.

Examples are complexity theory, network theory, chaos theory, power laws (allo-

metric scaling rules), general models, and optimality statements (minimum, maxi-

mum, optimum).

The Constructal Law is not about optimality, destiny, or end design. It is about

the fact that the generation and evolution of design never ends. With the Constructal

Law we anticipate the evolving design and its direction in time. Complexity and

scaling rules are discovered, not observed. Complexity is finite (modest), and is part

of the description of the constructal design that emerges. If the flows are between

points and areas or volumes, the constructal designs that are discovered are tree-

shaped networks. The “networks” are discovered, not observed, and not postulated.

Networks, scaling rules, and complexity are part of the description of the world of

constructal design that emerges predictively from the Constructal Law.

Based on selected papers presented at the 2011 Constructal Law Conference in

Porto Alegre, Brazil, this book illustrates the life, vigor, and growth of the research

field that is stimulated today by the Constructal Law. The samples selected for

presentation cover the broad range of science, from physics and biology to technol-

ogy and human dynamics. The first part of the book is devoted to fundamentals and

how the Constructal Law can be used to predict design in nature, the generation of

design and the evolution of design. The second part takes the reader into the world

of applications, where the constructal configurations are placed in processes and
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systems that are useful. Together, the constructal fundamentals and applications are

an invitation to new research with the Constructal Law, in new directions that so far

are waiting to be brought under the tent of “design as science,” which the

Constructal Law holds firmly.

Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil Luiz A.O. Rocha

Toulouse, France Sylvie Lorente

Durham, NC, USA Adrian Bejam
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Chapter 1

The Constructal Design of Humanity

on the Globe

A. Bejan and Sylvie Lorente

1.1 The Water and Energy Problem

Energy and water are commonly described as “problems,” like not having enough

money in the bank. In this chapter we show that energy and water are not

“commodities,” rather they are flows that sustain human life. They are not two

flows but one flow, which is responsible for all the needs of human life (movement,

heating, cooling, fresh water). This single flow represents wealth and is the reason

why the annual economic activity of a country (theGDP) is proportional to the annual

consumption of fuel in that country.

All things move because they are driven. All the live systems (animate and

inanimate) function as engines connected to brakes, such that the ultimate effect of

fuel consumption is movement on the world map. To be most effective, this

movement is hierarchical: few large and many small engines connected to brakes,

all forming a multiscale tapestry (vasculature) of movement on the globe. The

tapestry is a superposition of numerous distributing and collecting flow

architectures, all linking discrete points with finite spaces (areas and volumes).

The spaces covered by collecting and distributing flows grow in time in accord with

S-shaped curves, which unite all the animate and inanimate flow designs on the

landscape, and are predicted entirely based on the constructal law.

The opening ceremony of a recent conference commemorating “World Water

Day 2011” in Muscat, Oman, began with one of those lines with which nobody
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could disagree: “Life would not exist without water.” Yes, but incomplete. Life

would not exist without the flow of water.

The keynote event at the ASME 2011 International Mechanical Engineering

Congress & Exposition was “Energy and Water: Two Vital Commodities.”

This is not accurate either. Vital yes, commodities no. There is plenty of water in

a swamp, and plenty of solar energy in the Sahara. Neither is precious because

neither is flowing through the space inhabited by human life [1, 2].

We and the entire animate realm are an integral part of the circuit that water

completes as it flows on earth (Fig. 1.1). The best known parts of this loop are the

downward flow (the rain) and the flow along the landscape (the river basins, deltas,

underground seepage, ocean currents). Less known is the upward flow, which is

vehicled by evaporation from the land and water surface, and from the vegetation

that covers the land (this flow design is why “trees like water”). Even less known is

that the biosphere too is a design for water flow on the world map. When this flow

stops, life stops.

Humanity is one of an immense number of biological water flow systems on

earth. It is the most potent of them all, in fact, the more advanced we become the

more water we move on the landscape. We change the landscape to such degrees

that we are constructing and witnessing our own geological age on Earth: the

human age.

Like all world problems, the world water problem is not distributed evenly on

the globe (Fig. 1.2) [4]. There are stressed regions, and there are regions of plenty.

Why then are North America and Europe not stressed? These are regions that do not

break records of rainfall. The Congo is. North America and Europe are not regions

without agriculture; in fact they serve as bread baskets for the whole world. Why is

it that the water problem is distributed so unevenly?

Fig. 1.1 Water in nature circulates with flow configurations: atmospheric currents, rain, river

basins and deltas, vegetation, rising plumes, and animal locomotion [3]
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One clue is that the unevenness of the water problem matches the unevenness of

the human movement on the globe (Fig. 1.3) [5]. Advanced means advanced in

everything (movement, water flow, science, technology, etc.), and this is where

thermodynamics and the constructal law come in. Advancement ultimately means

only one thing: moving greater currents on the landscape more easily.

1.2 Movement, Economics, and Wealth

Things flow because they are driven. On earth, all the flows are driven by the heat

engine that operates between heating from the sun and heat rejection to the cold sky.

Take our own movement (Fig. 1.4). Work is produced by the global heat engine, but

Fig. 1.2 The world map of fraction of fresh water withdrawal for agriculture in 2000 [4]

Fig. 1.3 The world map of human air mass transit. Where aircraft flew in 1992 [5]
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there is no taker for this work. Instead, all the work is dissipated (destroyed) into

heat, in the brakes shown in Fig. 1.4. The net effect of the flow of heat from hot to

cold is movement, in this case human locomotion.

All the human needs are reducible to this thermodynamic conclusion, and they

are put together in Fig. 1.5. The need to have heating, i.e., a room temperature above

the ambient temperature, requires the flow of heat from the fire to the ambient. The

better we configure this heat flow, the more the heat flow passes through our living

space before it is dumped into the ambient. The need to have air conditioning and

refrigerated spaces to store food is satisfied in the same manner. It is all about

facilitating our movement on the landscape and increasing our staying power.

In animal design, as in our own evolution as the human and machine species
[6, 7], the design for greater flow access on the globe calls not only for decreasing

some flow resistances but also for increasing others. To facilitate movement,

animals must have body insulation, i.e., thermal resistances. Our engines, homes,

and refrigerators must also be covered by insulation. This is because what flows

through animals, humans, and vehicles must proceed along certain channels. This

means less resistance along each channel and more resistance across the channel.
This apparent contradiction of less resistance and more resistance is what “channel”

means.

Completely analogous is the need to have water flow in the living space. The

building of infrastructure for water delivery and removal requires work, which

comes from power plants that consume fuel. The need to have food (another water

stream into the living space) is met through agriculture and irrigation, which require

Fig. 1.4 Everything that moves on earth is driven. It moves as an engine that dissipates its work

output into a brake [1]
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Fig. 1.5 All the needs of humanity can be reduced to the model of Fig. 1.4. Heat flows through the

human space, from high temperature to ambient temperature, and the effect is beneficial for human

life: heating, transportation, cooling, water, etc.
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work. In the arid and populated regions of the globe the water supply comes largely

from desalination. This too requires work from fuel.

All together, the needs that define modern living are streams driven by work, or

power. In time, these streams swell as the society becomes more advanced,

civilized, and affluent. Better living conditions (food, water, heating, cooling) are

achieved not only through the use of more fuel but also through configuring

better the designs (i.e., science and technology) of all the things that flow and

move. We see this most clearly in the comparison of countries according to wealth

(GDP) and fuel consumption (Fig. 1.6) [1]. Wealth is power, literally, the power

used to drive all the currents that constitute the economic activity. The need to have

water is the need to have power.

Fig. 1.6 The bottom line of Fig. 1.5 is that economic activity means the burning of fuel for human

needs [1]. This is demonstrated by the annual GDP of countries all over the globe, which is

proportional to the fuel burned in those countries (data from International Energy Agency. Key

World Energy Statistics, 2006)
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All the moving and flowing systems evolve in time toward constructal designs

(Fig. 1.4). The movement is the result of dissipating the work produced by the heat

current as it passes from high temperature to the temperature of the ambient.

Movement and flow mean “work ~ weight � distance,” as highlighted in

Fig. 1.4. This summarizing formula holds for the work needed to drive the water

flow through all the river channels, and the animals on all their paths on the world

map. It holds not only for the inanimate and animate weight that sweeps the globe

horizontally, but also for the weight of humanity—all the people, goods, and

communications (assemblies of people and goods moving together, globally).

We see the actual flow of this human and machine species in Fig. 1.3, which

shows the design that has emerged naturally to facilitate human movement on

earth. This global river basin—this vasculature—is driven by the burning of fuel.

Like the movement that it drives, the burning of fuel is nonuniform, organized into

few large channels and many small channels, just like the architecture of river

basins, vascular tissues, and the animal kingdom.

Wealth means movement today, not some gold hidden in a cave and forgotten.

This view places the concept of “wealth” in physics. A country is wealthy (devel-

oped, advanced) because it moves more material and people than the under-

developed. Fuel that flows (extracted, sold, burned) is wealth (e.g., Fig. 1.6),

because it sustains the movement of people and goods, in accord with the

constructal-law tendency to morph to move more easily. Fuel saved in the ground

is not wealth, because it does not create movement. Likewise, money that is being

spent (to drive the flow of fuel, which generates movement) is wealth; money that

is hoarded (not spent) is not wealth. In sum, the view provided by the constructal

law (Fig. 1.6) is the physics law of the natural design phenomenon known as

economics and business.

With the constructal law, biology and economics become like physics—law-

based, exact, and predictable [2].

The burning of fuel and the resulting movement are not the only streams that

represent wealth. There is also the creation of knowledge (science, education,

information), technology and paths of communication. These streams and flow

architectures happen because they are integral parts of the design of moving people

and goods more effectively. The flow of knowledge is an integral part of the

material flow architecture on the globe, and it also means wealth—more, farther,

more efficiently, all measurable in physics. This is why the map of the distribution

of scientific ideas (Fig. 1.7) [8] is essentially the same as the map of the distribution

of human movement (Fig. 1.3) and wealth (Fig. 1.6).

1.3 Few Large and Many Small

The power of this mental viewing rests in its implications in the design needed by

the underdeveloped to move more, to have better roads, education, information,

economies, peace, and security. How is this to be done? By attaching the
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underdeveloped areas and groups better (with better flowing channels placed in

better locations) to the trunks and big branches of the flow of economy on the globe.

For these attachments to flow, the grand design needs the big rivers. It needs the

advanced. This is how to control the size of the gap between the developed and the

underdeveloped, so that the whole design is efficient, stable, and beneficial to all its

components.

The few large and many small flow together, because this is how movement is

facilitated the most on the landscape. The movement of goods has evolved into a

tapestry of few large roads and many small streets (Fig. 1.8), and few large trucks

and many small vehicles (Fig. 1.9) [9]. The few large and many small is also the

secret of the design of all animal mass flow on the landscape (Fig. 1.10). In biology

and common language this is better known as the food chain, the fast catches the

slow, and the large eats the small (which is correct, because the larger animals are

faster, on land, in water, and in the air [10–12]).

Few large and many small are all the streams that sweep the globe. They are

hierarchical, like a circulatory system with one heart with two chambers, Europe

and North America (Fig. 1.3). Fuel consumption, economic activity, and wealth

(Fig. 1.6) are other names for this natural design.

1.4 Distributed Energy Systems: The Global Design

Seen through the lens of the constructal law, the future design of globalization is

clear. It is an energy and water future, a design of channels with diffusion perpendic-

ular to the channels. The human activity toward this design proceeds on three fronts:

1. The development of water and fuel resources.

2. The development of water production and energy conversion methods.

Fig. 1.7 The distribution of regions with highly cited scientific publications over the world [8]
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Fig. 1.9 Few large and many small in the movement of freight on vehicles on the landscape [9].

The movement is enhanced when a certain balance is established between the number of small

vehicles allocated to a large vehicle, and the balance (L1/L2) between the distances (L1, L2) traveled
by the few and the many

Fig. 1.8 The movement on the landscape appears complicated because it leaves marks (paths)

that crisscross and form grids. This is particularly evident in the evolving designs of urban traffic.

Less evident is the actual flow of people and goods on the area. Each flow is tree shaped, from the

area to the point of interest or from another point to the same area. The grid is the solid (but not

permanent) infrastructure that accommodates all the possible and superimposed tree-shaped flows.

The superposition of the big branches of the trees forms the grid of avenues and highways. The

superposition of the tree canopies forms the grid of streets and alleys. The few large and many

small of urban design has its origin in the natural design of tree-shaped flow on the landscape

1 The Constructal Design of Humanity on the Globe 9



3. The global design of water and fuel production and consumption, hand in glove

with the global design of generation, distribution, and consumption (destruction).

Most important but least recognized is the third front, because it resonates in the

daily debates about globalization, sustainability, and environmental impact. Work

on the third front adds a fundamental component to water and energy initiatives in

government, which has enormous impact on science, education, and industry.

The global flow system is a tapestry of nodes of production embedded in areas

populated by users and environment, distributing and collecting flow systems, all

linked, and sweeping the earth with their movement. Constructal theory and design

[13] is showing that the whole basin is flowing better (with fewer obstacles globally)

when the production nodes and the channels are allocated in certain ways to the

covered areas (the environment). This is how the inhabited globe becomes a live

system—a living tissue—and why its best future can be designed based on principle.

With the constructal law, this design can be pursued predictively.

Distribution, allocation, and the consumption of power should be considered

together on fronts 1–3, as equal partners. This holistic view includes fields such as

housing and transportation, building materials, heating and air conditioning,

lighting, and water distribution. In the university, it serves as a healthy unifier of

mechanical, civil, and electrical engineering with environmental science. Taken

together, all these concerns allow the global design to emerge with balance between

the fuel streams that sustain our society on earth.

Once again, few large and many small is the secret of the global design, because

we showed recently that larger flow systems must be more efficient than smaller

systems [9, 14]. This is in accord with the recorded performance of steam turbine

power plants [15], gas turbine power plants [14], individual turbines [15], and refriger-

ation and liquefaction installations [16]. Samples of these data are presented in

Fig. 1.11. This size effect is predictable from the argument that larger body sizes

Fig. 1.10 Few large and many small in how animal mass is moving on the globe, on land, in

water, and in the air. Note the analogy between this design and Fig. 1.9. The design of animal mass

flow is the precursor to our own design as human and machines (vehicles) sweeping the globe
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accommodate ducts with larger cross-sections and larger surfaces for heat and mass

transfer, which represent lower resistances for the flow of fluids and heat and mass

currents. This holds equally for power plants and animal design, and is summarized in

an efficiency formula of the form�II ¼ C1M
a, where�II is the second law efficiency,C1

Fig. 1.11 The effect of size on efficiency [14]: (a) steam turbine power plants ; (b) individual

steam turbines; (c) gas turbine units; (d) refrigeration and liquefaction plants
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is a constant,M is the body mass, and a~<1. This also predicts the efficiency of animal

design as a transportation system for animal mass on the landscape.

For example this effect of “economies of scale” can be predicted by considering

even simpler flow systems. We showed that when heating water in a central facility

the loss of heat from the water mass m is proportional to the surface of the water

tank (i.e., m2/3), and consequently the heat loss per unit of heated water mass

decreases as m�1/3 as the body size m increases [13]. Another example is the

power output of solar chimney power plants, which increases in proportion with

A3/2, where A is the land area occupied by the roof of the power plant [17].

At first glance, this size effect suggests that bigger is always better. We showed

that this is incorrect because the efficient system must serve a population of users

distributed on an area. When the system is large, the area is large and the users are

many. The distribution lines that connect the central system with the users are

plagued by losses that increase in proportion with the length scale of the area. From

this point of view, smaller is better. There is a fundamental tradeoff between the

two effects, and its chief result is that a balance always emerges between the size of

the central system and the number of users that the system serves. We demonstrated

this for the generating and distribution of power on a land area [18], refrigeration

and air conditioning [19], and heating [13, 20].

In sum, the landscape emerges as a tapestry of nodes of production and lines of

distribution. The nodes are few and large, and the branches that reach the users are

many and small. We also discovered that this tapestry must be woven according to a

vascular design that depends on the size of the whole system. For example, while

distributing heated water from a central heater to a square area with N uniformly

distributed users, the flow architecture can be radial (r), dichotomous (2), or a

construct (4) based on a quadrupling rule, Fig. 1.12. The lower part of the figure

shows that the total heat loss per user (i.e., the loss at the center and along the

distribution lines) decreases as the size of the landscape (N) increases. In the pursuit
of efficiency (less fuel required per user), the flow architecture must change

stepwise from (r) to (2), and finally to (4) as the overall size increases. The stepwise
evolutionary design of vasculature covers all scales, including the water and energy

design of the inhabited globe.

1.5 Designs for Distributing and Collecting:

The S-Curve Phenomena

The flows that bathe and connect the live landscape are united not only by the

tapestry of tree-shaped flows (Figs. 1.8 and 1.9) but also by the unsteady

(nonmonotonic) manner in which these flow architectures spread. When the cov-

ered territory is plotted vs. time, the histories of spreading and collecting flows are

S-shaped curves.
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In the beginning, the covered territory grows slowly, but the rate of territory

coverage increases in time. The growth rate is maximum at the point where the

S-curve is the steepest. Later, the growth rate decreases monotonically and the

covered territory tends to a plateau, which is the upper end of the S (see the

examples of Fig. 1.13).

When a heat pump cools a home during the hot and humid season, it must dump

a multiple of that heat current into the ambient. Where the human settlement is

sparse, the dumping of the heat is not a critical design feature. The atmosphere—the

big sewer in the sky—will do. The same “environment” serves the heat pump

during the cold season, when the heat pump must draw a heat current from the

ambient and inject it (multiplied) into the home. What was sewer in summer is

manna from heaven in winter.

Fig. 1.12 The effect of size on the vasculature design of distributed heating on the landscape [20].

The total heat loss per user decreases as the size of the inhabited area increases. The heat loss per

user is lower when the architecture evolves stepwise from radial to dendritic as N increases
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It is not nearly as easy when the human settlement is dense. No one wants to

live in somebody else’s exhaust. In this evolutionary direction (which, by the way,

is the future of all humanity), the “environment” is as dear as the plot of land on

which the home is built. The heat pumps of the future must dump heat to and suck

heat from the ground.

How to spread a heat current from one point (the heat pump) to a finite-size

volume (the soil around the home) is a constructal design problem that we solved by

using the constructal law [21]. First, the heat must be spread by fluid flow, through

tree-shaped pipes, throughout the territory. During this initial “invasion” phase, the

volume of the heated soil is small (Fig. 1.14), but it increases at a growing rate.

Second, after the hot fluid has invaded all the channels on the territory, the heat is

transmitted from the channels perpendicularly to the neighboring soil. This is the

“consolidation” phase, where the theme “solid” in the word consolidation suggests

the reality of the heat current filling the soil interstices held between neighboring

channels.

The history of the volume of heated soil vs. time is an S-shaped curve (Fig. 1.14)

that is entirely deterministic, i.e., predictable. Everything about this S curve is

known because both phases, the invasion and the consolidation, are known. We also

Fig. 1.13 Examples of S-curve phenomena: the growth of brewer’s yeast, the spreading of radios

and TVs, and the growth of the readership of scientific publications [21]
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predicted that when the invading channels are tree-shaped (Fig. 1.15) as opposed to

single channels (Fig. 1.14), the entire flow from point to volume occurs faster, more

easily, along a steeper S curve.

In summary, and in accord with the constructal law, the S curves of nature are

manifestations (history records) of tree-shaped invasion (not line invasion) on areas

and volumes that are eventually filled during consolidation by transversal diffusion.

This discovery of the S curve is important for two reasons. First, the S curve was

predicted from the constructal law before there was any reason to look outside to

see many diverse S curves and try to predict them in order to unite them. This first

part of the story is about the meaning of pure theory. It is images in the mind, in that

imaginary movie theater.

Fig. 1.14 Line-shaped invasion, followed by consolidation by transversal diffusion. The

predicted history of the area covered by diffusion reveals the S-shaped curve [21]
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The second part is about the practical value of this power to predict. When

anything spreads on a territory, the curve of territory size vs. time is S-shaped:

slow initial growth is followed by much faster growth, and finally by slow growth

again. The corresponding curve of the rate of spreading vs. time is bell shaped.

Fig. 1.15 Tree-shaped invasion, showing the narrow regions covered by diffusion in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the invasion lines [21]
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This phenomenon is so common that it has generated entire fields of research that

seem unrelated: the spreading of biological populations, cancer tumors, chemical

reactions, contaminants, languages, news, information, innovations, technologies,

infrastructure, and economic activity (e.g., Fig. 1.13).

The natural S-curve phenomenon is not a particular mathematical expression

for the S-shaped curve. In fact, we showed that the S-shaped curves are not unique

[21]. The natural phenomenon is the observation that in many and highly diverse

flow systems the covered territory increases in time according to a curve that

resembles an S.

The prevalence of S-curve phenomena in nature rivals that of tree-shaped flows,

which also unite the animate, inanimate, and human realms. This is not a coinci-

dence. Both phenomena are manifestations of the natural tendency of flow systems

to generate evolving designs that allow them to flow, spread, and collect more

easily. This tendency is summarized by the constructal law.

All these predictions apply equally to the behavior of collecting flows, which

extract mass or energy from areas or volumes and carry them to discrete points.

For collecting flows, the scales of the S inflection point indicate the all important

regime of peak production rate, known as the “Hubbert peak” in oil extraction. It is

not a coincidence that oil extraction technology has evolved from single-line

invasion (the single well) to tree invasion, e.g., Fig. 1.16.

The S-curve phenomenon and its physics principle unite the spreading flows

with the collecting flows, and the animate flows with the inanimate flows. In the

human realm, they unite the designs for urban infrastructure with the underground

architectures for mining (coal, metals, etc.), and teach the physics of “limits to

Fig. 1.16 The evolution of human-made volume-point flow underground: drilling and oil extrac-

tion pattern under the Empty Quarter, Saudi Arabia (Courtesy of Aramco). This tree-shaped design

is an icon of all mining that occurs worldwide: coal, gas, metals, etc. [21]
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growth” and when a spreading population and technology can be expected to “hit

the wall.” They also cover the periodic phenomena of spreading and collecting,

such as respiration (inhaling, exhaling), drug delivery, excretion, rain water (from

river basin to delta), and blood circulation.

There is a lot of doomsday talk today about the world being in an “explosion”

phase, or on an “exponential growth” curve. In view of the constructal-law origin of

the S curve, all such talk is about the first part of the actual S-curve phenomenon.

What looks like explosion today, will look like hitting the wall tomorrow.

Let’s return to the discussion of how a new technology spreads [22]. The

invasion-consolidation scenario happens naturally, not because industry and gov-

ernment leaders dictate it. Decades ago, only a few companies made autos—now

everybody makes autos, but the advanced companies are making them with better

designs and methods. Each such design is the start of its own S curve of how it

spreads on the globe. It is the same with aircraft, although here the consolidation

phase is yet to become visible. Agriculture is a much older example. The invasion

was from Mesopotamia to Europe, and the consolidation followed: now everybody

plants and reaps something.

All these phenomena are covered (in their own language) by our prediction

of their S curves [21, 22]. If translated correctly, they reveal that their “exponential

growth” must end and be replaced by “hitting the wall.” China, by the way, will hit

the wall too.
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Chapter 2

Toward a Quantitative Unifying Theory

of Natural Design of Flow Systems:

Emergence and Evolution

A.F. Miguel

2.1 Quality Design Prevalence in Natural Systems

The idea of beauty and quality of design of the natural systems found a broad

consensus in the natural philosophers [1]. This is because living systems are

wonderfully adaptable and can survive in a complex natural environment. Attempts

to imitate living systems have been made since ancient times. The identification of

animals as streamlined bodies with applications to manufactured devices for drag

comes from Renaissance period [2, 3]. Leonardo da Vinci recognized the impor-

tance of the relationship between design and function. He noticed that a fish could

move through water with little resistance because its streamlined shape allowed

the water to flow smoothly over the afterbody without prematurely separating [4].

Da Vinci’s flying machines powered by man were drawn in the 1490s based on the

observation of birds [2] (Fig. 2.1).

In the seventeenth century, Borelli, together with Robert Boyle, René Descartes,

Niels Stensen, and others, was the founder of an important intellectual movement

known as iatromechanism [5]. According to Thomas Hall [5] “For Borelli, living

bodies are machines. The life of the machine is the totality of movements exhibited

by the moving parts and by the machine as a whole. The whole machine is an

assemblage of smaller component machines.” Borelli [6] also attempted to copy

animal characteristics in a submarine design. Buoyancy control was based on the

swim bladders of fish and propulsion control was obtained by oars acting similarly

to paddling feet of geese or frogs.

The adherence to biological principles and designs for an enhanced performance

influenced different areas of knowledge and last until today [7, 8]. The slogan “form

follows function” became the tune of modern architecture [9]. This idea influenced
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the organic architecture of Frank LloydWright and follows. In modern engineering,

the idea is also to use biological inspiration to engineer machines that emulate the

performance of animals. This biomimetic approach1 [10] attempts to seek solutions

for increased efficiency and specialization because consider that living systems

have already performed the cost–benefit analysis (i.e., optimizing specific design

for particular functions) due to process of “natural selection.” Not long ago,

scientists designed an electronic camera that mimics the shape of the human eye

for improved imaging [12]. This design prevents the distortion that normally occurs

at the edges of flat lenses.

The designs exhibited by natural systems may be target for technology transfer

and to reduce the time of development of innovative solutions. Although, strict

adherence to these designs is not always synonymous of good practical results

[13, 14]. To prevent failures, a clear understanding of why a particular design is

successful and the circumstances that make it successful is needed.

2.2 Design and Physics Principles

Since Anaximenes of Miletus (585–528 B.C.) laws are considered operative

throughout the Nature [15]. This constitutes a magnificent triumph of reason and

observation: laws tell us how things operate and can guide us in the quest for news

knowledge. The invariance provides a structure and coherence to the laws just as

the laws provide a structure and coherence to the set of natural events. In fact, the

invariance of the laws of Nature under space–time translations allows applying

them at different times and places. So, laws form the bedrock of Physics.

During the last century, quantum theory and relativity have profoundly modified

the laws of mechanics. The whole body of thermodynamics, instead, has remained

Fig. 2.1 A bird and a flying machine

1 The term “biomimetics” was conceived by Otto H. Schmitt in 1969 from “bios” meaning life and

“mimesis” meaning to imitate [11]. Other term that is often used is “biomimicry,” which has been

put forward as a method of working that seeks sustainable solutions by emulating nature’s patterns

and strategies (e.g., a photovoltaic cell inspired by the structure of a leaf).
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untouchable.2 The zeroth law defines a useful property “temperature” (and states

that the equality of temperature as necessary and sufficient condition for thermal

equilibrium), the first law defines a useful property “energy” (and asserts that

energy is conserved), the second law asserts the existence of an extensive property

“entropy” (and states that the entropy of an adiabatically isolated system never

decreases in time), and the third law define a state known as “absolute zero” (and

relates the entropy of a systems to its absolute temperature).

The generation of configuration (design) is a universal phenomenon that occurs

in every flow system. In the struggle to understand this phenomenon, Adrian Bejan

comes to a new and comprehensive law of design generation—the constructal law.

The ubiquitous generation of configuration is, like other phenomena, covered by a

physics law that states that “For a finite-size flow system to persist in time (to live) it

must evolve such that it provides greater and greater access to the currents that flow

through it” [17, 18].

The generation of flow design (configuration, shape, and structure) belongs in

thermodynamics [19–22], and completes the four solid metacarpal bones (i.e.,

previous four laws) that form the structural frame of the hand that holds the modern

science. This new law asserts that for any flow system there is a property “configu-

ration” (and relates the generation of configuration to its greater access to flow3).

Flows occur against resistances (imperfections) that constantly try to slow down.

Design is the constructal path to persist in time (to survival). Each system acquires

configuration (design), in time, by replacing an existing configuration by a design

that best allocate imperfection (resistances), providing an easier flow access.

Therefore, the mastery of this law is essential in the analysis of systems far from

equilibrium.

2.3 Thermodynamics Laws, Time, and (A)Symmetry

Regarding the influence of the time, laws may be separated into two components:

the description of the set of states that the system can be in at any given time and

how states change with time. In mechanics these two components are called

“kinematics” and “dynamics,” respectively. The question about preferred direction

of action in time or time symmetry/asymmetry can be regarded within this

framework.

2 “The law that entropy always increases, holds, I think, the supreme position among the laws of

Nature. If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with

Maxwell’s equations—then so much the worse for Maxwell’s equations. If it is found to be

contradicted by observation—well, these experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if

your theory is found to be against the second law of thermodynamics, I can give you no hope; there

is nothing for it but to collapse in deepest humiliation”—Eddington [16].
3 “Maximum flow access” corresponds to minimum travel time or minimum transfer time [23].

Therefore, “for a finite-size flow system to persist in time it must evolve such that it provides a

minimum travel time to currents that flow through it.”
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Although all processes must take place in accordance with the first law, the

principle of conservation of energy is, by itself, insufficient for an unambiguous

description of the behavior of a system. Specifically, there is no mention that every

natural process has preferred directions of action in time. For example, in the

formation of Benard cells (i.e., far from equilibrium phenomenon), the flow of

heat occurs naturally from hotter to colder sites, and as the temperature of the

bottom layer is increased, a stage is reached (critical temperature) where the liquid

overcomes its internal resistance (viscosity) and begins to undergo bulk motion.

The concept of energy (and energy conservation) is not sufficient to explain these

things. Both, the reverse flow (cold to hot) and the immutability of configuration,

are not in violation of the first law. In addition, so far as that law is concerned, the

heat is transferred into the system and increases its internal energy, but if the heat

source is disconnected, it undergoes a decrease in temperature and returns to the

same internal energy state. Since it is possible to take the same amount of internal

energy back, there is symmetry of state of the system.

The second law of thermodynamics points that the “forward” and “backward”

for heat is not allowed in the sense that heat always flows from hotter to colder sites

(i.e., energy always gets dissipated as heat—irreversibility). There is a “time

asymmetry” or a “direction of time” or an “arrow of time.” The second law states

that dS
dt

� 0, where S is the entropy and t is the time, and expresses a time asymmetry

of the state of the system (i.e., “kinematics”).

The constructal law points to another “arrow of time”: an existing configuration

morph toward easier flowing configurations to assure its survival (i.e., designs that

provide less access to the currents are not allowed). This law tells how configuration

changes with time in the quest for greater flow access (i.e., “dynamics”). Cells

emerge when the temperature of the bottom reaches a critical temperature because

cells facilitate heat to flow more efficiently into the colder sites. But they disappear

as soon as the temperature drops below the critical temperature because cells are not

the constructal paths that provide an easier flow access. The constructal law, as

others “dynamical laws,” admits time reversal symmetry.

It becomes apparent that the emergence of configuration, defined by the

constructal law, requires that the entropy changes, rather than staying the same.

Consider a Poiseuille-type resistive flow. The rate of entropy generated, Sg, is

dSg
dt

¼ VI

T
: (2.1)

Here V is the potential, I is the current I, and T is the absolute temperature. In terms

of flow resistance R, (2.1) may be rewritten as

dSg
dt

¼ V2

RT
or R ¼ V2

dSg dt=
� �

T
; (2.2)

dSg
dt

¼ RI2

T
or R ¼ T dSg dt=

� �
I2

: (2.3)
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Maximum flow access means minimum resistance under constraints: constraint

of constant I or constraint of constant V. According to the (2.2), minimizing the flow

resistance for a specified potential, V, corresponds to maximization of the entropy

generation rate. On the other hand, minimizing the flow resistance under a constant

current, I, corresponds to minimizing the entropy generation rate (2.3). The mean-

ing of (2.2) and (2.3) is double-fold: (1) the constructal law is connected with the

maximization and minimization of entropy generation rate principles, and (2) as

second law of thermodynamics is diverse of the principle of maximization/minimi-

zation of entropy generation rate, the constructal law is distinct of the second law of

thermodynamics.

In summary, the constructal law may be connected with minimization/maximi-

zation of entropy generation rate and is essentially different from the second law of

thermodynamics. Both laws share a preferred direction of action in time (“arrow of

time”) but with distinct time symmetry.

2.4 Natural (Constructal) Design of the Large and Small

Natural flow systems are complex and diverse. They cover several orders of

magnitude in length and in mass.

Inanimate systems such as Nile and Amazon basins have lengths of 6,850 km

and 6,700 km, respectively, and drain more than 3 � 106 km2 [24, 25]. In the

opposite length scales are the aerosols. Aerosols are solid or liquid particles

suspended in air or other gaseous environment. Their particles sizes are in the

micrometer and sub-micrometer range, and tend to combine with each other

(agglomerate) to form larger particles. Living organisms cover more than 27 orders

of magnitude in mass from molecules of the genetic code to whales and sequoias

[26]. Even though, life uses the same reactions and chemical elements to generate a

remarkable variety of forms and dynamical behaviors. Do these systems follow the

same law of configuration (design)?

The constructal law is grounded on the idea that flow systems are not purposeless

(the ultimate target is to persist) and are free to morph in time (evolve), under global

constraints, to accomplish their purpose. Configuration is the constructal path to

carry fluid, heat, mass, information, people, etc., in order to persist in the “arrow of

time.” Is this law of design real? Does it belongs to the world or merely reflect the

way we speak about it? All scientific efforts are based on the existence of univer-

sality, which manifests itself in diverse ways and scales. In this section, we

arbitrarily partitioned the scale spectrum into microscale, mesoscale, and macro-

scale [27] and reviewed some advances in the emergence of configuration, within

these scales, in the light of constructal law. This is not an exhaustive list of

examples, but it does reveal the depth that this law embodies.
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2.4.1 Natural Design into Microscale Flow Systems

Nano- and micron-particle agglomerates often have dendritic shapes instead of

spherical shapes. Why does it occur?

Consider that there are not electrically neutral surfaces in contact with the air

[28], and the forces that make aerosol particles stick onto previously deposited

particles are of the electrical type. Observation shows that there are two kinds of

configurations: spherical and conically. The volume growth in time of a spherical

agglomerate shape, Vsph, is given by [29]

Vsph � K2t2; (2.4)

while the volume growth in time of an agglomerate of particles with the conical

shape, Vcon, is

Vcon � qelK
14=3

mel

� �1=2

t7=3; (2.5)

where mel is the dipole moment, qel is the charge and K is a quantity that depends of

the particle size, dipole moment, electric charge, Cunningham correction factor,

electric permittivity of the air, surface density of charge, and air viscosity.

According to the constructal law, the architecture of the aggregate of particles

evolves in time in such a way that the global rate of accumulation of the particles is

maximized (i.e., agglomerates the particles in the fastest way possible). The

temporal evolution of the accumulation volume is presented in Fig. 2.2. This plot

shows that at the critical time, tcritical, the volume of conical agglomerates overtakes

the volume of spherical agglomerates. According to (2.4) and (2.5)

tcritical � mel
qelK2=3

� �3=2

: (2.6)

This means that the agglomerate must first grow as a sphere (t < tcritical) and
then change to a conical shape. The initial design (spherical) is replaced by a

design (conical, tree-shaped) that agglomerates more easily. Experimental

measurements reported in the literature confirm the main features of this constructal

development [29].

Liquid droplet impact on a solid surface may present a disk configuration or

develops needles that grow radially (Fig. 2.3). Bejan and Gobin [30] reveal that

liquid droplet impact is a manifestation of the constructal law and also present a

dimensionless number that governs the selection of geometry. This number is

defined by the ratio of two lengths, the final radius of the disc that dies viscously,

divided by the radius of the still inviscid ring that just wrinkles.

Transportation systems for the long-distance delivery and distribution of

biofluids are essential for the multicellular organisms. The fluid with some
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dissolved components (oxygen, carbonic acid, mineral, and organic nutrients) must

be delivered to a distributed set of consumers (cells, tissues, organs). Galen who

lived in the second century A.D. and spent part of his lifetime in observation of the

human body and its functioning, described the blood vessels as “trunks divided into

many branches and twigs” that nourished the body [31]. Tree-shaped networks of

tubes with decreased caliber are used to deliver these fluids (Fig. 2.4). It can be

found in mammals, plants, invertebrates, and some others. In spite of their compli-

cated topology and sizes (i.e., tubes may vary in diameter from micrometer to

decimeter), they reveal a common design principle of construction in the nature.

Vast measurements on different systems (i.e., arterial, venous, and respiratory

systems; plant leaves; etc.) show that [18, 21, 31]

Fig. 2.2 Time evolution of the volume corresponding to conical (line) and spherical (dashed line)
agglomerates

Fig. 2.3 Liquid droplet impact on a solid surface
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Dn
o ¼ Dn

1 þ Dn
2; (2.7)

where D0, D1, and D2 are the diameters of the parent and daughter’s vessels at a

bifurcation, respectively, and the power exponent n was found to be 3, except when
the flow is not laminar (n ¼ 2.3). Equation (2.7) is usually termed as Murray or

Hess–Murray law.

Bejan et al. [32] focused on a stream that branch into tributaries streams in

a constrained space. A steady incompressible flow through an assembly of ducts

(T- and Y-shaped assembly depicted in Fig. 2.5) with negligible pressure losses4 at

bifurcation was considered. The objective was the maximization of the system

performance by minimizing the global flow resistance of the fluid stream. They

found that the exponent n of Equation (2.7) depends on the flow regime but it is

independent of geometry of the configuration: for laminar flow n is 3 but for

turbulent flow n is 7/3 (~2.3). Bejan et al. [32] also studied the relationship between
the lengths of the parent and daughter’s vessels (L0, L1, and L2). They found that the
lengths are described by an equation similar to that of (2.7) (i.e., L0

n ¼ L1
n + L2

n):

for laminar flow n is 3 and for turbulent flow n is 7. These are new results provided

by the constructal theory [32].

Fig. 2.4 Network of branching blood vessels in the eye (courtesy of UNL)

4Wechsatol et al. [33] studied the effect of junction losses on the optimal geometry of bifurcation.

For laminar flow, the junction losses have sizable effects on the optimal diameter ratio at each node

of bifurcation only when the dimensionless parameter called svelteness, defined by the ratio

between the external and internal length scales, is lower than the square root of 10.
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Tree-shaped networks are also a manifestation of the constructal law. Bejan [34]

and Bejan and Lorente [35] showed that the tree-shaped networks of tubes with

decreased caliber, found in mammals, plants, invertebrates, and some others, occur

if the purpose is to connect one point (source or sink) with an infinity of points

(volume, area, and line), and what flows (i.e., fluid, heat, people, goods, or other)
exhibit at least two regimes (e.g., slow and fast).

Snowflakes configuration is a manifestation of the constructal law and the

explanation is also provided by Bejan [18, 36]. If the fluid temperature is slightly

below the solidification temperature at an immobile fluid medium, latent heat is

released at the solidification site and flows into the subcooled medium. The tree-

shaped configuration of the snowflake is the one that makes it easier for the heat

currents to flow from small areas to the entire volume. Turbulent eddy configuration

has also a similar foundation: the trade-off between diffusion and convection

(streams) mechanisms [18, 37].

2.4.2 Natural Design into Mesoscale Flow Systems

Lungs, kidneys, circulatory system, etc., and also colonies of living organisms (e.g.,

stony corals) are also examples of ordered solid configurations. Lungs, for example,

are the organs specialized for oxygen and carbon dioxide exchange between air and

blood [31]. Two flow mechanisms may accomplish this objective: diffusion and

convection (streams). Therefore, the lung could be a ducts system or a simple single

sac open to the external air from which the oxygen and carbon dioxide diffuses

between the air and the blood. A duct system has a higher friction resistance than a

sac (volume) open to external air [31]. Besides, the access time for a gas concen-

tration to travel by diffusion and by “streams,” through a characteristic length L,
is ~ L2/D and ~ L/u, respectively, where D is the diffusion coefficient and u the gas

Fig. 2.5 T- and Y-shaped assembly of ducts (adapted from Bejan et al. [32])
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speed [31]. Consequently, the possibility of a simple single sac is clearly noncom-

petitive as compared to a ducts system: the former has an access time for streams

flow of ~1 s (characteristics length ~0.5 m and gas speed ~0.5 m/s) whereas the

latter has an access time of ~104 s (diffusion coefficient ~10�5 m2/s). In summary, a

duct system has a large friction resistance to airflow whereas the single sac has a

large spreading resistance. Why are lungs tree-like structures?

The answer is provided by Bejan [18] based on the constructal law: as mentioned

in the last section, if the aim is to connect one point with an infinity of points and

there are different flow mechanisms to accomplish the purpose, the constructal path

that emerges is a tree (Fig. 2.6). Tree-shaped networks act as basic supportive flow

paths along which flows need to survive are propagated [18]. But what are the tree

characteristics that provide the easiest way to supply oxygen to the blood and the

drainage of carbon dioxide from it?

Dichotomy (pairing or bifurcation) is an optimized result in tree-flow structures

provided by the constructal law (see for example, Bejan [18], Bejan and Lorente

[21], Miguel [31]), as well as the relationship between successive duct sizes

Fig. 2.6 Anatomy of the

lungs
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(see Sect. 2.4.1). The exact number of bifurcations was studied via the constructal

law [31, 38, 39]. Assuming a Hagen–Poiseuille flow through the network, the global

resistance to fluid flow after minimization yields the optimal number of

bifurcations, Nopt,

Nopt ¼ 2:164 ln
0:000235D4

0RairTair
nairDgL20

fg;0

fg

� 1

 !" #
; (2.8)

where nair is the kinematic viscosity of the air, L0 is the trachea length, D0 is the

trachea diameter, Dg is the diffusivity of the gas (e.g., oxygen or carbon dioxide) in

the air, Rair is the air constant, Tair is the temperature, and fg and fg,0 are the relative

concentration of gas in the alveoli and in the outside air, respectively. Based on data

available in the literature for L0, D0 and fg, the optimal number of bifurcations is

obtained by assuming a body temperature of 36 �C and taking all pertinent values at

this temperature. Using these values in the previous formula, Nopt is 23.4 and 23.2

for O2 and CO2 transport, respectively. As the number of bifurcations must be an

integer, the optimal number of bifurcations of the respiratory tree must be 23, which

is a very well-known result in pulmonary physiology. In summary, the best config-

uration for lung is a tree with 23 levels of bifurcation (i.e., ducts system with a lower

spreading resistance) that ends with alveolar sacs.

All the living beings are subjected to the same average environmental

parameters. Therefore, the constructal law also predicts that it must exists a

characteristic length D0
2/L0 (i.e., the ratio of the square of trachea diameter to its

length) that is representative for humans [38, 39]

D2
0

L0
¼ 8:63

LA

V

nairDgfg

RairTairðfg;0 � fgÞ
: (2.9)

Here A is the alveolar area required for gas exchange, V is the volume allocated to

the respiratory system and L is the length of the respiratory tree. Equations (2.8) and

(2.9) clearly demonstrate that the number of bifurcations of the respiratory tree is

determined by the characteristic length D0
2/L0, and this length is determined by the

dimensionless number LA/V.
Stony corals and other colonies of living organisms (e.g., bacterial colonies) that

cope with hostile environmental conditions (e.g., growing in sheltered sites or

nutrient-poor water) develop branched configurations. Stony corals, for example,

may present two flow “mechanisms” of growth: diffusion (compact and massive)

and streams (tree-shaped). Besides, diffusion and convection (streams) mechanisms

may also drive the water, with nutrients, that bath the colony. Configuration is the

constructal path to survival by increasing flow access (performance). At sheltered

sites, diffusion (high access time; high spreading resistance) is the dominant mech-

anism that drives the nutrients. Therefore, the action of the constructal law is

evident: corals must grow as “bio-streams” (low spreading resistance) which pro-

vide the most direct path to the slow (diffusive) regions of nutrient transport [40]. On
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the other hand, at nutrient-rich water currents (i.e., streams with low spreading

resistance) corals grow as compact structures (i.e., more effective to fill space)

[40]. This subject will be further addressed at Sect. 2.5.

The majority, if not all, of complex systems have at least one common feature:

they have a propensity to exhibit scaling properties [7, 26, 41]. The identifying

signature of a scaling property is an allometric scaling law. These laws capture

essential features such as configuration, organization, and dynamics of natural flow

systems [7]. Therefore, they should be a manifestation of the constructal law.

Metabolic rate (or rate of energy use) is essential and limits almost all biological

processes in microbes but also in mammals, birds, or plants. Since the important

study of Kleiber in 1932 [7, 41], it has been known that the metabolic rate in most

living organisms scales as approximately the 3/4 power of body mass. In 2001, this

empirical allometric law was derived based on the constructal law [42]. Bejan and

coauthors [21, 42] also showed that living organisms are built from the same

“constructal paths” under the existence of the same powerful constraints at every

level of biological organization (e.g., optimized space-filling, tree networks)

because they have survived the process of natural selection.

Speed of flyers, land animals, and swimmers are in proportion to their masses

raised to the power 1/6 and body movement frequencies (stride, flapping, and

fishtailing) decrease with their mass raised to power (�1/6). These allometric

laws are also covered by the constructal law [43, 44] and clearly demonstrate that

the locomotion design in living creatures is ruled by the same law. The generation

of constructal configuration in also visible on the allometric scaling laws for the

breathing, the heart beating, hair coats of animals, etc. [18, 21], as well as, in several

main features of vegetation, from root and canopy to forest, such as the scaling laws

for the tree length, the tree flow conductance, and the ratio between leaf volume and

total tree volume. [45].

2.4.3 Natural Design into Macroscale Flow Systems

The atmosphere is the blanket of air surrounding our Planet. Its circulation has

configuration and is also a manifestation of the constructal law. The middle latitude

atmosphere is filled of eddies, which manifest themselves as traveling weather

system. As explained by Bejan [18, 46], eddies represent the best paths for the flow

of momentum. Reis and Bejan [47] relied on the constructal law to predict the

latitude of the boundary between the Hadley and the Ferrel cells, and between the

Ferrel and the Polar cells (Fig. 2.7). These latitudes constitute the constructal

partitioning of the Earth’s surface with respect to the heat flow along the meridian.

Other quantities such as the average temperature of the earth surface and the

convective conductance in the horizontal direction are also determined based on

constructal law. They also concluded that the poleward heat transfer is determinant

on the flow structure.
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The river basins are another class of tree-shaped configuration, like lungs,

snowflakes, and corals (Fig. 2.8). The reason for this particular configuration is

the same as for the lungs, snowflakes, and corals: the maximization of access for the

flowing currents. The balance between dissimilar flow mechanisms (i.e., timescale

Fig. 2.7 The circulation of the atmosphere

Fig. 2.8 Tagus river basin through the Iberian Peninsula
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of seepage down the hill ~ residence time in the entire basin) provides the maximi-

zation of flow access between one point and infinity of points, and vice versa [22].

River basins present geometrical features which can be measured, namely the

area (measured on the vertical projection), the elongation ratio (the diameter of a

circle with the same area as the drainage basin, divided by the basin maximum

length), the relief (the difference of elevation between the highest and the lowest

points of the drainage area) and the relief ratio (the basin relief divided by the

maximum length of the basin). Scaling these geometrical features typically follows

a simple power law (scaling law). These laws constitute the bond which united all

of river basins. Well-known empirical allometric laws were derived from the

constructal law as a result of minimization of the overall flow resistance [37, 48]:

(1) the ratios of lengths of consecutive streams predicted by the constructal

approach match Horton’s law for the same ratio, (2) the number of consecutive

streams match Horton’s law of ratios of consecutive stream numbers, and (3) both

Hack’s and Melton’s laws are predicted and the exponent evaluated accurately.

Cities are characterized by specific shape and dynamics. In time, they increase in

size and number (evolve). Cities possess self-similar structures that repeat over a

hierarchy of scales [49, 50]. Cities and countries are “giant” living organisms,

which acquire and consume resources, produce and discard wastes, all the while

employing energy for a variety of tasks: transportation, communication, mainte-

nance, and reproduction of the complexity and organization.

In 1949, George Zipf devised his simple distribution law to explain the size cities

in a country [28]. Giesen and Südekum [51] showed that Zipf’s law not only

satisfies the cities hierarchy but also German regions. Zipf distribution of city

ranks versus city sizes can be derived from the constructal law in the same fashion

as patterns of natural flow systems. Bejan [37] shows that this distribution can be

obtained from the optimal allocation of flow paths to areas. This and others

distributions have their origin on tree-shaped flow systems with patterns optimally

allocated in space, in a similar way to scaling laws of river basins.

Another study shows that the carbon dioxide emissions to the atmosphere and

the gross domestic product (GDP) from different countries scale with their “body”

mass [41]. Countries have a body (structure in space), but also a rhythm (structure

in time). Miguel [41] based on the idea of similarity between living organisms and

countries presented several optimal features of intermittent flows (rhythmicities)

for countries.

In summary, the emergence of scaling laws in river basins, cities, and countries

(inanimate flow systems) is similar to the emergence of allometric laws in living

beings. In both cases, they reveal similar basic supportive flow paths along which

“order” need to survive is propagated. Therefore, scaling laws are a synonym of

constructal systems.
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2.5 Intraspecific Variability of Configurations (in Similar

Systems) as a Manifestation of the Constructal Law

Micro, meso, and macroscales house diverse examples of intraspecific variability of

configurations inside similar systems. Bacterial and stony corals colonies that cope

with hostile environmental conditions develop branched configurations, while

colonies that enjoy environments loaded with nutrients develop a compact shape

instead [52–54]. Plants in soil have more open and more thinly branched roots than

specimens of the same species which are growing under hydroponics regime [55].

Pedestrians typically prefer to move freely [56]. But in crowded spaces or when a

stationary crowd stands in their way and needs to be overcome, pedestrians

naturally organize themselves into streams (lanes).

Complexity is associated with an increased use of communication signals to

organize a cooperative behavior [8, 57–59]. These signals do not elicit specific

responses in themselves, but rather operate in a general manner to alter the

probability that individuals will respond to other stimuli. For example, pheromone

communication is an effective means of coordinating the activities of insect

colonies such as ants, including food gathering, alarm, and defense, and even

reproduction [59]. The growth of the coral or bacteria colonies also requires

communication (i.e., sharing of information): between cells to create the individual

polyp or bacterium, and between polyps or bacteria to create the colony. They

must rely on chemical signals, electrical impulses, vibration signals, or other [8].

An organized collective behavior is also based on a coordinated and orchestrated

interaction between people. They must share information—communicate. The

communication can be verbal (i.e., communication that uses words) but also non-

verbal (i.e., communication that includes eye contact, body posture and motions,

positioning within groups, etc.) [8]. Therefore, pedestrians rely on communication

to control specific pattern formation. Vision (and sometimes verbal communication)

guarantees a precise control of the pedestrian position in space and time. In sum-

mary, communication signals are necessary for a specific pattern formation. The

question to be answered is why they develop a particular configuration?

All these systems are not purposeless (i.e., they have objectives, functions to

fulfill), and they are free to morph. So, according to the constructal law they should

develop designs that represent the most competitive configuration for survival.

A spherical massive volume (diffusive) is the more effective way to fill space and

extract nutrients from the surrounding environment [40, 60]. But in a low-nutrient

environment (or a hard agar surface or in a crowded open space) the formation of

branches (i.e., bio-lanes, bio-streams, bio-rivers, or rivers of people) provide the

constructal paths with low spreading resistance that enable coral and bacteria to thrive

inside the nutrient rich region or pedestrians to penetrate the crowds [40, 60, 61].

Consider, for example, stony corals growing at a rate, uc, of a few cm/year in

a sheltered site, where water currents are practically absent and diffusion is the

most important nutrient transport mechanism. The biological system starts to grow

at its birth. Immediately after, nutrients close to the system are quickly depleted.
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This consumption of nutrients in the surroundings of the stony coral causes a

decrease of nutrient concentration which triggers a diffusive wave of nutrients

defined by a speed of propagation, vd,

vd � D

t

� �1=2

(2.10)

where D is the he nutrient diffusion coefficient and t is the time. The initial speed of

propagation is greater than any growth speed of the living system, but decreases

with the inverse of the square root of time. Consequently, the speed of nutrient

propagation drops below the growth speed of the living system when tcritical >
D/uc

2. For tcritical < D/uc
2, the round (massive) shape is the most effective arrange-

ment for filling the flow space [40] but when tcritical > D/uc
2, the coral begins to

grow outside the nutrient diffusion region (Fig. 2.9). Then, branches (bio-streams,

bio-lanes, or bio-rivers) develop because are low-resistance paths for nutrient

access (i.e., the access time for stream paths is much lower than for diffusive

paths; see also Sect. 2.4.2). As soon as the critical time is reached, the system

comes out of the nutrient region. Then, each branch generates a new group of

branches and the global feature of this scenario is the tree-shaped pattern (Fig. 2.9).

In open sites where convection currents are important, the fluid velocity

surrounding corals is much larger than the growth speed of the coral. Therefore,

the critical time is never reached, and the system grows always inside a region

where nutrients are ready available developing a round and compact design which

is the most effective arrangement for filling the space [40].

Countries are also complex systems that are far from equilibrium because they are

“alive” [41]. Prominent areas—the hubs of thinkers, makers, and traders—pump

flows of energy, information and goods across the country. Night-time satellite

images show that while these flows present a more massive configuration of brightly

lit areas in developed countries/areas (i.e., resource-rich environments), they lead to

a substantially more branched configuration of lights (light-lanes, light-streams) in

underdeveloped ones [41, 62, 63]. Similarly to what happens in corals or bacteria or

plant roots, the configurations of human activity appear to be optimally designed to

fulfill their purpose, given the local constraints of economic development.

Fig. 2.9 Nutrient propagation and coral growth
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2.6 Survival in the World of Flow Configuration (Design)

The task is, not so much to see what no one has yet seen, but to think what nobody has yet

thought, about that which everybody sees.

Arthur Schopenhauer (1788–1860) cited by L. von Bertalanffy’s “Problems of Life” 1952.

Design—configuration, architecture, shape, structure, pattern, rhythm—is omni-

present in nature because all things have a design. The answer for the phenomenon

of design generation lies directly in the constructal law of Adrian Bejan which

constitutes an important contribution to the development of thermodynamics. Flow

configuration emerges as a necessary consequence of being effective in a game plan

catered to system strengths. Systems out of equilibrium, with internal freedom to

morph, develop in time constructal paths which mean survival by increasing flow

access (performance). The body of work reviewed here is not supposed to be

exhaustive. For reviews that include the constructal view of manmade flow systems

and social organization, see for example Bejan and Zane [64], Bejan and Lorente

[21, 22, 62], Bejan and Merkx [65], Bejan et al. [7, 28], and Bejan [18, 37, 46, 66].

In summary, the evolution of systems is strictly connected with the possibility of

their morphing configuration, permitting that the new configurations replace

existing configurations, to perform better (constructal law). This self-standing law

of design has both local and global significance. It shows a fascinating connection

between the Nature as a whole and what this law holds in our world. The paths of all

natural flow systems (i.e., animate and inanimate systems) are drawn together and

can be described and understood under a unified view.
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Chapter 3

Leaf Shapes and Venation Patterns

A.H. Reis

3.1 Plant Leaves, Power Generation, and Distribution

Plant life is fuelled by solar radiation through photosynthesis, by processes in which

leaves act as power generators, main factories, and dispensers of organic

substances. Leaves store energy in organic compounds (mainly carbohydrates)

that are redistributed within the plant system, thus keeping all metabolic and

transport processes active and maintaining and developing plant structure. Water

availability is essential both for metabolic processes and for keeping the sap flowing

throughout the whole plant system.

Leaf shape and structure generation have been analyzed from various

perspectives, ranging from genetics [1] and auxin sources and signaling [2] to

transport of water and carbohydrates [3, 4]. Because leaves display such a startling

diversity of shapes and venation structures one hardly conceives that this fact might

be understood based on some basic principle.

In this chapter we present an analysis of the shape and venation structure

generation of leaves based on a new concept of the process by which water ascends

in trees, together with the assumption that plant flow structures have been optimized

in time (evolution) in order to “provide easier and easier access to the currents that

flow through them” (Constructal Law, Bejan, 1997) [5]. The Constructal Law has

been successfully applied to various natural (and engineered) systems (see [6–8])

and is seen more and more as a law of Nature that basically expresses the evolution

of flow architectures towards reduction of global resistances to internal flows under

the existing constraints.
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3.2 Driving Potential for Sap Flow in Plants

The process by which water ascends up to 100 m height in trees is not well

understood yet. Many modern plant physiologists accept Cohesion Theory [9] put

forward by Joly (1895) that states that water ascent in trees is achieved by the

tension created in the xylem vessels by the transpirational pull. This implies that

water flow is not disrupted anywhere and that water can stay liquid and stable under

negative pressures of order 0.1 MPa, and higher in the tallest trees. In addition to

the fact that water in such conditions would be in a metastable state, there is

considerable experimental evidence that Cohesion Theory is not tenable. In result,

Multi-force Theory [10] (1995) has been developed to account for a multiplicity of

factors such as osmotic pressure [11, 14], gel-supported water lift [12], electrical

double layers [13], and Marangoni-streaming [14]. However, it is not clear yet how

all these factors might work together (see [14]).

In the following we present a possible very simple mechanism which may

provide the adequate driving potential for water ascent in trees. The detailed

explanations of this mechanism as well as the experimental evidences that support

it are developed in another paper [15]. Here we just summarize its basic features.

The ground is usually electrically negative with respect to the nearby atmo-

sphere, leading to the existence of an electric field directed downwards. Therefore,

the ohmic component of the Maxwell current that flows between the ionosphere and

the Earth’s surface is composed of a downward flux of positive ions, together with

an upward flux of negative ions. We put forward the assumption that trees operate

as branches of this global circuit by carrying positive atmospheric ions to the

ground and absorbing negative ions from the soil. Among the positive ions that

are likely absorbed by the tree leaves is hydronium (H3O
+), which results from

dissociation of water (2H2O Ð OH� þ H3O
þ ). On the other hand, the negative

hydroxide ions (OH�) that are absorbed in the roots namely in the form of plant

nutrients (e.g., KOH, Zn5(CO3)2(OH)6, Cu4(OH)6SO4, Cu3(OH)4SO4, Ca(OH)2,

and CaMg(OH)4) move upwards in plants, where combination with hydronium

ions generate liquid water. As the consequence of different concentrations of soluble

ions of all kinds, water and nutrients flow within the plant systems (sap flows).

Because plants have much less resistance to ohmic currents than the air, they

provide a preferential way for the OH� + H3O
+ current to flow in the neighborhood

of the ground. In this way, the electric potential of leaves is very much close to that

of the ground than that of the nearby air, thus enhancing electric fields in the leaves’

vicinity. The electric fields are particularly intense in the vicinity of the leaf apex

and of the leaf margin, where almost all hydronium ions are expected to be

absorbed. This aspect completes the picture put forward for water absorption and,

as a consequence, water intake by plants is proportional to the number of leaves

times the average length of leaf margins.

Recent work [16] supports the above idea and, namely, that by Koppán and

coworkers, [17] which refers “a remarkable correlation between electric potential

differences and the water potential of air”.
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3.3 Leaf Morphology and Structure

The geometric representation of a symmetric leaf is shown in Fig. 3.1. The analysis

developed in the following holds for leafs that exhibit such symmetry. We have:

l1 ¼ W/(2siny), L1 ¼ W/(2tgy), and L ¼ L1 + L2.
According to the flow model developed in the previous section, hydronium ions

are absorbed at the leaf margin and travel in the vein structure to meet the hydroxide

ions that enter the petiole. As observed in Fig. 3.1, the leaf flow tree is composed of

veins of different resistivities (a for the central vein, and b for its tributaries). In this
way, the resistance of each vein is proportional to its length, R0 ¼ aL, Rn ¼ bln,
where ln denotes the length of vein n. Therefore, if N denotes the number

of secondary veins in the leaf, the global resistance Rv of the vein tree is given by

1=Rv ¼
PN

n¼1 ðbln þ aLð2n=NÞÞ�1
. For N sufficiently large, the summation may be

approached by the integral of the same function. Then, by defining leaf slenderness

as S ¼ L/W, we obtain the resistance of the vein tree in the form:

RV ¼ Lb
a

b
� 1

S sin y

� �
= ln ðð1þ 2=Nð Þðb=aS sin yÞÞ=ð2=N þ ðb=ðaS sin yÞ½ � (3.1)

Fig. 3.1 Representation of a

symmetric leaf. Ø1, Ør, and

Ø0 represent the electric

potential in free atmosphere,

at the leaf margin, and at the

petiole, respectively
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The electric field strength is higher near the leaf margin. We assume that

hydronium ions are driven to the leaf margin by a potential difference DØ ¼
Ør�Ø1 between the leaf margin and the average potential of the air at a point at

the same height and free of trees (see Fig. 3.1). The potential DØ increases with

hydronium ions concentration in the air, which in turn increases with water vapor

concentration (absolute humidity).

As indicated before, we assume that the flow of hydronium ions is proportional

to the length of the leaf margin, ~l1 + W/sin’. Therefore, if a denotes the appropri-
ate constant of proportionality, the resistance to flow of hydronium ions reads:

Rh ¼ ðD;Þ= aW
1

sin y

� �
þ 1

sin’

� �
(3.2)

The global resistance R of the circuit in which the ions OH� and H3O
+ flow is

given by R ¼ Rv + Rh. By denoting S siny ¼ 1/x and by making L dimensionless

trough ~L ¼ L=ðD;aaÞ1=2 , the dimensionless global resistance R=bL ¼ ~R can be

rewritten in the form:

~R ¼ ða=b� xÞ= ln½ð1þ ð2=NÞðb=aÞxÞ=ð2=N þ ðb=aÞxÞ� þ a=½~L2bsxð1þ sin y= sin’Þ�
(3.3)

Equation (3.3) shows that with respect to leaf morphology the global resistance

depends on ~L, x, N, and ’.
The N veins convey water and nutrients to the cells in the leaf through a

secondary vein network, which works differently from a tree. We assume that,

regarding each specific secondary vein network, the resistivity ratio b/a reflects

already the arrangement that corresponds to the way by which this process is carried

out with minimum flow resistance.

3.4 Minimization of the Global Resistance

For fixed L, x, and ’, the global resistance to flow decreases monotonically with the

number of veins, N. By inspecting (3.3) we see that R diverges at the lower limit

(N ¼ 2), which is a consequence of having approached the summation in (3.3) by

the correspondent integral. Therefore, the following analysis will be accurate, as N
is greater than 2. As an acceptable approach we also assume that siny/sin’ ~ 1,

which is fairly confirmed by observation.

According to the Constructal Law we assume that leaves have evolved in time,

such as to provide easier and easier access to the currents that flow through them. In

this way for fixed L, N, a/b, DØ, and a, the leaf shape x will take the value that

minimizes the global resistance. Then, we have: ð@ ~R=@xÞ~L;N;a=b ¼ 0.
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With the purpose of simplification we further assume that Rh � Rv which means

very low driving potential DØ [see (3.2)] for the hydronium ions (dry

environments), and that b/a � 2/N. Then from (3.3) we obtain the number of

veins N in relation with x in the form:

N~L;N;a=b � 2 x� a

b
� ln 1þ 2b

Na
x

� �
=

2

N
þ b

a
x

� �� �� �
=

1� b

a
x

� �
ðx� 1Þ þ x

b

a
ln 1þ 2b

Na
x

� �
=

2

N
þ b

a
x

� �� �� �
: (3.4)

Figure 3.2 shows curves (N, x) for two resistivity ratios: b/a ¼ 5 and b/a ¼ 10.

We can observe that with good approximation the number of veins increases with

S siny. Therefore, (3.4) predicts that in dry environments the number of veins

increases with slenderness S and vein insertion angle y. This result matches the

observational data, at least in a qualitativeway.Also, fromFig. 3.2wemay anticipate

that for fixed x, the number of veins moderately decreases with resistivity ratio.

Now, for any ~L, and for fixed leaf shape x and driving potential DØ (i.e., same

environmental conditions), we see from (3.3) that the global resistance R may also

Fig. 3.2 Leaf slenderness and vein angle in relation to number of veins (dry environments). The

curves for resistivity ratios 5 and 10 are approached by functions represented in the figure
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be minimized against leaf length, L. In this case, the condition for minimum

resistance reads: ð@R=@LÞx;N;a=b;D; ¼ 0. With (3.3) one obtains:

~Lx;N;a=b;D; ¼
ln½ð1þ ð2=NÞðb=aÞxÞ=ð2=N þ ðb=aÞxÞ�

2xð1� xb=aÞ
� �1=2

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) enables us to draw the curves ðS sin y ¼ 1=x; ~LÞ represented in

Fig. 3.3 for two resistivity ratios: b/a ¼ 5 and b/a ¼ 10. We note again that ~L
represents the ratio of leaf real length (L) to (DØ/aa)1/2, which represents the

environmental conditions at the leaf margin.

Therefore, in dry environments, for the same L and y, ~L will be greater than in

humid environments. Hence, (3.5) predicts that leaves of plants in dry environments

will be slender than those of humid climates (see Fig. 3.3), which corresponds to

observations. On the other hand, for the same reason, (3.5) predicts that in dry

environments leaves with the same x (slenderness; insertion angle) and N will be

shorter than those of plants living in humid environments. Additionally, in this case

leaf length decreases with resistivity ratio.

In Fig. 3.4, the number of veins N is represented against ~L for the same values

of x. By analyzing the curves in Fig. 3.4 we anticipate that leaves of the same length

Fig. 3.3 Leaf slenderness and vein angle in relation to dimensionless length. The curves for

resistivity ratios 5 and 10 are approached by functions represented in the figure
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L will have more veins in dry climates (low DØ) with respect to those of humid

environments, and vice versa. It is also evident that in either case the number of

veins increases with resistivity ratio and the resistivity, a, of the central vein.

The resistivity ratio may also be optimized with the purpose of allowing mini-

mum global flow resistance. In this case, a relationship between b/a and S siny
emerges, which we will not explore in this chapter.

3.5 Analysis of Real Leaves

The theory put forward in this paper needs to be extensively tested with field data in

order to validate it. In the following we present just the application of the theory to

symmetric leaves though they are very different in shape.

Figure 3.5 shows leaves of rosebush (rosa cornelia), escallonia (escallonia
yveyi), and babylon willow (salix babylonica) taken in Alentejo, Portugal, (rela-

tively dry environment). Also represented are the respective geometric parameters

that are important with respect to application of (3.4).

Fig. 3.4 Number of veins in relation to dimensionless length. The curves for resistivity ratios

5 and 10 are approached by functions represented in the figure
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In fact, contrary to (3.5), (3.4) is suitable for an immediate test because the

former requires the availability of the values of DØ and a, whose determination is

not easy.

Hence, by taking into account the geometric parameters of the leaves in Fig. 3.5,

together with the resistivity ratio (b/a) considered to be appropriate (by visual

inspection), (3.4) (see Fig. 3.2) yields the following results for the number of

veins: rosebush (b/a ¼ 5), N ¼ 11 (11.3); escallonia (b/a ¼ 5), N ¼ 8 (8.3); and

babylon willow (b/a ¼ 5), N ¼ 53 (53.4).

We can observe that the number of veins of each leaf anticipated by the theory is

close to the real one shown in Fig. 3.5.

3.6 Conclusions

Though extensive testing is still needed, the new idea of the process by which water

and nutrient flow in plants that was put forward in this chapter together with

Constructal Law appears to explain the shapes and venation patterns of symmetric

leaves. Basically that idea assumes that hydronium ions are taken by leafs in points

where the atmospheric electric field is most intense (e.g., leaf margins and apex)

and then flow downwards to meet hydroxide ions that are absorbed in the roots. The

different concentrations of both ions drive internal water flows that redistribute

water and nutrients within the plant. The atmospheric electric field existing near the

ground is basic to this process.

The analysis of leaf shapes and venation patterns was based on the assumption

that leaf shapes and leaf venation patterns have evolved in time such as to provide

Fig. 3.5 Leaves of (a) rosebush (rosa cornelia), (b) escallonia (escallonia yveyi), (c) babylon
willow (salix babylonica) (not to scale)
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easier and easier access to the internal currents that flow within (Constructal Law).

Then, by minimizing the global resistance to flow we anticipated the number of

veins in relation to leaf shape (slenderness and vein insertion angle) and prevalent

environmental conditions (represented by the potential for leaf water intake from

the atmosphere). We also anticipated that leaves in dry environments will be

slender and shorter and with more veins as compared with those of plants adapted

to humid environments.

The theory was applied to three symmetric but very different leaves with fairly

good results.
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Chapter 4

Drainage Basins Evolution with

Non-erodible Regions

M.R. Errera and C.A. Marin

4.1 Introduction

Drainage basins are systems that collect water over a finite area and convey it to

lower altitudes by gravity. Large-scale basins are so important that they became

subject of a scientific field called hydrology (e.g., [1]). Small-scale basins, like the

ephemeral set of channels present in superficial runoff water, are also important

since they carry over nutrients, organisms, and even pollutants rested on the ground

(non-point-source pollution).

Of great interest are drainage systems that evolve to build a path network in

which two flow regimes are present. Slow flow regime that takes place over almost

all the collecting area and fast flow regime that is observed in channels. They both

are essential parts of a drainage basin. How drainage basins acquire such form and

structure is the subject of the field known as river geomorphology (e.g., [2]).

One specific topology of networks is shaped as tree, found on a broad range of

types of systems, e.g., blood vessels network, nerves in leaves, bronchial trees, and

tree roots and canopies [3]. There are also intangible tree networks, that is, nonma-

terial, such as in human social dynamics and mutualistic pollination networks [4].

Nature’s preference in developing and maintaining tree-like networks in all

realms can be interpreted as a consequence of some global principle [5]. If so,

one expects predictability at some extent.

Features of river basins have been widely known and published in geophysics

and hydrology treatises (e.g., [2, 6–8]). River architectures exhibit similarities
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among a diverse and wide range of basins. Those patterns were computed in the form

of scaling laws such as the Horton’s Laws, Melton’s Law, and Hack’s Law [7].

Alternatively, the fractal approach introduced other scaling properties of channels

which are based on statistical factors [9].

Early models of river network formation were fully random [6, 10] but they

failed to agree with empirical scaling correlations verified in real river basins, as

noted by ref. [11]. Later the concept of minimum energy expenditure was

introduced by the method of the Optimal Channel Networks (OCN). In the latter

approach, OCNs are created in algorithms that begin with an initial randomly

selected network from a wide range of possible combinations of given channels.

The search for the OCN of the basin proceeds by testing random replacement of

channel by channel (branch by branch) in the network. Changes are accepted only if

the new configuration reduces the value of overall energy expenditure [11, 12]. The

optimization does yield configurations that follow the scaling laws parameters

found in nature. That is somewhat expected since the features of landscape and

the geometry of the channels are already considered beforehand. The OCNs

approach does use physical principles but starts with the prior assumption that the

network will be there and thus structural complexity.

There are also deterministic models of fluvial landform evolution [13, 14] that

consider the effects of mass diffusion, erosion, and tectonic uplift in the shape of the

landforms. Nevertheless, the networks appear only because of the initial conditions

or because of random erodibility [14]. In other words, it also fails to explain why

nature “chooses” to use a tree-like network instead of another configuration to drain

a given area (e.g., parallel straight channels, network of lakes or ponds, or a single

broad channel).

In ref. [15] the topic geomorphology of river basins was also approached in view

of its dynamics. In another different approach [16] and [17] relied on the mean

elevation of the basin to describe morphological characteristics of basins. While the

former associated elevation with statistical self-similarity, the latter further

associated it to information entropy and potential energy.

Recently it was shown that the principal scaling laws of resulting river networks

could be predicted [18]. The existence of an ordering scheme was still assumed.

An important piece of information has been overlooked though: dendron-like
drainage networks also occur in ephemeral small-scale systems [20]. For instance,

the superficial runoff flow from rainfall over a homogenous terrain or soaked coffee

grounds in conic paper filter (Fig. 13.30 of [21] and Fig. 1 of [22]). Tree networks

were first approached by Constructal Theory (CT) with an analytical formulation

based on several simplifying assumptions, such as right angles between stems and

tributaries, fully developed laminar flow, a chosen construction sequence, and

constant-thickness branches [5, 19, 23]. Subsequently most of the assumptions

were relaxed and the same problem was solved numerically [24, 25]. The resulting

networks in those works are consequence of the need to connecting an infinite

amount of points (e.g., a volume, an area, or a line) to a single point (a point-source

or a line-sink) while offering the least global resistance possible [26]. In all those

cases the tree network pattern was assumed and the configuration of such networks

was built by optimization procedures.
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References [26] and [27] are two recent reviews that show a wide array of

configurations of natural phenomena that can be predicted by CT in both inanimate

systems (e.g., duct cross sections, open channel cross sections, turbulent flow structure,

global circulation, and climate) and animate systems (e.g., allometric laws of body

size, flying, running, swimming, and breathing), alongwith applications in engineering

(e.g., heat conduction, heat exchangers, fluid flow). Overall CT has successfully

demonstrated the why of the very existence of the various types of flow configurations

in nature, and it did it in a completely deterministic approach.

The very origin of networks in drainage basins was successfully approached in

[22], when CTwas first applied on the subject. The network appeared spontaneously

based only on an erosion model, with no assumption of ordering scheme or initial

forms or structures. In sum, the basin self-constructed its drainage network in a

progressive step-by-step pace responding only to an external forcing term (rainfall).

The erosion mechanism was modeled as replacement of high flow-resistance

patches by low flow-resistance patches (blocks). This process leads to a reduction of

the global mass flow-resistance. Such reduction takes place first because the placing

of lower flow resistance blocks on space previously occupied by higher flow

resistance is a process that reduces the global resistance per se. A second reduction

comes to play due to the selection of which space is converted to low-resistance flow.

The relative contribution of both parcels was addressed in [28], where the

evolution by random removal was compared with evolution by erosion and by

optimization processes. Two random cases were considered. One was fully random,

in the sense that any block across the basin could be turned into low-resistance flow

medium, and the other case considered that only the blocks adjacent to low-

resistance blocks could be turned.

Reference [22] covered a wide range of configurations and degrees of freedom.

Nevertheless, conditions were to homogenous flow resistance (permeability) in

each part of the basin.

This chapter covers how a drainage network would evolve if there were imper-

meable non-erodible regions within the basin. Such drainage void spaces may

represent rocky terrains in large scales [29] or pebbles or other solid compact

objects in small scales.

Two types of voids were tested separately. One of them is squared and the other

long shaped (Fig. 4.1). They were placed in three different parts of the basin to

investigate the role of the position of the voids and their spatial range of influence.

Simulations followed the procedure developed in [30] and published earlier in [22].

The simulation methods are presented in the next section.

4.2 Simulation Methods

We adapted the erosion model of [22] in order to include an impermeable domain

within the original basin. The bottom of Fig. 4.1 briefly represents the new problem

statement. A basin of surface area ofA ¼ H � L and fixed shapeH/L ¼ 1 is initially
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coated with a homogeneous isotropic porous layer of permeability K with voids (in

gray shades). The basin thickness W is relatively very small, that is, W � (H, L).
A uniform mass flow rate _m00 of an incompressible Newtonian fluid baths the

basin area A. The basin then conveys the entire fluid load to a small outlet of size

D � W placed symmetrically along one of the edges. The load thus creates a

hydraulic potential P(x,y) (piezometric head, pressure field) that drives the fluid

to the outlet. The flow through the K- and Kp-media is modeled as Darcy flow that is

further combined with the continuity equation in order to obtain a Poisson type

equation for the pressure field:

@2P

@x2
þ @2P

@y2
þ _m00n

WK
¼ 0; (4.1)

Fig. 4.1 (top) Two-dimensional model of an area-to-point flow with non-erodible zones (gray)
and (bottom) the soil simulated as composition of square blocks of side D, which can be dislodged

to form a low-resistance path (black) [22]
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where n is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

Spaces with low flow resistance (high permeability, Kp) are created because the

high flow resistance soil blocks (low permeability, K) can be dislodged (Fig. 4.1,

bottom). That happens when the force created by the pressure field acting on the

block (~DPDW) is larger than the cohesion force of the soil (tD2, where t is the

maximum shear stress supported by a K-block). In view of that force balance,

Equation (4.1) is modified to a dimensionless form as below:

@2 ~P

@~x2
þ @2 ~P

@~y2
þM ¼ 0; (4.2)

where:

~x; ~yð Þ ¼ x; yð Þ
D

; ~P ¼ P

tD=W
;M ¼ _m00 nD

tK
: (4.3)

Equation (4.2) is further adjusted for the higher permeability domain (in black) by

multiplying the forcing term M by the ratio K/Kp.
If s is the direction of the resulting force acting on the block, the block is

dislodged when:

@ ~P

@~s

� �
>1: (4.4)

In every step (n) of the simulation, this condition was checked for all the K-blocks

that had one of the sides facing to a Kp-block (black domain). The first block to

be removed is always the one facing the outlet at the origin of the coordinate system.

Blocks are removed one by one until the condition (4.4) no longer holds for any

of the eligible blocks. The hydraulic potential P(x,y) is then updated for the just

formed drainage basin, and condition (4.4) tested again in a process that stops only

when no more blocks can be removed. In that moment, it is fair to say there is a

constrained equilibrium with the current environment.

At such point, only environmental changes will lead to dislodge more K-blocks.

The model simulates such external changes by the parameter M, the dimensionless

forcing term.

Equation (4.4) will be then tested again after a new pressure field is calculated

under a new higher value of M. The forcing term is increased in a prescribed small

amount, DM.

In order to identify the influence of impermeable not erodible voids, we selected

a set of parameters of one of the simulations presented in [22], namely, H ¼ L
¼ 51D, and permeability ratio of K/Kp ¼ 0.1. All parameters are set before the

simulations start (n ¼ 0). The procedure goes on with no one’s intervention until

the end (n ¼ 800, for illustration purposes). Some of the results of the former work

are reproduced in Fig. 4.2.
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We tested each kind of impermeable zone separately. The square-shaped void

was placed in the middle distance to the outlet and at the thirds, and the tall-shaped

void was placed at the middle, at the first third, and at the closest 1/7th to the exit slot.

Fig. 4.2 Evolution of the basin by erosion forK/Kp ¼ 0.1 withDM ¼ 10�3 (top) andDM ¼ 10�4

(bottom) until 800 steps (Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 [22])
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The first of the K-blocks is removed at a critical value Mc of 0.00088932 [30].

The forcing term progressively increases in DM ¼ 10�3 or 10�4 steps. We there-

fore carried out a set of 12 numerical experiments.

We considered symmetry with respect to the x-axis due to computational

restrictions.

The constructal law is monitored by the global flow resistance, which is

measured by the ratio between the peak pressure (highest pressure difference across

the domain) and the forcing term:

Flow Resistance / max ~P
� �

M
¼

~Ppeak

M
: (4.5)

Equation (4.5) holds because Darcy flow given Equation (4.2) is linear for a

uniform M.

There are two simulations in progress, namely, the steady-state Darcy flow for

each configuration at step n, and the evolution of the design of the drainage

network. Continuous time plays no role, only historic design sequence matters.

The model and the computer code were updated for today’s computational

capabilities and versions of C and Pascal compilers, GPL-Octave and FIDAP®.

FIDAP® helped turn the simulations feasible because it contains bi-quadratic (nine

nodes) interpolation model for each element of the Finite Element Method (FEM).

It also provides ways of successful interaction with external procedures. For

instance, the simulation shown on the top of Fig. 4.2 took nearly 400 FEM different

calculations of the pressure field that in each time was exported to an Octave routine

in order to evaluate the condition set forth in Equation (4.4).

Detailed information of the validation of the recently updated code was

documented in [31].

4.3 Results and Discussion

Results will be discussed first with regard to morphological evolution of the

drainage basin, and subsequently we address the evolution in view of the perfor-

mance given by the global flow resistance.

We first present the results with the square-shaped void, which was selected to

cover nearly 9 % of the basin surface area (15D � 15D). Figure 4.3 shows three

sets of six frames of the evolution the basin for DM ¼ 10�3 and Fig. 4.4 shows the

evolution for DM ¼ 10�4 .

The plain basin of the top of Fig. 4.2 and the upper two sequences of Fig. 4.3

present resemblance until the 200th step, but with a striking difference in the

occurrence of a central horizontal finger. It means that the void was felt even

when the low flow resistance (Kp) path was still far from it. Later on, a minor

central horizontal finger would appear in both cases above.

When the void was placed in the left-most third (bottom of Fig. 4.3), it drove the

Kp-path to surround it. Another interesting feature was the appearance of a clump of

low flow resistance blocks near the top and bottom boundaries.
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We next present the evolution of the basin under a smaller step DM ¼ 10�4,

Fig. 4.4. The case in which the void was located at the second third of the x-axis

(Fig. 4.4, top) held high resemblance to the simulation of its counterpart shown at

the bottom of Fig. 4.2 until n ¼ 400. At the end the drainage path started to contour

the not erodible impermeable zone. One can also note the central horizontal finger

almost touched the void.

Fig. 4.3 Three evolutions of

the basin for K/Kp ¼ 0.1 and

DM ¼ 10�3, with a

15D � 15D area void, until

800 steps of evolution by

erosion model in six frames

(n ¼ 50, 100, 200, 400, 600,

and 800, respectively)
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The sequence at the middle of Fig. 4.4 shows again the low-resistance path

surrounding the void near the end. Arched fingers arose seeking the farthermost

corner of the basin.

In not one of the six simulations of Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 did the low flow resistance

path fully embrace the non-erodible impermeable region until 800 steps of design

evolution.

Next we present the results of the simulations with the tall-shaped void that was

intended to work as flow barrier. It was sized to be as thin as possible and to lay on

Fig. 4.4 Three evolutions of

the basin for K/Kp ¼ 0.1 and

DM ¼ 10�4, with a

15D � 15D area void, until

800 steps of evolution by

erosion model in six frames

(n ¼ 50, 100, 200, 400, 600,

and 800, respectively)
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half of the y-length, hence its area of nearly 1 % (1D � 25D) of the whole basin

area. Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of the basin for DM ¼ 10�3 and Fig. 4.6 the

evolution for DM ¼ 10�4.

The two superior sequences of Fig. 4.5 are topologically similar until the 600th

step when a second pair of channel appears near the outlet (top sequence) and

Fig. 4.5 Three evolutions of

the basin for K/Kp ¼ 0.1 and

DM ¼ 10�3, with a

1D � 25D area barrier, until

800 steps of evolution by

erosion model in six frames

(n ¼ 50, 100, 200, 400, 600,

and 800, respectively)
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beyond the barrier in the sequence placed at the middle. The bottom sequence of

Fig. 4.5 in which the barrier is close to the outlet port shows that the Kp-path fills all
available space in front of the barrier and thickens beyond it. Nevertheless, a central

area behind the barrier remained uncovered up to n ¼ 800.

Fig. 4.6 Three evolutions of

the basin for K/Kp ¼ 0.1 and

DM ¼ 10�3, with a

1D � 25D area barrier, until

800 steps of evolution by

erosion model in six frames

(n ¼ 50, 100, 200, 400, 600,

and 800, respectively)
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The smallest step of increase in the forcing term lead to the formation of

momentary “isles” that were “flooded” later on by the Kp-path (Fig. 4.6, middle

sequence, n ¼ 400). Another interesting feature is the high resemblance between

the upper sequences of Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 in steps 400 and 600. They grew to be

different in the final 200 steps when a pair of secondary arched channel appears.

Also worth noting is the growth of the pair of fingers to cover the central region

of the basin that lies behind the barrier (bottom, Fig. 4.6).

A further understanding of the influence of not erodible regions on the evolution

of the basin is provided by the progress of the forcing term and the maximum

pressure (piezometric head). In ref. [20] we pointed out there are different moments

in the morphological evolution of a drainage basin.

There are moments in which new features appear with little or no variation

whatsoever of the forcing term, and moments that the current configuration morphs
only under steep increase of the forcing term. In other words we have identified

points of morphological stability (tenacity, good fitness) and instability (need to

morph in order to achieve fitness and sustain external stress). Furthermore, there are

times that the global flow resistance is more affected than others.

In Fig. 4.7 we show selected specific cases of the 12 simulations in order to stress

the claim set forth above.

In the early 100 steps of the bottom sequence of Fig. 4.2, almost every single

removal of K-block required an increase in the forcing term M (shown in the top,

Fig. 4.7). In other words, the structure onlymorphs under larger external stress, thus
being tenacious. After the 100th step, a different pace of changes in Kp-path took

place, that is, almost a 100 K-blocks were removed with nearly the same value of

forcing term (a plateau in the M � n plot). We called that early structure to be

morphologically unstable because two new diagonal fingers appeared to sustain a

slightly more severe external condition.

Instability phase also took place between n ¼ 400 and 550, when secondary

fingers emerged. Those fingers grew (thickened) during another tenacity stage until

n ¼ 600 when a tertiary pair of finger appears in a short instability phase.

The M and ~Ppeak curves of the upper two plots of Fig. 4.7 are very similar until

n ¼ 600 when the influence of the impermeable but not erodible region is

magnified.

The “extreme” case of an impermeable non-erodible barrier close the outlet port,

which sequence is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4.6, lead to two great moments of

instability, namely, in the early steps in order to bypass the barrier and near the half

of the simulation when the two major fingers grew diagonally towards the right end

of the basin.

One last argument is presented in Fig. 4.8 where we show the evolution of the

global resistance of the selected simulations shown in Fig. 4.7. One can notice that

two of the sequences present different configurations but fairly the same global

performance. One then may ask whether it means the local factors do play impor-

tant role in the final configuration.

Still in regard to Fig. 4.8, the sequence with the barrier closest to the outlet port

never reaches the level of performance of the other two. The global resistance in
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this case could not benefit of the channel thickening near the outlet that was present

in the other simulations.

Now when one looks to Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 together, one notices the basin of

bottom of Fig. 4.6 underwent changes with lower levels of the forcing term. The

highest level was 0.85, and yet the maximum pressure observed was always higher.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we addressed the influence of impermeable non-erodible regions in

the evolution (formation) of a drainage basin by numerical simulations. The

evolution was driven by erosion modeled as dislodging blocks according to earlier

work [30] and [22]. Two steps of increase of the forcing term (rainfall) were

considered for a fixed ratio of permeability and a square-shaped basin. We

performed 12 different simulations.

Relatively large square-shaped voids placed along the centerline did influence

the configuration of the Kp-path but it did not affect dramatically the global flow

resistance of the basin. The basin evolved to place more Kp-blocks near the outlet
rather than encircle the obstacles, as it had done in the original case.

On the other hand, tall-shaped voids (flow barriers) played a major role in both

the configuration and performance of the basin. The most adverse situation, when

the barrier was placed near the outlet port, lead the Kp-path to grow and thicken

beyond the barrier and towards the middle of the basin.
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Simulations considered only the events that caused changes in the internal

design of the basin and they were counted in discrete n-steps.
The interaction between external environment and the basin took place solely by

the progressive increase of the forcing termM in two different steps of increase. For

large-scale basins, however, one expects that the external environment be also

affected by the way the basin convey water to the outlet port. For instance, the

precipitation _m00would be affected by the heterogeneity of the basin and probably

would vary spatially across the basin.

In addition to the growth and formation of the low flow-resistance path there is

another morphological process in progress that is not evident, namely, the rear-

rangement of the flow field after each morphological change in the Kp-path. In
order to illustrate such process we selected the simulation whose sequence is shown

at the top of Fig. 4.2 to trace the massless streamlines (Fig. 4.9).

In the early steps the flow goes nearly straight towards left, then towards the

centerline, and finally to the outlet. Flow directions across the basin change as the

internal structure does.

One can notice the organization of the flow from a diffusive (“blurry”) pattern to

a well-defined sub-basins system. At the end, one can count 11 different sub-basins

in the case shown in Fig. 4.9.

Further conclusions can be drawn beyond the special cases simulated in this

chapter. They relate to some trends in the way the basin evolution process takes

Fig. 4.9 Massless streamlines over the basin simulated for K/Kp ¼ 0.1 and DM ¼ 10�3, until 800

steps of evolution by erosion (n ¼ 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, and 800, respectively)
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place in the simulations. First one observes the development of internal configura-

tion of basins occurs in different paces with respect to the progress of an external

forcing term. There are times in which a little increase of the forcing term leads to

substantial change in the topology, as if a threshold was surpassed. Those instances

are the beginning of a morphological instability phase that in turn is often followed
by morphological stagnation stages, when the current topology is just enhanced

(thickened or consolidated).

Sometimes morphological stagnation phases just end with another extreme

morphological move; one that requires a very large increase in the external stress

in order to change the current design. In other words, the design in those stagnation

phases sustain large perturbations before yielding to new morphological changes. It

is fair to say that such design state is tenacious.

In the design evolution process addressed in our work only K-blocks can be

turned into Kp-blocks, never the other way around. Hence, there is a logical

sequence that can only go forward and leaves a trail. This is design with memory:
a system can only morph on top of its current design, which in turn was the

consequence of the history that had brought it there. Furthermore if the external

stress is suppressed (e.g., no more rain), there will be a fossil structure as pointed out
in ref. [32]

Let us compare this class of design process with the streamlines design in the

classic heat transfer problem of natural convection in square cavity driven by one

heated vertical wall (e.g., [34]). Initially the system is at rest. When one of the

sidewalls is heated up to a prescribed temperature, the fluid starts to move until a

steady pattern of streamlines and a temperature field are reached. The system

evolved and an internal structure has been set. Nevertheless, once the wall is no

longer heated, the system will gradually return to its initial design state at rest. This

is evolution of configuration with no memory, as no trace of the internal structure

will be found in the future.

Indeed the evolution by erosion covered in this chapter relates to a design

process that is path dependent and shows memory effect. Nevertheless, unlikely

biological systems, the simulated basins cannot inherit traits from a pool of

individuals and a selective process. It just morphs on its own.

These features are important because they may complement the Thermodynamic

Equilibrium analogy proposed by ref. [33].

Results also indicate that the global performance is significant in the shaping of

the Kp-path, but does not fully explain the entire design phenomenon. This claim is

supported by the plots of Fig. 4.8, where one can notice two distinctive internal

configurations perform progressively similar.

The bounds between performances of different internal configurations were first

addressed in [28]. The lower limit is given by randomly replacing K-blocks by Kp-
blocks regardless of the external stresses, and the upper bound is determined by the

step-by-step optimization.

In sum, local factors do play a role in shaping internal configuration, even though

they may not be relevant to global performance.
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We finally draw attention that the internal structure with rational complexity in

[22] has been developed with no assumption of the existence of any network

whatsoever. Complex structures can indeed be derived from simpler ones, in fact

the simplest (a plain uniform drainage basin). This is a strong argument against the

doctrine so called “irreducible complexity” that claims large networks can only be

consequence of other simpler or smaller networks.

Future applications of erosion-type models may exceed the realm of drainage

basins and aid predicting the growth of new blood vessels (angiogenesis) of new

tissues or tumors.
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Chapter 5

Software Evolution and the Constructal Law

S. Périn

5.1 Software Evolution

The evolution of software programs, which could be defined as the change process

occurring in software programs in time, is a domain widely studied, now for

decades, but the relatively recent development of both Internet and Open Source

Software (OSS) offered new perspectives on this domain, thanks to the tremendous

amount of data now easily available to the researchers.

In 1985, M. M. Lehman and L. A. Belady published what had been a reference

for years in the domain of software evolution [1]. In their book, gathering works

written mainly in the 1970s and 1980s, Lehman and Belady proposed a general

framework to understand the evolution of software programs, along with

discussions on afferent topics such as growth dynamics or software maintainability.

More particularly, in the 1970s, they proposed initially three laws, later extended to

eight, known as Lehman’s laws of E-type systems evolution—where the term E-

type system represents a large class of software programs, E meaning “Evolution-

ary.” The first three of these laws are [1, 2]:

1. The law of continuous change: An E-type system must be continually adapted

otherwise it becomes progressively less satisfactory in use.

2. The law of increasing complexity, also called the law of increasing entropy: As

an E-type system is evolved its complexity increases unless work is done to

maintain or reduce the complexity.

3. The law of statistically smooth growth or law of self-regulation: Global E-type

system evolution is regulated by feedback.

For our purpose, we will also cite the sixth law [2]:

6. The law of continuing growth: The functional capability of E-type systems must

be continually enhanced to maintain user satisfaction over the system lifetime.
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Today, software evolution is still a hot topic, because, in time, a software

application needs to accommodate continuous changes to fit the needs of its users,

and this continuous process usually increase the complexity of the system, mean-

while frequently degrading its overall quality, and finally threatening the survival of

the software application due to the increasing costs of maintenance [1, 3]. This

process underlies Lehman’s Laws, which try to capture its essence.

The validity of Lehman’s laws for OSS was recently studied, and the conclusion

asked for a revision of the Lehman’s laws [2], since very few of the eight laws were

systematically experimentally verified. In their conclusion, Fernandez-Ramil et al.

[2] suggest that “it could well be that we are facing a paradigm-shift in our

understanding of software evolution.”

We believe that the Constructal Theory [4, 5] of global optimization under local

constraints could provide such a paradigm-shift, and provide new keys to better

understand—or even optimize—the process of software evolution.

Stated in 1996, the Constructal Law [6, 7] is now sustained by a large and

increasing body of evidence [8]. The Constructal Law states that “For a finite-size

flow system to persist in time (to live), its configuration must evolve such that it

provides easier and easier access to its currents.”

Since software systems are complicated flow systems, we propose here to study

the relevancy of Constructal theory to this field of engineering. The rest of the

chapter is dedicated to the experimental discovery of constructal patterns in the

evolution of a software system, and to the explanation of the emergence of these

patterns thanks to Constructal theory. For our study, we will use the source code of

the core of the Java Platform.

5.2 The Java Development Kit

The Java platform is both a programming language and a very rich set of software

libraries allowing software programmers to develop standalone applications, Web

applications, mobile applications, enterprise applications, etc. Several sub-

platforms (Software Development Kit, or SDK) are provided to the programmers’

community, in addition to the core of the system, known as the Java Development

Kit (JDK), such as the Java ME SDK (JavaMicro Edition Platform) or the JEE SDK

(Java Enterprise Edition). The first version (v1.0) of the JDK was publicly released

in 1996, and the last one (v7) in July 2011.

The Java platform is widely used in the domain of software development,

especially for Enterprise Application development, and at a worldwide scale.

Many factors can contribute to explain this success: of course, one of the more

important is probably the support of the company which initially developed the Java

platform, Sun Microsystems, Inc. (now ORACLE). Among the many factors of

success, we can list probably, and for instance: the similarity of its syntax with the

ones of the C and C++ languages, thus facilitating the learning of the language for

already experimented developers, the automatic garbage collection, liberating the
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developer from the tedious task of memory management, a rich ecosystem of OSS

applications or libraries, especially in the domain of software engineering, and the

gratuitousness of the technology.

The success of this platform is the main reason for choosing it as object of our

study (with the availability of many software metrics calculation tools). Effectively,

the Constructal Law is supposed to concern finite-size flow systems persisting in

time. Since the Java platform succeeded to persist during the last 15 years and even

became one of the main languages used worldwide [9–11], we considered Java as a

choice of predilection.

A contrario, the Go programming language (http://golang.org), developed by

Google, Inc. and launched in 2007 cannot be considered such a success 4 years

later, if compared to the Java platform, in term of adoption by the software

developers’ community—all other thing being equals.

Our study focused thus on the main following research questions: How does the

size of JDK evolve in time? Does the growth of the JDK display characteristic

patterns? If yes, are the growth patterns of the JDK understandable in the light of the

Constructal Law?

5.3 Source Code and Experiment

In order to try to answer to these questions, we study the evolution of the JDKs

1.0–7, over 15 years. We strictly restricted our study to the Java source code of

the JDK classes. Other software artifacts of the platform were ignored (XML files,

C/C++ source code, etc.) The objective of the experiment was to collect the

required metrics on each of the JDK version for study.

For versions 1.0–6, the binary files of the JDK, containing the source code root

directory, were downloaded from the current Oracle Java Archive (http://www.

oracle.com), or from the previous Web site of Sun Microsystems, Inc. (http://java.

sun.com). For the seventh version, the source code was retrieved from the Java.net

community site (http://jdk7.java.net/), now the official source of the JDK, since the

release of its source code under the GNU General Public License (GPL) in 2006.

Regarding the release dates used, we considered the dates of the major releases

of the several versions of the JDKs that we used, as listed in Table 5.1, and used in

Figs. 5.3, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.11, but the JDK versions that we analyzed were sometimes

the minor versions, for reasons linked to the availability of the major versions of the

JDKs, at the time of the download of the JDKs binary files (namely, versions 1.0.2,

1.1.3.beta, 1.2.2.12, 7b147). For our purpose, and as a hypothesis, we considered

the differences in lines of code between a major release version and one of its minor

versions as negligible, since they consist usually mainly in bug fixes and minor API

evolutions (changes in methods signatures, renaming of fields, etc.)

The first JDK was released in January 1996, but the project started ca. 5 years

earlier, under the code name Oak as part of the Green project [12, 13], at Sun

Microsystems, Inc.
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We retained the date of December the 1st, 1990 for the calculation of the v1.0

release time, since “Java, whose original name was Oak, was developed as a part of

the Green project at Sun. It was started in December 1990 by Patrick Naughton,

Mike Sheridan and James Gosling” according to J. Gosling, considered as the father

of the Java language [12, 14].

Another possible start date to consider is mid-1991, when J. Gosling started

effectively to work on the Oak language interpreter, i.e., to program it. But for our

purpose, we are mainly interested in the order of magnitude.

5.4 Tools and Software Metrics

We use different and complementary tools in order to calculate the several software

metrics used in this study. The tools used were CLOC 1.53, http://cloc.sourceforge.

net, SourceMonitor 2.6, http://www.campwoodsw.com, and JHawk 5, http://www.

virtualmachinery.com.

Due to the very recent release of the JDK 7 at the time of this study, we were not

able to calculate all required metrics on the JDK 7 source code. Effectively, the

grammar of the Java language has evolved between the version 6 and 7, and all tools

were not yet supporting this too recent evolution of the Java platform.

The metrics used concern more especially the number of different types of lines

of code (comment, blank, non comment or blank . . .) and some Object Oriented

(OO) metrics regarding the number of packages, classes, and methods [15]:

– BLOC, Blank Line of Code

– CLOC, Comment Line of Code

– LOC, Line of Code

– NCLOC, Non-comment Line of Code

– NOC, Number of Classes

– NOSCF, Number of Source Code Files

– NOM, Number of Methods

– NOP, Number of Packages

Table 5.1 Time between

the JDK releases, inception
JDK

version

Release date

(mm/dd/yyyy)

Time between

releases (years)

1.0 01/23/1996 4.5–5.1b

1.1 02/19/1997 1.1

1.2 12/08/1998 1.8

1.3 05/08/2000 1.4

1.4 02/06/2002 1.8

1.5 09/30/2004 2.6

6 12/11/2006 2.2

7a 07/28/2011 4.6
aOpen JDK
bDepending on the start date considered (Dec. 1990 or June 1991)
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5.5 Results and Discussion

The global sizes in lines of code of the JDK, listed in Table 5.2, are displayed in a

more detail bar-chart in Fig. 5.1, whereas Fig. 5.2 shows a log–log plot of the

distribution of the size of the JDK files, expressed in NCLOC, for the eight versions

studied.

The overall NCLOC size of the JDK was multiplied by ca. 74 from version 1.0 to

version 7. Every JDK is bigger than the previous one, as visible in Fig. 5.1 and on

the log–log plot provided by Fig. 5.2, where, on this last plot, the distributions move

Fig. 5.1 Evolution of the overall size, in lines of code, of the JDK, showing the repartition

between NCLOC, NCLOC, and BLOC

Table 5.2 Files and lines of

code metrics for eight of the

main versions of the JDK

JDK versiona NOSCF NCLOC CLOC NOC

1.0.2 216 15,343 17,370 227

1.1.3b 644 58,619 70,030 673

1.2.2.12 1,650 214,948 226,930 2,814

1.3.0 1,878 242,662 271,918 3,266

1.4.0 3,882 506,653 530,703 6,209

1.5.0 6,558 833,995 824,545 10,092

6 7,069 896,746 897,798 10,879

7b147 7,490 1,142,189 1,017,027 12,111

Total 29,387 3,856,321 3,911,155 46,271
a“b” indicates a beta version
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up, and extend to the right of the figure (the long tail of the distribution is

extending). The size of the overall system only increases, and never decreases,

over the last 15 years. By the way, the sixth law of Lehman seems verified for the

evolution of the JDK, but it is not our point here.

One of the main interests of a log–log plot is to visually check the tendency of

this kind of rank-size distribution. Very often, the distribution is almost linear on

several decades-depending of the size of the sampling-with divergence on the tail

and on the head of the distribution.

Frequently, a power-law distribution is fitted with such kind of distribution.

But in our case, it is obvious that these rank-size distributions do not fit well a

log–log “linear” power law distribution of the following form, where p > 0:

f(xÞ ¼ k � x�p: (5.1)

Fig. 5.2 Log–log plot of the NCLOC metric, for eight JDK versions, ranked for every source file.

The period between the first and last distribution covers ca. 15.5 years
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This kind of distributions is identifiable thanks to its linear shape on a log–log

graph, where p dictates the slope of the curve.

On the log–log plot, the JDKs’ distributions are in fact clearly curved, quasi-

parabolic, and the more recent the version, the smoother the curvature. In our case,

trying to fit this kind of curves with a power-law will obviously not be satisfying.

This kind of curved distribution on log–log plot is in fact extremely frequent in

different domains such as galactic intensities, city sizes, or petroleum systems [16].

Often, the curvature is explained by the finite size of the system: “The fact that most

of the natural distributions display a log–log curved plot, avoiding the divergence

and leading to thinner tails than predicted by a power law, has mostly been

interpreted in terms of finite-size effects.” [17].

J. Laherrere proposed to name such distributions Parabolic Fractal (PF), and

proposed also to fit them with a polynomial power-law relation as follow [16]:

lnðynÞ ¼ a � ln xnð Þ2 þ b � ln xnð Þc: (5.2)

with

c ¼ lnðy1Þ (5.3)

where y1 is the ordinate of the first value of the distribution, a < 0, is the coefficient

of curvature, and b < 0 the slope at the first rank.

Laherrere discusses also the King effect, which is described as the effect

explaining the frequent divergence of the data with the PF distribution for the

first ranks. The abnormality of the plot of Paris on the log–log distribution of French

city sizes [15] is thus explained thanks to this effect: “the new King kills the barons

to avoid competition and to acquire a wealth above the commoners” [17]. This

effect exacerbates so the concentration of the population in the first ranks. To best

fit the data with the model, the first rank must be ignored, in this case.

Another alternative model, the stretched exponential, complementary to the

power-law and PF models was also proposed [17]. Usually, power-law, Zipfian

distribution, FP, etc., are interpreted as the result of a stochastic growth process, with

birth and death mechanism [17, 18]. And because of the clustering of high-rank

values close to the x-axis, values are sometimes grouped into buckets of exponen-

tially increasing size in order to improve the accuracy of the regression [19].

We could of course try to fit the JDKs’ Java files size distributions with a power-

law, a PF, a stretched exponential, etc., and discuss their adequateness to describe

the observed phenomenon.

But we propose to consider instead a radical new approach to understand the

potential mechanism generating such a great variety of distributions such as

Zipfian, power-law, PF, and stretched exponential, as discussed here below.

For this, we need first to consider the evolution of the global LOC size of the

JDK versions in time, as depicted in Fig. 5.3a, b, for, respectively, the Java files and

the Java classes. The curve displays a typical S-shape profile, frequently observed

in many phenomena of natural, social, or other origin [8].
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In the domain of software development, the existence of S-curve had been

documented, as cumulative-flow diagrams (CFD) usually follow this shape

[20, 21]. CFD are used to track the progress of a software development project,

especially for projects following an Agile method or using a Software Kanban, and

a lot of information can be extracted just by looking at a project’s CFD.

It is thus not surprising that the evolution of the JDK, which is a software

development project, conforms to the S-shape of the logistic function.

Fig. 5.3 Approximation of the evolution, in time (number of days), of the number of Java files

(a) and classes (b) for each of the main versions of the JDK, since the project inception and until

the last release
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S-curves are also typical of technological adoption curves. In our case, the JDK

is a technology that has pervaded inside the software developer community for

15 years and reached a state of massive and worldwide adoption. This consideration

reinforces our conclusion, since the increasing adoption of the Java technology

contributed in return to the good development of the software project in charge of

the JDK.

It must be observed that since the version 1.5, the growth rhythm of the platform

seems to approach a plateau, indicating maybe a now great level of maturity of the

platform, and the richness of all its features.

Bejan and Lorente showed recently [8] that S-curves can be theorized in terms of

a constructal invasions of a territory by a flow system. Tree-shaped invasion were

also identified in the same publication as an optimization of the invasionmechanism.

Furthermore, Queiros-Conde et al. [22] showed that a constructal tree structure

exhibits a parabolic scaling of its geometry.

5.6 Constructal Tree-Shaped Invasion of a

Territory by a Growing Population

On the basis of the fact that Zipfian power-law distributions are theoretized by the

constructal distribution of city sizes [23], that the logistic (S-curve) function can be

predicted thanks to the constructal invasion of a territory, and considering that

constructal trees develop a parabolic scaling distribution of their geometry [22, 24],

we thus propose to consider the generation of curved power-law distribution of the

size of a population (such as PF or stretched exponential) as the combination of

the constructal tree-shaped invasion of a territory by a growing population, as

explained here below.

The mechanism is depicted in Fig. 5.4. Initially, a population occupies a small

fraction (A0) of a bigger territory (A), as shown in Fig. 5.4a. As a hypothesis, the

distribution of the population assumes a power-law distribution according to the

Constructal Theory documented in [23]. As time progress, the territory colonized

by the population extends, and the initial distribution of the population is replicated

to another A0-sized territory. Now a part A1 ¼ 2A0 of the territory is invaded

(Fig. 5.4b). Meanwhile, the first population has grown of a factor g0.
Then, another part of the territory of A1-size is invaded by a new population

assuming the same distribution as the initial one (Fig. 5.4c). During the same

period, the populations occupying the A1 territory have grown of a factor g1. This
mechanism replicates until the whole A territory is invaded (Fig. 5.4d).

Furthermore, at the time of invasion, the invaded territory can already house

one or several constructal flow systems, such as a hydrographic basin (for a

geological system), this last obeying to the Horton’s Law predicted by the

Constructal theory [25, 26]. Such kind of flow system, as sketched in Fig. 5.5,

can facilitate both the invasion on the territory and dictate also the progression of
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the invasion, as they constitute usually the paths of least resistance to progress into

the system.

In order to challenge this idea, we run very simple simulations of this mecha-

nism, with hundred initial values, distributed according to a power-law, as shown in

Fig. 5.6, and iterated six times the constructal-invasion mechanism discussed here

above, with growth rates of 100 % (doubling). The resulting distributions are

plotted altogether in Fig. 5.6, whereas the resulting S-curve for the overall size of

the population is displayed in Fig. 5.7. For the simulation whose results are

displayed in Fig. 5.6a, where the curvature is exacerbated, each new generation

N is a replica of the previous generation, whereas, for Fig. 5.6b, the new kth
generation N is composed of 2k � 1 replicas of the initial N0 generation.

As expected, the rank-size distributions progressively deviates from the initial

power-law, and develop a curved tail, whereas the first ranks become more stepped.

Fig. 5.4 Constructal tree-shaped invasion of a territory
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What’s accounted for here is the general trend of the distribution resulting from

the proposed mechanism, and not the specific fit with a PF, a stretched exponential,

or another distribution function.

History, local and global factors, heterogeneity, etc., account for the uniqueness

of each rank-size distribution. For instance, it accounts for the “King Effect” in the

French cities-sizes distribution [15].

One consequence of our proposed model is the rejection of the assumption that

the finite-size effects of a natural system can be accounted for the curvature often

encountered in pseudo-power-law distributions [17]. In our proposed mechanism,

the main origin of the curvature resides in the conjunction of growth of older

generations, i.e., the upward shift of old plots, with the development of new

generations. Because they aremore recent, they start smaller, and tend to accumulate

at this end of the distribution (in the long tail), closer to the x-axis, and exacerbating
the curvature.

Similarly, the King Effect results, in the here above proposed mechanism, in a

greater upward shift (growth) of the first and older concentration points of the

distribution, and where the growth is exacerbated.

We now come back to our initial object of study: How is this related to the

evolution of the JDK lineage? We think that the tree-shaped invasion of a functional

Fig. 5.5 Constructal model

of a river basin
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Fig. 5.6 Two simulated Constructal tree-shaped invasions of a territory: rank (x) versus size (y)
distributions
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space (the territory) is directly visible in the package structure of the JDK. Each

Java package if usually a micro-framework, regrouping a set of classes (i.e., Java

programs) addressing a specific functional need (e.g., IO, networking, mathematics,

text manipulation, data structures, etc.) The number of Java packages grown from

ten packages in the v1.0–421 packages in the v6, as listed in Table 5.3. These

packages are organized in hierarchical tree with functional organization. For

instance, the new packages of the v2 include a new Graphic User Interface library

(Swing), whose source code is located in the src/javax/swing/source directory,

which contains nine subdirectories, with one of these directory (src/javax/swing/

plaf/) containing three subdirectories, etc. Furthermore, there is also another com-

plex tree—or graph—made of the dependencies between the JDK’s classes, i.e.,

files (at compile time).

The evolution of the total number of packages, visible in Fig. 5.8, also follows

a S-curve. Hence, in time, the JDK extended it functional space or territory,

by developing new packages inside its source files’ tree, populated by new Java

classes, meanwhile the older Java classes were often subject to size increase,

from one version to a newer. For instance, the GregorianCalendar class, which

Fig. 5.7 Constructal tree-shaped invasion of a territory: cumulated size of the simulated

population

Table 5.3 NOP metric for

seven JDK versions
JDK version NOP

1.0.2 10

1.1.3 beta 28

1.2.2.12 67

1.3.0 78

1.4.0 202

1.5.0 370

6 421
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appeared in the JDK 1.1, more than doubled its NCLOC size in the JDK 7, as visible

in Fig. 5.9.

Before concluding our discussion on the JDK, we propose to briefly study if this

kind of distribution could, maybe, be specific to the JDK lineage’s source code. We

thus performed the same analysis on the source code of the Zend Framework (ZF)

platform. The ZF is an open-source object-oriented (OO) software framework,

Fig. 5.8 Evolution of the number of Java packages of the JDK

Fig. 5.9 Evolution in time (days) of the NCLOC size of the GregorianCalendar class from the

JDK version 1 to version 7
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programmed with the PHP language, and based on the PHP platform. The ZF is

more specifically dedicated to the development of Web applications.

Similarly to the JDK, the ZF is a very successful software framework, widely

used by the PHP developers’ community.

Table 5.4 NOSCF and

NCLOC metrics for nine ZF’s

versions, aggregated at the

framework size level

ZF version NOSCF NCLOC

0.1.3.0 236 15,758

0.2.0 301 25,349

0.6.0 363 31,854

0.8.0 507 49,343

1.0 690 64,377

1.5.0 1,074 94,728

1.8.0 1,684 149,523

1.11.0 2,368 209,196

1.11.9 2,376 210,606

Total 9,599 850,734

Fig. 5.10 Log–log plot of the NCLOC metric, for eight versions of the ZF over ca. 6.5 years,

ranked for every source file
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Fig. 5.11 Approximation of the evolution, in time (number of days), of the number of PHP source

files for nine version of the ZF

Fig. 5.12 Log–log plot of the ranked distribution of the NCLOC metric of the Java and PHP

source files, respectively, for the JDK 7 and ZF 1.11.9
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The source code was retrieved from the ZF archive Web page [27]. We used

CLOC to calculate the LOC metrics of nine versions of the ZF, aggregated in

Table 5.4, released over 6.5 years, between the summer 2005, date when the

development started [28] and the last version to date, released in August 2011

(v1.11.9).

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 clearly show that the ZF developed, in time, similar source

code size distribution patterns as the JDK’s one: a S-curve and a parabolic scaling

of the distribution of the ranking of the source code files’ sizes. Figure 5.12 displays

the distributions of both frameworks, in their last version to date.

These phenomenologically recurring patterns are strong evidences of a same

underlying mechanism, and we consider the Constructal Law as an adequate

candidate for this purpose.

We also studied the evolution of the size of the Java source files between two

consecutive JDK’s versions. We considered the JDK 1.0 and 1.1 for this purpose,

and the results are shown in Figs 5.13 and 5.14. Interestingly, the 15,343 NCLOC of

Fig. 5.13 Log–log plot of the ranked distribution of the NCLOC metric of the JDK 1.0 and 1.1

files, showing the old files and new files evolution.
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the JDK 1.0 source files are 41 % bigger in the JDK 1.1: 6,348 NCLOC were added

on 105 files of the 216 initial files, whereas 105 remain at the same size, and 6 files

(3 %) decreased in size (total of �114 NCLOC). In the same time, 435 new files

appeared in the JDK 1.1, for a total of 38,108 NCLOC. These two facts confirm

that, as sketched here above, two mechanisms contribute to the evolution of the

rank-size distribution: the growth of the initial source code files, and the adjunction

of new source code files, following a distribution similar to the first one. In the

specific case of the JDK 1.1, the new Java files constitute a distribution even greater

than the initial source files of the JDK 1.0. It must be noticed that the releases of

these two versions are separated by ca. 1 year, thus constitute snapshots of the

source code very distant in time.

Fig. 5.14 Log–log plot of the ranking distribution of the NCLOC metric for the JDK 1.0 files for

both the JDK1.0 and 1.1 version, highlighting the tendency of evolution towards a greater size of

the source files between the two versions
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5.7 Conclusion

We have shown in this chapter that during the last 15 years, the rank-size

distributions of the source file sizes of the successive versions of the JDK developed

typical evolutionary patterns such as a parabolic scaling, and that the cumulated

NCLOC or number of classes of the Java source code follows a typical sigmoid

shape (S-curve), and we have also shown that these patterns are shared by at least

one other OO framework (ZF) with a different functional scope, of a smaller size,

developed by a different software developers’ community, and based on different

language (PHP). These patterns (parabolic scaling, S-curve) are characteristic of

Constructal flow systems, as demonstrated by Bejan and Lorente [8], and Queiros-

Conde et al. [22].

Fig. 5.15 Resulting

geometry of a population

distribution generated by a

simulation of the constructal

growth and tree-shaped

invasion mechanism
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In order to explain the emergence of parabolic scaling in a constructal flow

system, we proposed to consider the constructal tree-shaped invasion of territory

combined with the constructal rank-size distribution of a growing population as the

mechanism potentially generating a wide variety of population distributions, sub-

ject to external factors, and we have shown experimentally, thanks to several

numeric simulations, that this mechanism generates distributions with a shorter,

curved tail, similar to a parabolic scaling of the distribution. The resulting geometry

of a population distribution generated by such a mechanism on a two-dimensional

area is depicted in Fig. 5.15.

In the case of the JDK, the functional scope addressed by the successive versions

of the platform, assimilated to a functional space to invade, continuously increased

in time. The development of the JDK’s functional packages hierarchy is interpreted

as the constructal tree structure followed by the invasive flow.

It is worth noticing that we do not pretend that the mechanism proposed here

accounts for all parabolically scaling distributions encountered in natural, social, or

engineered (man-made) systems, but this mechanism seems to fit quite well the

domain of software development and is generic enough to cover a wide variety of

other phenomena.

According to K. Beck, the father of the Test Driven Design (TDD), “We’re just

beginning to understand software evolution. [. . .] How can I maintain focus as

I make larger changes in small, safe steps over a long period of time, interleaved

with feature development?” [29]. We hope that our study will contribute to a better

understanding of the mechanisms and laws underlying the processes of software

evolution.

In conclusion, all the elements here above advocate to consider the Constructal

Law as the main driver behind the evolution of software programs and call both for

the revision of Lehman’s law on the basis of this first constructal principle and for

further studies on this subject.
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Chapter 6

Constructal Design of High-Conductivity Inserts

J.A. Souza and J.C. Ordonez

6.1 Introduction

Bejan presented the Constructal Theory by solving an optimization problem for the

cooling of a heat generating volume [1]. The proposed problem was “how to collect

and channel to one point the heat generated volumetrically in a low conductivity

volume of given size.” The proposed approach defined an elemental construct for

which the geometry was optimized. The elemental construct had rectangular shape

and consisted of two regions: one region with a low-conductivity material and heat

generation and a second region with high-conductivity material that was used to

conduct the generated heat to the exterior through one end (Fig. 6.1a). The fraction

of high-conductivity material was fixed. More complex forms (assemblies) were

obtained by combining the optimized elemental form as shown in Fig. 6.1b–d.

Based on Constructal Theory, a number of authors have solved similar problems

for different geometries and assembly levels. These solutions are not restricted to

heat conduction, they cover a wide variety of optimization problems where the flow

resistance of a given entity can be minimized. The flowing entity can be energy in

the form of heat [2], fluid [3, 4], aggregates of organisms [5] or even people [6].

According to Ledezma et al. [7], the major difficulty with the optimization of

higher order assembles is the increasing number of degrees of freedom to be

optimized. This difficulty is one of the motivations for the present work.

The idea is to develop a solution strategy and an optimization algorithm capable

of searching for a geometry that leads to near optimal performance in a computa-

tionally efficient way for a heat conduction problem similar to the one of Fig. 6.1.

The proposed strategy, following Constructal Theory, optimizes the cooling solu-

tion by minimization of the heat flow resistance. The domain is divided in small
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elements and the solution starts with all elements having low conductivity k0. The
temperature and temperature gradient fields are computed and the group of elements

(or element)with the highest temperature gradient and lowconductivity are exchanged

by element(s) with high conductivity kp. This procedure is repeated until all available
high-conductivity material (kp) has been placed in the computational domain.

There are in the literature similar algorithms. In the work of Errera and Bejan [8]

dendritic patterns formed by low-resistance channels in a river drainage basin were

reproduced by a porous media model where the drainage channels were predicted

using Constructal Theory. In their solution, Darcy’s Law was used to formulate the

problem and the computational domain was divided in small blocks which were

initialized with a base permeability k0. The first step of the methodology was to

determine the pressure field inside the computational domain and use it to estimate

the pressure gradients. The process started with the replacement of the block that

has the outlet port as one of its four sides. In a second step, the pressure gradient of

all neighboring blocks were calculated. If one or more of these gradients was higher

than a predefined maximum value, the respective block was replaced by a higher

permeability block. The procedure was then repeated for a defined number of steps.

This algorithm produced a tree-like forms similar to the patterns observed in a

coffee sediment on a concave surface.

Ordonez et al. [9] studied a similar porous media problem. Two criteria, highest

pressure and highest pressure gradient, were used to choose the replacement

sequence among elements that share at least one face with the high-permeability

region. The comparison of these two criteria led to the conclusion that better results

can be obtained using the pressure gradient option.

Fig. 6.1 Constructal assemblies [1]
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In the present study, both the highest temperature and highest temperature

gradient were considered to select the elements that should have their thermal

conductivity increased. Better results were obtained using the highest temperature

gradient and only those are reported in the following sections.

A more recent work [10] presented an algorithm, called automaton by the

authors, that searches for an optimized solution for the problem of how to

effectively cool a heat generating surface by arranging the configuration of

high-conductivity material inside a fixed area. This algorithm is similar to the

one proposed in this work. It discretized the domain in simple elements and uses

the temperature gradient to determine the location where high-conductivity mate-

rial should be positioned, however, it differs from the present approach in how the

high-conductivity material is placed inside the domain. In [10] all the high-

conductivity material was initially placed inside the computational domain and,

at each solution step, elements with high conductivity exchanged their position

with elements with low conductivity. In the present work, inspired by the work of

Ordonez et al. [9] and Errera and Bejan [8], initially the computational domain

has only low-conductivity material (k0). The high-conductivity material is added

to the domain based on the calculated temperature gradient at each solution step.

Boichot et al. [10] did not explore if the automaton algorithm is capable of

treating the problem in the same way considered here. Another difference

between the two methods is that while in the present methodology it is allowed

for one element to be placed in isolation, i.e., new elements added to the compu-

tational domain do not need to share edges with other high-conductivity elements,

in [10] the exchanged elements must be connected, by at least one edge, with the

high-conductivity tree. The methods differ also in the numerical approach used to

compute the temperature gradient.

6.2 Problem Description

The problem to be solved consists on a solid 2D plate built with two different

materials: a low-conductivity and a high-conductivity one. Heat sources are present

inside the plate and one or more heat sinks are used to dissipate the heat generated

to the ambient. The maximum temperature is monitored and the main goal of the

optimization problem is to determine the best possible configuration (location) for

the high- and low-conductivity materials in the plate such that the maximum

temperature can be minimized. The total amount of available high-conductivity

material is constrained. Due to the computational challenge of trying all possible

configurations (especially in large domains), we follow an approach similar to

Ordonez et al. [9] to search for a nearly optimal configuration.

Figure 6.2 shows one possible geometric configuration for the problem. A

rectangular plate with a single heat sink. The internal shaded region represents

the high-conductivity material and the white (empty) region represents the

low-conductivity material. In this particular example, the heat generation is applied
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only in the regions with low-conductivity material. The dimensions of the plate

may vary, however for the optimization problem the plate area is kept constant and

equal to H � L.
The problem presented in Fig. 6.2 was first proposed by Bejan as one of the

applications of Constructal Theory [1]. The goal is to determine the best shape

(H/L) and structure of the high-conductivity material placed within the

low-conductivity material in such a way that the heat removed through the heat

sink is maximized.

The governing equation for the problem illustrated in Fig. 6.2 is given by

k0
@2T

@x2
þ k0

@2T

@y2
þ q0
ðA0 � ApÞW ¼ 0; (6.1)

for the region with low-conductivity material, and

kp
@2T

@x2
þ kp

@2T

@y2
¼ 0; (6.2)

for the region with high-conductivity material.

In (6.1) and (6.2), T is the temperature (K), x and y are the Cartesian coordinates
(m) and q0 is the heat generation rate (W).

Fig. 6.2 Problem description
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In order to compare the present solution with previous work [7, 11] (6.1) must be

rewritten in a nondimensional form. Defining the following nondimensional

variables

ð~x; ~yÞ ¼ ðx; yÞ
A
ð1=2Þ
0

; ~T ¼ T � Ths
q000A0=k0

; ’ ¼ Ap

A0

; (6.3)

where A is the area (m²), ’ the ratio between the areas of the high- and low-

conductivity material and the subscripts 0, p and hs indicate low-conductivity

material, high- conductivity material and heat sink, respectively.

A constant heat generation rate is present only in the low-conductivity material,

Fig. 6.2. The relationship between this heat (q0) and the volumetric heat generation

that appears in (6.3) (q000) is given by

q000 ¼ q0
A0

¼ q0
HLW

; (6.4)

where H is the height, L the length and W ¼ 1 the thickness of the computational

domain.

Combining (6.1)–(6.4), the nondimensional governing equation for the low-

conductivity material is given by

@2 ~T

@~x2
þ @2 ~T

@~y2
þ 1

1� ’
¼ 0 (6.5)

and for the high-conductivity material

@2 ~T

@~x2
þ @2 ~T

@~y2
¼ 0: (6.6)

Equations (6.5) and (6.6) should be applied in a nondimensional computational

domain defined by the variables

ð ~H; ~L; ~DÞ ¼ ðH; L;DÞ
A
1=2
0

; (6.7)

which satisfy the nondimensional constant area constraint given by

~H ~L ¼ 1: (6.8)

The search for the minimization of the maximum temperature in similar

problems to the one described in this section has been reported by [7, 10, 11].
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6.3 Mathematical and Numerical Formulation

6.3.1 Proposed Algorithm

In a sequential form, the present algorithm can be described as

Stage 1: discretizethecomputationaldomaininsmallelements;
Stage 2: assign the low conductivity (k0) to the whole compu-

tational domain;
Stage 3: setboundaryconditionsandinternalheatgeneration;
Stage 4: calculate the temperature gradients;
Stage 5: determine,amongregionswithlow-conductivitymate-

rial, the location of the highest gradients (Nc of
them);

Stage 6: set the Nc highest temperature gradient elements
with high-conductivity material;

Stage 7: check if Ap/A0 < ’;
if true ! return to stage 4;
if false ! end.

Stages 1–3 define the geometry, grid and boundary conditions. The grid refine-

ment necessary to solve the problem is not only associated with the numerical

solution of (6.5) and (6.6), but also with the search for the regions where the high-

conductivity material should be placed. Since the high-conductivity material is

gradually placed on the regions with higher temperature gradients, it is expected

that more refined grids will lead to solutions closer to the optimal one (i.e., the

maximum temperature approaches its minimal value). The boundary conditions are

set as described in Fig. 6.2.

In stage 4 the temperature gradients must be evaluated. The temperature profile

inside the computational domain is obtained with a Control Volume Finite Element

method [12, 13], hereafter referred to as CVFES (Control Volume Finite Element

Solver).

Figure 6.3 shows a grid element, built with four points. A local coordinate

system (s, t) is used to interpolate the temperature and calculate the pressure

gradients inside the element. The shape functions for this element are

N1 ¼ ðs; tÞ ¼ 0:25ð1þ sÞð1þ tÞ
N2 ¼ ðs; tÞ ¼ 0:25ð1� sÞð1þ tÞ
N3 ¼ ðs; tÞ ¼ 0:25ð1� sÞð1� tÞ
N4 ¼ ðs; tÞ ¼ 0:25ð1þ sÞð1� tÞ

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;: (6.9)

Knowing the four node temperatures T1, T2, T3, and T4, the temperature at a

specific position (s, t) inside the element can be approximated as
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Tðs; tÞ ¼
X4
i¼1

Niðs; tÞTi (6.10)

and the temperature gradients in the x and y directions can be computed as

@T

@x

����
s;t

¼
X4
i¼1

@Ni

@x

����
s;t

Ti; (6.11)

@T

@y

����
s;t

¼
X4
i¼1

@Ni

@y

����
s;t

Ti; (6.12)

where s and t define the local coordinate system, N is the shape function and i the
index for the element nodes. A more detailed description of the variables and

derivatives interpolations inside the element can be found in [12–14].

For the present analysis, a positive scalar derivative field needs to be calculated.

Since, for each element, two derivatives are computed (in the x and y directions)

and both may assume a positive or a negative value, a new scalar variable, y, is
defined as

y ¼ max
@T

@x

����
����; @T

@y

����
����

� �
: (6.13)

In stage 5, the scalar field defined by (6.13) will guide the sequential procedure of

replacing the low-conductivity elements with the high-conductivity ones.

The sequential substitution procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Step 0 represents

the first temperature field calculation. At this moment, all elements have low

conductivity (k0). In step 1, based on the temperature gradient calculated in step

0, the two (Nc ¼ 2) elements, with the highest y will be replaced by elements with

high conductivity (stage 6). The procedure is repeated until the number of

Fig. 6.3 Grid element:

temperature gradient

calculation
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Fig. 6.4 High-conductivity material placing sequence; left: temperature gradients ( y ), right:
position of the high-conductivity material (Nc ¼ 2, 1,056 elements, kp/k0 ¼ 10)
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high-conductivity elements is such that Ap/A0 > ’ (stage 7). Steps 2 and 25 are also
shown in Fig. 6.4.

6.3.2 Finite Volume Solver Validation

Equations (6.5) and (6.6) were solved using a CVFES method [12–14]. The validity

of the CVFES solution was tested by comparing its solution with the solution

obtained with a Finite Element solver in a similar problem [11] shown in

Fig. 6.2. All dimensions in Fig. 6.2 are presented in a nondimensional form and

the computational domain discretization was performed with rectangular elements.

The solution grid independence was tested by assuming square elements with side

length l ¼ 0.005, 0.01 and 0.015. The grid is built mainly of square elements of

edge l, however, since more than one subdomain exists, in some cases the elements

are not perfect squares.

The comparison with the problem described in [11] showed a difference between

the two solutions (for the maximum temperature inside the geometry) smaller than

0.2 % when the grids with l ¼ 0.01 and l ¼ 0.005 were used, thus the grid with

l ¼ 0.01 (approximately 10,000 elements) was selected for the computation of the

temperature field. Table 6.1 contains a comparison between the CVFES and the FE

[11] solutions for a problem with ’ ¼ 0.1, H/L ¼ 1 (square) and D/B ¼ 0.15. The

grid with l ¼ 0.01 was used in this comparison.

6.3.3 Algorithm Validation

The algorithm proposed here is validated by comparing the results obtained for the

problem shown in Fig. 6.2 and the solutions presented in [7] and [11] for the

elemental, first and second constructs. The main goal of this section is not to

completely reproduce the results obtained in by [7] and [11], but only to show

that the present solution is capable of generating optimized geometries following a

sequential procedure.

The problem considered is a square geometry ( ~H=~L ¼ 1), with ’ ¼ 0:1 and

kp/k0 ¼ 300. From Almogbel and Bejan [11], it is known that the optimized value

Table 6.1 Comparison

between the highest

temperature results calculated

with the CVFES and the FE

[11] (’ ¼ 0.1, H/L ¼ 1

(square) and D/B ¼ 0.15)

kp/k0 CVFES FE Difference (%)*

1,000 0.128465 0.128236 0.18

300 0.136147 0.135924 0.16

100 0.157437 0.157219 0.14

30 0.225056 0.224812 0.11

10 0.375526 0.374893 0.17

* difference = 100 * (CVFES-FE)/CVFES
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of ~D= ~B for this problem is 0.11. Combining this information, it is possible to set a

system of equations:

~H
~L
¼ 1

~H ~L ¼ 1

~D
~B
¼ 0:11

’ ¼
~D ~B
~H ~L

¼ 0:1

:

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

(6.14)

The solution of (6.14) will result in ~L ¼ 1, ~H ¼ 1, ~D ¼ 0:104881 and ~B ¼ 0:953463.
Note that ~B is not used in the present solution.

Table 6.2 present a comparison between the proposed solution with optimized

solutions of the elemental, first and second constructs. Only one problem has been

solved here, the square geometry with fixed heat sink height (D ¼ 0.104881), and it is

compared with four different solutions obtained by [7] and [11]. The first column in

Table 6.2 indicates the minimum hot-spot temperature found following the proposed

approach using two different meshes (l ¼ 0.01 and l ¼ 0.005). The second column

contains the construct level, and the third and fourth columns correspond to results

reported in [7] and [11]. The first row contains the optimized solution for a square

geometry and the elemental construct. This is the simplest possible configuration and

has the highest minimum temperature among the cases being compared. Row 2 shows

that only changing the external shape (H/L) leads to a lower maximum temperature.

Increasing the complexity of the system, i.e., increasing the construct level,will lead to

lower maximum temperatures inside the computational domain. This can be seen in

rows 3 and 4 of Table 6.2, with the first and second constructs, respectively.

In Table 6.2 is also possible to see that increasing the complexity of the problem,

either by refining the grid in the present solution or by increasing the construct level,

leads to approximately the same maximum (nondimensional) temperature of 0.03.

Figure 6.5 shows the high-conductivity material distribution inside the compu-

tational domain. The symmetry is obtained automatically when Nc ¼ 2 is selected.

Table 6.2 Validation of the proposed algorithm (kp/k0 ¼ 300, ’ ¼ 0.1)

Present worka Previous work

~Tmin Construct ~Tmin Reference

0.0379 (l ¼ 0.01) 0 0.125a [11]—Table 3

0 ~0.08b [7]—Fig. 4

0.03357 (l ¼ 0.005) 1 0.031b [7]—Table 2

2 0.0312b [7]—Page 99
aSquare domain ( ~H=~L ¼ 1 with optimized ~D= ~B ¼ 0:11)
bOptimized H/L
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This means that at every simulation step, two low-conductivity elements will be

replaced by two high-conductivity elements. There is no need to impose any kind of

symmetry verification in the code. Other interesting point that can be observed in

Fig. 6.5 is that as predicted by the Constructal Theory, heat channels form naturally

to facilitate the overall system cooling. Again, there is no imposition made to the

algorithm to force that the new high-conductivity elements be placed next to an

already existent high-conductivity element.

6.4 Influence of kp/k0 and Nc on the Solution

The shape of the high-conductivity insert that results with the present algorithm

depends on both the ratio kp/k0 and the number of elements with low-conductivity

material replaced (in every solution step) by elements with high-conductivity

material, Nc. Figure 6.6 illustrates a map of the solution (maximum temperature)

Fig. 6.5 Geometry obtained

for the validation solution

(Nc ¼ 1, kp/k0 ¼ 300,

’ ¼ 0:1, ~L ¼ 1, ~H ¼ 1,
~D ¼ 0:104881 and
~B ¼ 0:953463); a: grid
l ¼ 0.01, b: grid l ¼ 0.005
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for kp/k0 ¼ 5, 10, 30, 100 and 300 and Nc ¼ 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50. In each column,

the highest and lowest minimum temperatures are highlighted in Fig. 6.6 with a

border box and underlined text, respectively.

In Fig. 6.6, it can be observed that tree-like geometries, like those predicted by

Constructal Theory are formed naturally (recall that we do not force the elements to

Fig. 6.6 Analysis of the Nc and kp/k0 parameters influence on the tree like patterns formation

ð’ ¼ 0:1, grid with 19,880 element)
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be adjacent). Also in Fig. 6.6 it can be noticed that an even Nc produces a symmetric

structure while and odd Nc will produce an asymmetric one.

An unexpected result in Fig. 6.6 is that the best solution among the cases

considered is not associated with the lowest Nc. Further studies are necessary to

fully explore this behavior. It must be remembered that the time needed to solve the

problem is inversely proportional to Nc. In this way, if a high Nc is used, it is

possible to get a fast solution that is close to the optimal one.

Figure 6.7 illustrates the resulting high conductivity patterns (left), the tempera-

ture field (center) and the temperature gradient (right) for three consecutive values

of Nc (Nc ¼ 24, 25 and 26) and a thermal conductivity ratio kp/k0 ¼ 30. Tree like

Fig. 6.7 Pattern formation, temperature and temperature gradient for Nc ¼ 24, 25 and 26 (kp/
k0 ¼ 30, ’ ¼ 0:1, ~L ¼ 1, ~H ¼ 1, ~D ¼ 0:104881 and ~B ¼ 0:953463)
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structures are observed for all three cases. It is also possible to notice that for the

cases considered, the peak temperature does not monotonically decrease with the

decrease of Nc.

6.5 Nonuniform Heat Generation

In this section, the cooling of a rectangular plate with one or more heat sources is

considered. The problem is to determine the positioning of the high-conductivity

material that will produce the minimum maximum temperature. The problem

differs from the ones of previous sections by the fact that the heat generation is

no longer uniform through the low-conductivity domain, but localized in given

location(s). Both high- and low-conductivity materials can be placed in these

regions.

The problem of how to assemble a number of heat sources on a plate of given

area and ensure that the maximum temperature is kept below an acceptable value

can be treated in at least two ways. The first, and more common [15–17], is to

determine the best location for these heat sources inside the available area in order

to minimize the maximum temperature. The second situation occurs when the heat

source locations have a predetermined position and cannot be moved. In this case it

is necessary to find other ways to minimize the maximum temperature. Possible

solutions are to increase the cooling rate with the inclusion of fins, a fan, or

exchange the plate material with a material with higher conductivity. In this

work, this second type of problems is analyzed. The idea is not to exchange the

whole plate with one of higher conductivity (and likely more expensive) material,

but to optimize the use of this high-conductivity material by adding just the needed

quantity of it in a low-conductivity (low cost) material plate.

6.5.1 One Source Problem

First, a one source problem (Fig. 6.8) is analyzed. The computational domain is a

rectangular area with dimensions L and H with a rectangular heat source (with side

length Ds). The heat source center point is located at (xs, ys). The total heat being

generated within the source is constant and equal to qgen.
Again, the constant total area constraint is applied (LH ¼ A0). The problem

is also solved in a nondimensional form. Additional nondimensional variable

needed are:

~Ds ¼ Ds

A
1=2
0

; ’s ¼
As

A0

¼
~D2
s

~H ~L
~x; ~y ¼ x; y

A
1=2
0

: (6.15)
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In a general form, (6.1) can be rewritten as

k
@2T

@x2
þ k

@2T

@y2
þ q000 ¼ 0; (6.16)

where k can assume values of k0 or kp. The volumetric heat generation term, q000, is
defined as

q000 ¼ qgen
AsW

; (6.17)

whereW is the plate thickness and equal to 1 m. Combining (6.3), (6.15), (6.16) and

(6.17), the resulting heat conduction equation for the regions with heat generation

will be:

@2 ~T

@~x2
þ @2 ~T

@~y2
þ k0

k
¼ 0 (6.18)

and for regions without heat generation:

@2 ~T

@~x2
þ @2 ~T

@~y2
¼ 0: (6.19)

In this section all boundaries are kept at ~Tw ¼ 0.

Figure 6.9 illustrates different solutions to the one source problem. Figure 6.9a–c

illustrate three basic solutions to be compared with the proposed algorithm. The

heat generation (source) is uniformly distributed in a square area of central

Fig. 6.8 The one source

problem sketch
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coordinates ~xs ¼ 0:3 and ~ys ¼ 0:3 and the computational domain is also square

(H ¼ L).
In Fig. 6.9a, the heat source is connected by two “heat channels” with the two

closest domain walls at temperature ~Tw ¼ 0. When compared with results presented

in Fig. 6.9d, it is clear that a lower maximum temperature can be obtained with the

Fig. 6.9 The one source problem solution (’ ¼ ’s ¼ 0.05, kp/k0 ¼ 30, ~xs ¼ 0:3, ~ys ¼ 0:3)
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same amount of high-conductivity material. The analysis of Fig. 6.9d suggests that

part of the high-conductivity material should be placed inside the heat source area,

thus a second configuration, Fig. 6.9b, was tested and the maximum temperature

obtained with this second configuration was reduced to 0.00387073. The extreme is

to place all high-conductivity material inside the heat source region (Fig. 6.9c),

however this configurations is not optimal because there are no heat channels

connecting the heat generation with the domain walls (heat sink).

In Fig. 6.9e, f the same analysis of Fig. 6.9d is performed for Nc ¼ 10 and 50. As

already discussed in this work, if the problem has a symmetry axis, the use of an

even Nc will lead to a symmetrical solution.

In Fig. 6.9f a very refined grid was used. It shows a geometry similar to the

geometry shown in Fig. 6.9e, however the four small legs (connections) that do not

touch the domains walls in Fig. 6.9e are now complete and better formed. With the

more refined grid, the proposed algorithm was capable of building four well formed

connections between the heat source area and the domain walls (heat sink). This

configuration led to the minimum maximum temperature of all configurations

shown in Fig. 6.9.

6.5.2 The Two Sources Problem

In this section, a second source is added to the problem presented in Fig. 6.8. The

new problem is illustrated in Fig. 6.10. Now, the same computational domain

(H � L) has two sources, one square with side length Ds, and one circular with

diameter Dc, both shown in Fig. 6.10. The two heat sources have their center points

Fig. 6.10 The two sources

problem sketch
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located at (xs, ys) and (xc, yc), respectively. The total heat being generated within the
two sources is constant and equal to qgen ¼ qc + qs.

Additional nondimensional variables are:

~Dc ¼ Dc

A
1=2
0

; ’c ¼
Ac

A0

¼
~D2
c

~H ~L
: (6.20)

Equation (6.16) applies to regions with heat generation. The new volumetric heat

generation term assumes the form

q000 ¼ qgen
ðAc þ AsÞW: (6.21)

Applying (6.21) to the areas Ac and As, the volumetric heat sources can be

calculated as

q000c ¼
qgen

ðAc þ AsÞ � 1

Ac

ðAc þ AsÞ � 1
¼ qgenAc

ðAc þ AsÞ2
(6.22)

and

q000s ¼
qgen

ðAc þ AsÞ � 1

As

ðAc þ AsÞ � 1
¼ qgenAs

ðAc þ AsÞ2
: (6.23)

Combining (6.15), (6.16), (6.18), (6.21)–(6.23) the resulting heat conduction

equations for the square and circular source regions are given by

k
@2 ~T

@x2
þ k

@2 ~T

@y2
þ k0

p
4

~Dc

~Ds

� �2

þ 1

" #�1

¼ 0; (6.24)

k
@2 ~T

@x2
þ k

@2 ~T

@y2
þ k0

4

p

~Ds

~Dc

� �2

þ 1

" #�1

¼ 0: (6.25)

Results for various Nc and kp/k0 parameters are shown in Fig. 6.11. In this figure,

the central coordinates of the square and circular sources are ~xs; ~ysð Þ ¼ 0:3; 0:2ð Þ
and ð~xc; ~ycÞ¼ ð0:65; 0:55Þ, respectively. These values were chosen to guarantee the

asymmetry of the problem. From Fig. 6.11 it is possible to observe that each source

establishes a high-conductivity channel connection with the two closest walls (heat

sinks) and that this connection is stronger (wider channel or multiple channels) with

the closest wall. This phenomenon can be more clearly visualized for small kp/k0
and large Nc values. The bottom wall is the closest to the squared source and the

right wall is the closest to the circular source.

Similarly to Fig. 6.6, it is not possible to associate the best performance with the

Nc variable (possibly due to mesh limitations). In the solutions highlighted in
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Fig. 6.6 with the temperatures values inside a box (worst case in each column), it is

possible to observe unfinished heat channels that do not reach the domain walls.

The best solutions (underlined temperatures), seem to be associated with narrow

and mostly complete heat channels.

6.6 Conclusions

Amethodology, based in the Constructal Law, was proposed to implement a simple

and efficient numerical algorithm that with a non iterative procedure is capable of

generating optimized geometries for composite plates consisting of two materials of

different thermal conductivities with uniform or localized heat sources. Starting

Fig. 6.11 The two sources problem maximum temperature analysis for various Nc and kp/k0
(’ ¼ 0.1, ’c ¼ ’s ¼ 0.025, ð~xs; ~ysÞ¼ ð0:3; 0:2Þ, ð~xc; ~ycÞ¼ ð0:65; 0:55Þ, 18,360 elements)
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from an homogeneous plate with conductivity k0 and one or more heat sources; the

plate is divided in small elements and then, based on the computed temperature

derivative field, one or more low-conductivity elements are exchanged with

elements of higher conductivity kp. The procedure is repeated until that all available
high-conductivity material is placed inside the computational domain. The main

goal of the optimization is to minimize the maximum temperature inside the plate.

Previous solutions for a plate with uniform heat generation are used to validate the

proposed algorithm.

It is possible to see the proposed approach as one in which the elemental

construct geometry is given by the size and shape of the elements being replaced

(dictated by the mesh) and the assembly levels (higher constructs) correspond to the

number of times that Nc low-conductivity elements have been placed within the

domain.

The results have been validated by comparison with previous constructal

solutions. Results showed that:

• The structures obtained are a function of the grid and the number of elements

exchanged in each solution step (Nc).

• The structures that emerge are highly dependent upon the thermal conductivity

ratio of the two materials.

• For a symmetric problem, if an even number of element, Nc is replaced, the

resulting structure will exhibit symmetry. If Nc is an odd number an asymmetric

structure will appear.

• The methodology does not preclude isolated high-conductivity patches from

appearing, however the results indicate that the tree-like and dendritic structures

arise naturally.

At the end, two cases of localized heat sources are considered to demonstrate the

capability of the proposed methodology to determine desirable structures for the

high-conductivity paths. They also demonstrate that an increase in the complexity

of the problem does not significantly increase the complexity of the present

approach.
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Chapter 7

Constructal Design of T-Shaped Water

Distribution Networks

P. Bieupoude, Y. Azoumah, and P. Neveu

7.1 Water and Water Distribution Networks

More than one billion people do not have access to clean drinking water both in

urban and rural areas in the world. This is why, according to a number of scientists

involved in drinking water engineering, hundreds of kilometers of networks for

water distribution will be constructed or rehabilitated in the coming decades

because of both population growth and the crucial need of water services. Therefore

the need to optimally design these systems will be increasing everywhere

(North and South) and will keep on increasing, in particular in developing

countries, very poorly equipped and in need to make strong efforts for the construc-

tion of such systems. According to literature, the three main design constraints that

are generally met in water distribution projects are water quality, pumping energy,

and investment cost [1–4]. In most of the cases, the design problem formulates as

follows: “a certain population of density sp grouped in households, distributed over
a given area, needs to be supplied in drinking water through a distribution network.

A lot of technically acceptable solutions can be found to this problem. Some

methods differ from the others in terms of total head losses, overall residence

time, initial or total investment due to the design” [5]. The challenge for engineers

relies on how to optimally design the network in terms of pumping energy and the

evolution of water quality in the network.
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Previous works showed that intensive efforts have been made [1–5] and robust

hydraulic models have been developed [1–4, 6–9]. Several points are evoked in

these computer-based methods: cost optimization [10], water quality monitoring

[11], and reliability studies [12, 13]. So far, the geometric optimization of network

architectures remains a challenge in water and other fluids engineering. This fact

explains the success of the constructal design that derives from the constructal

theory of Bejan and his coworkers [14–20].

During the last decade, the constructal theory has advanced the design based on

geometry and today it has a wide range of applications [15–25]. The theory is now

well known in literature [15], and thence we will not focus on its description but

refer readers to the above references noting that excellent references have been

earlier proposed by the theory’s authors [15].

Former works that used constructal approach in water networks design

addressed T-shaped, Y-shaped, size-limited, or looped networks [22–31] and

presented the constructal design as a geometric and multi-scale optimization

method. Though these works presented successfully geometric optimization of

the network architectures, they did not go clearly in the direction topology by

focusing on the optimization of both internal (diameters, lengths) and external

(spatial occupation) variables. Gosselin evoked diameters and surfaces [29], but

dealt with the surface of the network and not with the total surface that is influenced

by the geometry of the network. Some other authors [24] examined how to

optimally add new users to an existing network, but did not analyze scale

variability/invariance, of a parameter that may govern the global geometry of an

optimal network.

The aim of this paper is to optimize T-shaped networks by considering the global

geometry of the flow architecture, evoking then topologic (spatial) optimization.

The constructal sequence [16, 31] is used by progressing from simpler structures to

more constructed ones, and the mathematical resolution was performed through

global optimization by using the Lagrange multipliers [5, 18].

7.2 T-Shaped Networks

To some former works that focused only on internal dimension optimization

[30, 31] subject to an environmental constraint (related to water quality degradation

in the network) we have added here a supplementary optimization criterion: spatial

optimization. The present study becomes then a complete version of a former

illustrative application that was not generalized [32]. We considered that the

network has a rectangular geometry of surface ST that is constant. We defined a

shape factor f ¼ h H= . In practice, this situation is met when a network is being

extended in order to supply new users or during a new housing estate, to position

new users on a new area (not yet occupied). Then this optimization can be

performed by designers in order to find the optimal distribution of the new network

branches to be constructed for the future users. This is to say that the objective is not
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only to optimize pipe diameters but also to allocate space optimally so that the

network that fits this space minimizes the objective function which is the total head

losses, considered as a factor of the pumping power, when the total water demand is

constant. It means that it is a search of diameters scaling laws with an additional

ratio h/H that we call optimal shape factor fopt, based on the spatial optimization.

7.3 First Construct

To start, we considered a simpler situation where the surfaceST ¼ h� H is irrigated

through two points, as shown in Fig. 7.1 (h and H are geometric dimensions

displayed in Fig. 7.1).

The optimization problem consisted in minimizing the head losses subject to two

constraints (the water residence time and the surface ST of the area). The mathe-

matical development of the optimization is presented in Appendix (First construct).

It yielded in the optimal shape factor fopt1 , diameters ratio, and dimensions that we

presented in Table 7.1.

h

H

LH1

Lh1

Lh1

Fig. 7.1 First-order construct

[32]

Table 7.1 Optimization

results for the first

construction

Diameters ratio DH1

Dh1
¼ 2g

Optimal shape factor h
H

� �
opt

¼ 2nþ1�mg ¼ fopt1

Diameter of the pipe in the

direction h
Dh1 ¼ 4tQh1=pð Þ1=2C�1=2

1

Diameter of the pipe in the

direction H
DH1

¼ 2g 4tQh1=pð Þ1=2C�1=2
1

c1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
STðfopt1Þ�1

q
ð22g�2 þ 2�2fopt1 Þ
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7.4 Second Construct

After the first element of Fig. 7.1 we moved to the second construct shown in

Fig. 7.2. It is composed of three levels of pairing. We decided to respect the

symmetry of the branching in directions h andH. The surface ST is irrigated through
eight service points. For this new system, the earlier Lagrangian function changes

as shown in Appendix. In fact, as shown in Fig. 7.2, we have (Lh1 ¼ h 22
�

;Lh2
¼ h 23
�

) and (LH1
¼ H 21

�
;LH2

¼ H 22
�

); l1 and l2 are Lagrange multipliers; t is the

residence time, and ST is the total surface (ST ¼ h� H). The mathematical resolu-

tion is detailed in Appendix (Second-order construct) and results are presented in

Table 7.2.

7.5 The kth Construct

To generalize the method, a more ramified network constructed by the same method

of construction by branching in T (Fig. 7.2) is considered and illustrated in Fig. 7.3.

We called it the kth-order construct (k is taken odd to keep symmetry in the

h 

H

LH1 

Lh1 

Lh1 

LH2 LH2 

Lh2

Lh2

Lh2

Lh2

Fig. 7.2 Second

order-construct [32]

Table 7.2 Optimization

results of the second

construction

Diameters ratio DH1

Dh1
¼ Dh1

DH2
¼ DH2

Dh2
¼ 2g

Optimal shape factor h
H

� �
opt

¼ 23n�1�3m gþ2n�m g�2

2�3þ22n�2�2m g ¼ fopt2

Diameter of the pipe in the

direction h
Dh1 ¼ 22g 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C�1=2

2

Dh2 ¼ 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C�1=2
2

Diameter of the pipe in the

direction H
DH1

¼ 23g 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C�1=2
2

DH2
¼ 2g 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C�1=2

2

c2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
STðfopt2Þ�1

q
ð22�3g�4 þ 22g�3Þ þ fopt2 ð22�2g�4 þ 2�3Þ� �
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directions of h and H). The Lagrangian function of the system to minimize the total

head losses subject to the residence time and the surface ST writes in its general

form as we presented in Appendix (the kth-order construct). The optimization

results are presented in Table 7.3.

7.6 Results and Significance

The numerical evaluation of the optimal shape factor fopt ¼ h H=ð Þopt given in

Table 7.3 showed its scale-invariance for any order of constructs. This optimal

shape factor was found close to 1.81, when we considered the head losses

parameters given by the Darcy–Weisbach formula where m ¼ 5 and n ¼ 2 [33].

With the Hazen–Williams formula [33] (m ¼ 4.871 and n ¼ 1.852), we found fopt
¼ 1:78and with the Manning–Strickler equation of head losses, [33] (m ¼ 5.33 and

n ¼ 2), we found fopt ¼ 1:76. Note that all these values of m and n are found in

h 

H

Fig. 7.3 High order-construct

Table 7.3 Optimization results for construct k

Diameters ratio DH1

Dh1
¼ Dh1

DH2
¼ DH2

Dh2
¼ Dh2

DH3
¼ � � � ¼ DHk

Dhk
¼ 2g

Optimal shape factor

h
H

� �
opt

¼
Pk
i¼1

2 2k�ð2i�1Þð Þn�m 2k�ð2i�1Þð Þg�i

� �
Pk
i¼1

2 2k�ð2iÞð Þn�m 2k�ð2iÞð Þg�ðiþ1Þ
¼ foptk

Diameter of the pipe in the direction h Dhk ¼ 4tQhk=pð Þ1=2C�1=2
k

Dhj ¼ 22ðk�jÞg 4tQhk=pð Þ1=2C�1=2
k

Diameter of the pipe in the direction H DHj
¼ 2 2ðk�jÞþ1ð Þg 4tQhk=pð Þ1=2C�1=2

k

ck ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST
foptk

q Pk
i¼1

22 2ðk�iÞþ1ð Þg� 2ðk�iÞþ1ð Þ�i þ foptk
Pk
i¼1

22 2ðk�iÞð Þg� 2ðk�iÞð Þ�ðiþ1Þ
� �
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drinking water literature [34] as head losses parameters and are used in the

well-known pioneering hydraulic design software called EPAnet [35].

For practical reasons during implementations, one can take fopt ¼ h H=ð Þopt � 2.

This result of h=Hð Þopt teaches that the way to supply optimally users spread over an

area is to place them in the center of small rectangles (Fig. 7.4) in such a way that

the total surface influenced by networks obeys to the foptk relation given in Table 7.3.
This ratio fopt � 2 teaches that a T-shaped network fed by a unique entry stream is

better when it fits a rectangle of surface ST ¼ hH ¼ 2H2 composed by two identical

square areas of surface (Ssqr ¼ ST 2= ¼ H2) and when the diameter distribution in

the network obeys to the relations offered in Table 7.3. This is an important

outcome for the optimal design of drinking water networks respectful of energy

saving since the head losses are related to pumping power.

7.7 Concluding Remarks

The main objective of this conceptual study was to optimize flow configurations for

drinking water distribution subject to some operational constraints by using the

multi-scale design of constructal theory [15, 36].

The paper achieved the determination of an optimal geometry for T-shaped

water distribution networks and this leads to the definition of an optimal shape

h

H

h

H

H

H

a

b

Fig. 7.4 Optimal

architectures of T-shaped

networks ST ¼ hH ¼ 2H2:

(a) First element, (b) second

element
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factor, finally found close to fopt ¼ h H=ð Þopt � 2 for the layout of the networks.

This factor fopt that was earlier established in an introductive study [32] for the first

two constructs has been determined for the most general case of construct k and the
analytical optimization method has been fully developed.

The study is dedicated to new urban areas of cities in extension or semi-urban

areas where city planners are developing new building sites on uninhabited zones

(designers have freedom to position optimally users in order to obtain an effective

network). This means that the area is not yet occupied by users but will be later

occupied (very frequent situations in Africa [5]).

This study is in the direction of optimal use of energy by minimizing the

pumping power which is a very critical issue in developing countries that are in

need of strong efforts for the construction of such urban systems.

Some earlier works showed that minimizing head losses (or pressure drops) is

not equivalent to minimizing pumping power [28], but for situations evoked in this

paper, when the total water demand is constant, then the pumping power is

proportional to the total head losses according to hydraulic literature [33].

Note finally that reliability by adding loops in networks [13] or stochastic

questions [9] were not evoked in this paper because they were not targeted but

authors did not overlook them as important topics in the design of drinking water

networks. This is why authors consider this work as an introductive one that will be

continued.
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Appendix: First-Order Construct

We consider the network shown in Fig. 7.1. The Lagrangian function written to

minimize the head losses subject to the residence time and the total surface writes as

follows:

Lg ¼ a
Qn

H1

Dm
H1

H

21
þ a

Qn
h1

Dm
h1

h

22
þ l1

pD2
H1

4QH1

H

21
þ pD2

h1

4Qh1

h

22
� t

� �
þ l2 hH � STð Þ: (7.1)

By differentiating Lg with respect toDh1,DH1
, h, H, l1, and l2, and cancelling all the

derivatives, we obtain

� am
Qn

H1

Dmþ1
H1

H

21
þ 2

p
4
l1

DH1

QH1

H

21
¼ 0; (7.2a)
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� am
Qn

h1

Dmþ1
h1

h

22
þ 2

p
4
l1

Dh1

Qh1

h

22
¼ 0; (7.2b)

a
Qn

H1

Dm
H1

1

21
þ l1

pD2
H1

4QH1

1

21
þ l2h ¼ 0; (7.2c)

a
Qn

h1

Dm
h1

1

22
þ l1

pD2
h1

4Qh1

1

22
þ l2H ¼ 0; (7.2d)

D2
H1

QH1

H

21
þ D2

h1

Qh1

h

22
¼ 4t

p
; (7.2e)

@Lg
@l2

¼ 0 ) hH � ST ¼ 0: (7.2f)

From (7.2a) and (7.2b), we can write

am
Qn

H1

Dmþ1
H1

H
21

am
Qn

h1

Dmþ1
h1

h
22

¼
2 p
4
l1

DH1

QH1

H
21

2 p
4
l1

Dh1

Qh1

h
22

: (7.3)

This yields in

Dmþ2
h1

Dmþ2
H1

¼ Qnþ1
h1

Qnþ1
H1

: (7.4)

And, noting that because of the symmetry in the structure 2Qh1 ¼ QH1
, then we have

DH1

Dh1

¼ 2g with g ¼ ðnþ 1Þ=ðmþ 2Þ: (7.5)

From (7.2a) and (7.2b), l1 can be expressed as follows:

l1 ¼ 2am

p
Qnþ1

H1

Dmþ2
H1

¼ 2am

p

Qnþ1
h1

Dmþ2
h1

: (7.6)

By introducing l1 in (7.2c) and in (7.2d) we obtain

a
Qn

H1

Dm
H1

1

21
þ 2am

p
Qnþ1

H1

Dmþ2
H1

 !
pD2

H1

4QH1

1

21
¼ �l2h; (7.7)
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a
Qn

h1

Dm
h1

1

22
þ 2am

p

Qnþ1
h1

Dmþ2
h1

 !
pD2

h1

4Qh1

1

22
¼ �l2H: (7.8)

This yields in

aþ am

2

� 	Qn
H1

Dm
H1

1

21
¼ �l2h; (7.9)

aþ am

2

� 	Qn
h1

Dm
h1

1

22
¼ �l2H: (7.10)

By dividing member by member (7.9) by (7.10), we obtain

h

H
¼ 2

Qn
H1

Qn
h1

Dm
h1

Dm
H1

: (7.11)

Considering (7.5) and the fact that 2Qh1 ¼ QH1, (7.11) gives

h

H
¼ 2nþ1�mg ¼ fopt1 : (7.12)

Considering (7.12) and (7.2f), we have

hH � ST ¼ 0;

h

H
¼ 2nþ1�mg ¼ fopt1 :

8<
: (7.13)

This allow writing, by eliminating h,

H2 ¼ ST
fopt1

) H ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt1
� ��1

q
: (7.14)

And then, with (7.12), we can determine h as follows:

h ¼ fopt1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt1
� ��1

q
: (7.15)

From (7.2e), we can write (by multiplying (7.2e) by the quantity Qh1/D
2
h1)

D2
H1

D2
h1

Qh1

QH1

H

21
þ h

22
¼ 4tQh1

pD2
h1

: (7.16)
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This yields, by considering (7.15) and (7.13), in

22g�2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt1
� ��1

q
þ 2�2fopt1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt1
� ��1

q
¼ 4tQh1

pD2
h1

: (7.17)

And then

Dh1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4tQh1=pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt1
� ��1

q
22g�2 þ 2�2fopt1
� �

vuut ;DH1

¼ 2g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4tQh1=pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ST fopt1
� ��1

q
22g�2 þ 2�2fopt1
� �

vuut : (7.18)

Second-Order Construct

In the same manner as the previous case, the Lagrangian function writes as follows:

Lg ¼ a
Qn

H1

Dm
H1

1

21
þ a

Qn
H2

Dm
H2

1

22

 !
H þ a

Qn
h1

Dm
h1

1

22
þ a

Qn
h2

Dm
h2

1

23

 !
hþ

l1
pD2

H1

4QH1

1

21
þ pD2

H2

4QH2

1

22

� �
H þ pD2

h1

4Qh1

1

22
þ pD2

h2

4Qh2

1

23

� �
h� t

� �
þ l2ðhH � STÞ:

(7.19)

By differentiating Lg with respect to DH1
, DH2

, Dh1 , Dh2 , h, H, l1 , and l2 ,
and cancelling the derivatives, we obtain

a
Qn

H1

Dm
H1

1

21
þ a

Qn
H2

Dm
H2

1

22

 !
þ l1

pD2
H1

4QH1

1

21
þ pD2

H2

4QH2

1

22

� �
¼ �l2h; (7.20a)

a
Qn

h1

Dm
h1

1

22
þ a

Qn
h2

Dm
h2

1

23

 !
þ l1

pD2
h1

4Qh1

1

22
þ pD2

h2

4Qh2

1

23

� �
¼ �l2H; (7.20b)

ma
Qn

H1

Dmþ1
H1

1

21
¼ 2l1

pDH1

4QH1

1

21
; (7.20c)

ma
Qn

H2

Dmþ1
H2

1

22
¼ 2l1

pDH2

4QH2

1

22
; (7.20d)
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ma
Qn

h1

Dmþ1
h1

1

22
¼ 2l1

pDh1

4Qh1

1

22
; (7.20e)

ma
Qn

h2

Dmþ1
h2

1

23
¼ 2l1

pDh2

4Qh2

1

23
; (7.20f)

D2
H1

QH1

1

21
þ D2

H2

QH2

1

22

� �
H þ D2

h1

Qh1

1

22
þ D2

h2

Qh2

1

23

� �
h ¼ 4t

p
; (7.20g)

hH ¼ ST: (7.20h)

From (7.20c), (7.20d), (7.20e), and (7.20f), one can express l1 as follows:

l1 ¼ 2ma

p

Qnþ1
Hi

Dmþ2
Hi

¼ 2ma

p

Qnþ1
hi

Dmþ2
hi

i ¼ 1; 2: (7.21)

By combining terms of (7.21), one can write (given that QH1/Qh1 ¼ 2,

QH2/Qh2 ¼ 2, and Qh1/QH2 ¼ 2 because of the symmetry)

DH1

Dh1

¼ Dh1

DH2

¼ DH2

Dh2

¼ 2g: (7.22)

By introducing these expressions of l1 defined in (7.21), (7.20a), and (7.20b),

we obtain

aþ ma

2

� 	 Qn
h1

Dm
h1

1

22
þ Qn

h2

Dm
h2

1

23

 !
¼ �l2H;

aþ ma

2

� 	 Qn
H1

Dm
H1

1

21
þ Qn

H2

Dm
H2

1

22

 !
¼ �l2h:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(7.23)

From (7.23), when we eliminatel2, we can obtain by multiplying the numerator and

denominator by the quantity Dm
h2

Qn
h2

.

h

H

� �
¼

Dh2

DH1

� 	m QH1

Qh2

� 	n
1
21
þ Dh2

DH2

� 	m QH2

Qh2

� 	n
1
22

1
23
þ 1

22
Dh2

Dh1

� 	m Qh1

Qh2

� 	n : (7.24)
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By considering (7.22), we finally obtain

h

H

� �
opt

¼ 23n�1�3mg þ 2n�mg�2

2�3 þ 22n�2�2mg ¼ fopt2 : (7.25)

By considering (20 h), and (7.25), the expression of H can be obtained:

H ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt2
� ��1

q
: (7.26)

And then

h ¼ fopt2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt2
� ��1

q
: (7.27)

By multiplying (20 g) by the quantity Qh2/D
2
h2 we obtain

D2
H1

D2
h2

Qh2

QH1

1

21
þ D2

H2

D2
h2

Qh2

QH2

1

22

 ! ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt2
� ��1

q

þ D2
h1

D2
h2

Qh2

Qh1

1

22
þ 1

23

 !
fopt2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt2
� ��1

q
¼ 4tQh2

pD2
h2

: (7.28)

From this, we can write

22�3g�4þ22g�3
� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ST fopt2
� ��1

q
þ 22�2g�4þ2�3
� �

fopt2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt2
� ��1

q
¼ 4tQh2

pD2
h2

: (7.29)

And then

Dh2 ¼ 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C2
�1=2: (7.30)

We finally obtain Dh2, DH1, and DH2 from (7.22) and from (7.30):

DH2
¼ 2g 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C2

�1=2; (7.31)

Dh1 ¼ 22g 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C2
�1=2; (7.32)

DH1
¼ 23g 4tQh2=pð Þ1=2C2

�1=2; (7.33)

C2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST fopt2
� ��1

q
22�3g�4 þ 22g�3
� �þ fopt2 22�2g�4 þ 2�3

� �� �
: (7.34)
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The kth-Order Construct

Consider the situation presented in Fig. 7.2, but taken in a more general form where

the network is more and more ramified and has D0,D1 until Dk. From the dimension

h andH, of Fig. 7.3, one can group the pipes into two groups of index h (those in the
direction of h) and of index H (those in the direction of H). To understand, see the

first and second constructs that are displayed in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2.

In the same way as in previous cases, the Lagrangian function writes

Lg ¼ Ha
Xk
i¼1

Qn
Hi

Dm
Hi

1

2i
þ ha

Xk
i¼1

Qn
hi

Dm
hi

1

2iþ1

þ l1 H
Xk
i¼1

pD2
Hi

4QHi

1

2i
þ h

Xk
i¼1

pD2
hi

4Qhi

1

2iþ1
� t

 !
þ l2 hH � STð Þ: (7.35)

Note that k is the number of pipes in direction of H, or in the direction of h. It is
important to mention that, in order to facilitate calculus, we did not consider

constructions in which there are i pipes in the direction of H and i + 1 pipes in

the direction of h (and vice versa). In this view, on the first construction of Fig. 7.1,
k ¼ 1 and on the second construction of Fig. 7.2, k ¼ 2.

By differentiating Lg with respect toDhi, DHi
, h, H, l1, and l2, and cancelling all

the derivatives, we obtain

ma
Qn

Hi

Dmþ1
Hi

¼ 2l1
pDHi

4QHi

; (7.36a)

ma
Qn

hi

Dmþ1
hi

¼ 2l1
pDhi

4Qhi

; (7.36b)

a
Xk
1

Qn
Hi

Dm
Hi

1

2i
þ l1

Xk
1

pD2
Hi

4QHi

1

2i
¼ �l2h; (7.36c)

a
Xk
1

Qn
hi

Dm
hi

1

2iþ1
þ l1

Xk
1

pD2
hi

4Qhi

1

2iþ1
¼ �l2H; (7.36d)

H
Xk
1

D2
Hi

QHi

1

2i
þ h

Xk
1

D2
hi

Qhi

1

2iþ1
¼ 4t

p
; (7.36e)

hH ¼ ST: (7.36f)
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From (7.36a), and (7.36b), we can express l1 as follows:

l1 ¼ 2ma

p
Qnþ1

H1

Dmþ2
H1

¼ 2ma

p
Qnþ1

H2

Dmþ2
H2

¼ � � � ¼ 2ma

p

Qnþ1
h1

Dmþ2
h1

¼ 2ma

p

Qnþ1
h2

Dmþ2
h2

¼ � � � (7.37)

By combining terms of (7.37), we obtain (given that QH1/Qh1 ¼ 2, QH2/Qh2 ¼
2, . . ., because of the symmetry of the structure)

DH1

Dh1

¼ Dh1

DH2

¼ DH2

Dh2

¼ Dh2

DH3

¼ � � � ¼ DHk

Dhk

¼ 2g: (7.38)

By introducing the expressions of l1 (defined in (7.37), (7.36c), and (7.36d)),

we obtain

aþ ma

2

� 	Xk
1

Qn
Hi

Dm
Hi

1

2i
¼ �l2h; (7.39)

aþ ma

2

� 	Xk
1

Qn
hi

Dm
hi

1

2iþ1
¼ �l2H: (7.40)

By dividing member by member, the terms of (7.39) and (7.40), we obtain

h

H

� �
opt

¼
Pk
1

Qn
Hi

Dm
Hi

1
2i

Pk
1

Qn
hi

Dm
hi

1
2iþ1

: (7.41)

By multiplying both the numerator and denominator of (7.41) by the quantity Dhk
m

=Qhk
n, as follows

h

H

� �
opt

¼
Qn

H1

Dm
H1

1
21

Dm
hk

Qn
hk

þ � � � þ Qn
Hk

Dm
Hk

1
2k

Dm
hk

Qn
hk

Qn
h1

Dm
h1

1
21þ1

Dm
hk

Qn
hk

þ � � � þ Qn
hk

Dm
hk

1
2kþ1

Dm
hk

Qn
hk

; (7.42)

and by taking into account (7.38), we obtain

h

H

� �
opt

¼
Pk
i¼1

2 2k� 2i�1ð Þð Þn�m 2k� 2i�1ð Þð Þg�i

Pk
i¼1

2 2k� 2ið Þð Þn�m 2k� 2ið Þð Þg� iþ1ð Þ
¼ f optk : (7.43)
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Verifications

Construction 1: k ¼ 1 leads to

h

H

� �
opt

¼ 2nþ1�mg: (7.44)

Construction 2: k ¼ 2 leads to

h

H

� �
opt

¼ 23n�1�3mg þ 2n�2�mg

22n�2�2mg þ 2�3
: (7.45)

By posing that h H=ð Þopt ¼ foptk , we obtain from (7.43) and from (7.36f) the

expressions of H and h as follows:

H ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST foptk
� ��1

q
; (7.46)

h ¼ foptk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST foptk
� ��1

q
: (7.47)

In order to make Qhk=QHi
; Qhk=Qhi ; DHi

=Dhk and Dhi=Dhk appear, we multiply

(7.36e) by Qhk=D
2
hk
, and we obtain

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST
foptk

s Xk
i¼1

D2
Hi

D2
hk

Qhk

QHi

1

2i
þ foptk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST
foptk

s Xk
i¼1

D2
hi

D2
hk

Qhk

Qhi

1

2iþ1
¼ 4tQhk

pD2
hk

: (7.48)

Noting that

D2
Hi

D2
hk

¼ D2
Hi

D2
hi

� D2
hi

D2
Hiþ1

� � � � � D2
hk�1

D2
Hk

� D2
Hk

D2
hk

 !
¼ 22 2 k�ið Þþ1ð Þg; (7.49)

D2
hi

D2
hk

¼ D2
hi

D2
Hiþ1

� D2
Hiþ1

D2
hiþ1

� � � � � D2
hk�1

D2
Hk

� D2
Hk

D2
hk

¼ 22 2 k�ið Þð Þg; (7.50)

QHi

Qhk

¼ QHi

Qhi

� Qhi

QHiþ1

� � � � � Qhk�1

QHk
� QHk

Qhk

¼ 22 k�ið Þþ1; (7.51)

and

Qhi

Qhk

¼ Qhi

QHiþ1

� QHiþ1

Qhiþ1

� � � � � Qhk�1

QHk

� QHk

Qhk

¼ 22 k�ið Þ; (7.52)
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equation (7.48) can be rewritten as follows:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST
foptk

s Xk
i¼1

22 2 k�ið Þþ1ð Þg� 2 k�ið Þþ1ð Þ�i

þ foptk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST
foptk

s Xk
i¼1

22 2 k�ið Þð Þg� 2 k�ið Þð Þ� iþ1ð Þ ¼ 4tQhk

pD2
hk

: (7.53)

From this, we finally obtain

Dhk ¼ 4tQhk=pð Þ1=2Ck
�1=2; (7.54)

where

Ck ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ST
foptk

s Xk
i¼1

22 2 k�ið Þþ1ð Þg� 2 k�ið Þþ1ð Þ�iþ foptk
Xk
i¼1

22 2 k�ið Þð Þg� 2 k�ið Þð Þ� iþ1ð Þ
 !

:

(7.55)

Then, considering (7.38), and for any j ranging from 1 to k, we obtain

Dhj
¼ 22 k�jð Þg 4tQhk=pð Þ1=2Ck

�1=2 (7.56)

and

DHj
¼ 2 2 k�jð Þþ1ð Þg 4tQhk=pð Þ1=2Ck

�1=2: (7.57)
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Chapter 8

The Constructal Theory of Electrokinetic

Transport Through a Porous System

Sylvie Lorente

8.1 Introduction

Electrokinetic transfer results from applying an electrical current or an electrical

field to a medium in order to accelerate and control the transfer of charged species.

The applications of such techniques are widespread, ranging from drug delivery [1]

to ground cleanup [2, 3] to chloride and nuclear decontamination [4–6].

Constructal theory is a theory of evolution of flow architectures in time, in the

direction of greater flow access or less global flow resistances: “for a finite system

to persist in time, it must evolve in such a way that it provides access to the currents

that flow through it” [7]. The universality of the approach invites us to envisage

multi-scale applications such as the cooling of electronics [8–11], micro-heat

exchangers [12], urban design [13], and fuel cells [14].

More recently, constructal theory has been used to describe particles agglomer-

ation [15], the tree architecture of stony coral [16, 17], global circulation and

climate [18], and vascularized smart materials with self-healing functionality

[19–22].

This paper reviews the main advances on the application of constructal theory to

electrokinetic transport. It is demonstrated that the maximization of ionic transfer

leads not only to the optimization of electrokinetic transfer in time but also to the

discovery of the optimal geometry of the system.
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8.2 Time-Dependent Scale Analysis

Two electrolyte reservoirs are initially separated by a wall. One of the reservoirs

contains ionic species that will be transferred through the reservoir 2 once the

separation wall is removed. The transfer will be enhanced by an electrical field

applied between two electrodes placed on both ends of reservoir 2 (Fig. 8.1). The

electrical potential difference is applied as soon as the separation wall is removed.

The continuity equation is

@ci
@t

¼ Di
@2ci
@x2

þ zi
F

RT

@’

@x

@ci
@x

� �
(8.1)

where i is the ionic species, c is the concentration, D is the effective diffusion

coefficient, z is the charge number, F is the Faraday constant, R is the ideal gas

constant, T is the absolute temperature, and ’ is the electrical potential.

The time scales can be obtained by applying scale analysis [23] to the preceding

equation,

Dc
t
� D0

Dc
L2

� �
;D0

F

RT

D’
L

Dc
L

� �
(8.2)

where Dc and D’ are respectively the maximum concentration difference and

potential difference, while D0 represents an effective diffusivity of reference.

Therefore, the characteristic times for a species to be transferred along a

distance L is

tdiff;L � L2

D0

(8.3a)

telectrodiff;L � RTL2

FD’D0

(8.3b)

Reservoir 1

Separation wall

electrodes

Reservoir 2

Fig. 8.1 Electrolyte

reservoirs
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On the very first moments when the potential difference is applied, the scale

analysis must be conducted differently [24]. Because of the initially infinite con-

centration gradient, the length scale for diffusion is x initially, and not L. Here x is
the thickness from the near-surface layer previously in contact with the separation

wall. We write

Dc
t
� D0

x

Dc
x

� �
;
D0

x

F

RT

D’
L

Dc
� �

(8.4)

and from this we find

tdiff � x2

D0

(8.5a)

telectrodiff � RTLx

FD’D0

(8.5b)

The intersection of (8.5a) and (8.5b) gives the transition time, ttransition,
corresponding to the transition from diffusion driven transport to migration

(electrodiffusion) driven transport. This leads to

ttransition ¼ RTL

FD’

� �2
1

D0

(8.6)

When the time is smaller than ttransition, the transport of the ionic species is mainly

driven by diffusion, and the corresponding depth is given by

x � ðD0Þ1=2t1=2 (8.7)

On the other hand, when t > ttransition, migration prevails and the order of magni-

tude of the depth is given by

x � FD’
RTL

D0t (8.8)

The maximum depth from the separation wall position for which diffusion drives

the transport is given at the intersection of the two curves corresponding to (8.7) and

(8.8). We obtain xtransition ¼ RTL
FD’ . This transition depth is independent of the ionic

diffusivity. It is linked only to the electrical field: the higher the electrical field, the

smaller the transition depth.

The combination of diffusion at the initial state and migration after a transition

time does not occur by chance. The penetration of ionic species is driven by the

search for the maximization of ionic transfer, i.e., the maximization of the approach

to equilibrium. In the beginning, diffusion is preferred because it leads to a higher
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propagation of ions. It is only when the transition depth xtransition is reached that

migration becomes a stronger driving force, and the penetration depth increases

linearly with time.

Electrodiffusion is an engineered process. Yet other process that are found in

nature aim at the same objective: the maximization of transfers not only by the

combination of two mechanisms but also by the use of the best of these mechanisms

at the best moment. As shown by Bejan [7] as an illustration of the constructal law,

the growth of snowflakes is due to diffusion (spherical wave of thermal diffusion)

followed by convection (needles). The same pair of mechanisms rules coral growth,

as demonstrated in the works of Miguel [16]. In these three examples

(electrodiffusion, snowflakes and corals), the initial propagation rate ∂x/∂t

decreases with t�1/2. In time, the convection term, represented in this work by
FD’D0

RTL in (8.8), finally overtakes the initial propagation rate.

8.3 Applications to Porous Systems

8.3.1 Radial Positioning

Assume a porous material in which a central electrode is positioned in the center,

while electrodes with opposite polarization are located equidistantly on a circle.

The radius of the circle is the distance between the central electrode and one of the

electrodes on the perimeter. The electrodes on the perimeter are linked electrically

to each other, and this link is external to the material [25].

For the sake of simplicity the configuration is modelled as two-dimensional. We

search for the optimal number of electrodes to implement for a given uniform

concentration contamination level, and for a given electrical current. Because of the

symmetry of the configuration, the optimization of the number of electrodes to

implement can be reduced to the optimization of a, which is the angle of the sector

of radius L presented in Fig. 8.2.

When an electrical current I is imposed between the two electrodes of Fig. 8.2,

the ionic species from the entire sector are entrained and transported. A main stream

forms along the radius L separating the two electrodes. From the scale analysis of

L

a

Fig. 8.2 Elemental sector

described by the distance

between anode and cathode,

and the angle a [25]
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the Nernst–Planck equation, and assuming that diffusion is negligible compared

with the electrical effects in the radial direction L (from anode to cathode), the

longitudinal flow rate of species _mlongitudinal is given by

_mlongitudinal � D0

F

RT
DcD’La (8.9)

where La is the transversal area crossed by the flux from electrode to electrode. The

order of magnitude of the current density is

j � I

La
(8.10)

and

@’

@x
� RT

F2

j

D0Dc
(8.11)

Combining (8.9)–(8.11) together, we obtain

_mlongitudinal � I

F
(8.12)

The associated time scale can be obtained from the scale analysis of the law of

conservation of mass

tlongitudinal � DcFL2a
I

(8.13)

In the direction perpendicular to this main direction of transport, the flux is

mainly diffusive (Fig. 8.2). Yet the strength of the convective flux is such that close

to the main stream of ionic flux the diffusive transport exhibits a longitudinal

component. Such a configuration possesses analogies in nature. See for example

the flow of ground water close to a river bed (infero-flux).
The order of magnitude of the transversal flow rate is also provided by the scale

analysis of the Nernst–Planck equation

_mtransversal � D0Dc
a

(8.14)

The corresponding time scale is obtained from the mass conservation

ttransversal � L2a2

D0

(8.15)
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We write according to Bejan [7] that the optimal geometry is the one that

corresponds to the equipartition of times of transport. In other words, the angle of

the sector is optimal when the time scale of longitudinal transport is of the order of

magnitude of the time scale of transversal transport. Therefore,

aoptimal � DcFD0

I
(8.16)

The same optimal angle can be calculated by writing that the longitudinal and

transversal flow rates are equal. The result obtained in (8.16) may seem counter-

intuitive because it indicates that the optimal angle decreases if the current

increases. If the current increases, the amount of ionic species transferred per unit

time longitudinally increases. The only possibility to transfer the same amount

transversally is to increase the concentration gradient. Because the concentration

level is fixed ðDcÞ , increasing the concentration gradient means to decrease the

angle a.
The above analysis can be repeated for the case where the electrical potential

difference DU is fixed instead of the current. The corresponding electrical field is, in

an order of magnitude sense, DU/L, leading to

_mlongitudinal � D0

F

RT
DcDUa (8.17)

The transversal ionic flow rate is given by (8.14). Setting the two ionic flow rates

equal gives the optimal angle a

aoptimal � RT

FDU
(8.18)

Again, increasing the electrical effects (DU in this case) means to decrease the

value of a.

8.3.2 Source-to-Point Case

Consider a two-dimensional porous material as the one presented in Fig. 8.3 [26].

The material thickness is Ly, and the length is Lx. The material is in contact with a

reservoir supplying the ionic species all along the external electrode. The targeted

zone inside the material is represented by the shaded area. The objective is to drive

and concentrate the ionic species from the outside reservoir to the targeted zone.

To reach this goal, migration is used.

Because the objective is to bathe a specific zone, an electrode is inserted in the

material perpendicular to Fig. 8.3. Another electrode is placed at the interface
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between the porous medium and the ionic species reservoir. The length of this

electrode is L, and its potential is U0. We assign an x-axis to this electrode, so that

x ¼ 0 corresponds to a perpendicular touching the targeted zone, which is at

y ¼ L0. The two electrodes are connected to an external DC power supply. The

applied constant potential difference is DU ¼ U1 � U0.

Assume that the porous material is saturated and made of a solid that can be

considered nonconductive electrically. Assume also that the ionic concentration is

initially zero throughout the material, while in the reservoir the concentration isDc.
Therefore, the ionic species entering the porous network under the influence of the

applied electrical potential difference obey:

j ¼ I

A
¼ F

X
I

ziJi (8.19)

The flux is given by the Nernst–Planck equation:

Ji ¼ �Di rci þ zi
F

RT
ciDF

� �
(8.20)

where F is an electrical potential due to the membrane potential, i.e., the electrical

potential created by the transport of the ionic species [27] and the external electrical

potential DU.

In the case of natural diffusion of ionic species, the membrane potential gradient

can be calculated by stating that the left-hand side of the current law (8.19) is equal

to zero. We obtain:

rF ¼ �RT

F

P
i ziDirciP
i z

2
i Dici

(8.21)

x 

y 

0 

LX

Targeted 
zone 

L0

internal electrode (U1) 

external electrode (U0)

Ionic species reservoir 

LY

L 

Fig. 8.3 Two-dimensional porous material with an external electrode and an internal one [26]
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Combining (8.19) and (8.20), we arrive at:

j ¼ I

A
¼ �F

X
i

Dizirci � F2

RT
rF

X
i

z2i Dici (8.22)

When the porous material situated between the ionic species reservoir and the

targeted zone is saturated with the ionic species, the ionic concentration is a

constant and rci ¼ 0 . As a consequence, the first term on the right of (8.22)

vanishes and the membrane potential becomes zero [see (8.21)]. The electrical

potential (which is due to the membrane potential and the external electrical source)

becomes DU=L0, where L0 is the distance between the two electrodes in the plane of
Fig. 8.3.

j ¼ I

A
¼ � F2

RT

DU
L0

X
i

z2i Dici (8.23)

By analogy with Ohm’s law, we write:

DU ¼ �L0
RT

F2

1P
i

z2i Dici

L

A
(8.24)

Because the sign of the applied DU is negative, the global resistance of the flow

configuration is:

Rnet ¼ RT

F2

1P
z2i Dici
i

L0

A
(8.25)

We learned from constructal theory that the architecture of a flow system is

the result of the search for greater of global flow access, i.e., the minimization of all

the flow resistances together, and the spatial distribution of all resistances. In the

present problem the minimization of flow resistances means that we search for

paths of least electrical resistance. Because the order of magnitude of the ionic

diffusion coefficient is D0, the order of magnitude of the concentrations isDc, and A
can be represented by L in Fig. 8.3, (8.25) becomes:

Rnet � RT

F2

1

D0Dc
L0

L
(8.26)

Rnet is the smallest when L0 ¼ L0(x) is minimum, i.e., when L0 ¼ L0. This defines an

optimal aspect ratio L0
L

� �
that was used later in the numerical simulations. Along this

preferred path (L0) there will be an accumulation of ionic species. The domain

bathed between the reservoir and the targeted zone can be expected to have the

symmetrical shape sketched in Fig. 8.4.
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In conclusion, the use of a single line-to-point flow is sufficient to meet objective

(a), which was to reach a targeted zone. However, objective (b) is not met because

there remains a nonuniform distribution of the species over the domain between the

outside (the reservoir), and the target.

Next, a second level of electrodes is designed inside the material, between the

external electrode and the first internal electrode of potential U1. Inspired by

previous work on the distribution of fluid flow from a source to an infinite number

of sinks [8, 9, 13], which showed that pairing (dichotomy) is the optimal assembly

rule, in the second layer of electrodes we place two electrodes. These are positioned

symmetrically relative to the y-axis (Fig. 8.5).
The electrical resistance corresponding to the one-electrode design (8.26) is

Rnet opt � RT

F2

1

D0Dc
L01
L

(8.27)

where the optimal aspect ratio was
L01
L . Now, if the two new electrodes are located at

x ¼ � L
4
, and the corresponding optimal aspect ratio is

L02
L=2 . It is worth noting that

Fig. 8.4 Domain bathed by the ionic species [26]

α1

α2 x 
y 
0 

LX

Targeted zone 

L01

electrode (U1) 

electrode (U0) 
Ionic species reservoir

LY

L 

electrode (U2) 
L02

Fig. 8.5 Two-dimensional porous material with an external electrode and a second bed of

electrodes [26]
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one additional degree of freedom can be included in this analysis, by varying the

position of the second layer of electrodes along the y-axis. A uniform distribution

of ionic species over the bathed domain means that the electrical resistance

between the second layer of electrodes and the reservoir must balance the one

given by (8.27)

Rnet opt 2 � RT

F2

1

D0Dc
2L02
L

(8.28)

therefore

L02 ¼
L01
2

(8.29)

The corresponding ionic fluxes are, in an order of magnitude sense,

J1 � D0

F

RT
Dc

DU1

L01
(8.30)

and

J2 � D0

F

RT
Dc

DU2

L02
(8.31)

These two fluxes have to be equal in order to generate a more uniform ionic

distribution. Combining (8.29)–(8.31), we obtain the optimal potential difference

DU2 ¼ DU1

2
. The analysis can be repeated further by increasing the number of

electrode levels, i.e., by creating a cascade of electrical potential differences.

8.4 Conclusion

The constructal law is the law of maximization of flow access under global

constraints in freely morphing flow systems. The constructal law was applied in

this study to the case of ionic transfer through porous media under an electrical

source, namely, electrokinetic transfer. This principle leads to the discovery of the

architecture of flow systems.
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Chapter 9

Constructal Theory Applied to Vascular

Countercurrent Networks

Weizhong Dai

9.1 Introduction

Heat transfer within the human skin is a complicated process involving metabolic

heat generation, heat conduction and blood perfusion in tissue, convection and

perfusion of the arterial-venous blood through the capillary, and interaction with the

environment. Modeling of heat-related phenomena such as bioheat transfer is

important in the development of biological and biomedical technologies, such as

thermotherapy of skin cancer and the design of heating or cooling garments, as well

as protecting human life in cases of accidental or natural disasters [1, 2].

As pointed out in a recent article of Bergman et al. [3], which summarizes the

recommendation on the topic matter of an NSF-sponsored workshop on the Frontier

in Transport Phenomena Research and Education, engineering has the responsibil-

ity to bring to bear our quantitative approaches and strengths in modeling upon

biological discoveries so that biological systems can be described, modeled,

predicted, and manipulated.

Living skin is a hierarchically organized, active, and heterogeneous medium [4].

It consists of two subsystems: the cellular tissue treated as a multilayered medium

and a highly branching hierarchical vascular network involving arterial and venous

beds. Blood flow through the arterial bed supplies the cellular tissue with oxygen,

nutritious products, etc., and controls heat balance in the system. Through the

venous bed, blood flow withdraws products resulting from the life activity of the

cellular tissue. The vascular network is embedded into the cellular tissue and in

spite of its small relative volume the vascular network mainly determines heat and

mass propagation.
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Modeling thermal phenomena in living skin requires an accurate assessment of

energy dissipation in tissue [5]. Blood flow plays an important role in determining

the heat transfer and temperature distribution in skin tissues. Knowledge of the

interaction between blood flow and bio-heat transfer is important for the prediction

of the physiological response of tissues to high, external thermal radiation. Based

on the histological knowledge about the blood circulation within the skin,

the largest blood vessels of the skin are arranged in the form of a flat network in

the subcutaneous tissue, immediately below the dermis. From the vascular network,

branches of the blood vessels pass both inwardly and outwardly. Those that pass

outwardly (arteries) supply the blood for the skin, while those that pass inwardly

(veins) collect the blood returned from the skin [6].

Due to the vessel system being hierarchically organized, blood flow distribution

over the vascular network, as well as over the tissue domain, has to be characterized

by strong correlations between different hierarchy levels and by spatial

correlations. Therefore, in order to describe the blood flow effect on heat transfer,

one should take into account the vascular network as a whole, rather than just

consider vessels of different levels individually [4]. However, it is impossible to

describe heat transfer in living skin as a whole, including blood flow distribution

over its systemic circulation, in the context of continuous theory. Therefore,

we should specify a minimal region of living skin for which a complete mathemati-

cal model of heat transfer can be developed. In other words, such a model has to

describe, in a self-consistent way, the distribution of the tissue temperature as well

as the blood flow rate over the tissue domain under consideration [4]. In our

research, we consider heat transfer in a domain of living skin that contains a

complete vessel system forming a single microcirculatory bed. Such a single

microcirculatory bed with several levels of arterial and venous beds is then embed-

ded completely in the subcutaneous layer of a three-dimensional triple layered skin

structure. The dimensions of and blood flow in the multilevel blood vessels are

determined based on the recently developed constructal theory of multiscale tree-

shaped heat exchangers [7–11].

The constructal theory [10] is the view that the generation of a flow configuration

is a phenomenon that can be based on the following physical principle

(the constructal law): “For a finite-size flow system to persist in time (to survive)

its configuration must evolve in such a way that it provides an easier access to the

currents that flow through it.” This principle predicts natural configurations across

the board: river basins, turbulence, animal design (allometry, vascularization, and

locomotion), cracks in solids, dendritic solidification, Earth’s climate, droplet

impact configuration, etc. The same principle yields new designs for electronics,

fuel cells, and tree networks for the transport of people, goods, and information.

In the following sections, we will show how the constructal theory of multiscale

tree-shaped heat exchangers has been applied to the design of a vascular counter-

current network embedded in a 3D triple-layered skin structure [12–16]. Based on

the designed vascular countercurrent network, we will present the mathematical

models and numerical results for predicting skin burn injury induced by intense
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radiation heating such as intense fire [13, 16], and for optimizing skin temperature

induced by laser or electromagnetic radiations related to hyperthermia cancer

treatments [12, 14, 15].

9.2 Vascular Countercurrent Network

Since there can be up to seven levels of blood vessels [17], we considered the skin

tissue to be a rectangular structure embedded with a seven-level countercurrent

vascular network, which is a highly branching and hierarchical network in the

subcutaneous layer (Fig. 9.1). In the figure, the red color dendritic network

represents arteries while the blue color dendritic network represents veins, where

all are considered as slim cuboids for simplicity. Levels of arteries are designed

such that the first-level artery comes from right to left running lengthwise in the

y-coordinate, the second-level artery branches from the left end of the first-level

artery running lengthwise in the x-coordinate, the third-level artery has 2 vessels

branching from the two ends of the second-level artery running lengthwise in the

z-coordinate, there are four fourth-level arteries branching from the four ends of the

third-level arteries running lengthwise in the y-coordinate, the fifth-level artery has

eight arteries branching from the eight ends of the fourth-level arteries running

Fig. 9.1 3D triple-layered skin structure embedded with seven levels of countercurrent vasculature

network [16]
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lengthwise in the x-direction, there are 16 vessels in the sixth-level artery running

length wise in the z-direction, and finally there are 32 vessels in the seventh-level

artery running length wise in the y-direction. The vein network has the same

number of blood vessels as its counterpart artery in corresponding levels. In sum,

there are 128 blood vessels in total in the considered skin structure.

To determine the diameters of these many level blood vessels, we followed the

constructal theory of multiscale tree-shaped heat exchangers, and assumed that the

diameters of arteries are decreasing by a constant ratio g between successive levels

of branched vessels, which is given by Bejan [8]

g ¼ NLmþ1
b

NLmb
¼ NWmþ1

b

NWm
b

¼ 2�
1
3; m ¼ 1; . . . ; 6 (9.1)

where NLmb and NWm
b are the length and width of the cross section of a blood vessel

in level m, respectively. The length of blood vessel is assumed to double after two

consecutive construction steps, which can be expressed in the length-doubling rule

by da Silva and Bejan [11] as Lmb ¼ 2
1
2Lm�1

b ;m ¼ 1; . . . ; 6, where Lmb is the length

of the blood vessel in level m. The mass flow of blood in the mth level vessel,

Mm ¼ vmFm, satisfies Mm ¼ 2Mmþ1 [11], where vm is the blood flow velocity and

Fm is the area of the cross section in the mth level vessel.

Furthermore, the blood temperature in the cross section of a vessel was assumed

to be uniform. We further assumed that a steady-state energy balance in the blood

vessel can be reached because the length of the considered blood vessel is relatively

short and the blood velocity is relatively high. However, one may use a transient

heat transfer equation for a more accurate solution. Hence, the convective energy

balance equations, which were used to calculate the artery (levels 1 through 6)

blood temperatures, can be expressed as [17, 18]

CBMm
@Tm

b

@xi
� aPmðTm

w � Tm
b Þ ¼ 0; (9.2)

where xi ¼ y; x; z is given in order, CB is the heat capacity of blood, a is the heat

transfer coefficient between blood and tissue, and Pm is the vessel perimeter. In

addition, Tm
w and Tm

b are the wall temperature and the blood temperature in the mth
level vessel. For the smallest, terminal arterial vessels (level 7), a decreased blood

flow rate (P) is included in the energy balance equation [17]

CBM7

@T7
b

@y
� aP7ðT7

w � T7
bÞ � PCBF7T

7
b ¼ 0: (9.3)

The venous network was assumed to be similar to the arterial network, except

that the blood flow direction in each vein is opposite of that in the artery, i.e.,

countercurrent flow occurs in these two kinds of vessels as shown in Fig. 9.1. Also,

the diameter ratio, length ratio, and mass flow ratio of the blood between the
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successive levels of the branched veins take the same form as described in those

equations for the arteries. It should be pointed out that at the last two levels,

the diameter does not change because the vessels do not branch, but only change

direction [17]. The last level vessels of the arterial and venous beds are interconnected

by the capillary system. Moreover, the convective energy balance equations

(9.2)–(9.3) used to calculate the blood temperature in the artery domain are applied

to the vein domain at the corresponding levels.

9.3 Application to Skin Burn Prediction

We [13, 16] applied the above designed vascular countercurrent network to the

development of a mathematical model for skin burn injury induced by intense

radiation heating. The model was obtained by modifying the Pennes equation and

taking into account the thermal relaxation time of biological tissue. In particular,

we employed the Maxwell–Cattaneo flux law as described in [19–21], namely,

ð1þ t @
@tÞ~q ¼ �krT; in conjunction with the fourth power law, to model the

effects of high thermal radiation on such skin. Here,~q, k, and T denote the thermal

flux vector, thermal conductivity, and tissue temperature, respectively, t is the

thermal relaxation (or lag) time [22], which represents the time required to establish

steady thermal conduction in a material volume element once a temperature

gradient is imposed across it. In addition, the skin is modeled as a 3D triple-

layered structure with embedded the seven-level dendritic countercurrent vascular

network as shown in Fig. 9.1.

Based on the above Maxwell–Cattaneo flux law, a modified Pennes equation that

governs bioheat transport in a 3D triple-layered skin structure, where each layer is

assumed to be a thermally conducting rigid body, can be written as follows [13]:

rlCl
@Tl
@t

þ t
@2Tl
@t2

� �
þ tWl

bC
l
b

@Tl
@t

¼ klDTlþWl
bC

l
bðTout�TlÞþQl; l¼ 1;2;3:

(9.4)

Here, Tl is the temperature of the lth skin tissue layer; Tout is the blood tempera-

ture at exit or entrance of the seventh level vessel for the artery or vein; pl, cl, and kl
denote the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the lth skin tissue

layer, respectively; t is the thermal relaxation time;Cl
b is the specific heat of blood;

and Wl
b is the blood perfusion rate. Because in this model we considered only

radiation heating, all other internal heat sources Ql were assumed negligible.

Note that when t is zero, the above equation reduces to the Pennes equation.

Assume that heat exchange on the surface of the skin with the surroundings

includes the heat loss from convection and radiation [23], and is expressed as

follows:
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� k1
@T1
@z

¼ hðTa � T1Þ þ esðT4
a � T4

1Þ; z ¼ 0: (9.5)

Here, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, Ta is the ambient temperature,

s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and e is the emissivity. Because we considered

radiation heating, the temperature Ta is much higher than T1. For simplicity, we

further assumed that the heat flux approaches zero as the tissue depth increases,

which is realistic for a biological body [20]. The other boundary conditions in the

tissue are @T1
@~n ¼ 0; where ~n is the unit outward normal vector on the boundary.

At the entrance to the first level vessel, we assume that T1
b ¼ Tin, where Tin is the

blood temperature at the entrance of the artery. At the exit of the artery, the blood

temperature is equal to the surrounding tissue temperatureT7
b ¼ Tout. The continuity

of heat transfer between the lateral blood vessel and the tissue requires [13, 17]
@Tm

b

@~n ¼ BiðTm
w � Tm

b Þ; m ¼ 1; . . . 7: The interfacial conditions between three skin

tissue layers were assumed to be perfectly thermal contact.

Because the blood flow in the vein is oriented against the arterial flow, the

entrance of the blood to the vein is located at the seventh level, and the blood

temperature is equal to the surrounding tissue temperature. The initial conditions

are Tl ¼ T0; l ¼ 1; 2; 3 where T1, T2, and T3 are the tissue temperature in skin

layer one, two and three, respectively, and T0 is the initial temperature in the tissue.

A quantitative description of thermal damage to skin, as suggested by [24], can be

written as

@O
@t

¼ z expð� DE
RTl

Þ; l ¼ 1; 2; 3 (9.6)

where z is the frequency factor, DE is the activation energy controlling the

development of tissue injury, and R (¼8.314 JK�1 mol�1) is the gas constant.

The temperature Tl is determined using (9.4). Here, we note that O ¼ 0.53, 1.0, 104

correspond to first, second, and third degree burn injuries, respectively [25].

Equations (9.1)–(9.6) with initial and boundary conditions constitute the basic

equations used to describe the thermo-mechanical behavior of skin tissues at high

temperature. Due to the complex nature of the above governing equations,

the whole system was solved by a finite difference method.

To illustrate the use of the above method, we chose a 3D skin structure with the

dimensions 1.62 cm � 1.62 cm � 1.542 cm and with embedded seven-level

dendritic countercurrent vascular network, as shown in Fig. 9.1. The values of the

biological parameters used are listed in Table 1 in [16]. We assumed heat convec-

tion occurring on the skin surface (h ¼ 0.001 W/cm2 [17]), where the surface is

exposed to an ambient temperature of 200�C, in addition to radiation heating.

The thermal relaxation time and emissivity were taken to be t ¼ 20 s [20] and

e ¼ 0.9 [25], respectively. Three meshes of 162 � 162 � 771, 162 � 324 � 771,

and 162 � 162 � 1,542 were chosen in order to test the convergence of the
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numerical solution. Other parameters used in these computations can be seen in

Tables 2–3 in [16].

Figures 9.2 and 9.3 show the contours of the tissue damage distributions in

various cross sections at (a) t ¼ 100 s, (b) t ¼ 200 s, (c) t ¼ 300 s, and (d)

t ¼ 400 s. Because the values of O ¼ 0.53, 1.0, 104 correspond to the first, second,

and third degree burn injuries, respectively, these two figures show that the skin

appears to be the second degree burn at t ¼ 200 s, and the third degree burn at

t ¼ 300 s and t ¼ 400 s.

Fig. 9.2 Contours of skin burn distribution in the xz cross-section at y ¼ 0.76 cm, where levels 1,

5, 6, and 7 of artery, and levels 4 and 7 of vein appear [16]
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9.4 Application to Skin Laser Radiation

There has been interest in research related to hyperthermia combined with radiation

and cytotoxic drugs to enhance the killing of tumors. Conventional hyperthermia

(target temperatures of 42–46 �C in conjunction with radiation) has demonstrated

increased effectiveness in the treatment of certain types of cancer, such as those of

liver metastases. The objective is to control laser heating or electromagnetic radia-

tion of the tumor so that the temperature of the normal tissue surrounding the tumor

remains low enough so as not to cause damage to the tissue. Hence, for process

Fig. 9.3 Contours of skin burn distribution in the xz cross-section at x ¼ 0.7 cm, where levels of

1, 4, and 7 of artery, and levels 5, 6, and 7 of vein appear [16]
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control, it is important to obtain a temperature field of the entire treatment region.

With knowledge of the entire temperature field in the treatment region, clinical

personnel can potentially control the heating source to deliver energy to the

treatment target volume to raise its minimum temperature above 42 �C, while
limiting the temperatures in the normal tissue to prevent damage. However, it is

not easy to obtain an accurate determination of the temperature field over the entire

treatment region during clinical hyperthermia treatments, because the number of

invasive temperature probes that can be used is limited due to the pain tolerance of

patients. Understanding the effect of high thermal radiation on biological tissues,

specifically, thermomechanical damage to tissue, requires the accurate description

of bioheat transfer. Hence, it is important to determine mathematically the laser or

electromagnetic intensity and pattern of laser or electromagnetic exposure in order

to optimize the temperature distribution in the treated region.

We considered the target region to be a rectangular structure embedded with

only last three-level blood vessels as shown in Fig. 9.4 for simplification.

The Pennes equation, (9.4) with t ¼ 0, that describes the thermal behavior of the

triple-layered skin structure when irradiated by the laser was used, where the laser

power is assumed to be continuous and spatial with a normal distribution.

Consequently, the heat source can be written as follows [26]:

Q ¼ affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pd2

p P0ð1� ReffÞ expð�azÞ exp �ðx� x0ðtÞÞ2 þ ðy� y0ðtÞÞ2
2d2

" #
; (9.7)

Fig. 9.4 3D triple-layered skin structure [12]
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where a is the laser absorptivity and Reff is the laser reflectivity of the skin, d is the
standard deviation of the width of a normally distributed laser beam. Here, (x0(t),
y0(t)) is the location where the laser is focused at time t. P0 is the laser intensity,

which will be determined later on so that an optimal temperature distribution can be

obtained. Optimality is achieved by minimizing the sum of square deviations

between observed and prespecified temperature elevations at different locations

on the skin surface.

We tested our method in the 3D skin structure where the parameter values are

listed in Table 1 in [12] and the dimensions of the skin structure are given in Table 2

in [12]. The laser absorptivity and reflectivity are 1.8 cm�1 and 0.1, respectively

[12]. A mesh of 50 � 50 � 1,208 in (x, y, z) was employed in the computation.

The blood temperature elevation at entrance is assumed to be 1 �C. The temperature

elevation was prespecified to be 8 �C at the center of the skin surface and 2 �C at the

midpoint on each edge of the surface.

The pattern of laser irradiation was as follows: the laser with a beam width of

0.01 cm is focused at the center of the skin surface. When the temperature of the

skin surface at the center rises to 8 �C, the laser is turned off to allow heat to diffuse

from the center towards the perimeter of the region. The laser is then turned on

when the temperature at the center of the skin surface decreases to 4 �C. The whole
process lasts 400 s.

In our computation, we first considered the case where there is no heat convec-

tion on the skin surface. In this case, we started with an initial value P0 of 1.2 W/cm

and an increment of P0 equal to 1 % of P0. We optimized P0 and obtained that P0

converges to 1.1947 W/cm. Thus, we used the convergent value of P0 to obtain the

temperature distribution in the 3D skin structure as shown in Fig. 9.5. We then

considered the case where there is a heat convection (h ¼ 0.001W/cm2) on the skin

surface. In this case, we started with an initial value P0 of 1.1947 W/cm and an

increment of P0 equal to 1 % of P0. We optimized P0 and obtained that P0 converges

to 1.3166 W/cm. Thus, we used the convergent value of P0 to obtain the tempera-

ture distribution in the 3D skin structure as shown in Fig. 9.6. It can be seen from

these two figures that the temperature elevations at the center and at the edge of the

skin surface reached 8 �C and 2 �C, respectively.

9.5 Application to Skin Electromagnetic Radiation

We extended our research to the electromagnetic radiation heating case [15].

To obtain the heat source, one need to obtain the distribution of electromagnetic

fields in space and time, that is governed by the “normalized” Maxwell’s equations

as follows:
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Fig. 9.5 Profiles of temperature elevations and contours at t ¼ 400 s with no heat convection [12]
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Fig. 9.6 Profiles of temperature elevations and contours at t ¼ 400 s with a heat convection [12]
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@~D

@t
¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

e0m0
p ~r� ~H;

~DðoÞ ¼ e�r ðoÞ~EðoÞ;
@ ~H

@t
¼ � 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

e0m0
p ~r� ~E; (9.8)

where ~D is the electric flux density, ~E is the electric density, ~H is the magnetic

density, e0 is the permittivity of free space, m0 is the permeability of free space, o is

the angular frequency, and e�r ðoÞ is the relative dielectric constant which can be

expressed [27, 28]:

e�r ðoÞ ¼ e1 þ
X4
m¼1

Dem
1þ ðjotmÞ1�am

þ s1
joe0

; (9.9)

where e1 is the permittivity in the terahertz frequency range, s1 is the ionic

conductivity, and j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

; and for each dispersion region m, tm is the relaxation

time, am is an adjustable parameter between 0 and 1, and Dem is the drop in

permittivity in the frequency range. Equation (9.9), which is called the Cole-Cole

expression, is based on the well-known dispersive properties of biological matter

and their expression as a summation of terms corresponding to the main polariza-

tion mechanisms. The dielectric spectrum extends from Hz to GHz and shows four

major regions of dispersion [28]. Solving Maxwell’s equations coupled with the

Cole-Cole expression by using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method,

however, is difficult because it is not easy to convert the equations from the

frequency domain to the time domain when 0<am<1.

The dissipated density is the electromagnetic wave energy absorbed in the

material. It is eventually converted into thermal energy. The dissipated power

density is influenced by the field intensity distribution and electric properties. The

heat function, which will be included as a source term in the bio-heat transfer

equation, (9.4) with t ¼ 0, can be expressed as [29]Q ¼ oe0e00eff ~E
�� ��2 þ om0m

00
eff

~H
�� ��2,

where e00eff and m00eff are relative loss factors related to dipolar, electronic, atomic,

space charge, and conduction losses. In our study, a sinusoidal wave was considered

as Ez ¼ E0 sinð2pf � tÞ , where E0 is the amplitude of the incident wave, f is the

frequency of the wave, and t is time. Consequently, the volumetric heating rate can

be computed from peak field amplitudes as Q ¼ 1
2
oe0e00eff ~Emax

�� ��2 [29], where e00eff is
obtained based on (9.9) as follows:

e00eff ¼
X4
m¼1

DemðotmÞ1�am cosð1
2
ampÞ

1þ 2ðotmÞ1�am sinð1
2
ampÞ þ ðotmÞ2ð1�amÞ þ

s1
oe0

: (9.10)
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Since e�r ðoÞ given by (9.9) is a complicated expression, we employed the

z-transform described in [30] to simplify the situation. Finally, we used the

FDTD method coupled with the perfectly matched layer technique [30] to obtain

the EM fields. On the other hand, the finite difference scheme used for the bioheat

transfer model is similar to that described in the previous section.

We tested our method in a 3D skin structure as shown in Fig. 9.7, where the

parameter values of the 3D skin structure and dielectric properties of human skin

can be seen in Tables 1–3 in [15]. The test was conducted by using the plane wave

to illuminate the skin. The plane wave was driven at 10 GHz. The computational

domain, which includes the plane wave and was used to obtain the EM fields,

was computed in a lattice with grid points 75 � 75 � 320 in (x, y, z). The plane

wave resides in a lattice with dimensions 3 � 3 � 310 in (x, y, z) along the center

line of the z-direction. On the other hand, the computational domain for obtaining

the temperature distribution in the 3D skin structure was placed in a lattice with grid

points 60 � 60 � 604 in (x, y, z). The temperature elevation of blood at entrance

was assumed to be 1 �C. The temperature elevation at the center of the skin surface

was prespecified to be 8 �C and the temperature elevation at the midpoint on each

edge of the skin surface was prespecified to be 2 �C. In our computation, we

considered that there was heat convection on the skin surface (h ¼ 0.001 W/cm2).

We started with an initial value E0 of 2,000 V/m and an increment of E0 equal to

1% of E0. We optimized E0 and obtained that E0 converges to 1,941.8456 V/m.

X
Y

Z

Microwave

3

12

Fig. 9.7 3D triple-layered skin structure [15]
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Thus, we used the convergent value of E0 to obtain the temperature distribution in the

3D skin structure. Figure 9.8 shows the temperature elevation profiles at t ¼ 400 s

along the lines (a) y ¼ 0.6 cm and (b) x ¼ 0.6 cm on the skin surface, and (c) along

the depth (the z-direction), respectively. It can be seen that the temperature elevation

at the center of the skin surface rises to 8 �C while the temperature elevation at the

edge rises to 2 �C. Figure 9.9 shows contours of temperature elevations at in the cross

sections of (a) y ¼ 0.50 cm, (b) y ¼ 0.60 cm, (c) y ¼ 0.66 cm, and (d) x ¼ 0.6 cm.

Fig. 9.8 Profiles of temperature elevations at t ¼ 400 s [15]
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9.6 Conclusions

The constructal theory of multiscale tree-shaped heat exchangers has been applied to

the vascular countercurrent network embedded in a three-dimensional triple layered

skin structure. Based on the designed vascular countercurrent network, we present

our mathematical models and numerical results for predicting skin burn injury

induced by intense radiation heating and for optimizing skin temperature induced

by laser or electromagnetic radiations related to hyperthermia cancer treatments.
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Chapter 10

Constructal Design of Animate and Inanimate

Systems: An Answer to Consumerism?

J.V.C. Vargas

10.1 Introduction

After the Industrial Revolution, the average income and population began to exhibit

unprecedented sustained growth. The world’s average per capita income increased

over tenfold, while the world’s population increased over sixfold in the two

centuries that followed [1, 2]. As a result, a consumption society appeared in the

period post industrial revolution, in which the new industrial machinery allowed for

the automation of the production of consumption items. The immediate conse-

quence was the appearance of the worker in replacement of the artisan, i.e., less

qualified individuals started to do the same tasks as more qualified ones, with

greater productivity. Wisdom and creativity lost power to the factory owners.

Therefore, the great corporations started to decide when, where, how, and to

whom a service would be provided [3].

Such a scenario gave birth to consumerism, which is a social and economic order

based on fostering a desire to purchase goods and services in ever greater amounts.

The newly emergent middle class arising at the turn of the twentieth century comes

to full fruition by the end of the twentieth century through the process of globaliza-

tion. Critics of consumerism often state that consumerist societies cause damage to

the environment, contribute to global warming, and use resources at a higher rate

than other societies, and others say [4]: “Trying to reduce environmental pollution

without reducing consumerism is like combating drug trafficking without reducing

the drug addiction.” Not all anti-consumerists oppose consumption in itself, but

they argue against increasing the consumption of resources beyond what is environ-

mentally sustainable. Some ecological economists recognize the inherent conflict

between consumer-driven consumption and planet-wide ecological degradation [4].
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Actually, such analyses are needed to treat the question of energy and natural

resources availability with more scientific depth.

The conservation laws of mass, momentum, energy, and species have been

known for centuries. Those principles state that mass, momentum, energy, and

chemical species are conserved in the universe, continuously transforming into

other forms, through different physical and chemical processes. These

transformations occur irreversibly, thus reducing energy availability for use, i.e.,

with thermodynamic losses according to the second law of thermodynamics, which

in turn could and should be minimized. Therefore, as humanity advanced scientific

knowledge, theoretically it would be possible, by means of appropriate technologi-

cal development, to make use of energy and natural resources perennially.

In sum, the concept that should be invoked for the increase or reduction of

consumerism could be summarized in one very popular word currently, i.e.,

sustainability. So, what is necessary for mankind survival and of the world as we

know it is the search for the balance between consumerism and the available

technology in the moment we live. On the other hand, the imbalance between

these two variables could definitely lead to catastrophic consequences. Therefore,

the question to be answered is as follows: Is it possible to reach such balance as

society evolves in time?

Another interesting aspect is that part of the scientific community tends to

separate animate from inanimate systems making clear distinctions between

them, mainly those scientists that work with biological sciences. In fact, evolution

theory was originally conceived for biological organisms by Darwin [5]. Given that

both animate and inanimate systems are made of the same chemical elements, i.e.,

matter, and therefore with a directly related energy level, it is well recognized that

the conservation laws apply to all physical systems, indistinctively. Essentially,

such separation tendency is a result of the lack of scientific knowledge regarding the

creation of an animated system, i.e., life. Currently, it is clear how to go from an

animate to an inanimate system, by killing the being for example, but the road that

leads from inanimate to animate is not yet known. However, based on such

observations, it is reasonable to pose the question: Is it appropriate to separate

animate from inanimate systems?

Possible answers to the questions posed in the previous two paragraphs could lie

on constructal theory [6], which is the thought that geometry (flow architecture) is

generated by the pursuit of global performance subject to global constraints, in flow

systems the geometry of which is free to vary. According to constructal theory, the

optimization of flow architecture starts at the smallest (elemental) scale, in which

the system still preserves its identity (e.g., a creek in a river basin; the single

polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell, PEMFC, in a fuel cell stack; a cell in a

multicellular living organism). Irreversibilities due to all flow resistances (e.g.,

pressure drops, charge transfer, electrical resistances, mass diffusion) are

minimized together for maximum global performance at the whole system level.

Any physical system is a combination of several flow systems (e.g., electrical;

chemical; fluid and heat flows). In sum, the optimization of flow-system architec-

ture is common in engineering and nature.
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Prediction entirely based on the constructal law could lead man to evolve to the

sustainable equilibrium between consumerism and the available technology in time,

in a self-regulatory process for all species survival. In conclusion, constructal law

unifies all systems design.

The next sections present an example of Constructal design of a physical system,

i.e., a PEMFC stack. The results are then utilized to identify common trends

between the analyzed (inanimate) system and other animate systems.

10.2 The Example System

A PEMFC stack is shown schematically in Fig. 10.1. The stack is fed by two input

headers, one carries fuel and the other oxidant, which are delivered to each single

PEMFC in the stack. After the fuel and oxidant streams sweep the single PEMFC

gas channels in the stack, two output headers collect the used gases and the water

that is produced by the reactions in the fuel cells. Electrical power is produced by

the stack, and a fraction is used to pump the fuel and oxidant across the PEMFC

stack, through the input and output headers, and through very narrow gas channels

in each single fuel cell. For simplicity, the model is based on the assumption that the

fuel stream is pure hydrogen, and that the oxidant is pure oxygen.

Lz

Lx 

Ly

(H2)out 

(O2 + H2O)out 

Ls 

(O2)in 
(H2)in 

Fig. 10.1 The configuration

of a PEMFC stack
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A single PEMFC is divided into seven control volumes that interact energetically

with one another. In the present model, the existence of a cooling channels system

that irrigates the bipolar plates is assumed, and that the cooling fluid (e.g., water,

air) is kept at an average specified temperature,T1, between single cells and around
the stack. In this way, the electrical power delivered by the entire stack results from

the analysis of one single cell, i.e., the electrical power produced by the stack is the

electrical power produced by a single cell multiplied by the number of cells in

the stack, which is a variable in the PEMFC stack constructal design procedure.

However, the required pumping power depends on the flow structure of the entire

PEMFC stack.

The mathematical model for a single cell operating at steady state was

introduced in a previous study by Vargas et al. [7] and extended for the PEMFC

stack dynamic and steady state analysis [8]. Therefore, the reader is directed to

those references for assessing the complete details of the model.

Figure 10.2 shows schematically the division of a single PEMFC into seven

control volumes. In addition, there are two bipolar plates (interconnects) that have

the function of allowing the electrons produced by the electrochemical oxidation

reaction at the anode to flow to the external circuit or to an adjacent cell. The control

volumes (CV) are the fuel channel (CV1), the anode diffusion backing layer (CV2),

the anode reaction layer (CV3), the polymer electrolyte membrane (CV4),

the cathode reaction layer (CV5), the cathode diffusion backing layer (CV6), and

the oxidant channel (CV7).

The model consists of the complete conservation equations for each control

volume, and the equations accounting for electrochemical reactions. The reversible

electrical potential and power of the fuel cell are then computed (based on the

reactions) as functions of the temperature and pressure fields determined by

the model. The instantaneous electrical potential and power of the fuel cell are

obtained as functions of each compartment temperature, by subtracting from the

reversible potential the losses due to surface overpotentials (poor electrocatalysis),

slow diffusion, and internal ohmic losses through the cell (resistance of individual

cell components, including electrolyte membrane, bipolar plates, interconnects,

and any other cell components through which electrons flow). These are functions

of the total cell current (I), which is directly related to the external load (or the cell

voltage), and time. In sum, the total cell current and time are considered the

independent variables.

10.3 Constructal Design

The previously published model [7, 8] allows the calculation of the electrical power

output of a single PEMFC when its geometry and operating parameters change.

The model accounts for internal temperature and pressure gradients and potential

losses. An important step in constructal design is the identification of realistic

design constraints. The total PEMFC stack volume, VT, is fixed in the optimization
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process. In dimensionless terms, the volume constraint reads as xxxyxz ¼ 1:
According to Fig. 10.1, in the PEMFC stack, the number of single cells is given

by ns ¼ xx=xs, and Ls is the total length (or thickness) of a single cell, as it is shown

in Fig. 10.2. All dimensionless lengths are defined by xi ¼ Li=V
1=3
T .

Proceeding with the analysis, it is necessary to account for the pressure drops in

the gas channels of the single cells, and also in the input and output headers, as

shown schematically in Fig. 10.3. The calculation of the total pressure drops in the

fuel cell stack will lead to the required total pumping power to supply the stack with

fuel and oxidant at any current level.

Fig. 10.2 The internal structure of a single PEMFC
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The stoichiometric ratios in the fuel and oxidant channels, z1 and z7, are assumed

known as specified operating parameters. Therefore, the inlet mass flow rates are

cf ¼ z1cH2
and cox ¼ z7cO2

.

The pressure drops in the gas channels, from the input headers to the output

headers, are given by the pressure drops in a single cell only, because they are in

parallel (Fig. 10.3). The resulting dimensionless expression for rectangular shaped

gas channels, accounting for the flow directional change (90o at the cell inlet and

outlet), contraction (inlet), and expansion (outlet), together with the ideal gas

Fig. 10.3 Flow structure sketch of headers and gas channels in a PEMFC stack
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model, was calculated by Vargas et al. [8] and is not shown here for the sake of

brevity.

According to Fig. 10.2, the architecture of the single fuel cell is determined

completely by the internal structure ðLs ¼ 2Lb þ
P7
i¼1

LiÞ. The fuel cell stack external
shape is given by (Lx, Ly, Lz) for a constrained total volume, VT. The optimization

objective is to determine the entire system architecture: the optimal volume alloca-

tion such that the PEMFC stack total net power is maximized. The determination of

the total stack net power starts with the single PEMFC polarization curve, i.e.,

the fuel cell total potential as a function of current and the total net power (available

for utilization) of a single fuel cell in the stack are given by

~Vi ¼ ~Vi;a þ ~Vi;c � ~�ohm; ~Wnet;s ¼ ~Ws � ~Wp; (10.1)

where ~Ws ¼ ~Vi
~I, and ~Wp ¼cfSfy1DP1=P1þcoxSoxy7DP7=P7, with Sj ¼ _mrefT1Rj=

VrefIrefð Þ; j¼ f,ox Vref Irefð Þ ; j¼ f,ox.

Additional power is required to pump fuel, oxidant, and produced water in and

out of the headers shown in Fig. 10.3. The dimensionless pumping power required

for the gases at the fuel cell level i and for the produced water out of the oxidant

output header are given by

~Wi;k ¼ Sj
cyDP
P

� �
i;k

; j ¼ f,ox, ~Wwa;i ¼ Sf
~rwa

cDP½ �wa;i: (10.2)

The total PEMFC stack power available for utilization is therefore obtained from

~Wnet ¼ ns ~Ws � ~Wp

� ��X
k

Xns
i¼1

~Wi;k �
Xns
i¼1

~Wwa;i; (10.3)

where k ¼ hf,in, hox,in, hf,out, and hox,out. The objective function defined by (10.3)

depends on the internal structure and thickness of each single cell, and on the

external shape of the PEMFC stack. The mathematical model allows the computa-

tion of the total net power of the PEMFC stack, ~Wnet. This is possible to achieve as

soon as the physical values and a set of geometric internal ð1 ¼ 2 xb=xs þ
P7
i¼1

xi=xs

and xsÞ and external (xy/xx and xz/xx) parameters are chosen for the overall system.

The constructal procedure seeks the PEMFC stack optimal internal structure,

length (or thickness) of the single fuel cell, and external shape (xy/xx and xz/xx)
based on the general configuration presented in Fig. 10.1, and according to the

following algorithm:

1. Fix total PEMFC stack volume, ~VT, and assume a fuel cell square section, i.e.,
xy
xx
¼ xz

xx
.

2. Select the lowest value for
xy
xx
¼ xz

xx
within a prespecified range of variation.
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3. Compute xx; xy; xz.
4. For ~As ¼ xyxz, vary the thickness of a single fuel cell, xs, within a prespecified

range.

5. For each xs, find the optimal internal structure that delivers a maximum value for
~Wnet.

6. The result of the process of step 5 is xs;opt for ~Wnet;m, which is the maximum value

of ~Wnet found for all tested xs in step 5.

7. Compute the resulting number of single cells in the stack:ns;opt ¼ xx
xs;opt

, increment
xy
xx
¼ xz

xx
, and return to step 2 until the entire

xy
xx
¼ xz

xx
prespecified range is covered.

8. The result of the outer loop (2–7) is the optimized configuration of the PEMFC

stack for maximum net power density that is possible to be obtained in a

constrained total volume, VT, given by (10.3):
xy
xx
¼ xz

xx
;

ns
xs

�� �
opt

) ~Wnet;mm:

The optimization of internal structure mentioned in step 5 of the optimization

algorithm is executed following the procedure introduced by Vargas et al. [7] for a

single PEMFC. First, the anode and cathode are assumed to have the same thick-

ness. The thicknesses of the diffusion and reaction layers of the cathode and anode

are varied simultaneously subject to fixed ratios of cathode thickness (y2) and anode
thickness (y6) to total single cell length, i.e., x2=xs þ x3=xs ¼ y2 ; x5=xs þ x6=xs
¼ y6 , where y4 is the ratio of membrane thickness to total single cell length.

The ratio of overall thickness to total length of the single fuel cell is also fixed,

y2 + y4 + y6 ¼ 0.8. Under the simplifying hypotheses assumed, the internal

structure optimization problem is reduced to one degree of freedom, i.e., the ratio

x3/xs ¼ x5/xs. The end result is the optimized configuration of the single fuel cell

electrodes (x2, x3, x5, x6)opt, for which the PEMFC stack net power, given by (10.3),

is maximum.

The model equations and the specified initial conditions form a system of seven

ordinary differential equations and two algebraic equations. The unknowns are yi
and Pi, i.e., the dimensionless temperatures in the seven control volumes, and the

dimensionless gas pressures in CV2 and CV6. Once the temperatures and pressures

are known, the electrical potentials, electrical power, and PEMFC stack net power

can be calculated for any current level.

10.4 Results and Discussion

In the procedure described by the algorithm presented in Sect. 10.3, the PEMFC

stack net power is calculated by starting from open circuit (~I ¼ 0) and proceeding in

prespecified incrementsD~I (e.g., 2, 5, 10) until the net power is zero, the membrane

limiting operating temperature is achieved, TLim, or the limiting current level is

reached. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 10.4, which shows simulation results

for one selected PEMFC stack external shape xy=xx ¼ xz=xx ¼ 0:3
� �

, which has
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been optimized according to step 5 of the algorithm of Sect. 10.3, i.e., an optimal

internal structure and single cell thickness xs ¼ 0:0044ð Þ were found for that

particular external shape. The resulting electrical power, and polarization curves

of a single cell, and the PEMFC stack net power curves are shown in Fig. 10.4a.
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Fig. 10.4 (a) Example of single PEMFC polarization, total electrical power, and PEMFC stack

net power output curves, and (b) the behavior of temperature versus flow length for several current

levels, in a single PEMFC for the stack considered in Fig. 10.4a
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According to the model, the actual open circuit voltage is equal to the reversible cell

potential, because it has been assumed that no losses result from species crossover

from one electrode through the electrolyte, and from internal currents. The change

in the Gibbs free energy of reaction decreases as the temperature increases.

Therefore, the reversible electrical potential decreases as the temperature increases,

which happens when the current increases.

In Fig. 10.4a, the simulation stopped when the temperature at any compartment

of the single fuel cell reached the limiting membrane operating temperature, i.e.,

yi � yLim, and at this point ~Wnet>0 for the selected configuration under analysis.

The other ending criterion is ~Wnet ¼ 0, i.e., up to the point where the electrical

power produced by the PEMFC stack matched the required pumping power to

supply fuel and oxidant to the stack at any specified stoichiometric ratios z1 ¼ z7.
Under such selected operating conditions and geometry xy=xx ¼ xz=xx ¼ 0:3

� �
,

the PEMFC stack did not reach the concentration polarization region as ~Ve;a or ~Ve;c

would approach zero. The net power curve exhibits a maximum at ~I � 250, which is

central in the evaluation of global performance, by balancing total electrical power

produced with required pumping power to supply fuel and oxidant to the PEMFC

stack. The maximum net power is the quantity maximized during the constructal

procedure described by the algorithm presented in Sect. 10.3.

The fuel flow rate increases as the current increases; therefore more heat is

generated by the reactions at the anode and cathode, increasing the temperature.

The temperatures in the single fuel cell compartments shown in Fig. 10.2 increase

as the current increases, as shown in Fig. 10.4b, because more heat is generated by

the electrochemical reaction and by Joule effect (ohmic heating). The higher the

current, the more accentuated are the temperature spatial gradients between the

single fuel cell compartments, even for the single fuel cell considered in Fig. 10.4,

with the selected high geometric aspect ratio xy; xz � xs;opt xy=xs ¼ xz=xs ¼ 152
� �

,

i.e., with a small thickness compared to width and height. Therefore, the PEMFC

stack net power and polarization curves produced by the present model take into

account all the internal spatial temperature gradients, which affect the polarization

curve and the total electrical power output. Most importantly, the spatial tempera-

ture distribution results of Fig. 10.4b show that although a cooling system is

considered across the bipolar plates with an externally controlled and monitored

average temperature T1, the actual single cell internal temperature is substantially

higher than that. This finding should be considered in fuel cell design.

Figure 10.5 illustrates the constructal procedure for one set of external parameters

of Fig. 10.4, z1 ¼ z7 ¼ 2, la; lcð Þ ¼ 16; 18ð Þ, and ~VT ¼ 1:16. The graphical results
follow the steps of the algorithmpresented in Sect. 10.3. Figure 10.5a shows the results

of steps 4, 5, and 6, which identify xs;opt for several PEMFC stack external shapes,

xy=xx ¼ xz=xx . For each value of xs , a corresponding fuel cell optimal internal

structure is found, but this is not shown in Fig. 10.5 for the sake of brevity. However,

the bulk of results of this study for the optimized internal structure corroborate the

results discussed and documented in the constructal design of a single PEMFC [7],

i.e., x3=xs ¼ x5=xs ffi 0:01. The optimal single cell thickness xs;opt results from the
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trade-off between two effects: activation polarization losses and ohmic losses. As xs
increases, the electrode wetted areas increase; thus the activation losses decrease.

On the other hand, the ohmic losses increase as thickness increases. Another interest-

ing phenomenon is that the ionomer electrical conductivity increases as temperature

increases at higher current levels, and with water content increase as well, therefore

reducing ohmic loss at higher temperatures. The results of those trade-offs observed
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Fig. 10.5 (a) The internal structure and single cell thickness optimization according to Fig. 10.2

and the dependence on external shape of the PEMFC stack, and (b) the existence of a maximum

PEMFC stack net power and the corresponding optimized single cell thickness with respect to

external shape of the stack
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during single cell thickness variation in the optimization process are shown in

Fig. 10.5a, which shows net power maxima for five PEMFC stack external geometric

aspect ratios. Note that the single cell thickness is optimized for the maximum

PEMFC stack net power, i.e., the optimization of the component shape for maximum

performance of the global system. The maxima are sharp, stressing the importance

of these optima found in future fuel cell design.

The results of Fig. 10.5a are summarized in Fig. 10.5b, which also shows the

existence of a second maximum for the PEMFC stack net power, this time with

respect to external geometric aspect ratios. The curves document the final steps of

the optimization algorithm presented in Sect. 10.3, pinpointing the optimal single

cell thickness and stack external shape for maximum net power output. The

maximum is sharp, and therefore important in fuel cell design. The existence of a

PEMFC stack net power maximum with respect to stack external shape is explained

by analyzing two extremes: (1) small xy=xx ¼ xz=xx implies that xx is large, ~Ws is

small due to large flow resistances in the x-direction, the number of single cells ns is
high, and therefore the resulting total stack electrical power is still high, but the

headers pumping power increases as xx increases, and therefore ~Wnet;m ! 0, and

(2) large xy=xx ¼ xz=xx implies that xx is small, ~Ws is large due to small flow

resistances in the x-direction and also large wetted areas at the electrodes, the

headers pumping power decreases as xx decreases, but ~Wp is also large due to a

large swept length xx and small hydraulic diametersDh, and therefore ~Wnet;m ! 0 in

this extreme as well. In conclusion, there must exist an intermediate and optimal

xy=xx ¼ xz=xx geometric configuration such that ~Wnet;m is maximum, which

balances the trade-off between electrical power output and pumping power to

supply fuel and oxidant to the PEMFC stack, according to (10.3).

The investigation of the variation of the volume constraint is conducted in

Fig. 10.6, where ~VT
~VT was varied over the range 0.1–1.16, for stoichiometric

ratios z1 ¼ z7 ¼ 2. This variation is indicated by the three curves of Fig. 10.6a.

All curves exhibit PEMFC stack maxima with respect to the external shape aspect

ratios. The fuel cell stack net power increases as ~VT increases. Additional results

were produced to cover the entire range 0:1 � ~VT � 1:16, which allowed the twice

maximized stack net power and the optimized external shape aspect ratios to be

plotted in Fig. 10.6b as functions of ~VT . The twice maximized stack net power

increases monotonically with total volume, i.e., ~Wnet;mm increases approximately as

~VT
3=4

. The optimized external shape aspect ratios are robust with respect to the

fuel cell stack total volume, staying approximately within the range 0:03 �
xy=xx ¼ xz=xx
� �

opt
� 0:07. Therefore, the optimization results obtained for a so-

called inanimate system (the PEMFC stack) show the same trend as the long known

allometric law in plotting an animal’s basal metabolic rate (BMR) against the

animal’s own body mass, which is known as Kleiber’s law, posed in 1932 [9],

i.e., a proportionality between net power output and total volume with a slope of ¾
in a log-log plot.
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10.5 Conclusions

In this paper, the constructal design of a PEMFC stack was conducted so that

maximum stack net power output was obtained. The procedure started with the

construction of a mathematical model for fluid flow, mass and heat transfer in a
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Fig. 10.6 (a) The external shape optimization and the dependence on total stack volume for z1
¼ z7 ¼ 2, and (b) the results of the external shape optimization with respect to total stack volume,
~VT
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PEMFC stack, which takes into account spatial temperature and pressure gradients

in a single PEMFC (Fig. 10.2), and pressure drops in the headers and all gas

channels in the entire PEMFC stack (Fig. 10.3). The single PEMFC internal

structure has an optimal allocation, and total thickness being such that wetted

area in the reaction layers and electrical resistance are optimally balanced for

maximum electrical power, and maximum global stack net power. Additionally, a

three-dimensional flow space with the dimensions Lz and Ly in the plane perpendic-
ular to Lx was considered and the total volume was fixed (Fig. 10.1). The new

degrees of freedom, i.e., the aspect ratios Ly/Lx and Lz/Lx, allowed for the optimiza-

tion of the PEMFC stack external shape, in addition to the single PEMFC internal

structure and total thickness. As a result, an external shape was found such that

electrical and pumping power are optimally balanced for maximum PEMFC stack

net power. Dimensionless optimization results were presented graphically for the

sake of generality.

A parametric analysis investigated the effect of total PEMFC stack volume on

the optima found. The optimal PEMFC stack external shape was shown to be

“robust” with respect to the analyzed parameters, i.e., 0:1 � ~VT � 1:16, and the

twice maximized stack net power increases monotonically with total volume, i.e.,

~Wnet;mm increases approximately as ~VT
3=4

, similarly to metabolic rate and body size

in animals [6, 9]. This is an important finding for the purpose of “scaling up” or

“scaling down” PEMFC stack design.

Fundamentally, it was shown that electrical and fluid flow trade-offs exist, and

that from them results the single cell internal structure and total thickness, and the

PEMFC stack external shape—the relative sizes and spacings—of flow systems, in

accordance with other features of constructal design [6].

Furthermore, prediction entirely based on the constructal law could lead man to

evolve to optimal engineering design in a continuous evolutionary technological

process so that sustainable equilibrium between consumerism and the available

technology is reached in time, in a self-regulatory process for all species survival.

Such evolutionary process is long known to happen with animate systems in nature

[5]. In conclusion, constructal law unifies all systems design.
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Chapter 11

Constructal Design of Rectangular Conjugate

Cooling Channels

T. Bello-Ochende, O.T. Olakoyejo, and J.P. Meyer

11.1 Introduction

The new trend inmodern heat transfer for thermal performance is shape and geometric

optimization. Constructal theory and design [1, 2], ideally, have been adopted as an

optimisation technique for the development of a procedure that is sufficiently

allocating and optimising a fixed global space constraint using physical law.

The application of this theory started with Bejan and Sciubba [3], who obtained a

dimensionless pressure difference number for optimal spacing of board to board of

an array of parallel plate to channel length ratio and a maximum heat transfer

density that can be fitted in a fixed volume in an electronic cooling application using

the method of intersection asymptotes.

This body of knowledge has been applied to all facets of our lives; from

humanity and nature to science and engineering [4–8].

In nature, water always takes the path of least flow resistance in the course of

navigation in the river basin [4]. Thermodynamically, every system exhibits a level

of imperfection due to entropy generation and leads to the degradation of perfor-

mance of the system [5]. However, a system must adjust itself to operate maximally

by optimising the process and geometric configuration of the system to reduce the

generation of entropy.

In medicine [6], this physical law can also be applied to the treatment of cancer.

The spreading of cancer can be controlled by maintaining the temperature field of

the unaffected tissues in the neighbourhood of the turmoil below the temperature

that the cancer virus can survive. In the business world [7, 8], constructal theory

shows that the transportation cost can also be minimised by optimising the
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transportation routes of goods and products from one area to another in a dendritic

form in order to get shortest and easier distance.

In heat transfer [9], the peak temperature must be minimised at every hot spot of

a system for better thermal performance and to avoid thermal stress by optimising

shape and geometry.

In academia [10, 11], the constructal law was used to optimise the hierarchal

rankings of universities in the global flow of knowledge. Also in military defence,

the constructal law was used to provide insight information on the optimisation of

warfare tactics and strategy [12].

The recent comment by Meyer [13] on the latest review of constructal theory by

Bejan and Lorente [14] shows that the constructal law’s application in all fields of

educational design is a wide road to future advances.

In this chapter our focus is on the original engineering application of

constructal theory, which is the geometric and shape optimisation especially in

heat transfer analysis (Bello-Ochende et al.) [15–20]. The applications of this

theory have been reviewed by Bejan [2], in which under certain global

constraints, the best architecture of a flow system can be archived as the one

that gives less global flow resistances or allows high global flow access. In other

words, the shapes of the channels and unit structure that is subject to global

constraint are allowed to morph. The optimisation of heat exchangers and

multiscale devices by constructal theory was also recently reviewed and

summarised by Reis [21] and Fan and Luo [22].

da Silva et al. [23] optimised the space allocation on a wall occupied by discrete

heat sources with a given heat generation rate by forced convection using the

method of constructal theory in order to minimise the temperature of the hot spot

on the wall.

Also, Bello-Ochende et al. [24] conducted a three-dimensional optimisation of

heat sinks and cooling channels with heat flux using scale analysis and the intersec-

tion of asymptotes method based on constructal theory to investigate and predict the

design and optimisation of the geometric configurations of the cooling channels.

Rocha et al.[25] and Biserni et al. [26] applied the theory to optimise the geometry

of C- and H-shaped cavities, respectively, that intrude into a solid conducting wall

in order to minimise the thermal resistance between the solid and the cavities.

This chapter focuses on the study of three-dimensional, laminar forced convec-

tion cooling of rectangular solid structures. It examines the optimisation of a fixed

and finite global volume of solid materials with an array of rectangular cooling

channels, which experience a uniform internal heat generation which will result in

the minimal global thermal resistance. The objective is the building of a smaller

construct to form a larger construct body that will lead to the minimisation of the

global thermal resistance or, inversely, the maximisation of the heat transfer rate

density (the total heat transfer rate per unit volume). This is achieved by forcing a

coolant to the heated spot in a fast and efficient way so as to drastically reduce the

peak temperature at any point inside the volume that needs cooling. The

optimisation process is carried out numerically under total fixed volume and

manufacturing constraints.
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This study is an extension of our previous work [27] on the constructal theory for

the cylindrical and square configurations with internal heat generation, where we

showed that the minimised peak temperature is a function of the geometry and

shape. The rectangular shape is considered separately because of the unique nature

of the configuration in terms of the internal and external aspect ratios.

11.2 Computational Model

The physical configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 11.1. The system consists

of parallel rectangular cooling channels in a solid structure of fixed global volume

V. The solid material is generating an internal heat q000s . The body is cooled by

forcing a single-phase cooling fluid (water) from the left side into the parallel

cooling channels by a specified pressure difference DP, in a transverse direction.

An elemental volume shown in Fig. 11.2 consisting of a cooling channel and the

surrounding solid was used for analysis because of the assumption of the symmet-

rical heat distribution inside the structure. The heat transfer in the elemental volume

is a conjugate problem that combines heat conduction in the solid and the convec-

tion in the working fluid. These two modes of heat transfer are coupled together

through the continuity of heat flux at the solid–fluid interface.

11.2.1 Design Variables

In Fig. 11.2 an elemental volume constraint is considered to be composed of an

elemental cooling channel of width wc, height hc, and the surrounding solid of

thickness s1and s2 defined as:

L

Global Volume (V )
Elemental Volume (vel)

flow
Fluid

ΔP
Tin

q ′′′

W

H

Fig. 11.1 Three-dimensional parallel rectangular channels across a solid body with internal heat

generation and forced flow
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vel ¼ whL; w ¼ wc þ s1; h ¼ hc þ s2: (11.1)

The volume of the unit rectangular channel is:

vc ¼ wchcL: (11.2)

Therefore the number of channels in the structure arrangement can be defined as:

N ¼ HW

hw
¼ HW

hc þ s2ð Þ wc þ s1ð Þ : (11.3)

However, the porosity or void fraction of the unit structure is defined as:

f ¼ vc
vel

¼ hcwc

hw
: (11.4)

The aspect ratio of the unit structure and the elemental channel are defined as:

ARs ¼ h

w
; ARc ¼ hc

wc

: (11.5)

The fundamental problemunder consideration is the numerical optimisation ofARc, dh,
s1 and s2 that correspond to the minimum resistance of a fixed volume for a given

L
w

ch

cw

, sSolid
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0=
∂
∂
z
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z

∂
=

∂

flow
Fluid
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s h

Symmetry

Symmetry

(a) 

x

y z

Fig. 11.2 The boundary conditions of the three-dimensional computational domain of the cooling

channel
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pressure difference. The optimisation is evaluated from the analysis of the extreme

limits of zero (0) less than or equal to design variables and the design variables less than

or equal to infinity (1). The optimal values of the designvariableswithin theprescribed

interval of the extreme limits exhibit the minimum thermal resistance.

The cooling fluid considered is water, which was forced through the cooling

channels by a specified pressure difference DP across the axial length of the

structure. The fluid is assumed to be in single phase, steady and Newtonian with

constant properties. Water is more promising than air, because air-cooling

techniques are not likely to meet the challenge of high heat dissipation in electronic

packages [28, 29]. The temperature distribution in the model was determined by

solving the governing differential equations for the conservation of mass, momen-

tum and energy numerically. The governing differential equations used for the fluid

flow and heat transfer analysis in the unit volume of the structure are:

r �~u ¼ 0; (11.6)

r ~u � r~uð Þ ¼ �rpþ mr2~u; (11.7)

rfCPf ~u � rTð Þ ¼ kfr2T: (11.8)

The energy equation for a solid with internal heat generation is given as:

ksr2T þ q000s ¼ 0: (11.9)

The continuity of the heat flux at the interface between the solid and the liquid is

given as:

ks
@T

@n

���� ¼ kf
@T

@n

����: (11.10)

A no slip boundary condition is specified at the wall of the channel,~u ¼ 0, at the

inlet (x ¼ 0), ux ¼ uy ¼ 0;T ¼ Tin and

P ¼ Beau

Vel
2=3

þ Pout; (11.11)

where Be is the dimensionless pressure difference number based on elemental

volume which was later called Bejan number by Bhattacharjee and Grosshandler

[30] and Petrescu [31].

At the outlet (x ¼ L), zero normal stress, Pout ¼ 1 atm

At the solid boundaries,

rT ¼ 0: (11.12)

The measure of performance is the minimum global thermal resistance, which

could be expressed in a dimensionless form as:
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Rmin ¼ kf Tmax � Tinð Þmin

q000sL2
: (11.13)

This is a function of the optimised design variables and the peak temperature.

Rmin ¼ f AR; dh; s1; s2; j; Tmaxð Þmin

� �
: (11.14)

Rmin is the minimised thermal resistance for the optimised design variables. The

inverse of Rmin is the optimised overall global thermal conductance.

11.3 Numerical Procedure and Grid Analysis

The simulation work began by fixing the length of the channel, applied pressure

difference, porosity, heat flux and material properties and we kept varying the

values of the aspect ratio and hydraulic diameter of the channel in order to identify

the best (optimal) internal configuration that minimised the peak temperature. The

numerical solution of the continuity, momentum and energy equations

(11.6)–(11.9) along with the boundary conditions (11.10)–(11.12) was obtained

by using a three-dimensional commercial package FLUENT™ [32], which

employs a finite volume method. The details of the method were explained by

Patankar [33]. FLUENT™ was coupled with geometry and mesh generation pack-

age GAMBIT [34] using MATLAB [35] to allow the automation and running of the

simulation process. After the simulation had converged, an output file was obtained

containing all the necessary simulation data and results for the post-processing and

analysis. The computational domain was discretised using hexahedral/wedge

elements. A second-order upwind scheme was used to discretise the combined

convection and diffusion terms in the momentum and energy equations. The

SIMPLE algorithm was then employed to solve the coupled pressure–velocity

fields of the transport equations. A flow chart representing the numerical procedure

is shown in Fig. 11.3. The solution is assumed to have converged when the

normalised residuals of the mass and momentum equations fall below 10�6 and

while the residual convergence of energy equation was set to less than 10�10. The

number of grid cells used for the simulations varied for different elemental volume

and porosities. However, grid independence tests for several mesh refinements were

carried out to ensure the accuracy of the numerical results. The convergence

criterion for the overall thermal resistance as the quantity monitored is:

g ¼ Tmaxð Þi � Tmaxð Þi�1

�� ��
Tmaxð Þi

�� �� � 0:01; (11.15)

where i is the mesh iteration index. The mesh is more refined as i increases. The
i � 1 mesh is selected as a converged mesh when the criterion (11.15) is satisfied.
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Fig. 11.3 Flow chart of

numerical simulation process

cooling channels embedded

inside a high conducting solid
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11.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we show that there is an optimal geometry that minimised the peak

temperature. The results was presented for the case where w ¼ 150 mm, h ¼ 1,200

mm,Ø ¼ 0.2 and a fixed length of L ¼ 10mm and fixed applied pressure differences

of DP ¼ 50 kPa. The thermal conductivity of the solid structure (silicon) is 148 W/

m K, and the internal heat generation within the solid was taken to be fixed at 100W/

cm3. The thermophysical properties of water [36] used in this study were based on

water at 300 K and the inlet water temperature was fixed at this temperature.

Figures 11.4 and 11.5 show the existence of an optimum aspect ratio and

optimum hydraulic diameter of the cooling channel in which the peak temperature

is minimised at any point in the channel. Figure 11.4 shows that peak temperature

strongly depends on aspect ratio. The peak temperature decreases as the aspect ratio

increases. However, at higher AR, the peak temperature increases.

Figure 11.5 is the graph of peak temperature as a function of the channel

hydraulic diameter. It shows the existence of an optimum hydraulic diameter of

the cooling channel where the peak temperature is minimised at any point in the

channel. The channel hydraulic diameter has a significant effect on the peak

temperature and the overall thermal resistance. It shows that there exists an optimal

channel hydraulic diameter which lies in the range 0.005 � dh/L � 0.015 that

minimised the peak temperature. These indicate that peak temperature decreases

as dh/L decreases and that a minimum value is reached beyond which the peak

temperature begins to increase. Therefore, the global thermal resistance decreases
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Fig. 11.4 Effect of optimised dimensionless channel aspect ratio ARc on the peak temperature
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as the hydraulic diameter increases. Also, the global thermal resistance decreases as

the hydraulic diameter decreases. Any hydraulic diameter values above or below

the optimal ranges, will cause the working fluid not to properly engaged in the

cooling process which is detrimental to the global performance of the system.

11.5 Mathematical Optimisation

In this section, we introduce an optimisation algorithm that will search and identify

the optimal design variables at which the system will perform at an optimum.

A numerical algorithm, Dynamic-Q [37], was employed and incorporated into the

finite volume solver and grid (geometry and mesh) generation package by using

MATLAB as shown in Fig. 11.3 for more efficient and better accuracy in determin-

ing the optimal performance.

The Dynamic-Q is a multidimensional and robust gradient-based optimisation

algorithm, which does not require an explicit line search. The technique involves

the application of a dynamic trajectory LFOPC optimisation algorithm to succes-

sive quadratic approximations of the actual problem [38, 39]. The algorithm is also

specifically designed to handle constrained problems where the objective and

constraint functions are expensive to evaluate. The details of the Dynamic-Q and

applications can be found in open literature [37–42].
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Fig. 11.5 Effect of optimised hydraulic diameter dh, on the peak temperature
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11.5.1 Design Variable Constraints

The constraint ranges for the optimisation are:

0:1�f� 0:2; 1�ARs � 20; 1�ARc � 20; vel ¼ 1:8mm3; 0�w� L;

0�wc �w; 0� hc � h; 0� s1 �w; 0� s2 � h:

(11.16)

The design and optimisation technique involves the search for and identification

of the best channel layout that minimises the peak temperature, Tmax, such that the

minimum thermal resistance between the fixed volume and the cooling fluid is

obtained with the desired objectives function. The aspect ratio (external and

internal), hydraulic diameter and the channel spacing and elemental volume were

considered as design variables. The length of the channel and the elemental volume

were fixed. However, the fixed cross-sectional shape of the structure is allowed to

morph. Also the internal architecture of the cooling channel is allow to vary in

aspect ratio, hydraulic diameter, channel spacing in horizontal and vertical direc-

tion. A number of numerical optimisations and calculations were carried out within

the design constraint ranges given in (11.16) and the results are presented in the

succeeding section in order to show the optimal behaviour of the entire system. The

optimisation process was repeated for applied dimensionless pressure differences

(Be) that correspond to DP ¼ 10 kPa to DP ¼ 50 kPa.

We reprocess all the results obtained from the numerical optimisation by

reprojecting the objective function and the optimal design variable in dimensionless

form as shown in Figs. 11.6, 11.7, 11.8 and 11.9.

Figure 11.6 shows the minimised dimensionless global thermal resistance as a

function of dimensionless pressure difference at optimised design variables for the

configuration. The results show that the dimensionless minimised global thermal

resistance decreases as the dimensionless pressure difference increases. Equation

(11.17) is the correlations for minimised dimensionless thermal resistance and the

dimensionless pressure difference that is obtained when the cooling geometry is

optimised in order to achieve cooling.

Rmin ¼ aBe�b; (11.17)

where a and b are constant that depend on porosity and scale effects. For porosity of

0.2, a and b are 62.07 and 0.59, respectively, within the error of less than 0.01.

Figures 11.7, 11.8 and 11.9. show the optimal behaviours of the geometry with

respect to applied pressure difference (or Bejan number). These show that unique

optimal design geometries exist for each applied dimensionless pressure difference.

Figure 11.7 shows that the optimised channel aspect increases as the applied

dimensionless pressure difference and porosity increase. Also, in Figs. 11.6 and

11.7, the global dimensionless thermal resistance decreases as channel aspect ratio
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increases. However, it is recognised that the optimal design scheme could lead to a

design which could be impractical at very high channel aspect ratios due to the

channel being too thin to manufacture.

Figures 11.8 and 11.9 show the effect of the dimensionless pressure difference

on the optimised dimensionless design variable. Figure 11.8 shows that the optimal

hydraulic diameter decreases as the pressure differences increase. Also, Fig. 11.9

shows the optimal behaviours of the channel spacing ratio (s1/s2)opt. The (s1/s2)opt
increases as the dimensionless pressure difference increases. We can say that there

exists a unique optimal geometry for each of the applied pressure differences. The

trend is in agreement with previous work. The trends of these results are also in

agreement with previous work [24, 27].

11.6 Method of Intersection of Asymptotes

This section investigated further the numerical solution of the optimisation of flow

and heat transfer with the analytical solution. The theoretical analysis for the

configurations followed the application of the intersection of asymptotes method

and scale analysis [2–4, 24] to provide the existence of an optimal geometry that

minimised the peak temperature and global thermal resistance. The method of

intersection of asymptotes outlined by Bello-Ochende et al. [24] was used to

determine the optimal geometric shape. The objective was to provide the relation-

ship between the global objective function in terms of global thermal resistance, R,
and the varying hydraulic diameter, dh, in the two extremes at dh ! 0 and dh ! 1.

The optimal geometry value,dhopt, that corresponds toRmin, is located approximately

where the two asymptotes intercept. The following assumptions were made

throughout the analysis: inlet temperature and the pressure difference, DP, driving
the pump are fixed with a uniform flow distribution in all the channels, laminar

flow, constant cross-sectional area of the channels, negligible inlet and exit plenum

losses, negligible axial conduction. An elemental volume is treated because of the

symmetry of the heat distribution. The analysis of a rectangular volume element is

completely analogous to what is presented in Bello-Ochende et al. [24], using the

same procedure as outlined by Bello-Ochende et al. [24]. We have that the

dimensionless thermal resistance, R, behaviour in the extreme limit of a small

rectangular channel is given as:

R ¼ kf Tmax � Tinð Þ
q000L2

� �
ffi 4Podh

b
dh
L

� ��2

Be�1: (11.18)

From (11.18) for a smaller channel dh ¼ L, the thermal resistance is inversely

proportional to dh
2. Keeping b (which is a function of porosity), it shows that the

global thermal resistance increases as the hydraulic diameter decreases.
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In the opposite extreme limit of large channel, the dimensionless global thermal

resistance is defined in terms of dimensionless pressure difference as:

R ¼ kf Tmax � Tinð Þ
q000L2

� �
ffi 0:7643 b

dh
L

� �2=3

Be�1=3: (11.19)

From (11.19), for a larger channel, the global thermal resistance is directly

proportional to dh
2=3. Keeping b (which is a function of porosity) constant, confirms

that as the hydraulic diameter becomes lager, the global thermal resistance

increases.

The geometric optimisation in terms of channel could be achieved by combining

(11.18) and (11.19) using the intersection of asymptotes method as shown in

Fig. 11.10.

The optimal dimension can be generally approximated for the two

configurations as hydraulic diameter where the two extreme curves intersect. The

intersection result is:

dh
L

� �
opt

� 1:8602Podh
3=8Be�1=4; (11.20)

where dhopt is the optimal hydraulic diameter for rectangular channel. Poiseuille

number can be approximated as

R~dh
−2

R~dh
2/3

dhopt

R (dh)

R

dh

Fig. 11.10 Method of intersection of asymptotes: global thermal resistance
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Podh
¼ 12

1þ ARc
�1

� �2
1� 192

p5 ARc
�1 tanh p

2
ARc

� �	 
 ; (11.21)

hence (11.20) combines with (11.21) can be rewritten as

dh
L

� �
opt

� 4:7234 1þ ARc
�1

� �2
1� 192

p5
ARc

�1 tanh
p
2
ARc

� �� �� ��3=8

Be�1=4:

(11.22)

The minimum dimensionless global thermal resistance can be obtained for an

elemental volume for the configurations that correspond to the optimal geometries

by substituting (11.20) into (11.18) as:

Rmin ¼ 1:156bPodh
1=4Be�1=2: (11.23)

Equation (11.23) shows that the thermal resistance decreases monotonically as

Be increases for a fixed porosity. Therefore, the minimised dimensionless global

thermal resistance of a rectangular channel with Podh
of (11.21) is:

10-5

10-4

109 1010 1011

Rectangle (φ = 0.1)

Rectangle (φ = 0.2)

Analytical results
R

m
in

β
−1

Be

Fig. 11.11 Correlation of numerical and analytical solutions for the minimised global thermal

resistance
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Rmin ¼ 2:1516 1þ ARc
�1

� �2
1� 192

p5
ARc

�1 tanh
p
2
ARc

� �� �� ��1=4

bBe�1=2:

(11.24)

The analytical result of (11.23) was used to validate the numerical solutions. The

numerical and approximate solutions based on scale analysis at optimal geometry

dimensions are in good agreement and the solutions have similar trends as shown in

Fig. 11.11. Although the analytical results are lower than numerical results, the

theoretical and numerical values agree within a factor of 1.5 for the worst case.

However, this deviations from the numerical result are attributed to simplifying

assumptions made in the formulation of the theoretical solution. These results are

also in agreement with the past research work [24].

11.7 Conclusion

This chapter studies the numerical optimisation of geometric structures of the

cooling volume with internal heat generation for rectangular channel cross section

based on constructal theory. The results showed that there is an optimal geometry

for the configuration which minimises the thermal resistance. The numerical anal-

ysis also showed that the optimised geometry is a function of the dimensionless

pressure difference. The results also showed that the minimised peak temperature

decreases as the porosity increases.

The numerical results obtained are in good agreement with results obtained in

the approximate solutions based on scale analysis at optimal geometry dimensions.

The approximate dimensionless global thermal resistance predicts the trend

obtained in the numerical results. This shows that there are unique optimal design

variables (geometries) for a given applied dimensionless pressure number for fixed

porosity. The use of the optimisation algorithm coupled with the CFD package

made the numerical results to be more robust with respect to the selection of optima

structure geometries, internal configurations of the flow channels and dimension-

less pressure difference.

Therefore, when designing the cooling structure, the internal and external

geometries of the structure, and pump power requirements are very important

parameters to be considered in achieving efficient and optimal designs for the

best performance.
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Chapter 12

Flow of Stresses: Constructal Design

of Perforated Plates Subjected to Tension

or Buckling

L.A. Isoldi, M.V. Real, A.L.G. Correia, J. Vaz, E.D. dos Santos,

and L.A.O. Rocha

12.1 Introduction

It is possible to state that improving systems configuration for achieving better

performance is the major goal in engineering. In the past, the scientific and

technical knowledge combined with practice and intuition has guided engineers

in the design of man-made systems for specific purposes. Soon after, the advent of

the computational tools has permitted to simulate and evaluate flow architectures

with many degrees of freedom. However, while system performance was analyzed

and evaluated on a scientific basis, system design was kept at the level of art [1].

The Constructal Theory was created by Adrian Bejan, in 1996, when a new

geometric solution philosophy was applied to the conductive cooling of electronics

[2, 3]. These studies have a significant importance because they played a basic and

starting point role for the extension and application of Constructal Theory to

problems in engineering and other branches of science [4, 5]. Moreover,

Constructal Theory has been employed to explain deterministically the generation

of shapes in nature [3].

The Constructal Law states that “for a flow system to persist in time (to survive)

it must evolve in such a way that it provides easier and easier access to the currents

that flow through it.” It is not only a principle from which geometric shape and

structure are deduced in Nature, but also an engineering method, Constructal
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Design, for optimizing the paths for flows through finite-size open systems [6].

This is a major step toward making system design a science. This Law indicates

that if a system is free to morph under global constraints, the better flow architec-

ture is the one that minimizes the global flow resistances, or maximizes the global

flow access. A basic outcome of the Constructal Theory is that system shape and

internal flow architecture do not develop by chance, but they result from the

permanent struggle for better performance and therefore must evolve in time. As

in engineered systems, in nature the competition is permanent (e.g., river basins,

global circulations, trees and animals morph and improve in time under changing

constraints) [1].

Concerning the engineering problems, the applicability of Constructal Design

(Method for optimization of several systems, e.g., engineering) has been discussed

largely in the recent literature: [7–11]. As it can be observed, these studies have

been dominantly applied for the study of fluid mechanics and heat transfer.

In the heat transfer realm, Constructal Design has been employed for the optimiza-

tion of cooling cavities intruded into conducting solids with uniform heat generation.

Several shapes for the cavities have been studied. Since geometries with few degrees

of freedom, C-shaped, elliptical, triangular, and T-shaped ones intruded into rectan-

gular walls [12, 13], to those with a higher level of complexity, H and T–Y shaped

cavities [14, 15]. The study of fins has also been the subject of optimization by means

of Constructal Design. Optimal shapes and performance of T-shaped [16], Y-shaped

[17], twice Y-shaped [18], T–Y-shaped [19], and T–Y-shaped fins with lateral

extended surfaces [20] have been performed in the literature.

Concerning the fluid mechanics, [2, 3, 21] showed that the pressure drop for

flows in ducts with round cross section are minimal in comparison with the pressure

drops reached for other several regular polygonal cross sections. Examples of

vascular tree-shaped flow architectures employed to guide river basin design are

also presented in [22, 23]. Reference [24] studied the configuration of vascular

channels when the flow is turbulent. Moreover, Constructal Design has also been

employed for the optimization of internal and external flows submitted to convec-

tion heat transfer [10, 25, 26].

However, few studies in the field of mechanics of materials have been devel-

oped. In this subject, it is worthy to mention the studies of [27, 28]. The first paper

draws attention to a specific class of thermal design problems, in which the system

architecture is derived from a combination of heat transfer and mechanical strength

considerations. In the latter work, it was studied the analogy between the geometric

configuring of heat and fluid flow and the configuring of the stress distribution

(“flow of stresses”).

The present work analyses the behavior of thin perforated plates subjected to

uniaxial load (tension or compression). The objective was to seek for the optimal

geometry of rectangular perforated thin plates with three different centered hole

shapes: elliptical, diamond, and rectangular by means of Constructal Design.

Thin plates are common structural elementswidely used in buildings, bridges, ships,

airplanes, and automobiles. Besides, cutouts are often provided in plate structures such

as cold formed steel members, plate and box girders, box pylons, and ship grillages for
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the purposes of access, services, and even aesthetics. The presence of holes in such

structures results in a change in the mechanical behavior of the plates [29].

When these panels are used as structural elements, it is very common that they

are subject to axial forces. If the axial force is tensile, the presence of the hole will

cause a stress concentration in the plate. On the other hand, if the axial force is

compression, the perforated plate could buckle if this load exceeds the critical load.

Therefore, the objective of this study was to obtain the optimal geometry that

minimizes the maximal stress concentration along the plate or supports the higher

critical buckling load for the plate. For this, the degree of freedom H0/L0 for

elliptical, rectangular, and diamond holes (Fig. 12.1) was optimized for several

ratios of volume fraction between the hole and the plate. It is expected that these

mechanical behaviors can be optimized according to Constructal Law, similarly to

what is observed for the optimization of heat and fluid flows. This optimization

process was accomplished in the most fundamental sense, without application to a

particular device or field. This explains why the values adopted for the degree of

freedom H0/L0 were not limited only to the range of practical interest.

12.2 Flow Analogy

The lesson taught by Bejan’s Constructal theory is this: geometry matters. The

principle is the same in engineering and nature: the search for easier access by flow

systems subjected to constraints generates shape and structure [3].

Reference [30] states that in mechanics of materials a qualitative understanding

about stress concentration can be obtained by an analogy with a fluid flow, called

flow analogy. Intuitive methods like the flow analogy are sometimes helpful to the

engineer that needs to reduce stress concentrations in structural designs.

The governing field equations for ideal irrotational fluid flow are quite similar to

those for stress. Thus, there exists an analogy between fluid flow lines, velocity, and

pressure gradients on the one hand, and stress trajectories, magnitudes, and princi-

pal stresses on the other hand. The flow analogy for the plate in Fig. 12.2a is shown

in Fig. 12.2b, where stress-free surface boundaries are replaced by solid-channel

boundaries for the fluid (wherever stress cannot exist, fluid flow cannot exist). The

uniformly applied loads are replaced by a uniform fluid flow field. Along the

entrance section A–A of Fig. 12.2b, the flow is uniform, and, owing to symmetry,

the flow is uniform at the exit of the channel. However, as the fluid particles

approach section B–B, the streamlines need to adjust to move around the circular

obstacle. In order to accomplish this, particles close to streamline 1 must make the

greatest adjustment and must accelerate until they reach section B–B, where they

reach maximum velocity, and then decelerate to their original uniform velocity

some distance from B–B. Thus, the velocity at point c is the maximum. The

compaction of the streamlines at c will lead to the development of a pressure

gradient, which will actually cause the velocity of point b to be less than that of

the incoming velocity of streamline 6 at A–A. Note also that when a particle on
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streamline 1 reaches point d, the particle theoretically takes on a velocity perpen-

dicular to the net flow. This analogy agrees with that of the plate loaded in tension

with a centrally located hole. The stress is a maximum at the edge of the hole

corresponding to point c in Fig. 12.2b. The stress in the plate corresponding to point

b is lower than the applied stress, and for point d the stress in the plate is

compressive perpendicular to the axial direction. This analogy can be used to

suggest improvements to reduce stress concentrations. For example, for the plate

Fig. 12.1 Plate with centered

hole: (a) elliptical,

(b) rectangular, and

(c) diamond
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with the hole, the hole can be elongated to an ellipse as shown in Fig. 12.2c, which

will improve the flow transition into section B–B (note that this is a reduction

of material).

Therefore, considering that there is an analogy among the generation of geomet-

ric configuration for problems of heat, fluid, and stress flows, it is possible to

develop studies in the area of mechanics of materials with focus in the structural

optimization by means of Constructal Design.

12.3 Stress Concentration in Perforated Plates

When a large stress gradient occurs in a small, localized area of a structure, the high

stress is referred to as a stress concentration. Near changes in geometry of a loaded

structure, the flow of stress is interfered with, causing high stress gradients where

the maximum stress and strain may greatly exceed the average or nominal values

based on simple calculations. Rapid geometry changes disrupt the smooth flow of

Fig. 12.2 Analogy between

the fluid flow and stress

concentration [30]
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stresses through the structure between load application areas. Plates in tension or

bending with holes, notches, steps, etc., are simple examples involving direct

normal stresses [30].

Therefore, if a structural member contains a discontinuity, such as a hole or a

sudden change in cross section, high localized stresses can occur near the disconti-

nuity. However, the values of the stress concentration are independent of the size of

the member and of the material used; they depend only upon the ratios of the

geometric parameters involved. Furthermore, the designer is more interested in the

maximum value of the stress in a given section, than in the actual distribution of

stresses in that section, since his main concern is to determine whether the allow-

able stress will be exceeded under a given loading, and not where the allowable

stress will be exceeded [31].

There are several researches concerning the stress concentration in perforated

plates, as in [32–34]. Thus, considering the Constructal design and using a numeri-

cal approach, the geometric optimization of a thin plate with a centered hole

subjected to uniform longitudinal tensile stress at one end and clamped at the

other end was accomplished. The objective was to obtain the optimal geometry

that produces the minimal stress concentration value.

12.4 Buckling in Perforated Plates

Buckling is an instability phenomenon that can occur if a slender and thin-walled

plate (plane or curved) is subjected to axial compression. At a certain given critical

load the plate will buckle very sudden in the out-of-plane transverse direction [35].

In the analysis of the behavior of slender members, equilibrium and compatibil-

ity conditions are used in order to find the internal forces and deformations. In the

simplest cases, a structure’s safety is evaluated by confirming that the maximum

values computed for the stresses are lower than the allowable stress defined for the

material the structure is made of. This is a necessary condition for structural safety,

but it may not be sufficient, either because the deformations are limited for some

reason, or because there is the risk that the equilibrium configuration of the structure

is not stable, i.e., that buckling may occur. In fact, while tensile forces may only do

work if the material deforms or ruptures, for the case of compression there is a third

possibility—buckling—which consists of a lateral deflection of the material, in

relation to direction of actuation of the compressive forces. In accordance with

these considerations, the stability of a structure may be analyzed by computing its

critical load, i.e., the load corresponding to the situation in which a perturbation of

the deformation state does not disturb the equilibrium between the external and

internal forces [36].

Besides, the presence of holes in the plates results in a redistribution of the flow

of stresses (membrane stresses) accompanied by a change in the mechanical

behavior of these structural members. Actually, a significant reduction in elasto-

plastic ultimate strength, when compared to solid plate (i.e., imperforated plate),
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has always been found in perforated plates notwithstanding the occasionally occur-

ring increase in elastic buckling critical load as reported in previous articles [29].

The buckling behavior of perforated plates has been the object of a large number

of researches in the last decade. The main objective of the published articles can be

divided into two categories: elastic buckling [37–39] and elasto-plastic buckling

[40–45].

In summary, most of the previous researches focused on the changes in buckling

behavior of perforated plates due to the presence of cutouts. The optimal hole shape

and hole size to the plate buckling performance has not yet been systematically

investigated. This task can be appropriately performed by using the principles of the

Constructal Theory. Therefore, the Constructal Design coupled with a computational

model were employed to define the optimal hole shape and size to the elastic buckling

performance of perforated rectangular plates under uniaxial compression loading.

For this, the optimal geometry is the one which supports the maximal load without

to suffer buckling, i.e., the one which reach the highest critical buckling load.

12.5 Constructal Design Applied to Perforated Plates

The geometric optimization for thin plates with centered holes was investigated

considering three different hole shapes: elliptical, rectangular, and diamond. The

characteristic dimensions of each hole can vary, while the plate dimensions are

constant. The hole variation is governed by the optimization parameter called hole

volume fraction (f). This parameter represents the relation between the hole

volume (V0) and the total plate volume without hole (V). The hole volume fraction

can be understood as a constraint of the problem. In Constructal Design, this

constraint is part of mechanism for generating the optimal geometric form that

fills a given space. This parameter allows comparing different geometric shapes in

an adequate way.

Therefore, for the plate with a centered elliptical perforation (Fig. 12.1a) the hole

volume fraction is defined as:

f ¼ V0

V
¼ pH0L0tð Þ 4=

HLt
¼ pH0L0

4HL
(12.1)

where p is the mathematical constant; H0 and L0 are the characteristic dimensions

of hole in y and x directions, respectively; H is the height of plate, L is the length,

and t is the plate thickness.
When the thin plate has a hole with a rectangular shape (Fig. 12.1 b) the hole

volume fraction is obtained by:

f ¼ V0

V
¼ H0L0t

HLt
¼ H0L0

HL
(12.2)
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and for the plate with centered diamond hole (Fig. 12.1c) the hole volume fraction

is given by:

f ¼ V0

V
¼ H0L0tð Þ=2

HLt
¼ H0L0

2HL
(12.3)

The objective in all analyses was to determine the optimal hole geometry (H0/L0)
that is characterized by the minimum stress concentration value for the tensioned

plate or by the maximization of critical buckling load for the compressed plate. For

this, based on Constructal Design, the variables of the problems were considered

dimensionless:

~x; ~y;~t; ~H; ~L; ~H0; ~L0 ¼ x; y; t;H; L;H0; L0
A1=2

A (12.4)

A is the area of plate without hole defined as:

A ¼ HL (12.5)

12.6 Computational Models

The numerical solutions for the problems studied here were carried out by the

general-purpose program ANSYS, based on the Finite Element Method (FEM)

The FEM is a numerical procedure for obtaining approximate solutions

to many of the problems encountered in engineering analysis with reasonable

accuracy. In the field of structural analysis, the FEM is usually adopted in its

displacement formulation. In this way, the structure continuum is divided into a

number of small regions—the so-called finite elements. These elements are

assumed to be interconnected at a discrete number of nodal points located on

their boundaries [46].

12.6.1 Stress Concentration Model

For thin plates one can assume the plane stress approximation where all the stress

components in the direction perpendicular to the plate surface vanish. Thus, the

static equilibrium state is defined by:

@sx
@x
þ @txy

@y
þ Fx ¼ 0 (12.6)
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and

@txy
@x
þ @sy

@y
þ Fy ¼ 0 (12.7)

being sx and sy the normal stresses in the x and y axes, respectively, txy the shear
stresses acting in the x–y plane and Fx and Fy the body forces in the x and y
directions, respectively. Since in the present analysis the effects of gravity are

neglected, there are no body forces to be considered.

Therefore, (12.6) and (12.7) were numerically solved by means of ANSYS

software. The element PLANE42 was adopted characterizing a quadrilateral 2D

numerical model [47].

It was assumed that the plate’s material is isotropic (steel), with Young’s

modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio, n, with values of 210.00 GPa and 0.3, respectively.
In all situations the left end of the perforated plate is clamped while a constant

tension, s, of 1.00 MPa, is applied in the right end.

The appropriate mesh size was determined by successive refinements (h-refine-
ment), increasing the number of elements from the current mesh size to the next

mesh size, until to satisfy the criterion:

sjmax � sjþ1max

sjmax

� �����
����� 2:00� 10�3 (12.8)

where sjmax represents the maximum stress calculated using the current mesh size,

andsjþ1max corresponds to the maximum stress using the next mesh. The grid was non-

uniform and varied from one geometry to the next.

The grid independence was tested with a particular case of elliptical hole, when

the ellipse axes have the same value, i.e., the hole is a circumference. So, a plate

with a circular hole (H/L ¼ 0.50; f ¼ 0.20; H0/L0 ¼ 1.00) was used. Table 12.1

shows the results of numerical simulations employed to obtain the independent

mesh. Based on Table 12.1 and in accordance with (12.8), it is possible to affirm

that the grid independence is achieved with 17,503 elements. This mesh was

generated with an element size of 10 mm.

With the purpose of validating the numerical model, the results obtained using

the independent mesh are compared with the analytical solution. This comparison is

Table 12.1 Numerical tests

showing the achievement of

grid independence

Number of elements sjmax(MPa) jðsjmax�sjþ1maxÞ
sjmax

jð�10�3Þ
647 6.94 36.02

1,856 7.19 12.51

4,302 7.28 6.86

17,503 7.33 1.36

70,503 7.34 -
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made considering the plate used in grid independence test. The analytical result for

this case is given by [30]:

smax ¼ C1 þ C2

H0

H

� �
þ

�
C3

H0

H

� �2

þ C4

H0

H

� �3
#

sH
H � H0

� �
(12.9)

being the coefficients: C1 ¼ 3:00; C2 ¼ �3:13; C3 ¼ 3:66 and C4 ¼ �1:53:
Equation (12.9) gives a stress concentration of 7.22 MPa while the numerical

solution of this problem was 7.33 MPa (see Table 12.1), i.e., the numerical results

found with the present methodology agreed within 1.50% with those of the litera-

ture [30].

In order to reinforce the numerical evaluation, other case for the plate with

elliptical hole was considered with the following parameters: H/L ¼ 0.50;

f ¼ 0.20; H0/L0 ¼ 1.50. The analytical solution is defined by (12.9), considering

the following coefficients: C1 ¼ 4:00; C2 ¼ �4:08; C3 ¼ 4:01 and C4 ¼ �1:91:
The analytical result is 17.63 MPa while the numerical one is 17.50 MPa, showing a

difference of only 0.74% between the solutions. The close agreement between

analytical and numerical results show the validity of the computational modeling

adopted in this research.

The theory of elasticity states that an infinite stress arises at a sharp corner. In a

computational modeling this can be proved if the stress concentration is evaluated

with successive mesh refinements around the sharp corner. Reference [34]

confirmed this behavior, showing that the stress increases as the mesh is refined

for an L-bracket finite element plane stress solution.

To eliminate such numerical problem, rounded corners are usually employed in

the computational domain. However, the process to round the sharp corners would

bring a greater complexity to the construction of geometries, especially in an

optimization process where several cases must be studied.

For this reason the sharp corners in rectangular and diamond holes were consid-

ered. However, the mesh adopted produces stress concentration results close to

those that would be obtained if the sharp corners have been rounded. Some cases

were compared and differences lower than 9.0% were encountered, justifying the

geometrical simplification used in this first approach to the problem.

12.6.2 Buckling Model

The computational model used to evaluate the critical buckling load of plates

was developed in the general-purpose finite element program ANSYS, as already

mentioned. In all buckling numerical simulations the ANSYS SHELL93 reduced

integration eight-node thin shell element was adopted. This element has six

degrees-of-freedom at each node: three translations (u,v,w) and three rotations

(yx; yy; yz) [47].
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The approach adopted for buckling analysis was the eigenvalue buckling

(linear). This numerical procedure is used for calculating the theoretical buckling

load of a linear elastic structure. Since it assumes the structure exhibits linearly

elastic behavior, the predicted buckling loads are overestimated. Therefore, if the

component is expected to exhibit structural instability, the search for the load that

causes structural bifurcation is referred to as a buckling load analysis. Because the

buckling load is not known a priori, the finite element equilibrium equations for this

type of analysis involve the solution of homogeneous algebraic equations whose

lowest eigenvalue corresponds to the buckling load, and the associated eigenvector

represents the primary buckling mode [48].

The strain formulation used in the analysis includes both the linear and nonlinear

terms. Thus, the total stiffness matrix, [K], is obtained by summing the conventional

stiffness matrix for small deformation, [KE], with another matrix, [KG], which is the

so-called geometrical stiffness matrix. The matrix [KG] depends not only on the

geometry but also on the initial internal forces (stresses) existing at the start of the

loading step, {P0}. Therefore, the total stiffness matrix of the plate with load level

{P0} can be written as [49]:

K½ � ¼ KE½ � þ KG½ � (12.10)

When the load reaches the level of {P} ¼ l{P0}, where l is a scalar, the

stiffness matrix can be defined as:

K½ � ¼ KE½ � þ l KG½ � (12.11)

Now, the governing equilibrium equations for the plate behavior can be

written as:

KE½ � þ l KG½ �½ � Uf g ¼ l P0f g (12.12)

where {U} is the total displacement vector that may therefore be determined from:

Uf g ¼ KE½ � þ l KG½ �½ ��1l P0f g (12.13)

At buckling, the plate exhibits a large increase in its displacements with no

increase in the load. From the mathematical definition of the matrix inverse as the

adjoint matrix divided by the determinant of the coefficients it is possible to note

that the displacements {U} tend to infinity when:

det! KE½ � þ l KG½ �½ � ¼ 0 (12.14)

Equation (12.14) represents an eigenvalue problem, which when solved provides

the lowest eigenvalue, l1, that corresponds to the critical load level Pcrf g ¼ l1 P0f g
at which buckling occurs. In addition, the associated scaled displacement vector

{U} defines the mode shape at buckling. In the finite element program ANSYS,

the eigenvalue problem is solved by using the Lanczos numerical method [47].
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The first validation of this numerical procedure was carried out comparing its result

with the analytical critical buckling load. A solid plate, i.e., a plate without perforation

was used. The plate was simply supported on four edges in the out-of-plane direction.

In this case, the plate’s analytical critical buckling load is given by [50]:

Pcr ¼ k
p2Et3

12H2 1� n2ð Þ (12.15)

being t the plate thickness.
Thus, considering a solid steel plate with the same properties described earlier and

with a thickness of 10.00 mm, the analytical critical buckling load is 759.20 kN/m.

For the numerical solution the plate was discretized adopting a triangular

element with side size of 50.00 mm (H/20), generating a mesh with 1,814 finite

elements, resulting in a critical buckling load of 755.30 kN/m.

Therefore, comparing the analytical and numerical solutions a difference of

�0.51% was found, showing a good agreement.

Another validation was performed with the same plate used in the first valida-

tion; however, centered circular holes were considered. In Table 12.2 the results for

the critical buckling load were compared with those obtained by the numerical

study developed by Ref. [37].

Again an excellent agreement was obtained, being �0.53% the maximal differ-

ence encountered.

12.7 Results

After the validation of the computational models, they are employed in the geomet-

ric optimization process based on Constructal Design. The results of the mechanical

behavior for thin rectangular plates with centered perforations subjected to a

uniaxial load, i.e., tension or compression, are presented below, allowing to define

the optimal geometry in each case.

The present numerical investigation consisted of determining the stress distribu-

tion in a large number of perforated plate configurations. The studied structures

have two degrees of freedom: H/L and H0/L0. In this study H/L is kept constant

(H/L ¼ 0.50, beingH ¼ 1.00 m and L ¼ 2.00 m). The optimization was performed

Table 12.2 Comparison of critical buckling load for plate with centered circular hole

Hole diameter (m) Pcr (kN/m) [37] Pcr (kN/m)—Present work Difference (%)

0.10 766.19 763.56 �0.34
0.20 789.36 786.50 �0.36
0.30 825.08 820.87 �0.51
0.40 849.26 847.78 �0.17
0.50 901.54 898.79 �0.31
0.60 986.46 981.22 �0.53
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varying H0/L0 to obtain the geometry that generates a minimal dimensionless

maximum stress concentration, if the clamped-free plate is subjected to a tension

of 1.00 MPa. Several hole volume fractions, f, were considered for each hole shape
studied.

Figure 12.3 shows the optimization reached for the plate with centered elliptical

hole. The optimal dimensionless maximum stress, smax,dim, was defined by dividing

the optimal maximum von Mises stress (numerically evaluated) by the steel yield-

ing stress, sys ¼ 250.00 MPa.

As expected, lower values for the hole volume fraction produce lower stress

concentration levels. An important observation of Fig. 12.3 is that for lower values

of f the optimal geometries are reached for the lower ratios of H0/L0, i.e., for the
higher intrusion of the hole in the longitudinal direction. As the volume fraction

increases, f � 0.20, the optimal shape is not obtained for the minimal or the

maximal ratio of H0/L0, i.e., there is an optimal geometry that leads to the minimal

dimensionless maximum stress concentration. Differences between the optimal and

the worst geometries of approximately 594 and 200% are noticed for the volume

fractions of f ¼ 0.02 and f ¼ 0.40, respectively. The results show that

Constructal Design can be employed for the minimization of stress concentration

(“flow of stresses”), as previously observed in [28]. This behavior is similar to those

found in the heat transfer problems, e.g., optimization of elliptical cavities intruded

into solids with internal heat generation [13].

Fig. 12.3 Plate with elliptical hole: optimization of the stress concentration for several values

of H0/L0
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The results evaluated for the tensioned plate with centered diamond hole are

presented in Fig. 12.4. For all volume fractions, the dimensionless maximum stress

increases with the increase of the ratioH0/L0. For higher values of volume fractions,

the behavior is dissimilar to that observed for the plates with elliptical holes. This

fact is related to the geometric restriction of the increase of the transversal (vertical)

diagonal of the diamond hole.

The stress variation for plates with rectangular holes is showed in Fig. 12.5. In this

case, only forf ¼ 0.02 the optimal shape is reached for theminimal extreme ofH0/L0.
For the other values of f, the optimal values are not placed in the extremes of H0/L0.
This behavior is more similar to that found for plates with elliptical holes than that

obtained for the diamond holes.

The procedure to reach the minimal dimensionless maximum stress used in

Figs. 12.3, 12.4, and 12.5 for elliptical, rectangular, and diamond holes, respec-

tively, was repeated for several values of the volume fraction f. The optimal values

achieved for each volume fraction are summarized in Fig. 12.6 where the once

minimized dimensionless maximum stresses (smax,dim)m are plotted as function of

f for the three hole shapes: elliptical, diamond, and rectangular. As expected,

the best shape is the elliptical for the ratio (H0/L0)o ¼ 0.014. However, contrary

to the common sense, where it is intuitively believed that the elliptical hole is

universally better than other geometrical shapes, for hole volume fractions higher

Fig. 12.4 Plate with diamond hole: optimization of the stress concentration for several values

of H0/L0
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Fig. 12.5 Plate with rectangular hole: optimization of the stress concentration for several values

of H0/L0

Fig. 12.6 The once minimized dimensionless maximum stress (smax,dim)m as a function of the

hole volume fraction f for all hole shapes
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than approximately 0.40, the once minimized dimensionless maximum stresses for

rectangular holes are lower than those found for the elliptical ones. Even the

diamond hole, which in general leads to the worst results, in the range 0.02 � f
� 0.09 is better than the rectangular hole.

In Fig. 12.7 it is depicted the once optimized ratio (H0/L0)o, as a function of f for

the three hole shapes: elliptical, diamond, and rectangular. For all kinds of hole, the

lower possible ratio H0/L0 lead to the best shapes. For volume fractions lower than

f � 0.45, the once optimized ratio (H0/L0)o increases with the increase of the

volume fraction f. As the volume fraction increases, the load generates higher

stress concentrations in the transversal direction. Then, the increase of the ratio

H0/L0 does not benefit the mechanical performance of the system. Due to this fact,

the optimal ratio (H0/L0)o stabilizes after f � 0.45 for the elliptical and rectangular

holes. For diamond holes, there are no geometries for volume fractions higher

than f � 0.40.

The investigation about the critical buckling load of perforated plates was

developed considering different values for the hole volume fraction, f, for each
hole shape. So, a variation of the degree of freedom H0/L0 was performed for each

case. The other degree of freedom, H/L, was kept constant at 0.50 (H ¼ 1.00 m and

L ¼ 2.00 m) for all numerical simulations. Besides, these values of critical buck-

ling load numerically obtained were normalized by the analytical result for the

critical buckling load of a non perforated plate (12.15).

Fig. 12.7 The once optimized (H0/L0)o as a function of the hole volume fraction f for all hole

shapes
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Figure 12.8 presents the behavior of dimensionless critical buckling load versus

the degree of freedom H0/L0 of the plate with centered elliptical hole. It is possible

to note in Fig. 12.8 that for each hole volume fraction there is a maximum value of

critical buckling load placed in an intermediate range of the ratio H0/L0. Another
important observation is concerned with the increasing of the maximum critical

buckling load with the increasing of the hole volume fraction.

Now, the results for the plate with rectangular centered perforation are showed in

Fig. 12.9. The evolution of dimensionless critical buckling load is plotted as a

function of degree of freedom H0/L0 for the same values of hole volume fraction

already mentioned. Analogous behaviors in comparison with those of Fig. 12.8 are

observed, i.e., when the value of hole volume fraction grows there is an increase in

maximum Pcr,dim.

Finally, the plate with centered diamond hole was studied and the results for the

dimensionless critical buckling load depending on the H0/L0 for specific hole

volume fractions are presented in Fig. 12.10. Comparing the behavior illustrated

in Fig. 12.10 with those presented in Fig. 12.8 and in Fig. 12.9, it is possible to

identify the same trend, i.e., only one value for the maximal critical buckling load is

obtained as a function of the degree of freedom H0/L0.

Beyond the already mentioned hole volume fractions, others values of f were

numerically investigated. Figure 12.11 exhibits the effect of the hole volume

fraction over the once maximized dimensionless buckling load for the three hole

Fig. 12.8 Plate with centered elliptical perforation: optimization of the critical buckling load
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Fig. 12.10 Plate with centered diamond perforation: optimization of the critical buckling load

Fig. 12.9 Plate with centered rectangular perforation: optimization of the critical buckling load
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shapes studied. It is emphasized that, it is not possible to obtain geometries for the

diamond and elliptical holes at values of f > 0.2 and f > 0.3, respectively.

Figure 12.11 also indicates that, for f � 0.20, higher values of critical buckling

loads are obtained for plates with centered diamond hole, i.e., in the range where the

comparison between the three geometries is allowed, the diamond hole leads to

the best performance. For f ¼ 0.20, the highest dimensionless buckling load is

Pcr,dim ¼ 1.8112, which is approximately 17.4 and 21.5% better than the best

elliptical and rectangular shapes, respectively. For the range 0.20 < f � 0.30,

the elliptical shape is better than the rectangular one, reaching a maximum Pcr,

dim ¼ 1.8741, which is approximately 10% higher than the Pcr,dim found for the best

rectangular shape. For 0.3 < f � 0.4, it is only possible to intrude rectangular

holes into the plate. In spite of this fact, the maximum dimensionless buckling load

reached for the rectangular hole at f ¼ 0.4 is Pcr,dim ¼ 1.8160, which is 3.0%

lower than the optimal elliptical shape for f ¼ 0.3. The results make evident the

importance of applying the Constructal Design for the geometric optimization of

engineering structures.

Finally, in Fig. 12.12 it is depicted the once optimized ratio (H0/L0)o as a

function of f for the three hole shapes: elliptical, rectangular, and diamond. One

can observe that the same trend is exhibited for all kinds of hole: the once optimized

ratio (H0/L0)o decreases with the increase of the hole volume fraction f. For the

Fig. 12.11 The once maximized dimensionless critical buckling load (Pcr,dim)m as a function of

the hole volume fraction f for all hole shapes
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same value of f, the results indicate that the best performance is reached for the

geometry with the lowest once optimized ratio of (H0/L0)o.
Here it is important to note that the method used in the determination of the

plate’s buckling load assumes a linear elastic material behavior. Thus, the results

here presented are rigorously valid only if the calculated critical buckling load does

not cause normal stresses above the material’s yielding stress, when it is applied to

the plate. If the yielding stress limit is surpassed, a nonlinear finite element analysis

should be performed, including geometrical and material nonlinearities.

12.8 Conclusions

Constructal Design has been successfully applied to the geometric optimization of

engineering problems involving heat transfer and fluid flow. However, the

Constructal method has not yet been consolidated for the geometric optimization

of mechanic of materials problems. Few publications involving these problems and

Constructal Theory are found, especially for a problem only concerning the

mechanic of materials concepts. Therefore, in this chapter a study is presented

that employs the Constructal design to define the optimal geometries of perforated

thin plates subjected to a uniaxial load.

Fig. 12.12 The once optimized rate of (H0/L0)o as a function of the hole volume fraction f for all

hole shapes
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In this chapter we apply Constructal Theory to optimize the geometry of

perforated thin plates subjected to uniform longitudinal mechanical load, causing

tensile stresses or compressive stresses. The purpose was to obtain the optimal

geometry which minimizes the maximal stress concentration or maximizes the

critical buckling load of rectangular perforated plates with three different centered

hole shapes: elliptical, rectangular, and diamond. One degree of freedom, the ratio

between the height and length of the holes (H0/L0), was optimized to minimize the

maximal stress concentration or to maximize the critical buckling load for several

holes volume fractions (f). Computational models based on the Finite Element

Method (FEM) were used to solve these problems.

The results showed that Constructal Design can be employed not only for the

geometric optimization of heat and fluid flow problems but also for the geometric

optimization of the flow of stresses in pure mechanic of materials problems.

The best elliptical shape is 39.81 and 12.96% better than the best rectangular and

diamond shapes, respectively for the tensile plate considering the minimal value of

f. The plates with rectangular holes became the best geometry to minimize the

stress concentration for higher values of f .

The results showed that, for f � 0.20 the optimum geometry is the diamond

hole for the plate subjected to compression reaching a maximum buckling load

around 80.0, 21.5, and 17.4% higher than a plate without perforation, plate with

elliptical and rectangular holes, respectively. The elliptical and rectangular holes,

respectively, led to the best performance for intermediate and higher values of f.
Thus, for the continuity of this work it is suggested to evaluate the effect of the

degree of freedom H/L on the problems discussed here. It is also proposed the

geometric optimization of additional structural elements subject to other types of

loads.
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Chapter 13

Equipartition of Joulean Heat

in Thermoelectric Generators

Achintya Kumar Pramanick

13.1 Introduction

The crisis of totalitarian victory is, from the perspective of history, an intellectual

crisis characterized by intellectual sloth, lack of imagination, and wishful think-

ing [1]. It is well known that no science develops systematically from one

single starting point according to a definite preconceived plan, but its develop-

ment depends upon practical considerations and proceeds more or less simulta-

neously along different lines, corresponding to the many ways of looking at the

problems, and to the time and views of the investigator. Thus the science cannot

attain its objective by direct means, but only gradually along numerous and

devious paths, and therefore a wide scope is provided for the individuality of

the worker [2, 3].

Admittedly, if we do not succeed in solving a mathematical or a physical

problem, it is often because we have failed to recognize the more general standpoint

from which the problem before us appears as a single link in a chain of related

problems. This way to find generalized methods is certainly the most practical and

the surest, for he who seeks the method without having a definite problem in mind

seeks in vain [4]. For reasons, in this present endeavor, it is preferable to choose a

topical problem which is of common interest both to the physicists and engineering

community. This effort is inspired by the seminal call of Bejan [5] through a letter

which appeared in the journal of American Physics Teachers’ Association.

In the history of science and engineering thermoelectric phenomena is old and

prevalent [6–10]. Thermoelectric device was considered to verify the second law of

thermodynamics [11] and to model the heat engine [12–14]. It is generally

postulated [12] or observed [15, 16] that exactly half of the Joulean heat produced
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in a thermoelectric device arrives equally both at the hot and cold junction. In the

present study some of the conditions and consequences of this equipartitioned

Joulean heat are reported.

Since it is pointed out in a treatise [17] that different assumptions can lead

to different results, the role of assumptions in describing the model is also stressed.

It has become fashionable [18–20] to publish volumes of empirical material such as

figures, photographs, computer-generated images, and essays on the observation

that both natural and engineered systems display geometric similarity. In contrast,

the present report is a submission against such strategies that may eventually open

up the vision of contemporary as well as next generation of researchers. This is at

any rate in the opinion of the author, lack or even absence of figures accompanying

the analysis or description actually stimulates abstract thinking process which is

eventually the key to problem-solving aspect.

Lastly, there are at least two distinct ways by which a subject field can be

developed. One is the “horizontal” expansion into the more remote fields

intersected by the subject. Another is the “vertical” expansion, that is, a deepening

of our present understanding (inception, conception, and perception) that defines

the subject. The methodology adopted in the present study is the so-called vertical
one [21]. There remains not only a merit in questioning the established point of

view, but also there lies the fact that a true research frontier is, quite often, the

territory overlooked by the crowd [22].

13.2 Conditions of Equipartitioned Joulean Heat

First we will seek the temperature distribution along the device leg, as it is one of

chief importance for the evaluation of thermal efficiency of the device. Under

steady-state condition for the divergence of the flux vector, total energy remains

constant along any coordinate direction of a dimensional space. Specializing along

x-direction for each leg we obtain [23]

TJx
@a
@x

� �
T

þ tJx
dT

dx
� rJx2 � d

dx
k
dT

dx

� �
¼ 0; (13.1)

where Jx is the electrical current density vector along x-direction, T is the tempera-

ture distribution function, k is the thermal conductivity of the conductor, r is the

electrical resistivity of the conductor, a and t are the Seebeck and the Thomson

coefficients, respectively.

The solution of this equation for temperature distribution demands a specifica-

tion of the dependence ofa,k,r, andtonxorT. One viable approximation consists of

replacing all transport coefficients by their averages [24]. In this spirit, the first term

in (13.1) drops out and we arrive at the equation
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kh i d
2T

dx2
� th iJx dT

dx
þ rh iJx2 ¼ 0; (13.2)

where the symbol hi represents an averaged quantity.

Before attempting to solve the resulting simplified equation, it is to be noted that

the approximation method is valid only if

THC � TLC; (13.3a)

but

THC>TLC; (13.3b)

such that the temperature difference across the thermoelectric element isDT ¼ THC
�TLC>0. Here THC and TLC are the temperatures of the thermoelectric module for

the high and low temperature side, respectively. These mathematical restrictions

are of little practical interest, since for operation of the device at higher efficiency,

temperature difference should be as high as possible [25] on the whole of the

thermoelectric device. On the contrary, for very high temperature, the phenomeno-

logical representation of irreversible process is inappropriate. Hence, the assump-

tion of negligible temperature gap is at least consistent with the physical theory

developed in literature [26]. In the real world of engineering design it represents a

cascaded system, where power generation takes place discretely in successive

stages in series with each other and the power is extracted at each stage. With the

increase in number of modules, the temperature gap across any module is reduced

and the discrete power generation mimics the continuous power production from a

single module.

Now, we will nondimensionalize (13.2) using

y ¼ T � TLC
THC � TLC

¼ T � TLC
DT

(13.4a)

and

x ¼ x

L
: (13.4b)

The resulting equation takes the form

d2y

dx2
� L

dy
dx

þ l ¼ 0; (13.5)

where
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L ¼ th iJxL
kh i (13.6a)

and

l ¼ rh i JxLð Þ2
kh iDT : (13.6b)

The boundary conditions transform into

y ¼ 1 at x ¼ 0 (13.7a)

and

y ¼ 0 at x ¼ 1: (13.7b)

Solution of (13.5) subjected to boundary conditions (13.7a) and (13.7b) reads as

y� ¼ l
L
xþ 1þ l

L

1� expðLÞ
� �

expðLxÞ þ expðLxÞ þ l
L

expðLÞ � 1
: (13.8)

Now, we would like to locate the regime of maximum temperature. This is an

important observation when we mimic a thermoelectric device with that of heat

engine [27]. In a finite-time [5] heat engine model there is a continuous variation of

temperature from heat source to heat sink along the physical path of energy

transport. When both the legs of the thermoelectric device are of the same length,

the location of maximum temperature in either leg of the thermoelectric generator is

obtained by setting dy�
dx

¼ 0, which yields

x� ¼ 1

L
ln

1

1þ L
l

expðLÞ � 1

L

� �( )
: (13.9)

Now, we would like to prescribe some design conditions that will lead the

temperature maximum to pass through the geometrical mid-point of the module

of a cascaded thermoelectric device. Each individual module can be thought of an

independent heat engine or an equivalent one-dimensional insulation system. For a

narrow temperature gap across the module, the temperature maximum passes

through the mid-point of the device and it experiences a minimum entropy genera-

tion or equivalently maximum power condition [28].

The design criterion L
l ! 0 transforms (13.9) into the form

x� ¼ 1

L
ln

expðLÞ � 1

L

� �
: (13.10a)
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Expanding the left side of (13.10a) analytically around the singular pointL ¼ 0 and

then passing to the limit, we have

lim
L!0

x� ¼ lim
L!0

1

L
ln

1

L
1þ Lþ L2

2!
þ L3

3!
þ � � �

� �
� 1

� �� �
¼ 1

2
: (13.10b)

Thus (13.10b) clearly demonstrates that for L ! 0 , temperature maximum

passes through the geometric mid-point of the conductor as the electrical current

changes the direction. As long as (13.3a) and (13.3b) are valid the result obtained in

(13.10b) is physically realistic. So, in order to construct a cascaded system the

length of the first junction (construct) should be at half of the total permissible

length of the assembly of the thermocouples. The geometric mid-point will act as a

heat source for the next junction and so on.

Heat flow towards the hot end _Q�
H is calculated by invoking Fourier conduction

law as

_Q�
H ¼ �kA

@T

@x

����
x¼0

¼ � _Qk

@y�

@x

����
x¼0

¼ _QJ

L� expðLÞ þ 1

L expðLÞ � L

� �
; (13.11)

where the conducted heat through cross-sectional area A and of length L is

_Qk ¼ kADT
L

; (13.12)

and the Joulean heat source of cross-sectional area A and length L is

_QJ ¼ rJx2AL (13.13)

such that as L ! 0

l �
_QJ

_Qk

: (13.14)

We calculate the ratio
_Q�
H

_QJ

��� ��� in the limit L ! 0 in order to examine that what

proportion of Joulean heat moves to the hot end. On calculating the limit, using L’

Hospital’s theorem, we have

lim
L!0

_Q�
H

_QJ

����
���� ¼ lim

L!0

L� expðLÞ þ 1

L expðLÞ � L

����
���� ¼ 1

2
: (13.15)

From (13.15) we observe that exactly half of the Joulean heat proceeds to the hot

end. The first law of thermodynamics asserts that precisely fifty percent of the

Joulean heat contributes to the cold junction.
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13.3 Consequences of Equipartitioned Joulean Heat

In order to maintain a consistency with the standard notation of analysis prevailing

in the literature we will define the relationship between electrical resistance and

resistivity, thermal conductance and conductivity of the thermoelectric element

introduced in the foregoing section. Electrical resistance R is related to its counter-

part resistivity r through

R ¼ rL
A

: (13.16a)

Thermal conductance K is dependent on conductivity k as

K ¼ kA
L

: (13.16b)

First law of thermodynamics analysis neglecting Thomson effect enables us to

write down the following heat transport equations in algebraic forms. Employing

Newton’s law of heat transfer [29] finite-time heat transfer rate to the hot junction
_QH is given by

_QH ¼ KHðTH � THCÞ ¼ aITHC þ KðTHC � TLCÞ � FHI
2R; (13.17)

where K and KH are the thermal conductances across the compartment containing

thermoelectric components and the hot junction, respectively. TH is the temperature

of the high temperature source and THC is that of thermoelectric element such that

THCbTH. Fraction of Joulean heat entering into the hot junction is FH. Equation

(13.17) can be rearranged as

ðK þ KH þ aIÞTHC � KTLC � ðKHTH þ FHI
2RÞ ¼ 0: (13.17a)

Similarly, finite-time heat transfer rate to the cold junction _QL with Newton’s law

of heat transfer [29] is obtained as

_QL ¼ KLðTLC � TLÞ ¼ aITLC þ KðTHC � TLCÞ þ FLI
2R; (13.18)

where KL is the thermal conductance across the cold junction. TL is the temperature

of the low temperature sink and TLC is that of thermoelectric component such that

TLCrTL. Fraction of Joulean heat entering into the cold junction is FL.

Equation (13.18) can be rewritten as

KTHC � ðK þ KL � aIÞTLC þ ðKLTL þ FLI
2RÞ ¼ 0: (13.18a)
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For the Joulean heat distribution it is obvious that

FH þ FL ¼ 1: (13.19)

Now, the system of (13.17a), (13.18a), and (13.19) has four variables THC, TLC, FL,

and FH rendering single degree of freedom. Choosing FH to be that degree of

freedom we solve for THC and TLC to obtain

THC ¼ K ðKHTH þ KLTLÞ þ I2R½ � þ ðKL � aIÞðKHTH þ FHI
2RÞ

KðKH þ KLÞ þ ðKH þ aIÞðKL � aIÞ (13.20a)

and

TLC ¼ K ðKHTH þ KLTLÞ þ I2R½ � þ ðKH þ aIÞðKHTH þ FHI
2RÞ

KðKH þ KLÞ þ ðKH þ aIÞðKL � aIÞ : (13.20b)

Presently, we proceed to seek possible set of solutions for the assumed unknown

variable FH or FL. Eliminating THC between (13.17a) and (13.18a) and providing an
expression for TLC from (13.20b) we obtain

KðKHTH þ KLTLÞ þ KHKLTL½ � þ aKLTLI þ R K þ FLKH½ �I2 þ aFLRI
3

¼ KðKHTH þ KLTLÞ þ KHKLTL½ � þ aKLTLI þ R FLðK þ KHÞ þ FHK½ �I2 þ aFLRI
3:

(13.21)

Comparing like powers of I, we have for the term I2

K þ FLKH ¼ ðK þ KHÞFL þ KFH: (13.22)

Analogously, TLC eliminant of (13.17a) and (13.18a) with the insertion of the

expression for THC from (13.20a) we get

KðKHTH þ KLTLÞ þ KLKHTH½ � � aKHTHI þ R K þ FHKL½ �I2 � aFHRI
3

¼ ðK þ KLÞKHTH þ KKLTL½ � � aKHTHI þ R FHðK þ KLÞ þ FLK½ �I2 � aFHRI
3:

(13.23)

Equating similar powers of I on both sides, we have for I2

K þ FHKL ¼ ðK þ KLÞFH þ KFL: (13.24)

Any particular solution of two identities (13.22) and (13.24) must have general

functional form involving K, KH, and KL, that is

FH ¼ FHðK;KH;KLÞ (13.25a)
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and

FL ¼ FLðK;KH;KLÞ: (13.25b)

On following symmetry we assume a trial solution of the form

FH ¼ 1

2

KHKL þ KKH þ KKH

KHKL þ KKH þ KKL

� �
¼ 1

2

KHKL þ 2KKH

KHKL þ KKH þ KKL

� �
: (13.26a)

Employing (13.26a) in (13.19) we obtain

FL ¼ 1

2

KHKL þ KKL þ KKL

KHKL þ KKH þ KKL

� �
¼ 1

2

KHKL þ 2KKL

KHKL þ KKH þ KKL

� �
: (13.26b)

Substituting (13.26a) and (13.26b) into the identity (13.22) we have for both sides a

common expression:

C1 ¼ 4KKHKL þ 2K2ðKH þ KLÞ þ K2
HKL

2ðKHKL þ KKH þ KKLÞ : (13.27a)

Similarly, inserting (13.26a) and (13.26b) into the other identity, (13.24), we obtain

another common expression:

C2 ¼ 4KKHKL þ 2K2ðKH þ KLÞ þ KHK
2
L

2ðKHKL þ KKH þ KKLÞ : (13.27b)

Equations (13.27a) and (13.27b) confirm that (13.26a) and (13.26b) are a set of

possible solutions for the identities (13.22) and (13.24). Further by simple inspec-

tion we observe that (13.22) and (13.24) admit the following numerical values:

FH ¼ 0 and FL ¼ 1; (13.28a)

FH ¼ 1 and FL ¼ 0; (13.28b)

FH ¼ 1

2
and FL ¼ 1

2
: (13.28c)

Lastly, we will examine for what combinations of K, KH, and KL these numeric

values are returned for the functional relations (13.22) or (13.24). Equations

(13.26a) and (13.26b) along with (13.28a) say that

KHKL ¼ �2KKH: (13.29a)

For (13.28b) to be tantamount with (13.26a) and (13.26b) one requires that

KHKL ¼ �2KKL: (13.29b)
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Equivalency of (13.26a) and (13.26b) with (13.28c) demands that

KH ¼ KL: (13.29c)

13.4 Results and Discussions

In order to discover the physical meaning underlying with the design criteria

presented in second section we undertake the following analysis. The design

prescription L
l ! 0 leading to (13.10a) is better realized when the limit is treated

as an inequality. The fact that in the limiting case the denominator has to be quite

higher than the numerator leads to the result

L � th i
rh i

DT
Jx

; (13.30a)

with reference to the definitions (13.6a) and (13.6b). Similarly, the design criterion

L ! 0 rendering (13.10b) reads as

L � kh i
th i

1

Jx
: (13.30b)

Thus combining (13.30a) and (13.30b) we see that the largest and smallest scale

of permissible length of a thermoelectric module is bounded by the inequality

th i
rh i

DT
Jx

� L � kh i
th i

1

Jx
: (13.30c)

Further, we inspect the design criteria L
l ! 0 and L ! 0 simultaneously that

have returned (13.10a) and (13.10b), respectively. Invoking definitions (13.6a) and

(13.6b) it is substantiated that t ! 0, k ! 0, and r ! 0. Literal meanings of such

stipulations are negligible Thomson effect, low thermal conductivity, and poor

electrical resistivity of the thermoelectric material, respectively. It requires special

mention that such prescriptions are physically ideal and material development

should proceed in this direction [30].

13.5 Conclusions

It is interesting to report that in a cascaded thermoelectric device placing the second

module along the longitudinal center of the first module and proceeding from the

maximum considered length to the minimum considered length we actually
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generated a fractal-like pattern in space which is deterministic and the first

construct is a T-shaped region in space. Thus it is worthy to mention that better

design appeals to be more natural. Such deduced design procedure is recognized

through constructal theory in pertinent literature [31, 32].

Now, we look back to the third section. Since K, KH, and KL are all nonnegative

quantities [28] only (13.28c) and (13.29c) are physically realistic. Thus the suffi-

cient condition for the equipartition of Joulean heat produced is the equipartition of

conductance allocation between high and low temperature heat sources. Further-

more, when one of the three conductances run to a very high value leaving other two

in a moderate range, Joulean heat distribution again becomes unequal. In pertinent

literature [12] thermoelectric generator is treated as a natural heat engine. It is

interesting to report that the question of optimal allocation of heat exchange

equipment [33–35] is a mere consequence of equipartition of Joulean heat in a

thermoelectric generator.

The physical (constructal) solution presented in this work actually pertains to

Steiner-like [36, 37] problems in mathematics that has defeated the fastest

computers [38]. The elegant variational solution [39] of such branching network

is practically very complex even in one dimension [40]. Thus it echoes Bejan [41]

that it is too early to give up pencil on paper.

It frequently happens that in a scientific enquiry we merely investigate either the

conditions or the consequences of a phenomenon. It has been demonstrated that

simultaneous study of conditions and consequences of an event is more revealing

and rewarding. Further, from the chronology of the cited references it disseminates

that natural scientists and engineers should work together towards a sustainable

development of the field that Bejan preached since about two decades back [5].

In sum, the present chapter is devoted to the study of a thermoelectric generator

from the perspective of a heat engine. Two important dimensionless parameters are

identified to designate negligible Thomson effect, low thermal conductivity, and

poor electrical resistivity of a good semiconductor or semimetal. For ideal values of

these parameters it has been demonstrated that the temperature maximum passes

through the longitudinal center of a one-dimensional thermoelectric element while

exactly half of the Joulean heat arrives at both hot and cold junction. When half the

Joulean heat affects hot end and half the cold side, thermal conductance inventory

(heat exchanger) is allocated equally between the high and low temperature side.

The final architecture of a cascaded assembly of thermoelectric module exhibits a

fractal-like but deterministic (constructal) pattern that develops from the largest to

the smallest scale with the fundamental construct being a T-shaped region in space.

The physicists’ knowledge of equipartitioned Joulean heat and the engineers’

wisdom of equipartitioned heat exchanger allocation are unified with reference to

a thermoelectric generator. The chief objective of this contribution is to draw the

attention of the colleagues of cross disciplines that Bejan advocated for a possible

cross-fertilization of the field.
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Chapter 14

Constructal Design of Refrigeration Devices

H. Zhang, X. Liu, R. Xiong, and S. Zhu

14.1 Refrigeration, Flow and Design

The objective of refrigeration is to achieve and maintain a temperature below that of

the surroundings. The refrigeration industry is expanding worldwide to fulfill the

increasing needs to ensure living conditioning of humans. For example, in China,

about tenmillion domestic refrigerators and freezers were manufactured in 2009 [1].

The adverse aspect is that refrigeration devices consume a large amount of energy in

the world, which invokes more efficient and economical design. The design of

refrigeration devices involves many aspects, in which fluid flow is a keymechanism.

Due to the complexity of flow process in refrigeration applications, to a large extent,

trial-and-error method has been the mainstream technique for a long time. Since

Bejan proposed the constructal law in 1996 [2], principle-based flow system optimi-

zation technique has been practiced bymany engineers in diverse fields [3, 4]. Like in

other flow engineering fields, constructal theory is playing a more and more impor-

tant role in improving the design of refrigeration devices [3–12]. In this chapter, we

present our recent advances in constructal optimization in refrigeration devices

through two case studies, i.e., domestic freezers and heat pump water heaters.

14.2 Temperature Nonuniformity in Domestic Freezers

One important requirement for decreasing energy consumption and improving food

quality in compartments of refrigerators or freezers is to keep the temperature

nonuniformity under specified level. For forced-flow cooling devices, this
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requirement is of no significance. But for direct cooling devices (i.e., fanless) where

natural convection induced by internal cold surfaces (i.e., evaporator surfaces)

dominates the cooling performance, the temperature nonuniformity becomes an

important problem. Greater temperature nonuniformity means greater internal

thermal/flow resistance (or irreversibility) in the compartments. By changing the

internal configuration, the irreversibility may be redistributed to get better flow

access. So for specified design constraints, in order to obtain minimum temperature

nonuniformity, the generation of flow configuration becomes the key that has been

indicated by the constructal law [2]: For a finite size flow system to persist in time

(to survive) it must evolve in such a way that it provides easier and easier access to

the currents that flow through it. Therefore the goal is to replace the existing

drawings of the compartments by easier-flowing drawings.

A two-compartment device with one top refrigerator compartment and one

bottom freezer compartment is selected for discussion. In this chapter only the

temperature nonuniformity in the freezer compartment is investigated. We start

with the simple case of a two-dimensional freezer compartment (Fig. 14.1) in which

Fig. 14.1 Two-dimensional freezer model, X1 ¼ 550, X2 ¼ 390, Y1 ¼ 795, Y2 ¼ 655.

Drawers: width � height � wall thickness ¼ 376 � 73 � 2.6 for Drawers I and II,

376 � 128 � 2.6 for Drawer III and 376 � 173 � 2.3 for Drawer IV. Loads: width � height

¼ 100 � 100 for Loads A, B, C, D, E, F, 100 � 125 for Loads G, H, I, and 100 � 175 for Loads J,

K, L. Unit: mm
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there are five layer evaporator tubes with a uniform tube diameter d, four drawers
(i.e., I, II, III, and IV from top to bottom in Fig. 14.1) with three dimensions

(Fig. 14.1), and 12 loads (i.e., A, B, . . . , L in Fig. 14.1) with three dimensions

(Fig. 14.1). The shadow area in Fig. 14.1 represents the insulation walls of the

freezer. We set the geometry in Fig. 14.1 as the reference structure and the

temperatures at the center positions of A, B, . . . , L (Ti, i ¼ A, B, . . . , L) as the
characteristic temperatures that are used for evaluating the temperature nonunifor-

mity in the freezer compartment. For a specified d, the total number of evaporator

tubes Nt is an equivalent of the evaporator area A or the consumed evaporator

materials or cost. Assume that the length of the evaporator tubes is 1

A ¼ Ntpd: (14.1)

Besides the evaporator area A in (14.1), another critical design constraint is the

evaporating temperature Te, which is relevant to the coefficient of performance

(COP) of the refrigeration system,

COP ¼ f ðTeÞ: (14.2)

For simplicity, we neglect the heat conduction resistance in the evaporator tube

walls, therefore the surface temperature of the evaporator tubes equals Te. Small A
and high Te are always welcomed by designers. In some cases due to the nonuni-

form temperature distribution in the freezer compartment some characteristic

temperatures may exceed the specified value even A and Te are appropriate. To

solve the problem, in this chapter we try to change the internal constraints to

minimize the temperature nonuniformity in the freezer compartment under

specified constraints (A and Te) and analyze the effects of the modified designs on

the cooling capacity.

For the compartment in Fig. 14.1, cold flow is transferred from the evaporator

surfaces to external surroundings. The temperature field in the compartment is

simulated numerically using a model for two-dimensional conjugated heat transfer.

The equations governing the natural convection in the freezer compartment are

written with the following assumptions: The flow is steady and turbulent, there is no

variation in the fluid properties except density, and thermal radiation is negligible.

The turbulent flow assumption will be checked later. Here we select standard k–e
model to simulate the turbulent flow and heat transfer process. The time averaged

continuity, momentum, and energy equations along with standard k–e model

equations for fluid flow can be found in fluid dynamics literatures [13–17]. In our

simulations, the constants used in the k–e model equations are determined

according to ref. [15]. The equation for heat conduction in the solid (e.g., loads,

drawers, and insulation walls) is

@2Ts
@x2

þ @2Ts
@y2

¼ 0; (14.3)
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where Ts is solid temperature, x and y are coordinates in the width and height

directions respectively. The boundary conditions for the problem (velocity u, v in x
and y directions, temperature T, and heat flux q) are specified as follows:

u ¼ 0; v ¼ 0; T ¼ Te; evaporator surfaces (14.4a)

q ¼ h0 Tr � Twoð Þ; top exterior wall (14.4b)

q ¼ h0 T0 � Twoð Þ; left, right, and bottom exterior wall, (14.4c)

where Tr, T0, and Two are the refrigerator compartment temperature (¼2�C), the
ambient temperature (¼25�C) and the exterior surface temperature respectively.

The external convective coefficient h0 is assumed constant [¼10 W/(m2K)]. For

checking the flow regime assumption, we calculate the Rayleigh number Ra after

each simulation

Ra ¼ gbDTL3

au
; (14.5)

where DT is the temperature difference between the interior surfaces of insulation

walls and evaporator tube surfaces, L is the characteristic size (¼X2), g is gravita-

tional acceleration, a, b, and u are thermal diffusivity, isobaric cubical expansion

coefficient, and kinematic viscosity of fluid respectively.

The temperature nonuniformity DTm is quantitatively defined as the maximum

temperature difference among the 12 characteristic temperatures at the center

positions of A, B, . . . , and L, where Tmax and Tmin represent the maximum and

minimum values respectively,

DTm ¼ Tmax � Tmin: (14.6a)

Assume that the evaporating temperature for reference Te,ref is constant (�28�C)
and define the dimensionless temperature nonuniformity o as

o ¼ Tmax � Tmin

T0 � Te;ref
: (14.6b)

The cooling capacity Qe is obtained via integrating heat flux q based on the

simulating results:

Qe ¼
ð
top

qdAþ
ð

bottom

qdAþ
ð
left

qdAþ
ð

right

qdA; (14.7)

where top, bottom, left, and right correspond to the top, bottom, left, and right

exterior surfaces of the freezer compartment respectively.
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Some properties (density r, isobaric specific heat cP, and thermal conductivity l)
used in the numerical simulations are listed below: rdrawer ¼ 1,050 kg/m3, cP,
drawer ¼ 1,800 J/(kg K) for drawers, rin ¼ 35 kg/m3, cP,in ¼ 1,045 J/(kgK) for

insulation walls, rload ¼ 1,000 kg/m3, cP,load ¼ 1,000 J/(kg K) for loads, and cP,
air ¼ 1,006 J/(kg K), lair ¼ 0.0242 W/(m2K) for air. To generate the temperature

field and calculate the temperature nonuniformity we use a finite-volume computa-

tional package [16] with pressure-based solver, cell-based gradient evaluation,

SIMPLE algorithm for pressure–velocity coupling, and second order upwind

scheme for momentum and energy equations. The simulating results show that

Ra ~ 109, which corresponds to transitional flow regime. According to Ma [17], it

is acceptable in engineering sense to adopt k–e turbulent model to simulate natural

convection process in freezer compartments for the magnitude of scale Ra ~ 109.

We start from checking the difference between loaded and unloaded freezer

compartments. Figure 14.2 shows the temperature fields of the compartment with

drawers and loads (i.e., loaded compartment) and that without drawers and loads

(i.e., unloaded compartment). The temperature field in the loaded compartment

(Fig. 14.2a) is more nonuniform (o � 0.0555 or DTm � 2.94 K) than that in the

unloaded compartment (Fig. 14.2b, o � 0.001 or DTm � 0.054 K). From the

viewpoint of engineering, the temperature nonuniformity in Fig. 14.2b is

completely negligible. In fact, for an empty freezer compartment without internal

drawers and loads, the fluid can flow freely with very little internal resistance.

When the freezer compartment is loaded as shown in Fig. 14.2a, the fluid flow and

heat-flow paths in the compartment are greatly blocked by the drawers and loads.

Seen in Fig. 14.2a, the high-temperature region appears in the space between the

fourth-layer and fifth-layer evaporator tubes (or in Drawer IV), where the load size

is larger than that in other drawers (Drawers I, II, and III). We can also see that due

to the existence of Drawer IV the space near the fifth-layer evaporator tubes

Fig. 14.2 Temperature fields of the two-dimensional freezer compartment, mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5),

dII/dI ¼ 1, lin ¼ 0.018 W/(mK), Te ¼ �28�C [18]: (a) With loads, ldrawer ¼ 0.17 W/(mK), lload
¼ 1 W/(mK); (b) Without loads
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becomes narrow and that weakens the natural convection heat transfer to its

neighbors, e.g., Loads J, K, and L. For the tubes in the same layer, due to the heat

dissipation to the surroundings through insulation walls, the center temperature is

lower than that near the insulation walls, e.g., TK < TJ ¼ TL. This indicates that the
temperature distribution is nonuniform in both two directions, x and y.

For simplicity, we keep the distance equal between two neighbor evaporator

tubes in the same layer. In Fig. 14.2, we adopt the assumption temporarily that the

number of the evaporator tubes of each layer Ni is the same, i.e., Ni ¼ Nt=5
(i ¼ 1–5), which we call reference mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5), i.e., five tubes per layer.

According to constructal theory, we can vary the internal constraints (e.g., geome-

try and materials) of a system to evolve our design toward achieving greater flow

access, e. g., in this chapter, more uniform temperature distribution in the freezer

compartment.

In Figs. 14.3 and 14.4 we show the first way to change the internal constraints

through optimizing the distribution of the evaporator area. Figure 14.3 shows the

effects of nonuniform distribution of the evaporator area with fixed evaporator tube

diameter d on the dimensionless temperature nonuniformity o, the cooling capacity
Qe, and the characteristic temperatures Ti. The results show that under the specified

design constraints, nonuniform evaporator area distribution may provide greater or

less temperature nonuniformity than uniform distribution. If we evolve from refer-

ence mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5) toward the right direction (Fig. 14.3a), we can obtain the

decreasing o but nearly constant Qe. For example, the temperature nonuniformity

o of mode (4, 3, 4, 7, 7), i.e., from top to bottom, 4, 3, 4, 7, and 7 evaporator tubes,

is decreased 22.3% from reference mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5), while the cooling capacity

Qe increases only 0.3%. This means that in the specified range of Fig. 14.3a, the

thermal resistance of insulation walls is dominant along the heat transfer path from

the evaporator tubes to the surroundings. We can also find that increasing both the

fourth-layer and fifth-layer evaporator areas [e.g., mode (4, 4, 4, 7, 6)] is better than

just increasing one of them [e.g., mode (4, 4, 4, 8, 5)] because in the former case the

heat transfer to Loads J, K, and L is enhanced through both the top natural

convective path and the bottom conduction path. Nevertheless, note that nonuni-

form mode (5, 4, 4, 5, 7) receives greater temperature nonuniformity than reference

mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5) that is a reminder that two opposite directions exist, one towards

better and one towards worse. Figure 14.3b documents the 12 characteristic

temperatures: TA, TB, . . . , and TL. For all the modes in Fig. 14.3b, in the same y

position the center temperatures are lower than that of their neighbors near the

insulation walls which is in agreement with the image in Fig. 14.2a. But lower o is

not equivalent to lower characteristic temperatures at all locations. Simple mono-

tonic relationship does not exist. The important feature we should care is the highest

characteristic temperature Tmax. In design practices, Tmax less than specified tem-

perature (Tspecified) is a mandatory criterion required by test standards [19]. There-

fore we have to keep both o and Ti (i ¼ A, B,. . ., L) under control. To summarize,

we need to move a part of the evaporator area from lower-temperature region to

high-temperature region in order to make the cooling ability match the

corresponding cooling task.
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Multiscale design inspired by constructal theory offers an alternative to

optimizing the distribution of evaporator area. Assume that the diameter of the

ith-layer evaporator tubes is di, for a specified evaporator area A

A ¼ Ntpd ¼
X5
i¼1

ðNipdiÞ: (14.8)

Fig. 14.3 Constructal optimization of temperature nonuniformity via nonuniform evaporator area

distribution, dII/dI ¼ 1, ldrawer ¼ 0.17 W/(mK), lin ¼ 0.018 W/(mK), lload ¼ 1 W/(mK), Te ¼
�28�C [18]: (a) Temperature nonuniformity and cooling capacity; (b) Characteristic temperatures
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Figure 14.4 shows the simulating results of two-size (evaporator tube diameter:

dI, dII) design compared with one-size (evaporator tube diameter: d) design. Two
configurations are considered. Ford1 ¼ d2 ¼ d3 ¼ d5 ¼ dI andd4 ¼ dII (Figs. 14.4a
and 14.4b),o decreases with the increasing indII=dI whileQe keeps nearly constant.

Fig. 14.4 Constructal optimization of temperature nonuniformity via two-size design, mode (5, 5,

5, 5, 5), ldrawer ¼ 0.17 W/(mK), lin ¼ 0.018 W/(mK), lload ¼ 1 W/(mK), Te ¼ �28 �C [18]: (a)

Temperature nonuniformity and cooling capacity; (b) Characteristic temperatures; (c) Tempera-

ture nonuniformity and cooling capacity; (d) Characteristic temperatures
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For instance, dII=dI ¼ 4, o decreases 9.3% from the uniform-diameter geometry

dII=dI ¼ 1with only 1% decreasing in Qe. For d1 ¼ d2 ¼ d3 ¼ dI and d4 ¼ d5 ¼ dII
(Figs. 14.4c and 14.4d), o decreases with the increasing in dII=dI. Compared with

Fig. 14.4a, for fixed dII=dI , oFig: 14:4c<oFig: 14:4a due to more area that is moved

downward in Fig. 14.4c. This conclusion is the same as that shown in Fig. 14.3 for

one-size situation. Undoubtedly, the two-size analysis can be extended to multisize

Fig. 14.4 (continued)
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optimization. Note that either the one-size design or the two-size design mainly

involves the evaporator area redistribution in the y direction. The temperature

nonuniformity in the x direction can be decreased using the same idea.

The second way to vary the internal constraints is to adopt new alternative

materials. Figure 14.5 shows the effects of the thermal conductivities of drawers

Fig. 14.5 The effects of thermal conductivity of drawers, mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5), dII/dI ¼ 1,

lin ¼ 0.018 W/(mK), lload ¼ 1 W/(mK), Te ¼ �28 �C [18]: (a) Temperature nonuniformity

and cooling capacity; (b) Characteristic temperatures
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ldrawer on o, Qe, and Ti. In designs of domestic refrigerators/freezers, drawers are

commonly made of plastics with low thermal conductivity [e.g., 0.17 W/(mK)].

Seen in Fig. 14.5a, when ldrawer is small, o descends significantly with the

increasing in ldrawer, and when ldrawer is large, the tendency approaches smooth.

This indicates that selecting more conductive materials for drawers is an efficient

way to decrease o. In this situation, the cooling capacity Qe increases with ldrawer
weakly. Figure 14.5b shows an important feature different from that shown in

Figs. 14.3 and 14.4, i.e., the lower ldrawer, the lower Ti at all 12 locations.

Figure 14.6 shows the effects of the thermal conductivities of insulation walls lin
on o, Qe, and Ti. Seen in Fig. 14.6a, better heat insulation decreases the heat loss to
the surroundings and the temperature nonuniformity o. The cooling capacity Qe

decreases significantly with the decreasing in lin, which corresponds to a lower

energy consumption of the freezer. Also seen in Fig. 14.6b, with the decreasing in

lin, Ti drops significantly. Therefore for the same temperature requirement in

freezer compartments, the features of Ti in Figs. 14.5 and 14.6 provide more

space to lift the evaporating temperature Te and corresponding COP. This reminds

us that developing new advanced materials for drawers and insulation walls is a

straightforward striving for improving the performance of domestic freezers.

In the above analysis, we fixed the evaporating temperature Te and the evapora-

tor area A [ ¼P5
i¼1

ðNipdiÞ]. These two parameters are commonly determined based

on the required compartment temperature and the cooling capacity. For example,

for two-star and three-star freezers, �12�C and �18�C in the compartment are

required, respectively. So for a three-star freezer, Te ¼ �28�C is acceptable, but for

a two-star freezer, higher Te is more economical. Figures 14.7a and 14.7b illustrate

the effects of Te on o, Qe, and Ti. The higher the evaporating temperature Te the
lesser the temperature nonuniformity o and the cooling capacity Qe. This observa-

tion means that the temperature nonuniformity issue is more important for a freezer

with lower temperature requirement.

Figure 14.8 shows the effects of the evaporator area A (or Nt) with specified d on
o,Qe, and Ti, where we assume that all layers have the same evaporator tubes. With

the increasing in Nt, o decreases while Qe increases significantly (Fig. 14.8a). As Nt

andQe correspond to the evaporator material cost and the energy consumption of the

freezer, a compromise should be made in design practice. Figure 14.8b reminds us

that the compromise should fulfill the requirement Ti � Tspecified , where Tspecified is

specified by test standards. For example, in Fig. 14.8b 8 characteristic temperatures

in the 12 ofmode (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) are higher than�18�C specified for three-star freezers

[19]. In this case, mode (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) should be abandoned although it costs the least.

According to test standards of domestic refrigerating appliances [19], the

properties of loads used for product tests are specified. Figure 14.9 shows the

effects of the thermal conductivity of loads lload on o, Qe, and Ti. Seen in

Fig. 14.9a, the temperature nonuniformity o drops with the increasing in lload.
When lload is larger than 1 W/(mK), o descends slowly. The cooling capacity

changes less than 5% in the range lload ¼ 0.1–10 W/(mK). This result is important

for temperature-sensitive loads in use. The feature of Ti in Fig. 14.9b is similar to

that of drawers (Fig. 14.5b).
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In the above analysiswehave shownhow todecrease the temperature nonuniformity

based on constructal theory. Here we continue to discuss three-dimensional

problems. Up to now a lot of work including numerical simulation-based trial-and-

error optimization has been performed for refrigerators and freezers [20–24], while

we formulate the three-dimensional problem briefly using constructal design

Fig. 14.6 The effects of thermal conductivity of insulation materials, mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5),

dII/dI ¼ 1, ldrawer ¼ 0.17 W/(mK), lload ¼ 1 W/(mK), Te ¼ �28�C [18]: (a) Temperature non-

uniformity and cooling capacity; (b) Characteristic temperatures
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method. The three-dimensional freezer compartment is shown in Fig. 14.10 in which

the loads are arranged based on the test standard [19].

According to the test requirements specified by ref. [19], six characteristic

temperatures at the centers of M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, and M6 (Fig. 14.10) are used

for evaluating the temperature nonuniformity. The definitions of (14.6a, 14.6b) with

Fig. 14.7 The effects of evaporating temperature, mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5), dII/dI ¼ 1, ldrawer ¼ 0.17

W/(mK), lin ¼ 0.018 W/(mK), lload ¼ 1 W/(mK) [18]: (a) Temperature nonuniformity and

cooling capacity; (b) Characteristic temperatures
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six temperatures are adopted here. The evaporator consists of five layer steel

evaporator tubes with thin steel bars welded on the surfaces of the evaporator

tubes. As an example, one layer is shown in Fig. 14.11. The steel bars function as

the shelves of the drawers and the loads, and as the extended heat transfer surfaces

(i.e., fins) of the evaporator tubes. Therefore the total heat transfer area Aht is

composed of evaporator tubes area Atube and steel bars area Abar.

Fig. 14.8 The effects of evaporator area, dII/dI ¼ 1, ldrawer ¼ 0.17 W/(mK), lin ¼ 0.018 W/

(mK), lload ¼ 1 W/(mK), Te ¼ �28 �C [18]: (a) Temperature nonuniformity and cooling capac-

ity; (b) Characteristic temperatures
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Fig. 14.9 The effects of thermal conductivity of loads, mode (5, 5, 5, 5, 5), dII/dI ¼ 1, ldrawer
¼ 0.17 W/(mK), lin ¼ 0.018 W/(mK), Te ¼ �28 �C [18]: (a) Temperature nonuniformity and

cooling capacity; (b) Characteristic temperatures
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Aht ¼
X5
i¼1

ðftube;iftubeAhtÞþ
X5
i¼1

ðfbar;ifbarAhtÞ; (14.9)

where ftube;i, ftube, fbar;i, and fbar are area fractions that are defined as follows.

ftube;i ¼
Atube;i

Atube

; (14.10a)

ftube ¼
Atube

Aht

; (14.10b)

fbar;i ¼
Abar;i

Abar

; (14.10c)

fbar ¼
Abar

Aht

: (14.10d)

In (14.10a)–(14.10d), subscript i denotes the ith-layer evaporator tubes.

Fig. 14.10 Three-

dimensional domestic freezer

compartment
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Although the three-dimensional geometry is more irregular and the

corresponding CFD simulations are more time-consuming, there is no obstacle to

perform the same constructal optimization procedure as formulated for the two-

dimensional cases. For example, if we are pursuing a modification of an old

product, the cheapest way is to fix the total heat transfer area Aht and find optimal

ftube, fbar, ftube;i, and fbar;i (Fig. 14.12) without other changes. Note that although

we focus our attention on decreasing the temperature nonuniformity in the freezer

compartment, the design is multiobjective (see Fig .14.12 and more in Chap. 7 of

ref. [4]). In conclusion, the constructal design method provides an optimization tool

for real three-dimensional domestic refrigerators/freezers.

14.3 Reciprocating Flow Heating-Based Heat Pump

Water Heaters

Air-source heat pump water heaters have attracted a lot of attention due to its great

energy saving potential [25, 26]. Heat pump water heaters with forced convection

heating can be classified into two types, i.e., constant temperature heating type

(CTHT) and variable temperature heating type (VTHT). If the condensing temper-

ature in the water heating process does not change, it is called CTHT system;

otherwise it is called VTHT system. For CTHT system, cold water is heated by one

time flowing through the condenser to specified temperature with a very high and

Fig. 14.11 Evaporator

geometry
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constant condensing temperature of refrigerant. Such system can supply hot water

instantaneously; however, the coefficient of performance (COP) is low due to the

high condensing temperature. For VTHT system, cold water is heated to specified

temperature by multi-time flowing through the condenser with eventually increased

condensing temperature. Due to the lower average condensing temperature, the

COP of VTHT system is higher than that of CTHT system.

In many VTHT systems, water tanks are commonly-used equipments. One

drawback of normal water tanks is the direct contact of cold and hot water, which

causes irreversible heat loss. One way to weaken the direct contact of cold and hot

water is to adopt float plate to separate cold and hot water in water tanks [27]. In the

present work we add flexible furl-canister to the float plate in order to avoid the cold

and hot water contact loss in water tanks. Another aspect we are concerned about is

to keep the hot water supply continuously. This requirement is equivalent to the

maximization of hot water mass that is supplied in a specified period. Either

providing more hot water in the same period or decreasing the internal heat leak

(i.e., irreversibility) in water tanks corresponds to generating configurations with

greater flow access that is what the constructal law aims at. Inspired by the

constructal law of the generation of flow configuration, in this section we investi-

gate a VTHT-based air-source heat pump water heater system which considers the

above two aspects.

Fig. 14.12 Three-

dimensional domestic freezer

optimization
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The system, shown in Fig. 14.13, includes conventional refrigeration part and

water loop part. The water loop part consists of two water tanks (i.e., heating tank

and storage tank), water flow direction alteration device and connectors (e.g., pipes

and valves). In order to avoid or reduce internal heat leak caused by the direct

contact or mixing of cold and hot water, each water tank is separated into two

cavities by a floating plate connected with flexible water proof furl-canister. Such

structure (i.e., the water proof furl-canister) prevents the mass transfer between cold

and hot water (i.e., mass leak) that cannot be fully avoided by only using floating

plates [27]. If the heat insulation of the floating plate with furl-canister is well-

designed, heat leak will be very small.

We assume that at the first start of the operating process the floating plate sits at

the bottom dead center of the corresponding water tank. The system operating logic

from the first start is given in Table 14.1. Apparently, in the water heating process,

Fig. 14.13 Scheme of heat pump water heater system [30]: 1-Compressor; 2-Condenser;

3-Expansion valve; 4-Evaporator; 5-Storage tank; 6-Heating tank; 7-Pump (P1); 8-Water flow

direction alteration device (P2); V1, V2, V3, V4, VT-Valve

Table 14.1 Logic of heat pump system operation

No. Operating stage V1 V2 V3 V4 VT P1 P2

1. Cold water charging process Off Off Off On On Off Off

2. Cold water exchange process On On Off Off Off On Off

3. Water recharging process Off Off Off On On Off Off

4. Water heating process I Off Off On Off Off Off Rightward

5. Water heating process II Off Off On Off Off Off Leftward

6. Hot water exchange process On On Off Off Off On Off

7. Hot water supplying and cold water

charging process

Off Off On/off On On Off On/off
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the condensing temperature increases discretely with the increasing water tempera-

ture and water flow direction varies alternatively until the water is heated to a

specified temperature.

An ideal temperature-dependent heat source based heating and cooling heat

pump cycle is reversed Lorenz cycle [28, 29]. If the evaporating temperature Te
is kept constant, it becomes reversed half-Lorenz cycle in Fig. 14.14. In space-

based ideal reversed half-Lorenz cycle, the condensing temperature Tc matches the

water temperature with zero temperature difference along the fluid flow direction in

the condenser, although finite temperature difference always exists in real cycles.

Under ideal conditions for the system shown in Fig. 14.13, the condensing temper-

ature (Tc) varies with time (t). Figure 14.15 gives the scheme of the condensing

temperature variation, where Tinitial and Tfinal denote initial and final water

Fig. 14.14 Temperature-

entropy diagram (T–S)
of reversed half-Lorenz cycle

Fig. 14.15 Condensing

temperature variation with

time (T–t) of reciprocating
heating cycle
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temperatures, respectively, and dT represents temperature increment. Every step

change represents one time flow direction alteration which is realized by P2

in Fig. 14.13.

Assume that the heating process includes nt (total heating times, nt ¼ n þ 1, n:
water flow direction alternation number) times of heating from initial cold water

temperature T0 to final hot water temperature Tfinal for fixed time duration and water

mass. Based on the heat transfer rate Q and power consumption W, the average

coefficient of performance COP is then determined by

COP ¼
Ð
QdtÐ
Wdt

¼ nþ 1Pnþ1

i¼1

1

COPi

; (14.11)

where COPi represents the coefficient of performance in once flow heating process.

If n ¼ 0, the cold water flows through the condenser only once to arrive at the final

temperature Tfinal. If n > 0, the cold water flows through the condenser n þ 1

times. Reciprocating flowing heating method in the present work, among others,

provides one way to realize the above multi-time heating process. If n (or nt)
approaches infinite and the temperature difference between water and refrigerant

in the condenser is neglected, the time-based ideal heating process “evolves” to

space-based reversed half-Lorenz cycle. It is clear that the present heating process

is just analogous to reversed half-Lorenz cycle, which does not mean it is a real

reversed half-Lorenz cycle.

Based on (14.11), we give an example (in Fig. 14.16) how flow direction

alternation number n (or the heating times nt) affects COP. Figure 14.16 shows

that COP increases with the increasing in n and when n is small, COP increases

faster than that when n is large. When n is large enough (e.g., n > 7 and

evaporating temperature Te ¼ 5�C), COP only varies with n slightly. The effect

of the evaporating temperature Te is also documented in Fig. 14.16. The higher the

evaporating temperature the greater the COP, which obeys the common rule of

typical vapor compression cycles.

In order to check if the system in Fig. 14.13 can work in principle, we built an

experimental setup with two 70 L water tanks [30]. The mechanical parts worked as

expected. We measured the condensing pressure and the evaporating pressure of the

refrigerant (R22) of the system that is shown in Fig. 14.13 under different operating

conditions. Figure 14.17 gives one case of the time-dependent condensing temper-

ature and evaporating temperature, which are derived from the measured pressure

data. In Fig. 14.17, the range t < 6 min corresponds to the first start process in

which the evaporating temperature is time-dependent. When t is larger than 6 min,

the evaporating temperature approaches stable (i.e., time-independent). Different

from Te, the condensing temperature rises step-by-step in the water heating process.

Unlike the ideal process shown in Fig. 14.15, the flow direction alteration process is

not a pure step change due to the finite time needed by changing the fluid flow

direction in the condenser.
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Fig. 14.17 Experimental refrigerant temperatures [30]

Fig. 14.16 The effect of n on COP for different Te [31]
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The heat leak with a water tank includes internal heat leak and external heat leak.

The external heat leak refers to the heat loss to the surroundings due to imperfect

external heat insulation of the water tank. The internal heat leak infers the heat loss

existing inside the water tank, i.e., the heat loss caused by direct contact or mixing of

cold and hot water in conventional water tanks. The design of floating plate with furl-

canister in Fig. 14.13 provides a way to eliminate or reduce such internal heat leak.

In order to check the internal heat insulation performance of floating plate with

furl-canister in water tanks, we performed an experiment for the storage tank

(Fig. 14.13) that works in the operating stage No. 7 in Table 14.1 [30, 31]. The

hot water discharging temperature is recorded and compared with that of conven-

tional water tanks without floating plate with furl-canister. The results are shown in

Fig. 14.18.

In Fig. 14.18, mode A of conventional water tanks means that cold water flows

into the water tank from bottom inlet and mode B of conventional water tanks

means that cold water flows into the water tank from top inlet. The water tank used

in the present work displays better internal heat insulation performance than that of

conventional water tanks. For instance, if the acceptable final hot water temperature

is 40�C, the new water tank can persist for about 10 min, but conventional water

tanks can only persist for about 8.8 min for mode A and 4 min for mode B. Longer

discharging time corresponds to more hot water supply and less internal heat leak

because the discharging hot water flow rate and the volume of the water tank are the

same. It should be mentioned that the design of the floating plate with furl-canister

in the experimental prototype [30] is not fully optimized and there is space for

Fig. 14.18 The effect of heat leak on hot water discharging temperature [30]
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further improvement. Here we only show the results of the storage tank, while the

performance of the heating tank is similar. In addition, the measured COP of the

prototype is nearly the same as that with conventional water tanks and unidirec-

tional flow heating in the condenser [30]. Therefore in principle it is safe to

conclude that the present system is better than those conventional ones.

The floating plate with furl-canister configuration can avoid or greatly reduce the

internal heat leak in water tanks, while it causes the clearance volume problem due

to reciprocating flow heating process. The clearance volume Vc is defined as the

sum of the minimum volumes formed in the water tank (with volume V) when the

floating plate moves to the top dead center and the bottom dead center, respectively.

One example of the effect of dimensionless clearance volume � (¼Vc/V) on final

temperature Tfinal is given in Fig. 14.19 [31, 32]. In Fig. 14.19, the water flow rate

and the heating times (nt ¼ 8) are kept constant. It is seen that the final hot water

temperature Tfinal decreases with the increasing in dimensionless clearance volume

� linearly. In practical systems, the clearance volume may also exist in the con-

denser, connectors, and tubes, so Vc or � is a generalized concept. The results here

emphasize the necessity of reducing the clearance volume and increasing the

compactness of condenser, connectors, and tubes.

The improvement of the heat pump water heater in the present work verified the

constructal design idea once more: The performance of a flow system can be

improved by optimizing its internal constraints (geometry and materials). The

present case can also be reviewed by using entropy generation minimization

(EGM) method [33, 34]. Less entropy generation means less irreversibility or better

design. For the reciprocating heating process shown above, larger heating times nt

Fig. 14.19 The effect of Vc on final water temperature (Tfinal) [31]
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corresponds to lower average condensing temperature (Tc) or less temperature

difference between the condensing temperature and the evaporating temperature

DTce (¼Tc � Te). Less DTce means less entropy generation for the heat pump

system, so using multi-time flow heating method to decrease DTce becomes a

natural choice. The system in the present work offers one way to achieve our

objective.

Heat leak in water tanks is another important irreversibility source. The feature

in the present design is to use the floating plate with furl-canister to eliminate or

reduce the heat transfer entropy generation in water tanks. If the internal heat leak is

zero (i.e., ideal heat insulation), the entropy generation becomes zero, which is the

objective that we optimize our water tank design. The effect of clearance volume

can also be explained from the viewpoint of EGM. Actually, the cold water in the

clearance volume does absorb heat from the system that produces entropy genera-

tion, but the heated water in the clearance volume cannot be provided to users. Such

entropy generation is unwanted and harmful.

In the above analysis, only the heat transfer entropy generation is taken into

account while another important entropy generation source-fluid flow friction is not

included. Nevertheless, because in most heat pump systems pumping power for

driving water flow is much less than power consumption of compressors, the heat

transfer entropy generation is more important. If we do not consider the effects of

fluid friction and equipment details, the above discussion shows us the clear

direction of constructal optimization, i.e., toward more heating times, less internal

heat leak (or better water tank design) and less clearance volume.

For forced convection based heat pump water heaters, multi-time reciprocating

flow heating method, among others, provides a feasible way to increase the average

coefficient of performance. This new system demonstrates advantages compared

with typical conventional systems in a few aspects. First, in the cold water heating

process or hot water discharging process, cold water charging is not affected that

means the operating process is continuous. Second, the structure of floating plate

with furl-canister in water tanks helps reduce the internal heat loss that has been

confirmed by experimental results. Although the developed prototype is not perfect,

the constructal theory-inspired results do point out the evolution direction of further

design optimization qualitatively. The work can be easily extended to water coolers.

14.4 From “Cool” to “Cooler”

In this chapter we have demonstrated two examples of constructal optimization of

refrigeration devices. The two case studies drop to the same conclusion that

refrigeration devices with flow processes can be optimized through changing the

internal constraints (geometry and materials) to improve their performance.

Although it is difficult to predict the details of the future of refrigeration engineer-

ing and devices due to uncertain constraints, the history of refrigeration has told us

how physics laws pushed the technology and the industry forward. From the very
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beginning of using natural ice, Ling Ren (pronunciation of Chinese, i.e., ice person)

[35], based on their “cool” but empirical knowledge, stored ice in insulated houses

and used it in different ways, e.g., cooling drinks in an ice box (left part of

Fig. 14.20) [36] in hot summer days. Since thermodynamics laws were proposed,

engineers got deep insight on the mechanism how refrigeration systems and devices

ran and helped develop the modern refrigeration industry. Now constructal law, as

thermodynamics laws did before, is expected to change the shape and structure of

refrigeration products toward better performance [37].

Same important, constructal law is changing our way of working, e.g., in

formulating our problems better and optimizing our design more efficiently. The

constructal design thought is reshaping the refrigeration engineers (i.e., the designers)

and help them explore new frontiers in refrigeration engineering (Fig. 14.20). The new

equilibrium architecture is unknown to us now, but we know the direction and how

to generate the new and optimal structure. Such a processmay not be smooth, but as Lu

(a Chinese writer) said: “For actually the earth had no roads to begin with, but when

manymen pass oneway, a road ismade” [38]. Constructal law is playing such a role to

make great contributions to refrigeration future, from “cool” to “cooler.”
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Chapter 15

Constructal Design of Vortex Tubes

E.D. dos Santos, C.H. Marques, G. Stanescu, L.A. Isoldi, and L.A.O. Rocha

15.1 Introduction

The vortex tube (also known as Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube) is a mechanical device

which splits a compressed high-pressure gas stream into cold and hot lower

pressure streams without any chemical reactions or external energy supply [1–3].

Such a separation of the flow into regions of low and high total temperature is

referred to as the temperature (or energy) separation effect. The device consists of a

simple circular tube, one or more tangential nozzles, and a throttle valve. Figure 15.1

depicts schematically two types of vortex tubes: Counter flow (Fig. 15.1a) and

parallel flow (Fig. 15.1b). The operational principle of a counter flow vortex tube,

which is the scope of the present work, Fig. 15.1a, consists of a high-pressure gas that

enters the vortex tube and passes through the nozzle(s). The gas expands through the

nozzle and achieves a high angular velocity, causing a vortex-type flow in the tube.

There are two exits: the hot exit that is placed near the outer radius of the tube at the

end away from the nozzle and the cold exit that is placed at the center of the tube at

the same end as the nozzle. By adjusting a throttle valve (cone valve) downstream

of the hot exit it is possible to vary the fraction of the incoming flow that leaves
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through the cold exit, referred as cold fraction. This adjustment affects the amount

of cold and hot energy that leaves the vortex tube in the device exits.

The vortex tube has been a subject of studies due to its enormous applications in

engineering, such as cooling of machine parts, refrigeration, cool electric or elec-

tronic control cabinets, cooling of equipment in laboratories dealing with explosive

chemicals, chill environmental chambers, cool foods, liquefaction of natural gas,

and cooling suits [3–7]. Moreover, the lack of moving parts, electricity, and other

advantages make the device attractive for a number of specialized applications

where simplicity, robustness, reliability, and general safety are desired [8].

Another important motivation for the study of vortex tube is the complexity of

the energy separation phenomenon in the compressible and turbulent flow. Several

studies have been performed to explain the phenomena occurring during the energy

separation inside the vortex tube. For example, Harnet and Eckert [9] invoked

turbulent eddies. Stephan et al. [10] stated that the drive of fluid motion is related

with Goërtler vortices. Ahlborn and Groves [11] presented the theory of secondary

circulation to explain energy separation. Lewis and Bejan [8] suggested that angular

velocity gradients in the radial direction give rise to frictional coupling between

different layers of the rotating flow resulting in a migration of energy via shear work

from the inner layers to the outer layers.

Recently, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling has been utilized to

improve the comprehension about the energy separation. For instance, Schlenz [12]

numerically investigated the energy separation for an axisymmetric compressible flow.

Fig. 15.1 Operating principle of two types of vortex tubes: (a) counter flow and (b) parallel flow
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The turbulence was treated with a zero-equation turbulence model and the

calculations agreed only qualitatively with the experimental data. Cockerill [13]

presented a mathematical model for the simulation of a compressible turbulent

flow in a vortex tube. He observed that the formation of forced vortex and a strong

radial pressure gradient were the two driving forces behind energy separation.

Aljuwayhel et al. [14] investigated the energy separation mechanism using the

commercial code FLUENT, based on the finite volume method (FVM). They

observed that the standard k–e turbulence model predicted the velocity and tem-

perature separation better than the RNG k–e turbulence model. Dutta et al. [7]

studied the influence of different Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)

turbulence models: standard k–e, RNG k–e, standard k–o, and SST k–o. A

comparison of the temperature separation obtained numerically and experimentally

corroborates the previous findings of Aljuwayhel et al. [14]. Farouk and Farouk

[15] used large eddy simulation (LES) and compared with previous experimental

results of Skye et al. [16] and k–e predictions. The authors noticed that temperature

separation predicted with LES was closer to the experimental results in comparison

with those reached with RANS model. It is worthy to mention that the computa-

tional effort for LES is, in general, several times higher than that observed for

RANS simulations. This fact prevents the use of LES for optimization studies,

since several simulations are required.

Concerning the optimization of the vortex tube, according to Eiamsa-ard and

Promvonge [3] two important parameters must be taken into account. The first is the

geometrical characteristics of the vortex tube (diameter and length of the hot and

cold tubes, diameter of the cold orifice, shape of the hot tube, number of inlet

nozzles, and others). The second is focused on the thermo-physical parameters such

as inlet gas pressure, cold mass fraction, and type of gas (air, oxygen, helium, and

methane). Studies in this subject have been presented in the literature. For example,

Promvonge and Eiamsa-ard [17] reported the effects of the number of inlet tangen-

tial nozzles, the cold orifice diameter and the tube insulations on the temperature

reduction and isentropic efficiency of the vortex tube. Aydin and Baki [18]

investigated experimentally the energy separation in a counter flow vortex tube

having various geometrical and thermo-physical parameters. Pinar et al. [19]

investigated the effects of inlet pressure, nozzle number, and fluid type factors on

the vortex tube performance by means of Taguchi method. However, as long as we

know, it has not been presented in studies concerned with the geometric optimiza-

tion of the vortex tube by means of constructal design [20, 21].

Constructal theory has been used to explain deterministically the generation of

shape in flow structures of nature (river basins, lungs, atmospheric circulation,

animal shapes, vascularized tissues, etc) based on an evolutionary principle of

flow access in time. That principle is the Constructal law: for a flow system to persist

in time (to survive), it must evolve in such way that it provides easier and easier

access to the currents that flow through it [21]. This same principle is used to yield

new designs for electronics, fuel cells, and tree networks for transport of people,

goods, and information [22]. The applicability of this method/law to the physics of

engineered flow systems has been widely discussed in recent literature [23–26].
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In the present work it is considered as the numerical optimization of a vortex

tube device by means of constructal design. It is evaluated in a vortex tube with

axisymmetric computational domain. The compressible and turbulent flows are

solved with a commercial CFD package code based on the Finite Volume Method,

FLUENT [27]. The turbulence is tackled with the standard k–e model into the

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach. The geometry evaluated here

has one global restriction, the total volume of the cylindrical tube, and four degrees

of freedom: d/D (the ratio between the diameter of the cold outlet and the diameter

of the vortex tube, cold orifice ratio), d1/D (the ratio between the nozzle diameter of

the entering air and the diameter of the vortex tube), L1/L (the ratio between the

length of the hot exit annulus and the length of the vortex tube), and D/L (the ratio

between the diameter of the vortex tube and its length). However, only the degree of

freedom d/D is optimized while the other degrees of freedom are kept fixed. The

purpose is to maximize the amount of energy extracted from the cold region

(cooling effect) for several geometries. All evaluated geometries are simulated

for several ratios between the fixed inlet pressure (p1) and the pressure of the hot

exit (p2), which is adjusted to obtain several cold mass fractions.

15.2 Mathematical Model

The analyzed physical problem consists of a two dimensional axisymmetric

cylindrical cavity, as illustrated in Fig. 15.2. The air entering the tube is modeled

as an ideal gas with constant specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and

viscosity. The inlet stagnation conditions are fixed at p1 ¼ 300 kPa and

T1 ¼ 300 K for the verification case and p1 ¼ 700 kPa for the optimization

cases. The intake air enters with an angle of a ¼ 9� with respect to tangential

direction. The static pressure at the cold exit boundary is fixed at atmospheric

pressure. For the hot exit boundary, several simulations are performed with various

pressures in order to simulate the effect of throttle valve. For each fixed pressure of

the hot exit boundary, one specific value of cold mass fraction (yc ¼ mc/m) is

reached. Once it is considered as a two-dimensional axisymmetric domain, an

Fig. 15.2 Domain of the vortex tube
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axis is imposed in the lower surface of the domain, Fig. 15.2. The other surfaces

present the no-slip and adiabatic conditions. The vortex tube dimensions are

assumed: L ¼ 1.0 � 10�1 m, L1 ¼ 1.5 � 10�3 m, D ¼ 2 � 10�2 m, d1 ¼ 1.0

� 10�3 m, and d ¼ 6.0 � 10�3 m for the verification case. The degrees of freedom

are also fixed: d1/D ¼ 0.05, L1/L ¼ 0.015, and D/L ¼ 0.2. The objective of the

analysis is to determine the optimal remaining geometry d/D that leads to the

maximum cooling heat transfer rate (Qc).

According to constructal design [21], optimization can be subjected to the total

volume constraint,

V ¼ pD2L=4: (15.1)

For all evaluated cases, it solved the time-averaged conservation equations of

mass, momentum, and energy for the turbulent flow, which is given respectively by:

@�r�vi
@xi

¼ 0 i ¼ 1; 2 and 3ð Þ in t� O; (15.2)

@�r�vi
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� �
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� �
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� �
i; j ¼ 1; 2 and 3ð Þ in t� O; (15.4)

where ðÞ represents the time-averaged variables, r is the density of the fluid

(kg�m�3), m is the dynamical viscosity (kg�m�1�s�1), k is the thermal conductivity

of the fluid (W�m�1�K�1), vi is the velocity in i-direction, i ¼ 1, 2 and 3 (m�s�1),

p is the pressure (N�m�2), T is the temperature (K), dij is the Kronecker delta, O is

the spatial domain (m), and t is the temporal domain (s).

The turbulent tensor can be written by [28]:

tij ¼ mt
@�vi
@xj

þ @�vj
@xi

� �
i; j ¼ 1; 2 and 3ð Þ: (15.5)

The turbulent transport of temperature is obtained through an analogy with the

Reynolds tensor [28] and is given by:

qj ¼ �rat
@T

@xj
j ¼ 1; 2 and 3ð Þ: (15.6)

The time-averaged fields of velocity, pressure, and temperature are obtained by

means of standard k–emodel [29, 30]. According to this model it is required that the
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solution of two additional equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its

dissipation rate e, which can be expressed as follows:

@k

@t
þ �vj

@k

@xj
¼ tij

@�vi
@xj

þ @

@xj
uþ ut

sk

� �
@k

@xj

� 	
� e i; j ¼ 1; 2 and 3ð Þ; (15.7)

@e
@t

þ �vj
@e
@xj

¼ @

@xj
uþ ut

se

� �
@e
@xj

� 	
þ Ce1

e
k
tij

@�vi
@xj

� Ce2
e2

k
i; j ¼ 1; 2 and 3ð Þ;

(15.8)

where:

ut ¼ Cm
k2

e
; (15.9)

at ¼ ut
Prt

: (15.10)

The model constants appearing in the governing equations, (15.7)–(15.10), are

given in Table 15.1. In order to calculate turbulence quantities accurately in the

near-wall region, wall functions for velocity and temperature fields are employed.

15.3 Numerical Model

We simulate the compressible turbulent flows by solving (15.2)–(15.4) using a CFD

package based on rectangular finite volume method [27]. The solver is density

based and all simulations were performed with the second-order upwind advection

scheme. More details about the finite volume method can be found in Patankar [31]

and Versteeg and Malalasekera [32].

The spatial discretization is performed with rectangular finite volumes. The grid

is more refined for the highest velocity and temperature gradients regions. The grid

independence is reached according to the criterion |(Tjmin � Tj+1min)/T
j
min| < 5

� 10�4, where Tjmin represents the minimal temperature along the domain for the

actual grid and Tj+1min corresponds to the minimal temperature for the following

grid. The number of volumes is increased approximately two times from one grid to

the next. The grid sensibility study is presented for the verification case in

Table 15.2. The independent grid was obtained with 11,760 volumes.

Table 15.1 Model constants

appearing in the governing

equations

Cm Ce1 Ce2 sk se Prt

0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 1.0
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15.4 Results and Discussion

Firstly, the accuracy of the numerical code is evaluated. A qualitatively evaluation

is performed in Fig. 15.3, where the stream function obtained in the present work

(Fig. 15.3a) is compared with that numerically predicted in ref. [14] (Fig. 15.3b). It

can be observed that there is a similarity between both topologies. For both

simulations a steep gradient of velocity near the intake region is noticed. Besides,

it is observed that the split of the flux is in three different regions: periphery region

(flux that leaves the domain by the hot outlet), central region (fluid that leaves the

domain by the cold outlet), and the recirculation region. It is also observed that

there are minor differences for the recirculation, such as the lower deformation of

the recirculation near the cold exit in the simulation performed in the present study.

For the quantitative analysis, the temperature profiles as a function of the vortex

tube radius obtained with the present work are compared with those predicted by

Aljuwayhel et al. [14] for two different placements of azimuthal coordinates:

z ¼ 0.06 m and z ¼ 0.08 m. Figure 15.4 shows for both placements that the

temperature profiles have the same tendency. However, the magnitude of the

temperature is higher for the simulations of the present work than that predicted

in the literature. The highest differences are 2.36% and 1.70% for z ¼ 0.06 m and

0.08 m, respectively. These differences were not expected, since both solutions are

obtained with the same numerical code [27]. One possible explanation for the

deviations is related with the selection of numerical parameters used in the solution,

such as, the advection scheme or the residuals of convergence. In spite of this fact,

the results showed a very good agreement.

After the numerical verification, the effect of the coldmass fraction (yc) on the heat
transfer rate that leaves the cold exit (Qc) is investigated. Figure 15.5 shows the effect

of yc on the heat transfer rate in the cold exit for p1 ¼ 700 kPa, d/D ¼ 0.3, d1/
D ¼ 0.05, L1/L ¼ 0.015, and D/L ¼ 0.2. There is one optimal cold mass fraction,

yc,o ¼ 0.56 and the corresponding maximal heat transfer rate obtained for this cold

mass fraction isQc,m ¼ 221.61W, which is 39.39% and 9.10% higher than that found

for yc ¼ 0.24 (lower extreme) and yc ¼ 0.72 (upper extreme), respectively. This is an

important result and shows that there is one opportunity for geometric optimization.

Note that the cold mass fraction is directly linked with the adjustment of the throttle

valve, i.e., with the opening area of the valve. In the present study, the cold mass

fraction is varied as a function of the hot outlet pressure, but the same effect would be

obtained for a fixed hot exit pressure and varying the degree of freedom L1/L.
Figure 15.6 shows the effect of the cold mass fraction (yc) on the temperatures of

cold (TC) and hot (TH) outlets. The results show that TC and TH increase with the

augment of the cold mass fraction. The results of Figs. 15.5 and 15.6 also show that

Table 15.2 Grid

independence study
Number of volumes Tjmin (K) |(Tjmin � Tj+1min)/T

j
min|

5,460 285.4661 1.1570 � 10�3

11,760 285.1358 4.7350 � 10�5

27,730 285.0008
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the optimal adjustment of the throttle valve, which leads to the maximal cold heat

transfer rate Qc,m is not obtained for the highest cold air temperature drop (DTC) nor
for the highest mass flow rate that leaves the cold boundary (mc).

Figure 15.7 illustrates the temperature distribution in the vortex tube for the

following cold mass fractions: yc ¼ 0.24 (Fig. 15.7a), yc,o ¼ 0.56 (Fig. 15.7b), and

yc ¼ 0.72 (Fig. 15.7c) that represent the lower extreme, the optimal and the upper

extreme of the curve shown in Fig. 15.5, respectively. For the lower extreme

(Fig. 15.7a) it is observed that the steepest temperature gradients is in the radial

Fig. 15.4 Comparison of the static temperature profiles as a function of the vortex tube radius

for the azimuthal coordinates (z ¼ 0.06 m and 0.08 m) obtained in the present work and predicted

in ref. [14]

Fig. 15.3 Comparison of the stream function obtained numerically: (a) present work, (b) ref. [14]
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Fig. 15.6 The effect of the cold mass fraction (yc) over the temperatures of cold (TC) and hot (TH)
outlets

Fig. 15.5 First maximization of the cold heat transfer rate (Qc) as function of the cold mass

fraction (yc)
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direction. With the increase of yc the heat flux became more intense in the azimuthal

direction (Fig. 15.7b and c). It is interesting to notice that the optimal shape

(Fig. 15.7b) has the best distribution of temperature between the hottest and coldest

regions, i.e., in agreement with the constructal principle of optimal distribution of

imperfections.

Figure 15.8 shows the effect of the cold mass fraction (yc) on the cooling heat

transfer rate (Qc) for several ratios of d/D. In general, one optimal intermediate

value of yc,o is observed for each curve d/D and its corresponding Qc,m, with

exception of the curve d/D ¼ 0.6, where the maximum is reached in the higher

extreme of yc. An interesting behavior is noticed for curves of d/D ¼ 0.3 and

d/D ¼ 0.6. For the range 0.47 � yc � 0.56 the geometry with d/D ¼ 0.3 leads to

a better performance than that reached for d/D ¼ 0.6, while the opposite effect is

obtained for the range 0.56 � yc � 0.68. In other words, one ratio of d/D does not

lead necessarily to the best thermal performance for all ranges of yc evaluated.

Fig. 15.7 Temperature distribution when d/D ¼ 0.3 for several cold mass fractions: (a)

yc ¼ 0.24, (b) yc,o ¼ 0.56, (c) yc ¼ 0.72
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The best ratios d/D obtained in Fig. 15.8 are compiled in Fig. 15.9. In this figure

it is possible to observe that there is one optimal ratio of (d/D)o ¼ 0.43, which

conducts to the second maximization of Qc,mm ¼ 270 W and its corresponding

yc,oo ¼ 0.685, where the subscripts mm and oo mean that the cold heat transfer rate

Fig. 15.8 The maximization of the cooling heat transfer rate (Qc) as function of the of the cold

mass fraction (yc) for several ratios of d/D

Fig. 15.9 Second optimization of the cooling heat transfer rate (Qc,m) and the optimal cold mass

fraction (yc,o) as function of d/D
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and the cold mass fraction are optimized twice. Other important observation is that

the twice maximized cooling heat transfer rate Qc,mm is 87.33% and 14.63% better

than the Qc,m obtained for the ratios d/D ¼ 0.1 and 0.6, respectively. Moreover, the

best cold mass fractions curve yc,o has the same tendency observed for the cooling

heat transfer rate curve Qc,m. Nonetheless, the ratio of d/D that leads to the highest

value of yc is not the same that leads to the optimal Qc.

Figure 15.10 shows the effect of the ratio d/D on the temperature of cold TC,o and
hot TH,o outlets. Differently from the effect of yc on the cold air temperature drop

(DTC), Fig. 15.6, there is one minimal cold temperature TC,o, for (d/D)o ¼ 0.43. In

other words, the same ratio d/D that once maximizes the cold heat transfer rate

(Qc,m) is the same for determination of the maximum cold air temperature drop

DTC,o. Figure 15.11 shows the vortex tube temperature distribution for the follow-

ing ratios d/D: d/D ¼ 0.1 (Fig. 15.11a), (d/D)o ¼ 0.43 (Fig. 15.11b) and d/D ¼ 0.6

(Fig. 15.11c). For the lower ratio d/D ¼ 0.1, the temperature gradient is more

intense in the radial direction. Similarly to the results observed for the simulations

with lower cold mass fractions (Fig. 15.7c). For (d/D)o ¼ 0.43, Fig. 15.11b, the heat

flux became more intense in the azimuthal direction, as it occurred when the yc,o is
increased (Fig. 15.7b). As the ratio d/D increases, Fig. 15.11c, the temperature

gradients are again more intense in the radial direction, reflecting the decrease of

yc,o as a function of d/D observed in the Fig. 15.9. It is important to reinforce that,

independent of the parameter used for the improvement of the thermal performance

(yc or d/D), the best vortex tube shape is the one that distributes the imperfections

better, i. e., the shape that has the best distribution of temperature between the hot

and cold outlets.

Fig. 15.10 The effect of d/D over the optimal temperature of cold TC,o and hot TH,o outlets
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15.5 Conclusions

In the present work the numerical optimization of a vortex tube device by means of

constructal design was considered. A vortex tube with axisymmetric computational

domain was evaluated. The compressible and turbulent flows were numerically

solved with a commercial CFD package code based on the Finite Volume Method

[27]. The turbulence was tackled with the standard k–e model into the Reynolds

Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach. The cold heat transfer rate Qc was

maximized twice : First, with respect to the cold mass fraction yc and later with

respect to the degree of freedom d/D (the ratio between the diameter of the

cold outlet and the diameter of the vortex tube). The other degrees of freedom

(d1/D, L1/L, and D/L) and the total volume of the vortex tube were kept fixed. It was

observed that one optimal ratio yc,o led to the maximum heat transfer rateQc,m when

the ratio d/D was fixed.

Fig. 15.11 Temperature distribution obtained for several ratios of d/D: (a) d/D ¼ 0.1, (b)

(d/D)o ¼ 0.43, and (c) d/D ¼ 0.6
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The results showed that the best thermal performance of the vortex tube was

obtained as a function of the product of the cold mass (mc), which increases with the

increase of yc, and the cold air temperature drop (DTC), which decreases with the

increase of yc.
The results also showed one optimal geometry given by the ratio (d/D)o ¼ 0.43.

The twice maximized cold heat transfer rate (Qc,mm) was approximately 87% and

15% better than the lower and upper studied extremes of d/D and its corresponding

cold mass fraction was yc,oo ¼ 0.685. The same optimal ratio (d/D)o ¼ 0.43 that

maximized the cold heat transfer rate was also obtained for the maximization of the

cold air temperature drop DTC,o. Another important observation was that, indepen-

dent of the parameter used for the improvement of the thermal performance (yc or
d/D), the best shapes were reached according to the constructal principle of optimal

distribution of imperfections.
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Chapter 16

Constructal Design of Wave Energy Converters

E.D. dos Santos, B.N. Machado, N. Lopes, J.A. Souza, P.R.F. Teixeira,

M.N. Gomes, L.A. Isoldi, and L.A.O. Rocha

16.1 Introduction

The augmentationof energydemandand theKyoto agreement to reduce thegreenhouse

gas emissions have increased the interest for the study of renewable energy [1]. The

growth and interest in expanding the wave energy sector are based on its potential

estimated to be up to 10 TW. Depending on what is considered to be exploitable, this

covers from 15 to 66 % of the total world energy consumption referred to 2006 [2–4].

According to ref. [5] thewave energy level is usually expressed as power per unit length

(along the wave crest or along the shoreline direction). Typical values for “good”

offshore locations (annual average) range between 20 and 70 kW/m and occur mostly

inmoderate tohigh latitudes. In this sense, the southern coasts ofSouthAmerica,Africa,

and Australia are particularly attractive for wave energy exploitation.
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This enormous energy potential of ocean waves has been recognized throughout

history. However, it is only in recent times, following the oil crises of the 1970s

when attention was focused on the possibility of extracting increased amounts of

power from natural energy sources, that the exploitation of ocean waves in the

production of electricity was explored in more detail. Experiments on wave energy

conversion have indicated that several methods were feasible, and many areas of

the world were shown to have the potential coastal wave energy that could be

converted into useful power [2].

The wave energy converters (WECs) can be classified according to their place-

ment on the coast [6]: (1) onshore, (2) nearshore (devices placed at depths lower

than 20 m), and (3) offshore (devices placed at depths higher than 20 m). TheWECs

can also be classified according to its main operational principle in three main

classes: (1) oscillating water column (OWC), (2) body oscillating (point absorbers

or surging devices), and (3) overtopping devices [3]. Important reviews about the

technologies employed for wave energy conversion, as well as the progress around

the world, have been presented [5, 7–10]. In the next subsections, it will be

presented a description of OWC and overtopping devices as well as a brief review

of some studies presented in the literature.

16.1.1 Oscillating Water Column

An OWC is a steel or concrete structure with a chamber presenting at least two

openings, one in communication with the sea and the other one with the atmo-

sphere, Fig. 16.1. Under the action of waves the free surface inside the chamber

oscillates and displaces the air above the free surface. The air is thus forced to flow

through a turbine that generates electrical power [11]. Usually a Wells turbine is

Fig. 16.1 Sketch of an OWC

converter
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employed; such ones, once started, turn in the same direction to extract power from

air flowing in either axial direction, i.e., the turbine motion is independent of the

fluid direction [12].

The greatest disadvantage of the OWC converter is the large dimensions of its

structure. As a result, the cost of a single device is, in general, expensive [5, 12].

An advantage of using the OWC device for power extraction is that the air speed is

increased by reduction in the cross-sectional area of the channel approaching the

turbine. This couples the slow motion of the waves to the fast rotation of the turbine

without mechanical gearing [12]. Another important advantage is that the moving

mechanical parts, that is, the turbine and the generator, are not in direct contact with

water [5, 12].

Besides, the OWC is one of the most common and most maturated WEC

devices. The conceptual studies on OWC started in the 1970s. Up to date, several

plants were built in different countries. The most important large-scale OWCs are

in service in Portugal (1999) and in UK (2000), which are called Pico and Limpet

power plants, respectively.

Several studies have been performed in the literature about OWC. For example,

Falcão and Justino [13] developed a theoretical model to simulate the energy

conversion, from wave to turbine shaft, of an OWC plant equipped with a Wells

air-turbine and with a valve for air-flow control. Brito-Melo et al. [14] investigated

numerically the influence of the Wells turbine aerodynamic design on the overall

OWC plant performance, as affected by the turbine peak efficiency and the range of

flow rates that the turbine can operate efficiently. Conde and Gato [15] presented a

numerical study of air-flow in a typical pneumatic chamber geometry of an OWC-

WEC, equipped with two vertical-axis air turbines, asymmetrically placed on the

top of the chamber. Jayashankar et al. [16] proposed a new topology that uses twin

unidirectional turbines for an OWC using data from near shore plants in India and

Japan to arrive at the design. Concerning the evaluation of the OWC chamber

geometry, Dizadji and Sajadian [17] performed an extensive experimental research

evaluating various geometrical designs of an OWC chamber which yield to the

maximum conversion of wave energy into useful energy. However, in this work, the

evaluation of geometry did not followed Constructal Design, since any restriction

for the geometry was not imposed.

This study applies Constructal Design to the geometric optimization of an OWC

converter allowing it reaches its best performance, i.e., the maximum conversion

between wave energy and electrical energy.

Therefore, employing a 2D computational modeling of an OWC converter, the

geometric optimization of the ratio between its chimney and chamber lengths (l/L)
was investigated. The ratio between the height and the length of the OWC chamber

was kept constant (H/L ¼ 0.2). The total volume of the OWC device is also fixed

and the ratio between the volume of the chimney and the total device volume

(f ¼ 0.15) is a problem restriction. Maximize the air mass flow rate that crosses the

chimney was the objective of the optimization process.
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16.1.2 Overtopping

The overtopping device, which is the other scope of the present chapter, Fig. 16.2,

consists of a ramp that captures the water that is close to the wave crest and

introduces it, by over spilling, into a reservoir where it is stored at a level higher

than the average free-surface level of the surrounding sea. The potential energy of

water trapped in the reservoir is then converted to electrical energy through a low

head turbine connected to a generator. Examples of important installed overtopping

devices are the Wave Dragon (WD) and the Sea Slot-cone Generator (SSG). The

SSG structure consists of a number of reservoirs one on the top of each other above

the mean water level in which the water of incoming waves is stored temporary.

Concerning the employment of overtopping devices for wave energy conver-

sion, experimental studies have been reported in the literature. For example, Kofoed

et al. [18] performed several tests in a WD energy converter prototype, planning for

deployment of a 4 MW power production unit. In this study, the prototype was

instrumented in order to monitor power production, wave climate, forces in moor-

ing lines, stresses in structure, and movements of WD. The authors established the

background to obtain optimal design of the structure and regulation of the power

take off system. Tedd and Kofoed [19] studied overtopping flow series on the WD

prototype with the aim to maximize the flow in low crested structures. Moreover, a

simulation algorithm is tested by comparison with an overtopping flow.

Margheritini et al. [20] obtained experimental results to improve the knowledge

about the characteristics of a SSG overtopping WEC. The pilot plant studied was an

onshore full-scale module in three levels with an expected power production of

320 MWh/year. Margheritini et al. [4] presented the development of a classification

of WECs based on the different impact of the technologies to the environment.

Into the numerical framework, Beels et al. [1] employed time-dependent mild-

slope equations to model single and multiple WDWECs. The results indicated that

a farm of five Wave Dragon WECs installed in a staggered grid with a distance of

2D is preferred, when taking cost and space into account. Neves et al. [21]

compared three numerical methods for estimative of the mean volume that

Fig. 16.2 Sketch of an overtopping converter
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overcomes the ramp: Amazonia (based on the solution of nonlinear equations for

shallow waves), Cobras-UC (an eulerian model which uses volume of fluid (VOF)

for the multiphase flow), and SPHysics. Besides that, Iahnke [22] evaluated the

ramp inclination of an overtopping device for a two-dimensional flow. It was

considered a wave climate similar to that found in the southern of Brazil (Rio

Grande city, placed at approximately 32�S and 52�W). In that work, the best

geometry was reached for an angle of 30º (H1/L1 ¼ 0.58). It is also worthy to

mention that the investigation of overtopping flow over breakwaters and dams has

also been subject of several studies [23–26].

The present work aims to discover, by means of the constructal law, the

geometrical optimization of an overtopping energy converter. The basic idea here

developed is similar to that performed in ref. [22], but now taking into account the

total volume and the volume fraction of the ramp as constraints.

16.1.3 Constructal Design Applied for WECs

Constructal theory has been used to explain deterministically the generation of

shape in flow structures of nature (river basins, lungs, atmospheric circulation,

animal shapes, vascularized tissues, etc.) based on an evolutionary principle of

flow access in time. That principle is the Constructal law: for a flow system to

persist in time (to survive), it must evolve in such a way that it provides easier and

easier access to the currents that flow through it [27, 28].

This same principle is used to yield new designs for electronics, fuel cells, and

tree networks for transport of people, goods, and information [29]. The applicability

of this method/law to the physics of engineered flow systems has been widely

discussed in recent literature [30–33]. However, Constructal law has not been

employed yet into the wave energy framework.

16.2 Mathematical Model

16.2.1 Oscillating Water Column Modeling

The optimization process was developed considering a two-dimensional OWC

device (Fig. 16.3), being the objective the maximization of the mass flow rate of

air passing through the OWC chimney. The wave flow is generated by imposing a

velocity field in the left surface of the tank. For the geometric optimization, two

constraints were selected: the total volume of OWC converter and the volume

fraction of the chimney.

The total volume of OWC, composed by the chamber volume and the chimney

volume, is defined by:
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VTotal ¼ VChamber þ VChimney ¼ HLW þ hlW; (16.1)

where H and L are the height and the length of the chamber, respectively, and h and
l are the height and the length of the chimney, respectively. W is the width of the

converter (dimension perpendicular to the figure plane). The volume fraction of the

chimney is given by:

f ¼ VChimney

VTotal

¼ hlW

HLW þ hlWð Þ ¼
hl

HLþ hlð Þ : (16.2)

Completing the requirements to apply the Constructal Design, the degree of

freedom l/L (ratio between the chimney and the chamber lengths) was varied,

keeping fixed the other parameters: H/L ¼ 0.2, L/l ¼ 2.06 (the ratio between the

chamber and the wave lengths), and d/l ¼ 0.5 (the ratio between the depth and the

wave length, relative depth). Moreover, the following dimensions and parameters

are assumed: HT ¼ 1.0 m, LT ¼ 8.0 m, L3 ¼ 3.0 m, d ¼ 0.5 m, hw ¼ 0.14 m,

l ¼ 1.0 m, T ¼ 0.8 s, and a total time of simulation of t ¼ 8.0 s.

16.2.2 Overtopping Modeling

The analyzed physical problem for this case consists of a two-dimensional

overtopping device placed in a wave tank, as depicted in Fig. 16.4. The third

dimension W is perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The wave flow for this

case is also generated by imposing a velocity field in the left surface of the tank. The

generated waves reach the ramp and the crest water can be spilled into the reservoir.

The objective of the analysis is to determine the optimal geometry (hw/l, d/l, hw/
d, and H1/L1) that leads to the maximum mass flow rate of water entering in the

reservoir. As previously mentioned, the degree of freedom H1/L1 is optimized,

keeping fixed the other parameters: f ¼ 0.02, d/l ¼ 0.5 (the ratio between the

Fig. 16.3 Domain of the OWC device
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depth and the wave length), hw/l ¼ 0.12, and hw/d ¼ 0.23 (the ratio between the

wave height and the wave length). Moreover, the following dimensions and

parameters are assumed: HT ¼ 1.0 m, LT ¼ 8.0 m, L2 ¼ 0.5 m, L3 ¼ 3.0 m, hw
¼ 0.14 m, l ¼ 1.2 m, d ¼ 0.6 m, T ¼ 0.88 s and a total simulation time of

t ¼ 20.0 s. In the constructal design framework, the optimization of the present

problem is subjected to two constraints, namely, the total area of the wave tank

constraint,

A ¼ HTLT (16.3)

and the area of the ramp constraint

Ar ¼ H1L1
2

; (16.4)

whereHT is the wave tank height (m), LT is the wave tank length (m),H1 is the ramp

height (m), and L1 is the ramp length (m). Equation (16.4) can be expressed as the

device volume (area) fraction

f ¼ Ar

A
: (16.5)

16.2.3 The Multiphase Volume of Fluid

The analysis consists in finding the solution of a water–air mixture flow. For the

treatment of this kind of flow, the VOF formulation, which is based on the

hypothesis of two or more impenetrable phases, is employed. Since the ratio of

the density between water and air on the mixture is much higher than unity, it is

Fig. 16.4 Domain of the overtopping device
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expected that this treatment leads to excellent predictions of the phenomenon. It is

worth to mention that for each control volume, the sum of the volumetric fractions

for all involved phases is unity.

The variable and property fields are shared by the phases and represent averaged

values on the volume. It is necessary to know each volumetric fraction of themixture.

The variables and properties for a specific volume represent one of the phases or a

mixture of phases, depending on the values of the volume fraction. For a qth
volumetric fraction of the fluid, named aq, three configurations are presented [34]:

aq ¼ 0: the volume is empty (for a q0 fluid)
aq ¼ 1: the volume is full (for a q0 fluid)
0 < aq < 1: the volume of q0 fluid has interface with other phases

For each volume domain, the properties are obtained as a function of the local

value of aq. The placement among the phases is defined from the mass equation

solution for the fraction of one or more phases. For the phase q0, the continuity

equation is given by [34]:

@

@t
aqrq
� �þr aqrq~vq

� � ¼ Saq þ
Xn
p¼1

_mpq � _mqp

� �
; (16.6)

where _mqp is the rate of mass transfer from phase q to phase p (kg m�3 s�1), _mpq is

the rate of mass transfer from phase p to phase q (kg m�3 s�1), and Saq is the mass

source term, which is null in the present study. The volume fraction equation is

not solved for the primary phase, being computed based on the following

restriction:

Xn
q¼1

aq ¼ 1: (16.7)

For a system with n phases, the density is obtained from the weighting of the

related phases. Therefore, density can be written by:

r ¼
X

aqrq: (16.8)

The momentum equations are solved for the mixture water–air and the velocity

fields are shared among the phases. The momentum equations can be written in its

vectorial notation by:

@

@t
r~vð Þ þ r r~v~vð Þ ¼ �rpþr t

� �þ r~gþ ~F; (16.9)

where p is the static pressure (N m�2), t is the viscous stress tensor (N m�2),~g is the
gravitational acceleration (m s�2), and ~F represents external body forces (N m�3).
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Concerning the waves generation, it is employed a user defined function (UDF)

for the entrance velocity of the channel, simulating the wavemaker behavior [35].

The velocities in x and z directions for the entrance channel are, respectively,

given by:

u ¼ Agk
cosh kzþ kdð Þ
o cosh kdð Þ cosðkx� otÞ þ 3

4
A2ok

cosh 2k d þ zð Þ
sinh4 kdð Þ cos 2 kx� otð Þ;

(16.10)

w ¼ Agk
sinh kzþ kdð Þ
o cosh kdð Þ sinðkx� otÞ þ 3

4
A2ok

sinh 2k d þ zð Þ
sinh4 kdð Þ sin 2 kx� otð Þ;

(16.11)

where A is the wave amplitude (m), k is the wave number given by k ¼ 2p/l (m�1),

d is the water depth (m), T is the wave period (s), o is the frequency given by

o ¼ 2p/T (rad/s), x is the streamwise coordinate (m), t is the time (s), and z is the
normal coordinate (m).

For other boundary conditions, the upper region of the left surface, as well as

the upper surface, has prescribed atmospheric pressure (see the dashed surfaces in

Figs. 16.5 and 16.6). In the other surfaces of the tank (lower and right surfaces)

and in the device (OWC and overtopping) surfaces the velocities are prescribed

as null.

For the initial conditions, it is considered that the fluid is still and the free

water surface is d ¼ 0.5 m for the OWC simulation and d ¼ 0.6 m for the

overtopping case.

Fig. 16.5 Mass flow rate variation as a function of degree of freedom l/L
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Fig. 16.6 The transversal

velocity topology for the

worst ratio of l/L ¼ 0.052
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16.3 Numerical Model

For the numerical simulation of the conservation equations of mass and momentum,

a commercial code based on the finite volume method (FVM) [36] is employed. The

solver is pressure based and all simulations were performed by upwind and

PRESTO! for spatial discretizations of momentum and pressure, respectively.

The velocity–pressure coupling is performed by the PISO method, while the

GEO-RECONSTRUCTION method is employed to tackle with the volumetric

fraction. Moreover, under-relaxation factors of 0.3 and 0.7 are imposed for the

conservation equations of continuity and momentum, respectively. More details

concerned with the numerical methodology can be obtained in refs. [36–38].

The numerical simulations were performed using a computer with two dual-core

Intel processors with 2.67 GHz clock and 8 GB RAM memory. The computations

were parallelized by means of Message Passing Interface (MPI). The time

processing of each simulation was approximately 3.2 � 104 s (9 h).

It is important to emphasize that this numerical methodology was already

validated in previous studies of this research group: Gomes et al. [39] and Gomes

[40]. Therefore, for the sake of brevity this validation will not be re-presented in this

chapter.

16.4 Results and Discussion

16.4.1 Optimization of the OWC Device

The geometric optimization process, based on the Constructal Design, of the OWC

converter was developed considering the following constraints: the volume frac-

tion, f ¼ 0.15, the design parameters (L/l ¼ 2.06, d/l ¼ 0.5), and the ratio

between height and length of the OWC chamber, H/L ¼ 0.2. Several numerical

simulations were performed, varying the degree of freedom l/L, as shown in

Table 16.1. The OWC dimensions L and H are kept constants and equal to

2.0616 m and 0.4123 m. Hence, to obey the problem constraints, the value of

h also varies, as indicated in Table 16.1. Therefore, with these considerations, the

influence of this parameter in the mass flow rate of air passing through the OWC

chimney was investigated.

Figure 16.5 shows the results for the time-averaged mass flow rate versus the

degree of freedom l/L. The maximum value obtained for the time-averaged mass

flow rate is nearly 7.54 kg/s and is noticed for the optimal ratio of (l/L)o ¼ 0.6.

Moreover, the optimal shape is approximately 12 % better than the worst one,

showing the applicability of constructal design for the optimization of OWC-

WECs. The time-averaged mass flow rate is almost constant in the range 0.5 � l/
L � 1.0. For instance, the best shape is only 0.8 % higher than the time-averaged

mass flow rate obtained for the ratio l/L ¼ 1.0. This behavior can be related with the
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larger ratio of L/l ¼ 2.06 employed in the present simulations. More defined points

of maximum could be obtained for lower ratios of L/l and other investigations are

required. Other interesting behavior is observed for the range 0.052 � l/L � 0.4,

where it is noticed an increase of the mass flow rate in the range 0.052 � l/L � 0.2

and a subsequent decrease until a local point of minimal mass flow rate for the ratio

l/L ¼ 0.4.

Figures 16.6 and 16.7 show the transient normal velocity for the ratios:

l/L ¼ 0.052 (worst) and (l/L)o ¼ 0.6 (optimal), respectively. For the lower ratio

of l/L ¼ 0.052 (Fig. 16.5) there are large oscillations of the velocity field magnitude

inside the chimney as a function of time. However, the cross-sectional area restricts

significantly the amount of mass flow rate at the chimney leading to low values of

time-averaged mass flow rate ( _m ¼ 6:6 kg=s). As the ratio l/L increases, the cross-

sectional area also increases and the magnitude of the velocity field inside the

chimney decreases. However, in the range between 0.2 � l/L � 0.4 the decrease of

velocity field is more intensive than that observed for the lower ratios of l/L,
explaining the local minimum point for the mass flow rate at l/L ¼ 0.4. For ratios

l/L � 0.6, the velocity field turns to decrease compensating the augment of the

cross-sectional area and leading to time-averaged mass flow rates almost constant.

16.4.2 Optimization of the Overtopping Device

The optimization process consists in the simulation of several geometries with

different ratios of H1/L1. To evaluate the effect of H1/L1 over the overtopping

behavior, Fig. 16.8 shows the instantaneous mass flow rate of water that enters

the reservoir as a function of time for some values of H1/L1. For all analyzed cases,

a step inlet of water into the reservoir for specific instants of time is observed. It is

worthy of mention that, for t � 15.0 s the overtopping is not observed for any

simulation. For the lower ratios of H1/L1 (H1/L1 ¼ 0.4 and 0.6) the peaks of mass

flow rate occur at t ¼ 5.6 s and t ¼ 9.2 s, while for the higher ratios of H1/L1
(H1/L1 ¼ 0.8 and 1.0) one peak of mass flow rate is observed for t ¼ 8.3 s.

Table 16.1 Variable

parameters in the

optimization process

Simulation l/L l (m) h (m)

1 0.0520 0.1072 1.3992

2 0.1000 0.2062 0.7276

3 0.2000 0.4123 0.3638

4 0.3000 0.6185 0.2425

5 0.4000 0.8246 0.1819

6 0.5000 1.0308 0.1455

7 0.6000 1.2369 0.1213

8 0.7000 1.4431 0.1039

9 0.8000 1.6492 0.0910

10 0.9000 1.8554 0.0808

11 1.0000 2.0616 0.0728
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Fig. 16.8 Instantaneous mass flow rate of water in the overtopping device as a function of time for

several rates of H1/L1

t = 1 s

t = 2 s

t = 3 s

t = 4 s

t = 5 s

t = 6 s

t = 7 s

t = 8 s

-0.94 m/s 0.64 m/s

Fig. 16.7 The transversal

velocity topology for the

optimal ratio of l/L ¼ 0.60
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For t ¼ 14.3 s, the peak is observed only for H1/L1 ¼ 1.0. Another important

observation is that the mass flow rate peaks reached for H1/L1 ¼ 0.6 and 1.0 are

higher than those observed for H1/L1 ¼ 0.4 and 0.8. For example, the highest peak

obtained for H1/L1 ¼ 0.6 ( _m ¼ 27:89 kg=s) and its second peak ( _m ¼ 5:35 kg=s)
are approximately 820 and 76 % higher than the highest peak observed for

H1/L1 ¼ 0.4.

Figure 16.9 exhibits the effect of the ratio H1/L1 over the total amount of mass

that enters the reservoir along the time. An optimal ratio of (H1/L1)o ¼ 0.6 which

maximizes the mass that enters into the reservoir along the time (mm ¼ 1.6845 kg)

is observed. As expected, the lower and upper extremes of the ratioH1/L1 lead to the
worst geometries. An interesting behavior is observed for H1/L1 ¼ 1.0, in which a

local point of maximum is obtained (m ¼ 1.4010 kg). Moreover, constructal design

allowed a significant increase of the device performance. For example, the

overtopped amount of mass for the optimal ratio is approximately 20 times higher

than the one observed for the ratio H1/L1 ¼ 0.75, which is the case with the

minimal amount of mass among the cases in which overtopping occurs.

Figure 16.10 shows the transient behavior of the wave generated in the wave

tank over the ramp for the lowest ratio ofH1/L1 ¼ 0.1. The topologies are presented

for the following time steps: t ¼ 1.0 s, 4.0 s, 5.6 s, 8.5 s and 9.2 s, and they are

shown, respectively, in Fig. 16.10a–e. Note that the initial formation of the first

wave due to the imposition of the velocity fields in the inlet surface of the wave tank

is observed for t ¼ 1.0 s (Fig. 16.10a). The incidence of the wave over the ramp can

also be seen for t ¼ 4.0 s (Fig. 16.10b). Afterwards, for t ¼ 5.6 s (Fig. 16.10c), the

flow is meagered and the dissipation of the wave can also be observed. As a

consequence, the water of the wave remains far from the reservoir. It is possible

Fig. 16.9 The effect of H1/L1 over the amount of mass of water that enters the reservoir
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to observe the wave reflection caused by the overtopping device for Fig. 16.10d

and e, t ¼ 8.5 s and 9.2 s. In spite of the lower height of the ramp for the case H1/

L1 ¼ 0.1, the water does not spill the reservoir due to the kinetic energy dissipation

imposed by the larger length of the ramp. The behavior in this case is similar to that

observed for the flow in a beach.

Figure 16.11 shows the transient behavior of the wave generated in the wave

tank over the ramp for the highest ratio of H1/L1 ¼ 1.2. The topologies of the flow

are obtained for the same time steps of the earlier case, i.e., t ¼ 1.0 s, t ¼ 4.0 s,

t ¼ 5.6 s, t ¼ 8.5 s, and t ¼ 9.2 s (Fig. 16.11a–e). For this case, the height of the

ramp increases significantly and the ramp behaves like a wall. Figure 16.11a and b

show the initial formation of waves besides incoming waves over the ramp.

Figure 16.11c and d show the conversion of kinetic into potential energies, change

which is observed in its amplitude. However, for any evaluated time steps, the

increase of the wave height is not enough to allow the overtopping of the water

flow. Afterwards, the reflection caused by the ramp induces the smoothing of

the wave (Fig. 16.11e). Therefore, the mechanisms which avoid the overtopping

are different for the lowest and highest ratios of H1/L1. In the former case

Fig. 16.10 The transient wave flow with the ratio H1/L1 ¼ 0.1 for the following time steps: (a)

t ¼ 1.0 s, (b) t ¼ 4.0 s, (c) t ¼ 5.6 s, (d) t ¼ 8.5 s, (e) t ¼ 9.2 s
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(H1/L1 ¼ 0.1), the fact that overtopping does not occur is concerned with the

kinetic energy dissipation in the ramp, while in the latter case (H1/L1 ¼ 1.2) the

nonoccurrence of overtopping is related to the conversion of part of kinetic energy

into potential energy, generating waves with amplitudes lower than the height of

the ramp.

Figure 16.12 shows the transient wave flow for the optimized ratio of H1/L1.
The topologies of the flow are obtained for the following time steps: t ¼ 1.0 s,

t ¼ 4.0 s, t ¼ 5.6 s, t ¼ 8.2 s, and t ¼ 9.2 s (Fig. 16.12a–e). For the initial time

steps, Fig. 16.12a and b, the behavior obtained for the earlier cases is also noted

here. For t ¼ 5.6 s, the overtopping of the water wave flow is observed. In

comparison with lower ratios of H1/L1 geometries, the optimal ratio of

(H1/L1)o ¼ 0.6 leads to a lower suppression of the wave kinetic energy. For

t ¼ 8.2 s, Fig. 16.12d, the overtopping occurs again with a minor intensity. This

decrease of the amount of mass that enters into the reservoir can be related to the

conversion of kinetic energy into potential energy before the wave overtops the

ramp, i.e., the wave reaches the devices with lower kinetic energy and does not go

into the reservoir again.

Fig. 16.11 The transient wave flow with the ratio H1/L1 ¼ 1.2 for the following time steps: (a)

t ¼ 1.0 s, (b) t ¼ 4.0 s, (c) t ¼ 5.6 s, (d) t ¼ 8.5 s, (e) t ¼ 9.2 s
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Figure 16.13 exhibits the transient wave flow for the ratio H1/L1 ¼ 1.0, in which

a local maximum mass entering into the reservoir is observed. For initial time steps,

Fig. 16.13a and b, the same behavior for the previous cases is observed here. For

t ¼ 5.6 s, Fig. 16.13c, the water does not have enough kinetic energy to overtop the

ramp. Afterwards, the reflection caused by the ramp (Fig. 16.13d) increases the

wave amplitude up to a point where the overtopping is observed, for t ¼ 14.3 s.

Unlike the optimal case, in which the increase of the wave amplitude minimizes the

magnitude of the mass flow rate from the first to the second peak, in this case (H1/

L1 ¼ 1.0), the increase of the wave potential energy also increases the magnitude of

the mass flow rate from the first to the second peak.

16.5 Conclusions

Nowadays it is evident the requirement to employ alternative and renewable energy

sources. One of these sources is in the oceans, more specifically in wave energy.

Several devices were proposed to convert the energy from the ocean waves into

Fig. 16.12 The transient wave flow with the ratio H1/L1 ¼ 0.6 for the following time steps: (a)

t ¼ 1.0 s, (b) t ¼ 4.0 s, (c) t ¼ 5.6 s, (d) t ¼ 8.2 s, (e) t ¼ 9.2 s
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electricity. As a consequence, the geometric optimization of these devices, which

will lead to a rationalization of energy resources, is also important.

The present study showed a numerical evaluation of the geometry of OWC and

overtopping energy converters by means of Constructal Design. The geometric

optimization of the OWC was performed varying the degree of freedom l/L, while
the total volume of the OWC device was kept constant. Besides, all numerical

simulations were performed withH/L ¼ 0.2, f ¼ 0.15, L/l ¼ 2.06, and d/l ¼ 0.5.

Concerning the overtopping device, the degree of freedom H1/L1 was optimized,

keeping the device volume fraction, f ¼ 0.02, and the wave flow parameters:

hw/l ¼ 0.12, d/l ¼ 0.5, and hw/d ¼ 0.23 fixed. The conservation equations of

mass and momentum were solved with a commercial code based on the finite

volume method (FVM). The multiphase VOF model and a wavemaker were

adopted to generate regular incident waves in the tank.

The numerical results presented in this chapter illustrated the applicability of

Constructal Design for the optimization of WECs (rationalization of energetic

resources). It was also observed that the shape which leads to the best conversion

of energy is the same one which minimizes the resistances of the fluid flow

(imperfections).

Fig. 16.13 The transient wave flow with the ratio H1/L1 ¼ 1.0 for the following time steps: (a)

t ¼ 1.0 s, (b) t ¼ 4.0 s, (c) t ¼ 5.6 s, (d) t ¼ 8.5 s, (e) t ¼ 14.3 s
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The results indicated that the highest mass flow rate of air in the chimney was

achieved for anoptimal ratio of (l/L)o ¼ 0.6 for theOWCdevice.This optimal geometry

was 12 % better than the worst geometry (l/L ¼ 0.052). Moreover, in the range 0.5 �
l/L � 1.0 themass flow rate results showed a pattern quite similar. This behavior can be

related with the larger ratio of L/l ¼ 2.06 employed in the present study.

Concerning the overtopping device, the differences were more evident. For

example, the amount of mass that entered into the reservoir for the optimal

geometry, (H1/L1)o ¼ 0.6, was 20 times higher than the one found for the ratio

H1/L1 ¼ 0.75, which was the case with the minimal amount of mass among the

cases in which overtopping occurs. Another interesting observation was that there

was one local point of maximum for H1/L1 ¼ 1.0. Moreover, the lower and upper

extremes of the ratio H1/L1 conducted to worst performances.
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Chapter 17

Constructal Design of Thermal Systems

L.A.O. Rocha, E.D. dos Santos, D.C. Cunha, F.L. Garcia, G. Lorenzini,

C. Biserni, M. Letzow, J.A.V. Costa, J.A. Souza, and L.A. Isoldi

17.1 Introduction

Constructal theory and design accounts for the universal phenomenon of generation

and evolution of design [1, 2]. Constructal theory has been used to explain deter-

ministically the generation of shape in flow structures of nature (river basins, lungs,

atmospheric circulation, animal shapes, vascularized tissues, etc.) based on an

evolutionary principle of flow access in time. That principle is the Constructal

law: “for a flow system to persist in time “to survive,” it must evolve in such way

that it provides easier and easier access to the currents that flow through it” [2]. This

same principle is used to yield new designs for electronics, fuel cells, and tree

networks for transport of people, goods, and information [3]. The applicability of
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this method/law to the physics of engineered flow systems has been widely

discussed in recent literature [4–7].

One important subject in engineering is the study of fins arrays. This fact is

concerned with its employability in many applications, such as heat exchangers,

microelectronics, cooling of internal combustion engines, and electric motors [8, 9].

The study of fins has also been the subject of optimization by means of Constructal

Design. Bejan and Almogbel [10] optimized a T-shaped assembly of fins. The

objective was to maximize the global thermal conductance subject to total volume

and fin material constraints. After that, several configurations of assembly of fins

were extensively studied [11–14].

As cavities can be considered as spaces between adjacent fins, they also play an

important role in the heat transfer field and Constructal Design has been success-

fully applied to the study of cooling cavities intruded into conducting solids with

uniform heat generation. Several shapes, from the elemental C-shaped cavity to the

complex T-Y cavity, have been investigated [15–19].

Recently, Constructal design has also been applied to bioreactors in solid-state

fermentation to discover the shape of the bioreactor that allows heat currents to be

removed easily from the hot medium [20, 21].

This chapter considers the constructal design of three thermal systems: T-shaped

cavity, electric motor fins, and hollow bioreactor for solid-state fermentation.

Giving freedom to the thermal systems, the best shapes will emerge according to

the Constructal Law.

17.2 T-Shaped Cavity

This section studies an open cavity shaped as T intruding into a solid conducting

wall, as shown in Fig. 17.1. The structure has four degrees of freedom: L0/L1 (ratio
between the lengths of the stem and bifurcated branches), H1/L1 (ratio between

the thickness and length of the bifurcated branches), H0/L0 (ratio between the

thickness and length of the stem), and H/L (ratio between the height and length of

the conducting solid wall) and two restrictions, the ratio between the cavity
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volume and solid volume (f) and the total volume. The purpose of the numerical

investigation is to minimize the dimensionless global thermal resistance between

the cavity and the ambient. The configuration is two-dimensional, with the third

dimension (W) sufficiently long in comparison with the height H and the length L
of the volume occupied by the body. The solid is isotropic with the constant

thermal conductivity k. It generates heat uniformly at the volumetric rate q000 (W/

m3). The outer surfaces of the solid are perfectly insulated. The generated heat

current (q000A) is removed by convective heat transfer through the cavities’ walls.

The heat transfer coefficient h is uniform over all the exposed surfaces.

The objective of the analysis is to determine the geometry (L0/L1, H/L, H0/L0,
H1/L1) that minimizes the dimensionless global thermal resistanceymax ¼ Tmax�T1

q000A=k .

According to constructal design, this optimization can be subjected to two

constraints, namely, the total area constraint,

A ¼ HL; (17.1)

and the cavity area constraint,

Ac ¼ H0L0 þ H1L1: (17.2)

Fig. 17.1 T-shaped cavity cooled by convection
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Equations (17.1)–(17.2) can be expressed as the cavity area fraction:

f ¼ Ac

A
: (17.3)

The analysis that delivers the global thermal resistance as a function of the

geometry consists of solving numerically the heat conduction equation along the

solid region,

@2y
@~x2

þ @2y
@~y2

þ 1 ¼ 0; (17.4)

where the dimensionless variables are

y ¼ T � T1
q000A=k

(17.5)

and

~x; ~y; ~H0; ~L0; ~H1; ~L1; ~H; ~L ¼ x; y;H0; L0;H1; L1;H; L

A1=2
: (17.6)

The outer surfaces are insulated, i.e.,

@y
@~x

¼ 0 or
@y
@~y

¼ 0: (17.7)

The boundary conditions on the cavity surfaces come from balancing the conduc-

tion and convection heat transfer, and their dimensionless resulting values are given

by

� @y
@~x

¼ a2y
2

or � @y
@~y

¼ a2y
2

: (17.8)

The parameter (a) that emerged in (17.8) was already used by Bejan and Almogbel

[10] and it is defined as

a ¼ 2hA1=2

k

� �1=2

: (17.9)

The dimensionless forms of (17.1) and (17.3) are

~H ~L ¼ 1; (17.10)
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f ¼ ~H0
~L0 þ ~H1

~L1: (17.11)

The dimensionless global thermal resistance, ymax, is our objective function and is

defined as

ymax ¼ Tmax � T1
q000A=k

: (17.12)

The function defined by (17.12) can be determined numerically, by solving

(17.4) for the temperature field in every assumed configuration (L0/L1, H/L, H0/

L0, H1/L1) of the type shown in Fig. 17.1 and calculating ymax to see whether ymax

can be minimized by varying the configuration. Details about the numerical

method, grid independence, and validation of the numerical method can be found

in references [15–19]. In all simulations, we used the value a ¼ 0.1 according to the

example illustrated in ref. [10]: under forced convection it has been demonstrated

that this number agrees with practical values used by the industry.

Figure 17.2 shows the optimization of the global thermal resistance, ymax, for

several values of the ratio H0/L0 as a function of the ratio L0/L1: there is an optimal

ratio L0/L1 that minimizes ymax when the parameters (f and a) and the degrees of

freedom (H/L, H0/L0, H1/L1) are fixed.

Fig. 17.2 The optimization of the dimensionless global thermal resistance as a function of the

ratio L0/L1 for several values of the ratio H0/L0
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The same results of Fig. 17.2 have been highlighted in Fig. 17.3: the ratio L0/L1,
optimized with reference to one degree of freedom, decreases when H0/L0
increases. Figure 17.3 also shows that ymax decreases as the ratio (H0/L0) also

decreases and it reaches its minimal value when ratio H0/L0 is the smallest geomet-

rically possible: we named these optimal values ymax,mm ¼ 76.7, (L0/L1)oo ¼ 7.04,

and (H0/L0)o ¼ 0.035, where the subscript “mm” means minimized twice, “oo”

optimized twice, and “o” optimized once.

The search for best geometric shapes continues in Fig. 17.4: now the second

optimization of the degree of freedom L0/L1 performed in Fig. 17.3 is repeated for

several values of the cavity area fraction f. Figure 17.4 shows that the optimal ratio

(H0/L0)o is almost insensitive to changes in the value of the area fraction f.
However, ymax,mm and (L0/L1)oo decrease steadily as the area fraction increases. It

can be noticed from Fig. 17.4 that the value ymax,mm when f ¼ 0.3 is 51% smaller

than the value of ymax,mm when f ¼ 0.05.

We continue our search for better configurations exploring the effect of the degree

of freedom H1/L1 in the optimization process. Figure 17.5 shows that ymax,mm

decreases when H1/L1 also decreases and reaches its minimal value when H1/L1 is
the smallest possible: the global thermal resistance value ymax,mm calculated whenH1/

L1 ¼ 0.01 is approximately 33% smaller than its value calculated when H1/L1 ¼ 1.

Figure 17.5 also shows that (L0/L1)oo is approximately constant and equal to

2 when H1/L1 is smaller than 0.3. For H1/L1 greater than 0.3 the ratio (L0/L1)oo

Fig. 17.3 The once optimized dimensionless global thermal resistance and the once optimized

ratio (L0/L1)o as a function of the ratio H0/L0
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increases as the ratio H1/L1 also increases. In the other side, the optimal ratio (H0/

L0)o does not change much and can be roughly approximated as 0.1.

The best shapes calculated in Fig. 17.5 are shown in scale in Fig. 17.6. We can

notice that the hot spots are all concentrated in the right side of Fig. 17.6. It is also

important to notice that the best configurations are the ones where the cavity

penetrates completely into the solid body and the vertical branch of T occupies

all the vertical length of the solid body.

When compared to the C-shaped cavity [19], the T-shaped cavity performs

approximately 45% better under the same thermal and geometric conditions. We

found these results because we optimized completely the three degrees of freedom:

L0/L1,H0/L0, andH1/L1. The performance of the T-shaped cavity can be improved if

we optimize the degree of freedom H/L and study the effect of the parameter “a.”
These issues will be addressed in future works.

17.3 Electric Motors Fins

Consider the geometry of the electric motor frame, shown in Fig. 17.7. The

configuration is two-dimensional with the third dimension sufficiently long in

comparison with the radius of the external side of the electric motor frame (R2).

Fig. 17.4 The twice optimized dimensionless global thermal resistance, the twice optimized ratio

(L0/L1)oo, and the once optimized ratio (H0/L0)o as a function of the area fraction f
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The convection heat transfer coefficient (h) is uniform over all the external surfaces.

Besides, the temperature of the external flow is known (T1). The heat current

through the root section (q1) is also known. The maximum temperature (Tmax)

occurs at the internal section of the frame, i.e., for r ¼ R0, and varies with the

geometry.

The purpose of the analysis is to determine the optimal geometry (t1/H1, t1/t2,
and N) that is characterized by the minimum global thermal resistance ((Tmax �
T1)/q1). According to the Constructal design [1, 2] this optimization can be

subjected to constraints, namely, the total volume of the electric frame without

fins, i.e., frame area constraint

A ¼ pR2
1; (17.13)

the fin-material volume (with a cross-sectional trapezoidal area) constraint

Af ¼ N

2
ðt1 þ t2ÞH1; (17.14)

and the volume of the cavity where it is inserted the rotor-stator set

Ar ¼ pR2
0: (17.15)

Fig. 17.5 The twice optimized dimensionless global thermal resistance, the twice optimized ratio

(L0/L1)oo, and the once optimized ratio (H0/L0)o as a function of the ratio (H1/L1)
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Equations (17.14)–(17.15) can be expressed as the fin volume fraction,

ff ¼
Af

A
; (17.16)

and the rotor-stator cavity volume fraction,

fr ¼
A0

A
: (17.17)

It is worth mentioning that R2 varies with the geometry of fins. Thus, the total

area, given by (17.13), is selected as a function of the radius of the frame without

fins (R1), which is kept fixed for all performed simulations.

Fig. 17.6 The best shapes of Fig. 17.5
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The analysis that delivers the global thermal resistance as a function of the frame

electric motor geometry consists in solving numerically the heat conduction equa-

tion along the entire domain of the solid annulus with fins, which is considered

isotropic with constant thermal conductivity k,

@2y
@~x2

þ @2y
@~y2

¼ 0; (17.18)

where the dimensionless variables are

y ¼ T � T1
q1=kW

(17.19)

and

~x; ~y; ~r; ~R0; ~R1; ~R2; ~H1; ~t1; ~t2 ¼ x; y; r;R0;R1;R2;H1; t1; t2
A1=2

: (17.20)

The boundary conditions are given by

Fig. 17.7 Domain of the electric motor frame
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� @y
@~r

¼ q1

2kp ~R0

; (17.21)

where ~r is the dimensionless radius and

� @y
@~x

¼ a

2
y or� @y

@~y
¼ a

2
y at the outer surfaces: (17.22)

The parameter (a) that emerged in (17.22) was defined in (17.9).

The dimensionless forms of (17.13) and (17.16)–(17.17) are

p ~R2
1 ¼ 1; (17.23)

ff ¼
N

2
ð~t1 þ ~t2Þ ~H1; (17.24)

fr ¼ p ~R2
0: (17.25)

The maximal excess temperature, ymax, is also the dimensionless global thermal

resistance between the volume of the entire system (cavity and solid) and the

surroundings:

ymax ¼ Tmax � T1
q1=kW

: (17.26)

The numerical work consisted of determining the temperature field in a large

number of configurations of the type shown in Fig. 17.7. The structure depicted in

Fig. 17.7 has three degrees of freedom: N, t1/t2, and t2/H1. The first degree to be

optimized by minimizing ymax is the ratio t1/H1. Afterwards, other degrees of

freedom are optimized in the following sequence: t1/t2 and N. The procedure of

optimization, grid independence, and validation of the numerical method are better

depicted in the study of Biserni et al. [12].

Figure 17.8 shows the dimensionless global thermal resistance as a function of

the ratio t1/H1 for several ratios t1/t2 and for the following parameters: N ¼ 5,

fr ¼ 0.6, and ff ¼ 0.05. In general, the optimal shapes were observed for the

lower ratios t1/H1, except for the value t1/t2 ¼ 50, where the optimal shape is not

obtained for the extreme ratios of t1/H1. For the ratio t1/t2 ¼ 100, where the optimal

geometry was found, the best shape that emerged in Fig. 17.8 was found to be at t1/
H1 ¼ 0.008.

The procedure for obtaining the minimal overall thermal resistance presented in

Fig. 17.8 is repeated for several values of t1/t2. The once minimized global thermal

resistance (ymax)m as well as the corresponding once optimized ratio (t1/H1)o as a

function of the ratio t1/t2 are presented in Fig. 17.9. For N ¼ 5, fr ¼ 0.6, and

ff ¼ 0.05, it is shown that there is a second opportunity of optimization, i.e., there
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is an optimal (t1/t2)o that minimizes global thermal resistance. It is also observed that

the increase of the (ymax)m for t1/t2 � 90 is related with the increase of (t1/H1)o.

Figure 17.10 presents the once minimized global thermal resistance for several values

of the fin volume fraction: ff ¼ 0.05, ff ¼ 0.1, and ff ¼ 0.2. For all performed

simulations the parameters N and fr were kept fixed (N ¼ 5 and fr ¼ 0.6). As

expected, lower values of (ymax)m are obtained for higher values of ff. Besides, for

ff ¼ 0.1 and ff ¼ 0.2, the optimal shapes are achieved for higher values of t1/t2, on
the contrary to previously observed for ff ¼ 0.05. The optimal shape obtained with

ff ¼ 0.2 has a once minimized global thermal resistance 19.54% and 42.39% lower

than that calculated for ff ¼ 0.1 and ff ¼ 0.05, respectively.

Figure 17.11 shows the once optimized ratio (t1/H1)o as a function of the ratio t1/
t2 for several values of the fin volume fraction: ff ¼ 0.05, ff ¼ 0.1, and ff ¼ 0.2.

It can be noticed that, for ff ¼ 0.1 and ff ¼ 0.2, the ratio (t1/H1)o is constant for

higher values of t1/t2, differently of the behavior observed for ff ¼ 0.05. This

difference for the evaluated fin volume fractions is reflected in the once minimized

global thermal resistance.

Figure 17.12 presents the twice minimized global thermal resistance, (ymax)mm,

as a function of the number of fins N for several fin-material volume fractions:

ff ¼ 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. It is shown that the (ymax)mm decreases when both the

number of fins N and the fin-material volume fractions ff increase. It is also noticed

that the twice minimized global thermal resistance has an asymptotic tendency as a

Fig. 17.8 The optimization of the global thermal resistance as a function of t1/H1 for several

values of the ratio t1/t2
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Fig. 17.10 The optimization of the once minimized global thermal resistance as a function of the

ratio t2/t2 for several values of ff

Fig. 17.9 The optimization of the once minimized global thermal resistance and the

corresponding once minimized ratio (t1/H1)o as a function of the ratio t1/t2
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function of the number of fins, i.e., the increase of complexity will not indefinitely

lead to an increase of the thermal performance. The increase of N from 5 to 8 leads

to an improvement of 23.8%, 25.0%, and 20.5% in the thermal performance for

ff ¼ 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively. When N is augmented from 8 to 10, the

thermal performance increases only 12.5%, 13.2%, and 12.0%.

The optimal ratios (t1/t2)o and (t1/H1)oo for several values of N and ff are shown

in Figs. 17.13 and 17.14, respectively. Figure 17.13 shows that the optimal ratio (t1/
t2)o increases with the increase of N until the stabilization of the ratio (t1/t2)o for
ff ¼ 0.05, while the ratio (t1/t2)o increases with the increase of N for ff ¼ 0.1. For

ff ¼ 0.2, the optimal ratio (t1/t2)o increases from N ¼ 5 to 8 and decreases from

N ¼ 8 to 10. Figure 17.14 shows that the twice optimized ratio (t1/H1)oo decreases

from N ¼ 5 to 8 for all evaluated fin-material volume fractions ff. For higher

values of N the ratio (t1/H1)oo continues to decrease for ff ¼ 0.2, while a stabiliza-

tion for the other values of ff ¼ 0.05 and 0.1 is observed.

Figure 17.15 shows the optimal shapes for several values of N ¼ 5, 8, and 10 and

ff ¼ 0.2. The best shape is obtained for N ¼ 10. The best shape obtained with

N ¼ 10 and ff ¼ 0.2 is 46.1% and 21.3% better than the best shapes reached for

ff ¼ 0.05 and ff ¼ 0.1, respectively. Other important observation is that the

optimal shapes reached with higher values of N (N ¼ 8 or 10) can lead to a better

thermal performance, even for lower values of ff, i.e., the increase of the geometry

complexity can compensate the lower amount of fin-material (ff) (for example, see

the twice minimized global thermal resistance, (ymax)mm, obtained for N ¼ 5 and

Fig. 17.11 The once minimized ratio (t1/H1)o as a function of the ratio t1/t2 for several values offf
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Fig. 17.12 The effect of the number of fins N and ff in the twice minimized global thermal

resistance

Fig. 17.13 The effect of the number of fins N and ff in the once optimized ratio (t1/t2)o



ff ¼ 0.1). The results reinforce that not only the increase of the heat exchange area

of the assembly of fins conducts to the better thermal performance but also the

geometry design. The geometries with more uniform temperature distribution led to

the best thermal performance according to the constructal principle of optimal

distribution of imperfections [1, 2].

17.4 Hollow Bioreactor for Solid-State Fermentation

The proposed bioreactor is a column with an aeration system through which air is

fed via an internal duct that has a fully perforated wall (promoting, therefore, the

entry of air perpendicularly to it). There are walls in the area around the inlet and

the exit of the internal duct, which allows the air to flow through the porous

medium. Figure 17.16 shows the layout of the bioreactor and the domain studied

(axisymmetrical).

The hollow bioreactor has two degrees of freedom: the ratio between the

diameter and height of the bioreactor (D/L) and the ratio between the diameters

of the internal duct at its entrance and exit (Din/Dout). These parameters were

studied, as well as the fraction of volume occupied by the internal duct (’),
which is given by (17.28)

Fig. 17.14 The effect of the number of fins N and ff in the twice optimized ratio (t1/H1)oo
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’ ¼ Vd

V
; (17.27)

where Vd is the volume of the internal duct (defined by (17.29)) and V is the total

volume of the bioreactor,

Vd ¼ p
12

LðDin þ DoutÞ2: (17.28)

Fig. 17.15 The optimal

shapes as function of N for

ff ¼ 0.2
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The mathematical and numerical models, grid independence, validation, and

details of the numerical model are presented and discussed in refs. [20, 21]. The

computational domain that represents the bioreactor was generated, discretized, and

exported to the Fluent software (v. 6.3.26–ANSYS, Inc., USA) for numerical

resolution of the mathematical model through the finite volume method.

Simulations were performed to examine the temperature and velocity profiles inside

the porous bed for two different configurations of the bioreactor: with an internal

duct of air supplier with a constant cross-section ((Din/Dout) ¼ 1) and with a

nonconstant cross-section duct ((Din/Dout) 6¼ 1).

The Constructal design allows the hollow bioreactor to work without external

equipment to cool the bed, since Constructal design minimizes the maximum

temperature of the bioreactor (objective function) through the Constructal principle.

The maximum temperature was set at 308 K, as this is considered ideal for the

growth of the Aspergillus fungus [22, 23]. By keeping the total volume of the

bioreactor (V) constant, the numerical model was resolved for different (D/L) ratios
to obtain the optimum geometry ((D/L)opt), which corresponds with the minimized

maximum temperature, Tmax,m ¼ 308 K. This procedure was repeated for different

volume fractions of the internal duct (’), ratios between the diameters of entry and

exit of the internal duct (Din/Dout), volumetric flow rates (Q), and air temperatures

at entry (Tin).

Fig. 17.16 Diagram of hollow bioreactor and computational domain
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Figure 17.17 shows the temperature field for the bioreactor with internal duct

constant cross section. As the configuration is not optimal, temperatures above the

optimum level established in this work (308 K) can be seen (Fig. 17.17d).

The initial 20 h of the cultivation (Fig. 17.17a) shows that the porous bed

temperature is arising slowly, indicating that the organism is in the lag phase of

growth. After 20 h (Fig. 17.17b), the lag phase of growth has been exceeded and the
concentration of microorganisms begins to grow faster, fostering a small radial

gradient of temperature. At 35 and 40 h (Fig. 17.17c, d), the bed temperature rises

rapidly, characterizing the exponential phase of growth, where rapid generation of

heat occurs.

Figure 17.17 also shows that the hollow bioreactor with constant cross-section

internal duct presents radial and constant gradients of temperature throughout the

bioreactor. This profile is due to a set of factors made up of the constant cross

section of the internal duct, the insulated external walls of the bioreactor, and by the

air inlet in the direction r. Conventional column bioreactors, unlike the hollow,

have axial gradients of temperature throughout the bioprocess [24].

The maximum temperature of the hollow bioreactor at 35 and 40 h (about 309 K)

is low, when compared with the maximum temperature of conventional column

bioreactors under the same configurations and operating conditions, because the

conventional bioreactor reaches temperatures higher than 323 K. Therefore, the

aeration system of the hollow proves to be efficient at cooling the porous medium.

Figure 17.18 shows the temperature profiles in the two cases in which the cross

section of the internal duct is not constant ((Din/Dout) 6¼ 1). These examples

include two configurations: a configuration where (Din/Dout) < 1 and another in

which (Din/Dout) > 1.

Unlike the temperature profile of the hollow bioreactor with a constant cross-

section internal duct (Fig. 17.17), the bioreactors with (Din/Dout) 6¼ 1 (Fig. 17.18)

do not have radial gradients of temperature constant along the length (z direction).

Fig. 17.17 Field of temperatures of the computational domain at 20 h (a), 30 h (b), 35 h (c), and

40 h (d) of fermentation ((D/L) ¼ 0.5, ’ ¼ 0.1, (Din/Dout) ¼ 1, Tin ¼ 302 K, and

Q ¼ 3 � 10�7 m3 s�1)
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It can also be seen that, despite the two examples shown in Fig. 17.18 having the

same ratio (D/L), the same volume fraction of the internal duct (’), the same

volumetric flow rate (Q), and air temperature of inlet air (Tin), the temperature

profiles are different due to the ratios (Din/Dout). It can be confirmed, in Fig. 17.18a,

that when (Din/Dout) < 1, the region of the maximum temperature of the bioreactor

is located next to the wall around the top of the internal duct. In contrast, when (Din/

Dout) > 1 (Fig. 17.18b), there is a maximum temperature near the bioreactor’s exit.

The value of the maximum temperature differs between the two cases. The ratio

(Din/Dout) > 1 provides a lower maximum temperature, when compared to the

maximum temperature of the bioreactor with (Din/Dout) < 1 under the same

conditions. However, when compared with the maximal temperature for the case

where (Din/Dout) ¼ 1 (which has the temperature profile shown in Fig. 17.17d

under the same configurations and operating conditions), the minimum–maximum

temperature is in the configuration of the bioreactor with the constant cross-section

internal duct.

Regarding the fluid velocity through the porous medium (Fig. 17.19), it was

found that the use of bioreactors with ratio (Din/Dout) > 1 (Fig. 17.19c) provides a

better distribution of air velocity along the bioreactor and reduces the areas of low

aeration (located next to the wall around the beginning of the internal duct). Since

the flow of air converges to the exit of the bioreactor, in this area the fluid velocity is

maximal.

After the bioreactor was defined with a constant cross-section internal duct ((Din/

Dout) ¼ 1), different fractions of volume of the internal duct (’) were tested to

verify its effect on the bioreactor’s maximum temperature, as shown in Fig. 17.20.

It is worth noting that, as the fraction of volume of the internal duct increases,

higher ratios (D/L) are needed to maintain the maximal temperature of 308 K.

Larger volume fractions of the internal duct (’) diminish the useful capacity of the

Fig. 17.18 Temperature profiles of the hollow bioreactor with ratio (Din/Dout) ¼ 0.5 (a) and (Din/

Dout) ¼ 1.5 (b) at 40 h of bioprocess ((D/L) ¼ 0.5, ’ ¼ 0.1, Tin ¼ 302 K, and

Q ¼ 3 � 10�7 m3 s�1)
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bioreactor, and therefore also reduce the volumetric heat generation. There is then

the need for higher ratios (D/L), as the temperature profile of the hollow bioreactor

with (Din/Dout) ¼ 1 is characterized by the radial gradient of temperature. In other

words, bioreactors with higher ’ have less heat generation and, therefore, may be

wider (higher ratio (D/L)).
It can also be seen that, for the same volume fraction of the internal duct (’),

there is an increase in the maximum temperature of the bioreactor with the increase

in the (D/L) ratio, and this increase is more pronounced at lower values of ’. The
increase in maximum temperature in greater (D/L) ratios can also be explained by

the radial gradient of temperature characteristic of the hollow bioreactor with (Din/

Dout) ¼ 1.

Fig. 17.20 Maximum

temperature of the bioreactor

according to (D/L) for various
’ (Q ¼ 3 � 10�6 m3 s�1,

Tin ¼ 302 K, (Din/Dout) ¼ 1)

Fig. 17.19 Velocity profiles of the hollow bioreactor with ratio (Din/Dout) ¼ 0.5 (a) and (Din/

Dout) ¼ 1.5 (b) at 40 h of bioprocess ((D/L) ¼ 0.5, ’ ¼ 0.1, Tin ¼ 302 K, and

Q ¼ 3 � 10�7 m3 s�1)
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After observing the effect of the volume fraction ’ on the maximum temperature

of the bioreactor, geometric optimization was carried out according to the ratio

(Din/Dout). Figure 17.21a shows the configurations of bioreactor ((D/L)opt) for

different (Din/Dout) and ’, under the operational conditions of Tin ¼ 302 K and

Q ¼ 3 � 10�6 m3 s�1.

Figure 17.21a, b shows peaks located at (Din/Dout) ¼ 1. The peaks in Fig. 17.21a

indicate that the bioreactor which has the internal duct with constant section is the

configuration with the highest ratio (D/L)opt for a particular value of ’. The

peaks in Fig. 17.21b, in turn, justify the higher ratio (D/L)opt for bioreactors with
(Din/Dout) ¼ 1, because this configuration has the maximum velocities of air inlet,

which increase the cooling of the bed and thus enable the bioreactor to have a larger

diameter and, therefore, a larger ratio (D/L) for the same volumetric flow rate.

Fig. 17.21 Geometric

optimization of the hollow

bioreactor as a function of

(Din/Dout) for different ’
(Tin ¼ 302 K and

Q ¼ 3 � 10�6 m3 s�1) (a)

and corresponding velocity of

fluid for each optimization (b)
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Figure 17.22a shows the configurations (D/L)opt of the hollow bioreactor with

constant section internal duct as a function of ’ for different volumetric flow rates

of air inlet (Q). The flows of inlet air have been set not to exceed the maximum

velocity in the bed of 0.006 m s�1. This level of velocity was previously tested

successfully in bioprocesses with the Aspergillus fungus using the same bed of

substrate [22].

Within the interval of volumetric flow rate studied, it can be noted that the flow

of air (Q) has a more pronounced effect on the configuration (D/L)opt of the

bioreactors with larger volume fractions of the internal duct (’). Bioreactors with
small internal duct volume fractions (’ � 0.04) have a (D/L)opt configuration
almost independent of the volumetric flow rate of air. On the other hand, (D/L)opt

Fig. 17.22 Geometric

optimization of the hollow

bioreactor for different Q
(Tin ¼ 302 K). (a): as a

function of ’, and (Din/

Dout) ¼ 1. (b): as a function

of (Din/Dout) and ’ ¼ 0.05
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increases with the value of ’ and with increasing volumetric flow rate. In

Fig. 17.22b, it can be seen that, regardless of the (Din/Dout) ratio, the increase in

the volumetric flow rate of air (Q) provides configurations with higher (D/L)opt
when ’ is kept constant.

The general observation of the effect of the flow of air on (D/L)opt highlights the
importance of experimental data on the acceptablemaximum velocity of air inside the

porous bed that is not detrimental to the growth of fungus. This parameter is important

and there is a shortage of information on the practical limits of this data [24].

The constructal design of the bioreactor for different temperatures of air-supply

(Tin) is also presented in Fig. 17.23. The temperature of inlet air has a strong effect

on the configuration ((D/L)opt) of the hollow bioreactor. Mitchell et al. [25] also

Fig. 17.23 Geometric

optimization of the hollow

bioreactor for different Tin
(Q ¼ 3 � 10�6 m3 s�1). (a):

as a function of ’, with (Din/

Dout) ¼ 1. (b): as a function

of (Din/Dout), with ’ ¼ 0.05
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observed the effect of Tin on the optimization of the conventional column bioreac-

tor. The authors report that Tin must be carefully defined, since it must be high

enough to provide reasonable rates of growth, especially in the entry region of a

conventional bioreactor, which is kept near the Tin.
The effect of Tin on the geometry (D/L)opt of the hollow bioreactor is more

pronounced with larger internal duct volume fractions (’) (Fig. 17.23a). For a

bioreactor with the same ’, the use of lower temperatures establishes configurations

with higher (D/L)opt ratios to operate under the temperature of 308 K. The greatest

cooling provided by the lower temperature is reflected in the increased diameter of

the bioreactor and thus at higher (D/L)opt ratios. The observation of the effect of Tin
in the (D/L)opt value was also verified by Cunha et al. [20] in their work about

modular bioreactor for SSF.

Figure 17.23b shows the optimization of the hollow bioreactor as a function of

the (Din/Dout) ratio. The figure confirms that the use of lower Tin provides higher (D/
L)opt, regardless of the (Din/Dout) ratio.

17.5 Conclusions

This chapter shows how to apply Constructal design to discover configurations that

facilitates the access of heat currents in thermal systems.

Firstly, we studied an open T-shaped cavity intruding into a solid conducting

wall. The results showed that the cavity performs better when it penetrates almost

completely into the solid body and the vertical branch of the T cavity occupies

almost all the vertical length of the cavity. The optimal geometry has the smallest

possible value of H1/L1 (f ¼ 0.01), while the optimal value (H0/L0) was set

approximately 0.1 and the optimal (L0/L1) was roughly approximate as 2. The T-

shaped cavity performed approximately 45% better when compared to the C-

shaped cavity under the same thermal and geometric conditions. This result only

was able to be achieved because we optimized completely all the three degrees of

freedom. We also noticed that the hot spots moved from one side to the other of the

solid body depending on the changes in the geometry in the search for the better

distribution of imperfections in the solid body.

Secondly the Constructal method was applied to the geometry similar to that find

in electrical motor frames. Two degrees of freedom are investigated, t1/H1 and t1/t2,
for several number of fins (N ¼ 5, 8, and 10) and fin-material volume fractions

(ff ¼ 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2). The results showed that the twice minimized dimension-

less thermal resistance, (ymax)mm, decreases with the increase of the number of fins

N, as well as the fin-material volume fraction ff. It was also observed that the

(ymax)mm tends to stabilize when N increases. However, more studies with

the simulation of number of fins higher than N ¼ 10 are required to corroborate

this finding. Another important observation was that the increase of the geometry

complexity can compensate the lower amount of fin-material fraction (ff). For

example, the twice minimized global thermal resistance, (ymax)mm, obtained for
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N ¼ 5 and ff ¼ 0.1 was approximately 4 and 15% higher than the ones reached

with N ¼ 8 and ff ¼ 0.05 and with N ¼ 10 and ff ¼ 0.05.

Finally, this chapter presents a new type of bioreactor for solid-state

bioprocesses: the hollow bioreactor. The geometry of the bioreactor was examined,

which allows the bioprocess to occur under the temperature of 308 K, without the

use of external cooling equipment. The possibility of using less equipment shows

how constructal design can be used as a tool for the ecologically correct manage-

ment of energy. The hollow bioreactor has a lower maximum temperature than that

observed in the conventional column bioreactor with the same configurations and

same operational conditions, which demonstrates that the method is efficient at

cooling the porous medium. The ratio between the diameters of the internal duct’s

entry and exit (Din/Dout) of the hollow bioreactor influences the maximum temper-

ature observed during the bioprocess. Bioreactors with (Din/Dout) ratio >1 have a

maximum temperature lower than the maximum temperature of bioreactors with

(Din/Dout) < 1 (under the same operational conditions and configurations). More-

over, they provide better distribution of air velocity along the bioreactor, thus

reducing areas that are less favored by aeration. The configuration of the hollow

bioreactor—(D/L)opt—depends on the volume fraction of the internal duct (’).
Bioreactors with higher volume fractions of the internal duct have lower useful

capacity and, therefore, generate less heat, which demands wider configurations of

the bioreactor (higher ratio (D/L)opt), when compared to the bioreactors with

smaller volume fractions of the internal duct. The volumetric flow of air inlet (Q)
also affects the configuration (D/L)opt of the bioreactor. The increase in volumetric

flow rate increases the ratio (D/L)opt. The use of lower temperatures of air inlet (Tin)
leads to bioreactor configurations with higher (D/L)opt ratios, regardless of the

volume fraction of the internal duct and the (Din/Dout) ratio used in the bioreactor.
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